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54. Henry Fearon, B.D., 1863, the present Archdeacon of 
Leicester, graduated at Cambridge in 1824, and became a Fellow 
of Emmanuel College. He was presented to the Bectory of 
Loughborough in the year 1848, by his college, and made an 
Honorary Canon of Peterborough Cathedral, 1849. The Arch 
deacon has published the following works: What to Learn and 
What to Unlearn; and Sermons on Public Occasions, 1859.

January 28th, 1867.

ANNUAL MEETING.

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.
After the transaction of business in Committee ME. BELLAIRS 

(Financial Secretary) presented a Statement of Accounts for the 
past year, MR. NORTH, Honorary Secretary, presented and read the 
following

REPOET FOR THE YEAR 1866.

THE commencement of a new year reminds your Committee that it is again their 
pleasure and their duty to bring before you, as succinctly as possible, the operations 
of the Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological Society during the year 186U. 
They would, in the first place, refer to the interest attaching to the bi-monthly 
meetings of the Society held in this room during that period. Excavations made 
during the year have brought to light many valuable memorials of Roman Leicester, 
most of which have been sent for your inspection. Among these as worthy of 
special mention should be noted a large glass vase disinterred in December, 1885, 
and exhibited at our meeting in January last. It was found in Oxford Street, 
Leicester, at a depth of five feet from the surface. The shape is unusual, being 
hexagonal with one handle only. In height it is about nine inches. A peculiarity 
attaching to this vessel is that it contained a fluid a saline solution, with salts of 
lime covering a deposit of burnt bones, and probably intended to preserve them 
from decomposition. The fluid had been hermetically enclosed by a leaden cap, 
firmly fixed on the mouth of the vessel by bard cement, and so had been preserved. 
The hexagonal shape is rare in Roman glass urns found in this country. A vase of 
that shape, larger than the one now under notice, also containing bones, was found 
about the year 1830 in the precincts of the Leicester Abbey, but was afterwards 
unfortunately broken. A vessel of this form is preserved in the British Museum ; 
it was found at Barnwell, near Cambridge. Another was dug up a few years since, 
at St. Alban's, with other Sepulchral vessels, in the churchyard of St. Stephen's 
parish ; it measures fourteen inches in height, being considerably larger than our 
specimen. We may, however, congratulate our Museum authorities upon having 
secured for the town a most curious relic of Roman Leicester, and a valuable 
specimen of ancient glass manufacture. Roman Pottery, too, in considerable pro 
fusion, and in several cases in good preservation, has been exhumed, and many 
valuable specimens have been added to the store in the Leicester Town Museum.

Further discoveries of great interest have been made during the year in the 
Anglo-Saxon Cemetery at Melton Mowbray. These were carefully noted, and the 
relics exhibited and explained by Mr. North at the March meeting of this Society. 
Major Knight also exhibited, at the May meeting, some valuable relics of the Anglo-
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Saxonj period, found, with the skeleton of a female, on his estate at Glenn Parva, in 
this ccbunty. These relics are carefully preserved by Major Knight, who has also had 
photographs taken of each article. Some alleged Anglo-Saxon relics have also been 
produced at the bi-monthly meetings, which were at once pronounced to belong to 
a class \now extensively manufactured mere forgeries. The Committee take this 
opportunity of cautioning members against purchasing alleged antiquities or 
coins (w.fcich are also manufactured largely) without exercising great care and 
discrimination.

The interest attaching to numismatics has been sustained by the exhibition and 
explanation^ of many rare and valuable coins and medals by the Rev. A. Pownall, 
F.S.A., and other gentlemen.

The General Meeting held last year at Market Harborough, in conjunction with 
the Northamptonshire Society, was as successful as your Committee could desire. 
The temporary museum was enriched with a great profusion of articles of value 
and interest, illustrative of ancient and modern art, and of the many branches of 
archaeological research and enquiry. The papers read at the public meeting will 
appear in the next volume of the Associated Societies. The Excursion, on the 
second day of the Congress, was replete with interest, which, however, would have 
been enhanced if more time could have been devoted to several of the places visited. 
Your Committee are aware of the difficulties encountered by their own sub-committee 
and the local committee formed for making the arrangements for the annual 
excursion, but it should tie borne in mind that almost invariably too much work is 
given to be done in the sh,ort period even of a long summer's day, and a shelter 
programme would ensure a\more careful and painstaking inspection of the places 
visited.

Your Committee have again to regret the late appearance of the yearly part of 
the Transactions of this Society, owing to a difficulty in obtaining correct drawings 
for some of the plates with which it is illustrated. The members are much indebted 
to Mr. Bellairs, to Mr. Bull, and to Mr. Lea of Lutterworth, for giving much time 
and taking much trouble in making several anastatic drawings of considerable local 
interest, and which add much to the attraction of the several papers which they 
illustrate. With regard to the ancient pulpit at Lutterworth, as the church in which 
it stands is about being restored, it may be well to state its present condition, as 
noted by Mr. Lea in making his drawings to illustrate Mr. Bloxam's paper on 
Lutterworth Church and the Wycliffe Relics, which appears in the " Transactions " 
just placed in your hands. The present plan of the pulpit is octagonal; there are, 
however, only five original panels remaining, the other three being modern, with the 
ornamental parts in cast iron; the terminal figures of the angle buttresses of these 
modern panels are also of cast iron, which leads Mr. Lea to surmise that the ancient 
pulpit was perhaps hexagonal in plan, not octagonal. The pulpit was anciently 
richly painted and gilded, but it is now grained and varnished. The portion of 
needlework called " The Cope," also figured by Mr. Lea, is of purple velvet richly 
embroidered. The band at the top is of gold lace or baudkin.

Without attempting to give this year any detailed report of the progress of 
Church Building and Church Restoration in this county during the past twelve 
months, your Committee can report that much work has been done in a highly 
creditable and satisfactory manner. To mention only three instances: The restora 
tion of the fine church of Church Langton has been completed, that of the still finer 
edifice, of which the inhabitants of Melton Mowbray are so justly proud, is progress 
ing, and the church of Lutterworth, so intimately associated with the venerable 
Wyclifie, is about being placed in the hands of Mr. Scott for careful and 
necessary repairs.

It may seem superflous now to point to proofs that the Gothic style the national 
style of architecture is daily reasserting its claims, and is daily regaining its position 
amongst us. It is not only that no one now even thinks of building a church in any 
other than the Gothic style, but the Nonconformists are now erecting their places of 
worship in the most ornate phases of that style. Our own town witnesses its adoption 
in the cases of two recently erected offices belonging to large and important public 
companies, and in many newly built warehouses Gothic forms are profusely intro 
duced in the style which has been called Nineteenth Century, or Victorian. The 
satisfaction which the revival of the Gothic style of Architecture gives to the 
members of this and other kindred societies will be considerably enhanced if it be 
borne in mind how great an impulse has in consequence been given to many indus-
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trial arts, such as glass painting, carving in wood and stone, metal workiibg, the 
manufacture of tiles, mural decoration, &e., &c. The demand for these and pimilar 
auxiliaries of Gothic architecture has called forth the latent powers of men has 
aroused their innate love of the graceful and beautiful in art who but/for its 
stimulated presence would have remained common carpenters or masons, hfewers of 
wood and drawers of water, but who now have left the impress of their mjjods, and 
the skill of their manipulation upon works which vie in beauty of form arid execu 
tion, with some of the choicest specimens of earlier times. /

Your Committee would again urge upon you the necessity of exercising'great care 
in any works of Church Restoration in which you may be engaged during the year. 
Let the spirit of preservation exert a strong influence over your work ; restore as 
accurately as possible what is gone, preserve what remains, so will our ancient 
churches bear upon them the stamp of the centuries of thought and change through 
which they have passed.

It is hoped that the general annual meeting next summer will be held in con 
junction with our Northamptonshire friends at Bettering, or some other town in 
their county hereafter to be chosen.

In conclusion, your Committee congratulate you upon the continued prosperity 
of the Society, and have great pleasure in stating that they have elected as honorary 
members, the Worshipful the Mayor of Leicester for the/ time being and Mr. 
J. E. Weatherhead, the curator of the Leicester Town Museum, as an acknowledg 
ment of their appreciation of the services rendered by him to the students of local 
archaeology, in securing for the Museum from time to time so many valuable local 
antiquities, which are always open for their inspection and instruction.

Resolved that the Treasurer's audited account, and the Secre 
tary's report be adopted, with the hearty thanks of the Society to 
Mr. North for his constant attention to the interests of the Society.

The meeting then proceeded to the election of a Committee and 
officers for the ensuing year. The names of the Rev. F. Sutton, of 
Theddingworth, and Major Knight, of Glen Parva Manor, were 
added to those of the gentlemen acting for last year, and the officers 
were re-elected. Votes of thanks were passed to' the Committee, 
the officers, the Mayor for the use of the room, and the Press.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the Society:  
Mr. C. Stretton, Leicester, and Mr. W. H. Salt, of Kirby Frith.

The following antiquities, &c., were exhibited : 
By MESSES. JOHN Ems AND SONS : A Roman glass cinerary 

urn, containing charred human bones. The urn was about ten 
inches in height with one striated handle. The interesting dis 
covery of this and of another urn was described as follows by 
MB. ALFEED ELLIS : 

The Roman glass cinerary urn was discovered on the 22nd of 
this month in opening a new delf for limestone on the property of 
Messrs. John Ellis and Sons, in a field in the parish of Barrow- 
upon-Soar, and lying contiguous to and on the left hand of the 
lane leading from Sileby to Barrow. The urn was placed at 
about three feet from the surface, and the earth gave no evidence 
of having been disturbed. The urn was unfortunately broken 
by the pick of the workman, but it will be noticed it had 
been hermetically sealed by the covering of lead, as the bones were 
perfectly dry, and as clean as when deposited after cremation. 
Parts of the skull, jaws, vertebras, and other bones are easily dis-
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tinguished. This urn is sexagonal in form. On the 25th another 
was found of similar character, but square in shape, placed about 
five feet from the former. This had also been secured with lead, 
but having been broken before discovery, earth was mingled with 
the bones. Very near to these urns were found the iron relics 
produced; not placed over the urns, but above them, and so near 
as to indicate their having been deposited at the same time. No 
trace of wood was to be seen. The urns were found in the clay 
overlying the limestone. The animal bones also produced were 
dug up in the same field at a short distance £rom what appears like 
an old peat bog. There is no doubt that formerly there were 
dwellings at the lower end of this field, on the cliff above the 
river looking towards the hills, some traces of which have been 
recently found. The fields around this locality were known as Jail 
Banks, as it is said a Jail once stood near at hand. -

[A few days subsequently to the date of the above 
meeting, further interesting discoveries were made in the 
same locality by Messrs. Ellis. These were so accurately 
and fully described by Mr. Alfred Ellis, in the following 
letter to a local newspaper, that it is here given as a record 
of the most important discovery of Roman Glass Relics 
ever made in this County. A full account of these relics 
with some remarks on their rarity and value will also be found 
further on in -this volume, in the Society's Report for the 
year 1867 under date of 30th March, 1868. 

Mr. Alfred Ellis' letter is now given: 

DISCOVERY OF ROMAN REMAINS AT BARROW ON SOAR.

SIB,
Your report of the Meeting of the Leicestershire 

Archaeological Society, in January, contained a short notice 
of the recent discovery of Roman antiquities in the parish 
of Barrow.. These discoveries have been followed by others, 
which have given to the former an additional interest.

The relics were found in opening a delf for limestone, 
in a field on the left of the road leading from Sileby to 
Barrow, the property of John Ellis and Sons.*

» See accompanying Plan of the ground: the following is a Table of References 
to the Plan, shewing where the different relics were discovered: 

1. Glass Vessel, Sexagonal. 8. Human Skeleton.
2. Do., four-sided. 9. Do.
3. Iron Lamp-stands. 10. Do.
4. Glass Vessel, four sided, in chest of Limestone. 11. Do. in cist.
5. Do., two-handled, Octagonal. 12. Do. do.
6. Do., four-sided. . 13. Rubble floor.
7. Amphora. 14. Clay Cinerary Urn.

15. Fragment of Samian Bowl.
For preparing this Plan and the folio wing sheets of illustrations for Photo-lithography, 

(he Society is much indebted to Mr. E. Burgess, Architect.
B VOL. III.
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There has evidently been an artificial mound in this 
place, possibly removed for agricultural purposes. It does 
not now show an elevation greater than two or three feet, 
and none of the remains were found at more than two feet 
below the natural surface of the land. Could this have 
been the Barrow which gave the name to the village ?

Five glass vessels, some imperfect, all containing human 
bones, have been found; also the bones of five persons 
interred without cremation, two iron, or bronze lamps, a 
large amphora, fragments of a lachrymatory, and portions 
of two other vessels of Koman pottery,* besides animal 
bones. The first vessel found is a fine specimen, a sexagon 
of green glass, with striated handle; total height 10£ inches, 
diameter 7j inches. The mouth of this vessel is covered 
with lead, so perfectly sealed that the bones are as dry as 
when deposited, t

The second is four-sided (the more usual form), height 
11£ inches, diameter, 5£ inches, of the same material, with 
striated handle, and also sealed with lead.j This was 
broken when found; it had been laid upon its side, in a 
rude chest, formed of pieces of limestone, of not more than 
sufficient size to contain it.§

Near to the last were the two lamps ;|| they are attached 
to iron rods, the length of one is 20 inches, the other 14 
inches. These lamps were capable of folding, by means of 
links placed in the rod at about 3J inches above the lamp. 
They could also be suspended by hooks in the rods. These 
were not found exactly over the chest, but so. near as to be 
undoubtedly placed there simultaneously with it and its 
contents. This protection of the remains and the presence 
of the lamps may indicate a more than common affection for 
the deceased, and a desire to provide what might be needed in 
the journey to the other world or necessary in the future life.

The third vessel is of the same material as those already 
described,, an octagon with flat sides, and two handles of 
rather bolder mouldings; total height 11 £ inches, the 
long diameter 8£ inches, the short diameter 3£ inches. 
This vessel had no cover, and earth and water were mingled 
with the bones, which are those of a young person. Through 
a piece of the skull is driven a small flat-headed nail, about 
an inch long. The vessel is quite perfect, and a very 
fine specimen.!

* Numbers 14 and 15 on Plan, and see number 14,.Plate III. + Number 1 on 
Plan, and see number 1, Plate II. J Number 4 on Plain, and see number 4, Plate II. 
$ Number 4 on Plan, and see number 4a, Plate III. || Number 8 on Plan, and see 
number 8, Plate III. These are Lamp stands. ^ Number 5 on Plan, and see 
number 5, Plate II,
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The other two glass vessels are four-sided; one covered 
with lead ; both much broken and imperfect, but of the 
same character as those before mentioned. They are such 
as were used by the wealthy Romans for wine, and might 
be called large claret jugs, with throats 2 to 3 inches wide.*

Within a short distance was the great amphora, about 
2 feet in external diameter, and 2 feet 6 inches in height, 
of a capacity of fifteen gallons. This was filled with charred 
wood, much of which had become earth, and containing 
many iron nails. The' amphora is nearly perfect, but 
appeared to have been crushed by the overlying earth, so 
that when the surrounding soil was removed it gave way, 
but is now restored. The neck of the amphora is only a 
few inches wide; no doubt it was a wine jar, as casks were 
not then used, and neither honey nor figs could have been 
easily taken from so small a mouth, t It was specially 
interesting to see this vessel containing the ashes of the 
funeral pyre, standing exactly as left seventeen hundred 
years ago by the Romans, after the performance of their 
solemn funeral rites. Not many yards from the amphora 
was a paved floor of rubble granite, from the Mountsorrel 
Hills, about six feet by ten. t No lime had been used in 
its formation. Probably this was the surface on which the 
funeral pyre was raised.

Of the five skeletons, § three were laid in the bare earth, 
not more than two feet from the surface, yet with so much 
care that even the hands had not lost their original position. 
Two of them were bones of powerful men; the enamel on 
the teeth bright and sound, but most of the bones so friable 
that they fell to pieces on being raised. The other two 
were placed in cists formed of Roman tiles and slabs of 
limestone, the tiles being placed round the head and 
shoulders, with one over the face. • A careful search was 
made for personal ornaments, but none could be found. 
Large animal bones of horse or oxen, and the tusks of other 
animals were near at hand.

In the floors of limestone, not many feet below, lie the 
relics of an earlier creation, affording to the geologist a 
study as attractive as is supplied to the antiquarian, by the 
remains of a people to whose polity and refinement we are 
so much indebted, and whose mark will ever remain upon 
the world. -,- remain) faithfully yours,

ALFRED ELLIS. 
Belgrave, Leicester, Februcvry 26th, 1867.

* Numbers 2 and 6 on Plan. t Number 7 on Plan, and see Plate IV. 
{ No. 13 on Plan. § Numbers 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, on Plan.
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The Antiquities and relics will be shortly placed in the 
Leicester Museum, where they may be seen by the public.] 

Further exhibited by the KEV. J. H. HILL : Design by Messrs. • 
Heaton, Butler and Bayne, for a stained glass window, about to be 
presented to Thorpe Langton Church by Mrs. Koberts. Also two 
pedigrees of the Roberts family, of Button, near Market Bosworth, 
in this county.

By Mr. JOHN HUNT : Silver gilt box and some flint arrow heads. 
ME. NOKTH read the following Paper on

THE DESTRUCTION OF CHURCH ORNAMENTS IN 
LINCOLNSHIRE AT THE REFORMATION.

FEW persons acquainted, even in a slight degree, with the variety 
and nature of the necessary furniture of an English parish church 
in pre-Reformation times, and with the many fittings, vessels, and 
vestments essential to the performance of the public worship, or 
the occasional Offices of the Church, and the celebration of the 
Sacraments, can fail to be( surprised that so few of those articles are 
now in existence to attest their former abundance and general use. 
This surprise, too, is enhanced by the knowledge that every parish 
church, and parish priest, then possessed all those absolutely 
necessary appliances of the rich ritual and complex ceremonial of 
the English Church in mediaeval times. The difference between a 
rich church and a poor one, between a plain parish church and a 
wealthy cathedral or abbey, was more in degree than in kind. The 
one possessed, perhaps, one article of each kind of requisite for the 
Altar or the Offices, made, sometimes, of comparatively common 
and inexpensive material, the other (proud of its rich plate of the 
most costly and gorgeous description, elaborated with all the skill 
—then so great—of the goldsmith, and encrusted with precious 
stones), possessed many specimens of each, specially appropriate 
by difference in colour, in richness, and in symbolism of decoration, 
for the various festivals, fasts, and seasons of the church's year,— 
each article by its value and beauty bearing the impress of the 
wealth of the church or community to which it belonged, or of the 
charity, liberality, or affection, of some who worshipped before its 
altar, or died clothed in the habit of its order. And so as to vest 
ments : whilst the rich abbey or cathedral church possessed 
vestments which for number, for beauty and splendour, and for 
costliness in a mere pecuniary, as well as in the higher artistic 
sense, must excite our wonder even in reading a bare enumeration 
of them in the lists now extant, and the possession of which pre 
sented an aspect of the times both striking and significant, so 
every ordinary parish church possessed, in sufficient number for all 
the services, the same kind of vestments, though sometimes made 
of less expensive materials, and decorated with less costly liberality
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and profusion. The same may he said of other accessories of the 
mediaeval church, such as—to name a few of the more prominent 
—the stone high altar, the holy rood, with its accompanying figures 
of S. Mary and S. John, the patron saint of the church, and the 
Easter sepulchre. These were essentials in all churches. The 
figures, undoubtedly, varied much in richness, in heauty of execu 
tion, and in ornamentation; and the last-mentioned Easter-tide 
appendage, though sometimes an elaborate architectural feature in 
the choir, was more frequently a temporary erection susceptible.of 
much or little artistic skill and decoration, according to the wealth 
of the church in which it was erected.

The truth of these remarks as to the universality of the use of 
the various well known requisites of the pre-Reformation church 
in her services, offices, and ceremonies—and, therefore, of their 
existence in great profusion in this country previous to, and during 
the reign of Henry VIII. could be amply verified. That could be 
done by an appeal to various documents, ranging from a decree 
issued in the thirteenth century, setting forth the necessary furni 
ture of a parish church, down to the valuable inventories made in 
the reigns of Henry VIII. and Edward VI., and terminating in the 
curious returns made by the churchwardens of each parish to the 
commissioners appointed by Queen Elizabeth to receive the same 
after she had sat several years on the English throne, some of which 
are fortunately still in existence. Knowing all this, it may well, 
we repeat, excite the surprise of any person not previously interested 
in the inquiry to find so few specimens of the ancient sacred vessels 
and vestments, and of the ordinary furniture of the pre-Reformation 
church, now in existence; and this again, especially, when it 
is remembered that they were articles hallowed by long use in 
the most solemn acts of public and private worship and sacra 
mental ministrations. And, also, that although the great mass 
of the people discarded, in the sixteenth century, many of the 
doctrines and customs of the Romish church, there were un 
doubtedly not a few who still openly or secretly adhered to them, 
and who would as a consequence, it might fairly be presumed, 
have preserved as precious relics of their long used, and still 
loved services and liturgy some of their least expensive and more 
easily concealed requisites. To describe in detail the means 
adopted for their almost entire destruction would be a long, an 
interesting, but at the same time, to some extent, an unnecessary 
labour. It is well known that when Henry VIII. began his war 
with the Papacy, the Religious Houses—first the smaller, then the 
greater—were dissolved. The rich plate belonging to these was 
swept into the King's exchequer and converted into money. The 
then cathedral church of this diocese—Lincoln—contributed in 
one year (1540) two thousand six hundred and twenty ounces of 
gold, four thousand two hundred and eighty-five ounces of silver,
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besides precious stones almost innumerable. Upon the accession 
of Edwa/d VI., Injunctions were issued regarding the fittings and 
furniture of our churches. These were followed by Orders in 
Council and Commissions, the purports of which were, amongst 
other things, to command the removal of almost all the appliances of 
the Romish ritual and ceremonies from the churches, and to cause 
their destruction, or their conversion into money. How these were 
carried out in the-parish in which we are now assembled I have shewn 
elsewhere.* That the course then followed would lead to abases 
and extravagances was to be expected. Edward VI. found it 
necessary to issue'letters relative to the alienation and destruction 
of church goods by persons applying the proceeds to their own use. 
He appointed commissioners in each county to prevent-the indis 
criminate sale of vestments, plate, jewels, ornaments, bells from 
the steeples, and lead from the roofs of the churches. Although 
during the brief reign of Edward VI. the churches were to a great 
extent stripped of their rich plate and of the requisites for the altars 
and of the other essentials of the mediaeval services and ceremonies, 
still there does not appear to have been that systematic destruction 
of them which we shall have to notice as taking place in the reign 
of Elizabeth ; for upon the accession of Mary to the throne, very 
many of those articles were forthcoming, having either-fallen into 
friendly hands or been preserved for various reasons by the persons 
who purchased them from the churchwardens in the previous reign. 
Do not infer that the churches regained a tithe of their ancient 
splendour during the reign of Mary,—the besom of destruction 
had been too busy for that,—but it is evident thai^we must look to 
a, somewhat later date for that almost entire destruction of all the 
accessories of mediaeval worship, a short notice of which will tend 
to remove any surprise which may be felt at the paucity of speci 
mens now in existence. So soon as Elizabeth had strengthened 
her position by a cautious abstinence from hasty or precipitous 
measures whifeh might have irritated the leaders of one or other of 
the two zealous parties of almost equal strength—the ardent 
Reformers and the bigoted Romanists—she and her Council 
gradually developed their plans for the reformation of the national 
church, depending apparently upon the more moderate men of 
both parties for support and encouragement. Injunctions were 
issued very similar in form to those set forth in the- first year of 
Edward VI., excepting, perhaps, that there was greater care taken 
not to give needless offence, by their phraseology, to the Romanists. 
Visitors were despatched through the country with these In 
junctions, to whom the churchwardens in every parish were to 
deliver "inventories of vestments, copes, and other ornaments, 
plate, books, especially Grayles, Couphers, Legends, Processionals, 
Manuals, Hymnals, Portuesses (or Breviaries), and such like 

» See .North'8 Chronicle of the Chwch of S. Marion, Leicester. Bell efe Daldy.
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appertaining to the Church." We know those visitors were in this 
county inspecting our churches in the year 1559-60, and in, at 
least, one instance (S. Martin's, Leicester), we have documents 
shewing with what result (North's Chronicle of S. Martin's 
Church, Leicester, p. 149). The parishioners there, although 
carrying out the powers embodied in the Injunctions with regard to 
the destruction of the altar, the setting up of the Bible and 
Paraphrase of Erasmus in the church, the purchase of service 
books, &c., do not appear to have acted with any great display of 
alacrity in the destruction or sale of those appliances of the Eomish 
ritual which they had provided during the reign of Mary. This 
was probably the case also in many other places. The Injunctions 
of the Queen were, however, soon strengthened and confirmed by 
others issued by many of the newly consecrated Protestant bishops. 
These led to a further destruction not only of the relics of the 
ceremonial of the mediaeval church, but also of much comely and 
graceful ornamentation and of much furniture which might well 
have been preserved, and that in some cases to an extent which 
obliged the Queen to take a similar step to that taken by her 
brother, Edward VI., in order to prevent if possible needful re 
formation from becoming licentious disorder. In a letter addressed 
by her to the commissioners for causes ecclesiastical, in 1560, she 
complains that "in sundry churches and chappels where divine 
service, as prayers, preaching, and ministration of the sacraments 
be used, there is such negligence and lacke of convenient reverence 
used towardes the comelye keeping and order of the said churches 
and especially of the .upper parte called the Chauncels, that it 
breedeth no small offence and slander to see and consider on the 
one part the curiositie and costs bestowed by all sortes of men 
upon there private houses, and the other part the unclean or negli 
gent order or spare keeping of the house of prayer by permitting open 
decaies and ruines of coveringes, walls, and wyndowes, and by 
appointing unmeet and unseemly tables, with fowle cloths for the 
communion of the sacraments and generally leavynge the place of 
prayers desolate of all cleanlyness and of meet ornaments for such 
a place, whereby it might be known a place provided for divine 
service." How far the Queen, by her own example, and by this 
and other means, succeeded in stemming the reaction then set in 
against the undue exaltation of the externals of religion as carried 
out in the English Church in pre-Reformation times, and in check 
ing the spirit of greed, and the want of reverence for holy places 
and holy things, which then was forming so strange and strong a 
contrast to the liberality and simple—though it may be said, blind 
—faith of earlier times is well known. We in this generation have 
felt fully, without forgetting for one moment the inestimable good 
accruing to us from the Reformation, that the reaction just referred 
to was too strong to be checked to any great extent at the time it
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set in. In a vast number of dilapidated and decaying churches we 
see its result; in an almost entire neglect of the use of "meet 
ornaments" we trace its effect, and it is only within the last few 
years that the church has awakened to an appreciation of the benefit 
likely to accrue to her members, and to an estimate of the dignity 
and beauty which will shine forth in the material fabric of our 
churches, and of the services performed therein, by a return to the 
wishes and intentions of Edward VI., Queen Elizabeth, and many 
of the men who were, under God, the promoters of the Reformation 
of our national church.

The entire removal, however, from our parish churches of the 
objects referred to—" monuments of superstition," as they were 
termed—was still far from being complete. This could easily be 
shown from existing documents in which the gradual sale or 
destruction of them is noted as continuing for several years after 
Elizabeth had ascended the throne. In the eighth year of her reign 
(1566) we appear to approach the final sweep. In that year 
Returns were made by the churchwardens of each parish to certain 
Royal Commissioners of such articles of church furniture as had 
been in their possession in the reign -of Queen Mary, but which 
were then considered to be superstitious or unnecessary. For 
tunately, for our present purpose, many of these Returns made 
from the neighbouring county of Lincoln are still in existence, and 
have been recently transcribed and edited by Mr. Edward Peacock, 
F.S.A.* A glance at these will show the procedure adopted 
throughout the country, and will also in many ways illumine the 
special page of the history of the Reformation which we opened at 
the commencement of these notes. In the first place, I may say 
there are only a few notices of some of the ornaments or fittings of 
the altar—essentials to the performance of the Offices, or celebra 
tion of the sacraments in the previous reign ; most of the valuable 
plate having, as already^ said, been previously sold. The Return 
from Alford says : " Itm the Sensors and crwetes " (i.e., the small 
vessels for holding the water and the wine previous to their mix 
ture in the chalice) " and such like trash—was sold by the said 
churchward and defacid." At Aswardby the "crewett" was "cruste 
in peces and sold to a plu'mer for sawdar." The parishioners of 
Boothby Pagnall broke their " crewetes " and sold them " to a 
brazier at Grantha' faire anno dni 1563." The chrismatory for 
holding the sacred oils used at Baptism and in Extreme Unction 
belonging to Aswardby was "sold to a tincker but yt was first 
broken in peces." That belonging to Hawerby was sold to the 
parson there, who exchanged that and a handbell for a brazen 
mortar, and the people of Harlaxton parted with theirs for two 
pence to a man who made a standish thereof for his boy "as he 
Raieth." The pix, which had been employed as a vessel of deposit 

* Church Furniture. J. Cnmden Hotten.
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for the host reserved on or over the high altar, is mentioned once or 
twice; for instance, the Keturn from Bonby says : " Itm. a pix— 
defacid and broken in peces, and therof is made a salt celler for 
salt." That from Markby shews that the pix was converted into 
" a paire of balance." The churchwardens of Broughton defaced 
their two pixes and gave them away " vnto a child to plaie w'thall," 
and the people of Branston sold their "covering of the pix (i.e., a 
veil), to John Storr, and his wief occupieth yt in wiping her eies." 
The sacring bell (used to call attention to certain portions in the 
Office of the Mass), belonging to Burton Goggles, got into the pos 
session of Wm. Eland who " hong it by his horse eare a longe tyme 
but nowe yt is broken." Thomas Carter, residing at Hacconby, 
appropriated the one once used in his parish church to a similar 
purpose. Austin Earle, of Hough, appended one there " about a 
calues neck;" and the sacring bell belonging to the parish of Lenton 
passed into the possession of Mr. Edmond Haselwood, who " had 
and vsed it in his house (as he said) to call worck-folke to dinner." 
The chalice had in almost all cases given place to the communion 
cup. We find, however, the chalice remaining at Epworth 
and at Somerby; at Grantham two chalices were sold, and they 
" bought wythe the pryce therof a silver pott gcell Gylt and an 
Ewer of sylver for the mynistracion of the holye and most sacred 
supper of oure lorde Jhesus Grist called the holye comunyon." 
The pax is rarely mentioned, and in those cases as defaced. These 
references to the appurtenances of the Office of the Mass reminds 
us of the custom in the pre-Eeformation church of giving the Holy 
Bread or Eulogia as a kind of symbol of the Holy Eucharist. This 
custom is pointed to in two cases: the "bally bred skeppe" 
belonging to Gonerby was sold to Mr. Alien, " and he makethe 
baskett to carrie ffishe in ;" and the " hallie brede box" belonging 
to Haither is mentioned as being broken into pieces.

Passing from these articles, which are rarely mentioned, and 
had almost entirely disappeared when these Eeturns were made, 
and whose final destruction appears to have been accelerated thereby, 
we will look at the fate of those other accessories of the mediaeval 
church, to which reference has already been made; the stone altar, 
the holy rood with its accompanying figures, the image of the patron 
saint of the church, the Easter sepulchre, the vestments of the 
clergy, with a word or two upon the Office books, as exemplified in 
the documents before us. The altar used in the church before the 
Reformation was, I need scarcely remind you, a stone one, and 
therefore not moveable. The altar stone was the large unbroken 
slab placed upon its top—unbroken to symbolize the unity of the 
church. This altar stone generally bore upon it five crosses marked 
previous to its consecration; and within a cavity in it, or under it, 
were usually placed some relics of a saint or a consecrated wafer— 
more than a symbol to the churchman of mediaeval times of the
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body of our Lord. When the doctrine of transubstantiation was 
rejected by the Church of England the stone altars were ordered to 
be destroyed, and moveable tables of wood to be used in the liturgy. 
How thoroughly this was done is shown by the very few stone altars 
now standing in their original places, and also by the very few altar 
stones which have been discovered appropriated to other uses. The 
Returns from Lincolnshire are very explicit in the information given 
as to the fate of the altar stone in each church; its destruction was 
clearly considered a matter of importance by the commissioners. 
One very common way of disposing of the altar stone was, after 
breaking or defacing it, to use it as paving stone in the church. A 
careful examination of the floor of a church will sometimes now 
reward the ecclesiologist with the discovery of a piece or pieces of 
the altar stone from the high or side altars, easily recognisable by 
the consecration crosses. Thus, the churchwardens of Ashby- 
juxta-Sleaford say—" Itm or altar-stones—brokne and pavid in or 
churche, Ao quito Elizabethe." Very many others tell the same 
tale. The people of Bardney, however, say—"Itm ij alter stones
—laid down in the churche vnbroken." It would be well if these 
documents recorded no worse desecration than this of the altar 
stone. We find men putting it to what they termed "prophane 
vse," such as "bridges paving," like the churchwardens of Bark- 
stone, of Bitchfield, and of Croxby; the repairing of private 
houses, as was the case at Braceby; the mending of the highways, 
like the men of Bradley. Again, we find altar stones put to more 
" prophane vse" still. Thus the churchwardens of Crosby say— 
" ij alter Stones :—One Mr. Sheffield haith made a sinck of it in 
his kitchine. . . ." Those of Horbling confess that their altar 
stones were broken and made into "troughes," others were made 
into a "cistern bottom," "set in a fire herthe," "lieth at Mr. 
Harr'gtns fier back." It is pleasant to turn from these descriptions 
to the note made by the people of Aslackby: " Itm one altar stone
—laid upon a grave and so contineweth . . .;" and more still to 
that entered by the churchwarden of Owmby—" Itm one alter stone 
sold to Willm Thixton, and he caused yt to be laide on his grave 
when he departed." This custom of using the altar stones for 
grave stones is thus curiously illustrated in the Return from the 
parish of Haither:—" Itm as for alter stones we had none in 
quene maries tyme, but certaine grave stonnes wch wee were faine 
to take up of o" church flower, and when the alters were taken 
downe we paved theim againe."

So little reverence being shown towards the altar stones, we can 
scarcely expect the minor fittings of the altar to meet a better fate. 
We find the altar cloth occasionally converted into a cloth for the 
" Communion Table," but in most instances the churches appear 
to have lost their rich altar cloths before the Returns were made. 
The corporas, or corporale—a piece of fine linen, or of richly em-
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broidered material spread on the altar during mass, belonging to 
Aswarby, was "cut in peces and purses made therof." Respecting 
two used in the parish church of Branston, the following entry is 
made r—" Itm to Robert Bellamee ii corporax' sold this yere wherof 
his wief made of one a stomacher for her wench, and of th' other 
being ript she will make a purse." The stomacher was a fashionable 
part of female attire, and the churchwardens of Owmby encouraged 
the vanity of the sex when truth compelled them to make this 
entry: "Itm. one pillowe wch laie on th altare geven to a maide 
to make her a stomacher of." Some of these appurtenances of the 
altar belonging to Baston were defaced and sold by the church 
wardens on a Sunday. It was no uncommon thing at that time to 
transact business connected with the church on a Sunday. Thus 
the accounts of the churchwardens of S. Martin's, Leicester, were 
given in and discussed at parish meetings held within Our Lady's 
choir in that church, on Palm Sunday, for several years about the 
time of which we are now speaking.

Next to the altar we find the rood-loft and its figures carefully 
sought and destroyed as " monuments of superstition,"—"ymages 
of papistry." The rood-loft, like the altar stone, was frequently 
put to "profane uses,"—made into " a bridge for his sheep to go 
over into his pasture," by Richard Longlandes, of Boothby Pagnall; 
into a " weaver's lomb," by certain men of Horbling. The church 
wardens of Dimbleby, having destroyed their altar, very economically 
worked up their rood-loft into " a framde table for the eoi'cants ;" 
those of Ashby and Aswardby, wanting firewood, used their rood- 
lofts for that purpose. The figures upon the loft were of course 
destroyed—generally burnt, sometimes in the street, as it is recorded 
by the churchwardens of Woolsthorpe thus: " The roode marie 
and Johnne and all other imagies of papistrie and the rood-loft, 
burnt in the open strete, A°. 1564." The Easter sepulchre (in 
which the pix containing the Host and the crucifix from the high 
altar were placed during a portion of Holy week,) were quickly 
destroyed. Being usually of wood, and constructed annually when 
required, they are seldom mentioned in the Returns. That 
belonging to Ashby was broken and burned in the second year of 
Elizabeth's reign, and of the one formerly at Durrington it is re 
corded that it was broken and sold to two men, " who have made 
a henne penne of it."

There are, of course, many entries having reference to the 
vestments of the clergy. Whatever may be the legal decision upon 
what is termed the vestment question, there can be little doubt as 
to the custom of the English Church within the county of Lincoln 
at the time the Returns were made. Most of the vestures in use 
in the pre-Reformation Church are mentioned, some rarely, some 
frequently. We find the alb seldom noted: those belonging to 
Ashby, Aukborough, and Bitchfield, were made into surplices for
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the priests; at other places they were torn in pieces. The amice 
—a piece of fine linen or richer material worn over the shoulders, 
is rarely mentioned. By the Return from Thorpe we gather that 
one belonging to that church was "geven a waie to a poore woman, 
wch she made her child a sherte of." The chasuble—or as it is 
generally called in church inventories of this date, and so in these 
Returns—" the vestment," is frequently mentioned, but in almost 
every case as being defaced, cut up for use in the church, destroyed, 
or put to some " profane use." Thus, one vestment belonging to 
Alford was " sold and defacid;" one belonging to Ashby was 
" geven to the poore A°. iii. Regine Elizab'th;" two vestments, 
the property of the churchwardens of Aswardby, " were cut in 
peces yesterdaie and sold. . . and the' have put them to prophane 
vse;" the"vestment of worsted, belonging to "Denton, was "sold 
to willm grene vpon mu'daie last past 1566, and he haith cutt yt 
in peces and made him a dublett thereof;" more than one 
vestment was turned into bedhangings; others were sold to a tailor; 
some were used up for "coverings for the pulpit;" others made 
into cushions; one belonging to Horbling was given to "Richard 
Colsonne, a scoller, and he haithe made a players cote thereof in 
Ano p'mo Elizabeth." The notes in the Returns showing the vest 
ment or chasuble as still remaining in four churches all indicate 
that its destruction or defacement was clearly contemplated and 
insisted on. The churchwardens of Gretford acknowledge to have 
still in their hands " two old vestmentes of bustion; " but as they 
also retained several other interdicted and then useless ornaments, 
there is no doubt they would be destroyed before the next Return 
shortly to be mentioned. The same may fairly be said of Gunby, 
where the pix, the pax, and the sepulchre were still in existence. 
One " old vestment" with cross cloth' and banner clothes still 
remained at Laughton. The churchwardens of Stow say, "Itm 
one cope one albe and one vestment wch was lent to or churche by 
Johnne hirst ... he haith defaced the same." Apparently not 
satisfied with this assertion, there is this order appended in another 
handwriting, "Let the churchwardes see yt defaced." And to 
mention the only other instance recorded of the chasuble remaining 
in the church, the wardens of Epworth, upon presenting their 
inventory including a vestment, promise "at o1 returne wee will 
put to pfane vse." In tracing the fate of the cope we arrive at a 
different result. We find, indeed, in many Returns no mention of 
this vesture, thus showing that none then existed or had recently 
existed in those parishes; in some Returns we find recorded that 
the cope had been made into communion cloths, in one that it had 
been transformed (like the chasuble at Denton) by two graceless 
fellows into doublets; but, perhaps, taking advantage of the direc 
tions in the Advertisements issued in 1564 which ordered the use 
of the cope in cathedrals and collegiate churches, we find in about
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twenty churches that vesture still remaining. The churchwardens 
of Lenton gave the reason for retaining the cope thus : "Itm a cope 
w'th all thother things according the ininctions remaineth in or p'ish 
church A° dni 1565 ;" and the people of Lundonthorp say: " Itm 
one cope remayni'ge in or said p'ishe, so that we haue no monu 
ment of supersticon now remayni'ge," thus clearly not including 
the cope among the monuments of superstition. From these facts 
we may fairly infer that the cope, and it only, of the pre-Eeformation 
vestures, lingered in some of the parish churches of Lincolnshire 
for some time even after these Returns were made.

A few words must suffice to show the fate of the service books— 
the "papistical books;" "mass book with all the rest of the popishe 
books," as they are described. In most cases they are stated to be 
" defaced;" in two places (Aswarby and Horbling), they were torn 
in pieces and sold "to put spice in." Those belonging to Durrington 
were burnt. "-Mass bookes, legend bookes, and all other papisticall 
bookes and serymonyes" belonging to Grantham "were openlye 
burned at the Crosse called the markett Crosse." " All the anti- 
phoners masse bookes grales pies postises manuelles legendes 
hymnalles" belonging to New Sleaford were burned in the Market 
place.

Without at all entering into the questions upon ritual which are 
now so rife, and which it would be quite out of place to discuss in 
this room, there can, it is thought, be but one opinion as to the 
result of the measures adopted by the rulers in Church and State 
(not however it may be urged speaking through Convocation and 
Parliament) with reference to the habits of the clergy as exemplified 
(so far as concerned Lincolnshire) in the Returns before us. The 
alb was exchanged for the surplice, the amice was discarded alto 
gether, the vestment or chasuble was in all cases (excepting those 
referred to where its destruction was clearly contemplated) defaced 
or destroyed. The cope was the only vesture (and that a proces 
sional one) of the medieval church which remained in several 
churches, and which was allowed, and is now directed to be used 
in cathedral and collegiate churches during the administration of 
the Holy Communion. In order to ensure the destruction of any 
of the then useless " monuments of superstition " which were not 
destroyed when the Returns were made, the parishes so offending 
were required to certify the defacement of any in their possession 
before May-day then next; thus, the churchwardens of Epworth 
were to notify the defacing of the vestment just referred to, and 
the wardens of Fulletby that of their " booke of papistrie."

Enough has been said, it is thought, to show from the interest 
ing documents made accessible to us by Mr. Peacock why it is that 
so few of the relics of the pre-Reformation ritual are now preserved 
to us. Their entire destruction was clearly deemed essential to the 
eradication of doctrines and observances considered not only unscrip-
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tural but unsanctioned by primitive teaching and usage. And in 
carrying into effect the means adopted for destroying the one and 
eradicating the other it is not strange that a large amount of inde 
cency, desecration, and irreverence, if not of sacrilege, should appear 
on the surface of the times, and should stand out so prominently as 
almost to hide from view the feelings of reverence and respect for 
holy things which still clung to very many of the supporters of the 
Reformation, and especially to the poor, who were for a long time 
loth to give up the gorgeous ceremonial of the Mediaeval Church.

March 25th, 1867. 

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.

The Worshipful the Mayor of Leicester for the time being was 
unanimously elected a President of the Society. The following 
gentlemen were elected members:—Mr. Wm. Hunt, and Mr. 
F. T. Mott, both of Leicester.

The following plans, antiquities, &c., were exhibited:
By MESSES. GODDAED AND SON, architects: Design for a new 

east window for Thorpe Langton Church, Leicestershire.
By the REV. W. B. MOOEE : Elevation and plan, by Messrs. 

Goddard and Son, architects, for the rebuilding of the chancel of 
Evington Church, Leicestershire.

By ME. NOETH (through the Chairman): A photograph of the 
interior (looking east) of the chancel of St. John's Church, 
Stamford, shewing the mural decorations just completed by Mr. 
C. J. Lea, of Lutterworth.

By ME. JOHN HUNT : A large number of English, Roman, and 
other coins; also, a brass medallion showing the Judgment of 
Solomon.

By the REV. J. H. HILL : A Leicester tradesman's token, issued 
by Wm. Savidge in 1676, fully described in the list prepared by 
Mr. North, and published by the Society.

By CAPTAIN WHITBY : The diploma of Dr. Thomas Arnold, of 
Leicester, (father of the late well-known Dr. Arnold), dated 1766, 
and signed by several distinguished members of the medical pro 
fession, including Alex. Monro, Joseph Black, Jo. Hope, Gul. 
Cullen, Thomas Young, Jo. Gregory, Gulielmus Robertson, 
Robertus Hamilton, Jacobus Russell, Robertus Hunter, Adam 
Ferguson, Geo. Stuart, T. Stevenson, Matth. Stewart, Jacobus 
Robertson, and others.

By ME. WM. WALE : A silver sugar castor formerly belonging 
to the Corporation of Leicester, inscribed Charles Tuffley, mayor, 
and H. Smith and J. Payne, chamberlains, 1718.
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By ME. JOHN HUNT : A small cup-shaped English earthenware 
vessel, which had originally three handles; glazed both out and 
inside, and found recently during excavations at Thurnby, in 
this county.

By MAJOR KNIGHT : A watch of the end of the 16th or beginning 
of the 17th century, by J. Barbaret, a Paris. It had only one 
hand. On the dial plate appeared Death on a pale horse, trampling 
under his feet a helmet and shield. In the back of the watch was 
a sun dial; the mainspring was wound up by cat-gut. Mr. E. J. 
Wood, in his " Curiosities of Clocks and Watches," mentions the 
existence of a very similar watch, also wound up by cat-gut, by the 
same maker, which contains not only a sun dial but a magnetic 
needle. Many of the cases and dial plates of watches of that period 
were elaborately engraved by the famous Theodore de Bry. Major 
Knight further produced a rubbing of a monumental brass, of a 
peculiar character, from a church in Norwich ; a case constructed 
from his own design for the reception of the Anglo-Saxon antiqui 
ties found at Glen Parva, and recently exhibited before this Society; 
a seal found in Ireland, and formerly belonging to a Keligious 
House there. It was vesica pisces shaped, the half of which bore 
the following arms on a shield: Quarterly 1 and 4, three lions 
rampant; 2 and 3, three chevrons. The shield was surmounted 
by a mitre and pastoral staff; the legend, SIGILUM AKPAGONIS ; a 
spur of the 17th century, a buckle probably belonging to the spur, 
and several minor antiquities, also from Ireland.

By MESSES. JOHN ELLIS AND SONS : A lithographed drawing 
(with plan of the site) of the extremely interesting and valuable 
Koman glass and other relics, recently found at Barrow-on-Soar, in 
this county. These drawings were presented to the Society, and 
the antiquities will very shortly be placed in the Leicester Museum, 
where they will attract considerable attention. The glass vessel 
with two handles is of a very rare type. It may be mentioned that 
the two "lamps" mentioned by Mr. Alfred Ellis in his concise and 
interesting account of the discovery which lately appeared in the 
public papers, are not lamps but lamp stands. Students will be 
much indebted to Messrs. Ellis and Sons for their most welcome 
addition to the local antiquities in our Museum, and this Society 
is specially indebted to Mr. Alfred Ellis for the great care and 
trouble he has taken, not only to preserve the relics, but also to 
preserve, by means of the plan and drawings, every particular 

'connected with their discovery.
THE EEV. JOHN FISHEE then read the following Paper on

GRANT OF ARMS.

THE tracing out genealogies, and making out pedigrees, as well as 
the regulation of the proper bearing of armorial ensigns, early fell
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to the employment of Heralds. A proper knowledge of their 
descent, or tracing the first founder of a family, seems to have early 
been the desire of most nations. To the patriarch of a family, and 
the chief of a tribe, this office was generally appointed; and among 
the Jews, especially, the greatest attention was paid to lineal 
descents. In the early centuries, when all the learning of this 
country was confined within the pale of the cloister, the registering 
of the succession and connexion of noble families was by ecclesi 
astics ; but that this would soon fall to the lot of heralds, may be 
gathered from what has already been said of their early employ 
ments. The use of arms was closely connected with the study of 
genealogy, and more especially when the mode of marshalling in 
the same escutcheon the armorial bearing of every heir female who 
had intermarried with the family, became of use, they were still 
more particularly necessary to each other. It was customary for the 
heralds of nobles to make out their lords' pedigrees illuminated 
with their arms; and there are some extant of very early date. The 
utility of family records would soon become evident; for, as it 
frequently occurs, the immediate inheritors of estates are wanting, 
and that heirs have to be sought from among the collaterals, by a 
reference to such pedigrees the right and lawful successor is at once 
pointed out. After the heralds were incorporated, their college 
became the archives where such information was preserved. The 
foundation of an immense mass of genealogical documents which 
they possess, was originally obtained by transcribing those con 
ventual registers, which, before their establishment, formed the 
only authorities besides oral tradition. In continuing those, to be 
as correct as possible would be their interest, that thereby the public 
might resort to them with greater facility and assurance, to obtain 
information. With this view, and also to correct the abuses and 
mistakes which were occasioned by the improper assumption of 
armorial bearings, a visitation of each county was decreed by the 
Earl-Marshal. Such are said to have been made in the reigns of 
Henry IV., Edward IV., and Henry VIE.; of which imperfect 
documents only have reached us. A proclamation was also made 
by Henry V., declaring that no man, of what estate, degree, or 
condition whatsoever should assume arms, or coats of arms, unless 
he held, or ought to hold, them by right of inheritance, or by the 
donation of some person who had sufficient power to give them; 
and that all persons should make it appear, to officers to be 
appointed by the said king for that purpose, by whose gift they 
enjoyed such arms as they respectively wore, excepting those who 
bore arms with the king at the battle of Agincourt. But irregu 
larities in matters concerning nobility and gentility, their descents, 
pedigrees, designations, titles, honours, arms, crests, etc., increased 
with the course of time; so that it required the full authority 
of the crown to put any stop to them.
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Therefore, as a remedy, commissions were issued under the great 
seal of England, to each of the two provincial kings of arms, autho 
rizing and commanding each of them, hy himself, or his sufficient 
deputy or deputies, under the seal of his office deputed and autho 
rized to visit the whole of his province, and all the parts and 
members thereof, according to the law of arms, and that from time 
to time, and as often, and whenever he should think fit; and to 
convene and call before him, or his deputy or deputies, at such 
certain places, and at such convenient times, as he or they should 
appoint, all manner of persons that did, or pretended to bear arms, 
or were styled esquires or gentleman, within his province; and to 
cause them to produce and show by what authority and right they 
challenged and claimed the same ; and further granting such officer 
and officers such power and license, not only to enter, upon reason 
able request, and at reasonable times in the day, into all churches, 
castles, houses, and other places, at his or their discretion, to peruse, 
take knowledge of, survey and view all manner of arms, cognizances, 
crests, and other devices, of all persons within his province, autho 
rized to bear such," with the notes of their descents, pedigrees, 
marriages, and issue ; and to enter the same on record in a register 
book of arms, according to the form prescribed and set forth in the 
office, charge, and oath taken by him at his creation and coronation; 
and also to correct, control, and reform all manner of arms, crests, 
cognizances, and devices, unlawfully usurped, borne, or taken by any 
manner of person within such province, and contrary to the due 
order of the law of arms; and to reverse, pull down, or otherwise 
deface the same, at his or their discretion, wheresoever they were 
placed or set, or in whatever form, contrary to the ancient customs, 
laws, rules, privileges, and order of arms; with full power and 
authority to reprove, control, and make infamous, by proclamation, 
to be made at the assizes or general sessions, to be kept within his 
province, or at any other place or places, all manner of persons that 
unlawfully, or without just authority, vocation, or due calling, had 
usurped, or taken upon him or them any manner of title of honour, 
dignity, or worship—as esquire, gentleman, or other. The regu 
lations concerning funerals and mourning apparel, prescribed in 
the time of Henry VII., were also to be enforced; as, also, that no 
person should, at any funeral or interment, furnish or supply any 
pall of velvet without the special license of such provincial king. 
These commissions also prohibited all painters, goldsmiths, en 
gravers, and other artificers within the province, from executing any 
manner of arms, crests, cognizances, pedigrees, or other devices 
appertaining to the office of arms, unless they should be allowed by 
the provincial king, or his deputy; and likewise enjoined all 
sheriffs, commissioners, archdeacons, officials, commissaries, 
scriveners, clerks, writers, etc., not to call or name in any assize, 
session, court, or other public place, or give in any writing, the 

s VOL. III.
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addition of esquire or gentleman, to or for any person whatsoever, 
unless he were able to stand unto or justify the same by the law of 
arms, or should be ascertained thereof, by advertisement, in writing, 
from the provincial kings. That nothing might be wanting for the 
furtherance and due execution of these commissions, all justices, 
mayors, sheriffs, bailiffs, constables, and other officers, were required 
to be aiding and assistant thereto; and if in such visitation, any 
matter could not be decided by the provincial king of arms, then he 
was authorized to command the person concerned, under a penalty, 
to appear before the earl-marshal on a time appointed, by whom it 
would be decided.

In consequence of such commissions being sealed, the provincial 
king of arms issued a warrant under his hand and seal, directed to 
the high constable of the hundred, or to the mayor or chief officer 
of the place where he intended to hold his visitation, commanding 
him to warn the several knights, esquires, and gentlemen, particu 
larly named in such warrant, as also all others resident within his 
jurisdiction, as well those who assumed such titles as those who did 
not, to appear personally before him at the house and on the day 
specified in the warrant; and to bring with them such arms and 
crests as they then bore, together with their pedigrees and descents, 
and such evidences and ancient writings as might justify the same, 
in order to their being registered. On the day appointed either the 
provincial king, or his marshal or deputy, attended, in order to 
make the proper inquisitions.

In those days, when the laws of chivalry were still held in high 
respect, these intimations were pretty generally attended to; an 
attested pedigree was to be shown by those who had not, in a 
former visitation, been registered in the book of arms; whilst those 
who had, produced their certificate, which they then received, with 
a table of the succeeding descent.

In many cases, the admittance of the claim or title was respited, 
if it so happened that the proper proofs were not ready to be pro 
duced, on account of removal from other counties, or such other 
causes; such persons were admitted to enter themselves, with as 
many generations upwards as they could clear, together with such 
arms as they used; and further proofs were ordered to be produced 
in the next visitation.

The earliest visitation recorded in the College of Arms took 
place in 1528-9, by order of a commission granted and executed 
by Thomas Benoilt, Clarencieux, for the counties of Gloucester, 
Worcester, Oxford, Wilts, Berks, and Stafford.

After this visitations were regularly made once in every twenty- 
five or thirty years.

They were much encouraged by many of the private gentry, 
who gave every facility to the plan, by liberal communications; 
yet evasions and objections were made by many persons; and by
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some a total contempt of the Court of Chivalry and its customs 
was openly avowed.

Those who thus disclaimed all title to armorial ensigns are noted 
in several visitations, and, in consequence, their posterity are con 
sidered as having no right to hearings of any description, unless 
they were afterwards specially conceded. The esteem in which 
visitations were held was much lessened by the heralds deputing 
and authorizing incompetent persons, who to a want of dignity 
added motives entirely mercenary, which caused them to grant and 
allow the ensigns of gentility to mean and unqualified persons, 
which of course not only gave umbrage to the ancient gentry, but 
contributed to throw an odium upon the institution.

But when such illicit proceedings were discovered by the Court 
of Chivalry, they were not only disowned but properly punished.

Causes such as these, together with the quarrels of the heralds, 
which operated much to their detriment, and the frequent prohibi 
tions granted by the King's Bench to stop proceedings in the curia 
militaris or Earl Marshall's Court, gave no inconsiderable check to 
the visitations of the provincial kings; and when the powers of 
the last-mentioned court ceased, by reason of no Constable of 
England being appointed, when the officers of arms could no longer 
maintain their authority, enforce their commands, or punish delin 
quents, commissions for visitations were no longer applied for.

The last that was issued bears date 13th May, 1666, 2nd James 
II., and was granted to Henry St. George, Clarencieux, and autho 
rized him to visit his province, from time to time, as often and 
when he should think meet and convenient for the same ; he there 
fore began his visitation on the 8th of July, 1686; and in 1687, 
visited the wards of Billingsgate, Castle Baynard, and Cornhill; 
and afterwards registered some pedigrees, which bear date so late 
as the years 1700, 1703, and 1704. The want of genealogical 
documents, after visitations had ceased to be made, was attempted 
to be supplied by funeral certificates; which, had they been 
encouraged, and the regular delivery of them into the College of 
Arms enforced by public authority, would have proved extremely 
serviceable in bringing down and authenticating the pedigrees of 
our nobility and gentry.

With regard to armorial bearings, whilst I am of the number of 
those who can fully appreciate the honest pride and satisfaction 
with which the lineal descendant of one who has deserved well of 
his country contemplates or displays the escutcheon which has 
through centuries been handed down to him untarnished, and can 
understand the natural desire of even the most remotely connected 
with ancient and honourable families to enjoy the reflected lustre 
of the quartered achievement, I have no hesitation in expressing my 
opinion that the absurd vanity which induces nearly every person 
who possesses a gold seal, or a silver spoon, to decorate it with a
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crest to which not one in a hundred—I had almost said a thousand 
—has any shadow of pretension, is a fair subject for investigation 
and taxation, in a form and on a scale differing from those at pre 
sent prescribed, and that here again the herald might be employed 
with equal benefit to himself and the revenue.

Since heralds' visitations ceased to be made, it has been the 
law for persons who wish to bear arms, and who cannot prove their 
right as descending from an ancestor who was an orginal grantee 
in such visitations, to memorialize the earl-marshal that he may 
become a grantee himself.

On payment of fifty guineas, the earl-marshal issues a warrant, 
authorizing the heralds to grant arms according to their own de 
signing, and in accordance with the name or occupation of the party.

If, however, a family has borne arms from generation to gen 
eration, without having been registered in the Herald's College, a 
descendant can obtain a grant from the earl-marshal, but the 
grantee must submit to a difference being made.

It always has been held, and still is, by the laws of arms, that 
the only means by which a right to arms and crest can be acquired 
is by grant from the King-at-Arms, Heralds' College, London.

NOTE.—The following letter, which appeared in a local news 
paper, is appended, with Mr. Fisher's remarks thereupon, as 
communicated by him at a subsequent meeting of the Leicester 
shire Architectural and Archseolgical Society:—

SIR,—I was interested in the paper read by the Rev. John Fisher -at the 
" Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological Society," as reported in your last 
Journal on the " Grant of Ams," and fully acquiesce in the general assertions which 
he made; but when he came to the date, 1666,1 was somewhat disappointed that 
he made no reference to what, I believe, is a well authenticated fact, that a very large 
portion of the arms and pedigrees registered in the Heralds' College before tbat date 
was destroyed by the great fire of 1666. Doubtless ancient familes so registered 
were duly furnished with copies of their pedigrees, and the correct heraldic blazoning 
and quartering of their arms; but their less fortunate descendants remotely con 
nected with these ancient and honourable families wishing to enjoy, as Mr. Fisher 
remarks, the reflected lustre of their illustrious ancestors, have been compelled since 
the great fire to seek for the arms of the families whence they are lineally descended 
from monuments, tablets, and headstones. Many of these, no doubt, are rightly 
termed assumptive arm* by Heralds; yet on the Gladstonian theory of getting all the 
money you can, by any and every means, into the public exchequer, I am somewhat 
sceptical as to the increase of revenue by an " investigation and increased taxation," 
of what Mr. Fisher terms an " absurd vanity." Every person now choosing to 
"decorate a gold seal, silver spoon," envelope and paper, "with a crest," pays 
13s. 2d., a wide difference from £2 12s. 9d., chargeable on all persons using carriages 
rated at £3 10s. I fear such a visitation on assumptive arms and canting mottoes 
would be " a heavy blow and great discouragement" to a wide field of " vain persons," 
who gladly pay, on the present easy terms, for " armorial bearings."

I am, yours faithfully, 
D.B.V., April 2, 1807. J. L.
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In reference to the statement contained in the communication 
of " J. L." in the Leicester Journal, in which he states his belief 
to be a " well authenticated fact that a very large portion of the 
arms and pedigrees registered in the Heralds' College before the 
date of 1666 was destroyed by the great fire in that year," it may 
be observed with perfect truth that, upon that disastrous occasion, 
none of the MSS. in the Heralds' College were destroyed; on the 
contrary, the members of the college, having ample warning of the 
approach of the fire from the east, were enabled to remove their 
books in safety to Whitehall,* where, under the permission of the 
Government the Heralds' Office was established, and remained there 
until the present building was in a state to receive their records. 
The subsequent remarks of " J. L." consequently fall to the ground 
as regards the consequences of such a calamity (had it occurred) as 
the loss of important records of the Heralds' College upon the 
occasion referred to.

As regards the observations of " J. L." in the close of his letter, 
it may be remarked that the payment of the duty on armorial 
bearings does not constitute any right for persons to assume arms 
ad libitum; nor create any legal authority for the assumption of 
arms for indulging " absurd vanities " upon such easy terms as are 
alluded to. It may not be out of place to insert an extract from 
the introduction of the new edition of Glark's Heraldry, under the 
head of "The abuse of Arms":—"Surely even those who affect the 
greatest contempt for heraldry, will admit that if arms are to be 
borne at all it should be according to the laws of arms, and that if 
the display of them be an empty vanity, it is a less creditable vanity 
to parade as our own those which belong of right to others." The 
right of using arms and crests is acquired either by grants by the 
crown, grants by the kings-at-arms, who are authorized by their 
patents to grant armorial ensigns, or by proving descent from 
families recorded at the visitations who were then admitted to have 
the right by some evidence recognized by the heralds at the time. 
These visitations commenced in the reign of Henry VIII., and were 
continued down to James II.'s time, that of London being dated 
in 1686, in which some few pedigrees were taken as late as 1702.

Pedigrees shewing the right of families were also taken contem-

* See annexed copy of notice published in the London Gazette of Monday, 
28th January, 1666-7:—

" We are ordered to give notice,—That although the Heralds' Office wherein the 
descents and arms of the nobility and gentry of England were formerly preserved 
hath been burnt by the late dreadful fire in London; yet the books and records 
therein kept were happily saved, and are now placed by the King's special appoint 
ment in those rooms near Westminster Hall, called the Queen's Court, at the lower 
end of the Court of Requests, where all persons who are connected in matters of 
honour, arms, or descents, may repair and receive due satisfaction, and free them 
selves from the practices and abuses of such painter-slainers who, calling themselves 
Herald-painters, do take upon them to direct the marshalling of funerals, give out 
coats of. arms, and make pedigrees that are of no credit or authority."
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poraneously with the visitations, and recorded in the Heralds' 
College independently of those taken at the visitation; and since the 
discontinuance of issuing commissions to the kings of arms to visit 
their respective provinces pedigrees down to the present time are 
compiled and registered in the Heralds' College for the same purpose. 

All the visitation books, some originals and others contem 
porary (or nearly so), both prior to and since the Fire of London, 
as also the records of pedigrees independently of the visitation 
books of the same periods, still remain in the library of the Heralds' 
College, together with other official MSS. from a very early period 
anterior to 1666.

May -27th, 1867.

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.
After the transaction of business in Committee, Mr. North 

(honorary secretary) announced that the general summer meeting 
of the members of the Society would be held (in conjunction with 
the Northamptonshire and Bedfordshire Societies) at Kettering, on 
the 4th and 5th of June next.

The following antiquities, &c., were exhibited :—
By MB. J. E. WEATHEBHEAD.—A portion of, apparently, a 

personal ornament of bone, beautifully carved. It was discovered 
in June, 1864, seven feet from the surface, in Highcross Street, 
Leicester. It is pronounced by Mr. A. W. Franks, F.S.A., to be 
of the late Saxon period, which opinion is confirmed by Professor 
De-la-Motte, F.S.A., of King's College. Mr. Weatherhead also 
sent another curious carved object, respecting the discovery of 
which he could give no information. Both Professor De-la-Motte 
and Mr. Franks describe it as being Byzantine in character, and of 
the fourteenth century. It is evidently the tooth of some animal 
elaborately carved. Dr. Collingwood Bruce in his work on the 
Roman wall, gave an illustration of an ornament of similar size 
made of a bear's tooth. Drawings of these antiquities, very care 
fully made by Mr. L. Jennens Wells, were also shown.

By MB. JOHN HUNT (Thurnby).—A circular silver box, with 
chasing showing a nymph bathing, probably the work of a Dutch 
artist; also a small collection of English gold and silver coins.

By MB. HENBY GODDAKD, Architect.—A collection of Roman 
antiquities, found in the Friars, Leicester, in the year 1866, about 
five feet below the surface. The collection comprised a bronze 
needle and pin, four bronze styli, three bronze pins (one with orna 
mental head), portion of bronze fibula and a coin (bronze) of 
Vespasianus. Also from the same locality two large boar's tusks, 
each measuring eight inches in length. Mr. Goddard further
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shewed a mediaeval salt cellar, made of white metal, found in Cart's 
Lane, Leicester, eight feet below the surface.

MB. WM. JOHNSON, Saddington, produced drawings of some 
further antiquities recently found in the Anglo-Saxon Cemetery at 
Melton Mowbray. Mr. North explained that during the unbareing 
of a portion of the earth for the purpose of working the clay for 
the making of bricks, additional discoveries of interest had been 
made, which he hoped to explain at a future meeting. Spears, a 
sword, and the fragments of a bucket with small pieces of pottery 
had been brought to light, and Mr. Johnson had very kindly made 
drawings of the two latter objects, which he then exhibited.*

By ME. G. H. NEVINSON.—Some geological curiosities.
By MR. NORTH.—A manuscript " Book of Hours" (in German) 

with calendar prefixed, and many prayers added. This beautiful 
manuscript on vellum, and in a very perfect state, is in size five 
inches by four inches, and'contains 132 pages of closely written 
matter. The initial letters and capitals are finely coloured and 
elaborated. The binding is of more recent date than the manu 
script, which from the style of writing is most probably the work 
of a German scribe of the end of the fourteenth or the early part 
of the fifteenth century.

MB. NORTH further produced a massive gold finger ring, weigh 
ing more than twelve pennyweights, lately found in Leicester. On 
the bezel is borne a female bust surrounded by an inscription 
undecypherable. On the shoulders of the ring is the French motto, 
in Old English letters, " elle me pleit "—she pleaseth me—round 
which are borders of forget-me-nots. On the inside of the hoop 
is the " posy " or " reason," also in Old English letters, " god be 
my help at nede." The forget-me-nots, and probably the bust, 
have been handsomely enamelled, fragments of which still remain. 
This interesting and valuable ring (which is apparently of the 
fifteenth century) is the property of Mr. Loseby, Hotel Street.

The REV. JNO. FISHER communicated some notes upon the 
destruction of Heralds' College in the Great Fire of London, and 
the preservation of its contents.!

Tuesday, June 4th, 1867.

THE GENERAL SUMMER MEETING
Was held at Kettering, in conjunction with the Northamptonshire 
and Bedfordshire Societies.

After Morning Prayer in the PARISH CHURCH, the REV.
» For an extended account of these discoveries, see the Report of this Society 

for the year 1867, given further on in this volume under date of March 30, 1868. 
t These are given at the close of Mr. Fisher's paper. See page 243.
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G. A. POOLE gave a short description of the edifice. After some 
preliminary remarks he said, practically speaking, a church of that 
kind ought to be commended and held up as a pattern to church 
builders and architects generally for its admirable adaptation to 
the wants of a large town. They would observe the extreme 
lightness of the piers and arches, which interfered as slightly as 
possible with the sound, whilst the aisles were broad, and they had 
the advantage of having a large number of sittings. At the 
extreme east the sanctuary was large enough for all the purposes 
of the English ritual, yet they had a constructive chancel, and the 
aisles did not take away from the dignity of it. The chancel 
proper would be the extreme end of the church, but the present 
arrangement gave a grand appearance, and afforded a great deal of 
room. That was not the object of the two aisles, the construction 
of which was merely accidental. One of the aisles, as he happened 
to know, was built for a private chapel, by a benefactor of the 
church, for the repose of his own soul, and was shut out from the 
other part of the church, but was afterwards let in to the general 
body. There were two or three other things which ought to be 
mentioned. The tower and spire were remarkably fine, and there 
was a very beautiful tower arch; and all persons who were 
accustomed to visit such places would feel with him that it was a 
great pity that tower arch was not open, even if it could not be 
done without doing away with the gallery at the west end. He 
could not help saying that, architecturally and aesthetically, if they 
must keep the rest of the galleries for the sake of the congregation, 
surely they might get rid of those few seats of the gallery at the 
west end, and thus throw open that fine tower arch. He would 
not mind the bell ropes coming down, as there was no harm in 
their being seen. Ringing the bells as a call to the congregation 
to worship was a part of the service of God, and what was done 
for God's service might surely be seen. Of course, it was necessary 
that the bell ringers should be decent, sober people, and conduct 
their business in a decent and proper manner, just as everything 
in connexion with the service of God should be decently and 
reverently done. The arch in the tower was a very beautiful one, 
and if it was thrown open there was a large window behind which 
would be disclosed and thus add greatly to the beauty of the 
church. The worst feature of the church was the chancel arch 
which was too large. It had evidently been chipped away, and 
there had been an under series of mouldings. He must briefly 
notice the history of the church. The inner door of the north 
porch was of a different date from the outer door : indeed the inner 
door and the chancel seemed to be the oldest parts of the church. 
They were geometrical in character, and belonged to about the end 
of the thirteenth century, or early in the fourteenth—4280 perhaps; 
and when they had two extreme parts like that, of course it in-
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dicated that towards the close of the twelfth century there was a 
church nearly as large as the present one. The nave and the north 
aisle he supposed were rebuilt about the middle of the fifteenth 
century, and were exceedingly well built. The aisles were thoroughly 
good and useful, hut the windows were not good. Practically, how 
ever, it was a very good church. The entrances to the rood-loft, above 
and below, still existed. As a matter of proportion it would have 
been better if the roofs to the aisles had been more sloping, which 
would have given more dignity to the church. There were one or 
two other little matters to be noticed. Here and there were little 
bits of old glass which seemed to have been sadly knocked about, 
and on the wall of the north gallery there was a distemper painting 
of St. James the Apostle between two windows. Other features of 
the church were then described, and the visitors adjourned outside, 
when Mr. Poole called attention to the tower and spire, which he 
characterized as magnificent, the turrets on the tower having more 
the appearance of turrets on a castle than of church turrets. The 
turrets are hexagonal, pierced with cross oilets, and set on after 
the manner of a brooch, with a projecting eave resting on a corbel 
table of heads. The spire lights are remarkably wide, but in the 
opinion of Mr. Poole this is not an improvement. The tower and 
spire are said to be of the date of about 1450, when it is supposed 
that the westernmost bay of the nave must have been destroyed, 
as the tower is built quite independent of the body of the church, 
and has all its ornamental and constructive features carried com 
pletely round. The tower is of four stories, with bold string 
courses, and rich panel courses, quatrefoiled, but each of a different 
pattern, running round the top of each story, and carried round 
the buttresses, which are of six stages, set on in pairs, about two 
feet from each angle of the tower, and die in the corbel table 
beneath the parapet. The rest of the church, nave, aisles, chancel 
aisles and porch, is all of the same date. The western doorway is 
remarkably rich, and the great western window rises from the top 
of the doorway, through the course of panelling which divides the 
first from the second story, and, occupying the whole height of 
the second story, breaks in upon the next course of panelling with 
the point of the arch and of the dripstone. The stone of the 
battlements is of a different description to that of the tower, and 
this has given rise to a supposition in the minds of some persons 
that it is an addition to the original design. The perfect symmetry 
and correspondence of all the parts is considered by good authorities 
to be a proof to the contrary. The constructive symmetry of the 
tower and spire is shown from the fact mentioned by Billing that 
both are within a few inches of the same height. Some years 
since the west front was obstructed by a large barn and other 
unsightly buildings, but, by the public spirit and liberality of the 
inhabitants of the town and neighbourhood, these have been re-
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moved, and a good approach has been formed, so that few parish 
churches have a finer western front, or one set off to greater ad 
vantage. In this church there was formerly a chauntry, founded 
and maintained partly by the devotion of the inhabitants, and 
partly by the revenue of certain lands and tenements, given by 
copy of Court-roll, to find a stipendiary priest, called the morrow- 
mass priest, to sing there for ever.

It should be mentioned that the only monument of interest in 
Zettering Church is a Brass in the south aisle, to the memory of 
Edmund Sawyer, who is represented kneeling, with his wife on 
the opposite side, and the arms above—lozengy argent and azure, 
on a pale three escallops. The following is the inscription:— 
Edmund Sawyer, Esquire, late of this pish. He married Anne, 
the daughter of Lawrence Goodman, of Blaiston, in y" county of 
Lecester, gent., and had issue by her 15 children. He lived to y6 
age of 69 years, and died ye 19th of September, Ano Dmi 1630, 
and lyes interred in this chancell.

THE TEMPORARY MUSEUM

Was formed in the Corn Exchange, and contained a very attractive 
and creditable collection of antiquities and works of art, among 
which were found the following articles :

Commencing on the right side of the room, entering from the 
front, a portrait in oil of the celebrated Archbishop Tillotson hung 
conspicuously on the wall, exhibited by ME. J. T. STOCKBUBN. 
Near to this was placed an original watercolour drawing by her 
present Majesty when she was the Princess Victoria. The picture 
bears date 1837. It was exhibited by the REV. T. BAETLETT, who 
also exhibited a finely carved flamboyant Flanders chest. MB. 
ELDRED exhibited a huge stone, with a square hollow in the 
centre, used for washing money during the plague by persons 
coming from Rowell to Kettering. MBS. NEWMAN exhibited a 
curious pair of stomachers of the last century, made by hand 
needlework. The REV. L. HARPUB exhibited a gun—to all appear 
ance a most unwieldy instrument—found on the battle field of 
Edgehill (1642)—in strong contrast to the Enfield rifles and the 
needle guns of the present day. MB. JOHN TATLOB exhibited a 
photo-zincograph copy of the first folio edition of Shakespeare, and 
also an old copy of the Northampton Mercury for 1722. On the 
opposite side of the museum Mr. Taylor showed some early broad 
side prints. The REV. H. FISH, M.A., exhibited some old and 
valuable books, principally theological. MR. J. GOOSEY, Kettering, 
exhibited a most valuable collection of bronze celts, dug up in the 
winter of last year on the Manor Farm, Wymington, Beds. They 
are all of the same type, and were found clustered together. MB. 
DASH exhibited some impressions of ancient seals relating to
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Northamptonshire. The REV. WILLIAM MONK, F.S.A., exhibited 
an old edition of the History of Diodorus Siculus, printed by the 
celebrated Henry Stephens, jun., in 1559. REV. J. L. SUTTON 
exhibited a number of old coins ploughed up at various times in 
Kettering and Weekley fields; a spear head, dug up with a human 
skeleton in a field near the Grange, Kettering. An oldfashioned 
revolver with a flint was lent by the REV. M. B. PICKEBING. An 
interesting old sword was exhibited by MB. D. SLATER. MB. JOHN 
HUNT exhibited a number of small curiosities, including a Roman 
military ornament; some old swords of the end of the sixteenth 
century and beginning of the seventeenth; and a box of flint 
implements, and also some sling stones. MB. JOHN WALLIS ex 
hibited a number of engravings and drawings of places of interest 
in this county. MB. A. CHAPMAN exhibited a fine piece of tapestry, 
representing Christ administering 'the Last Supper. MB. J. C. 
SHEPHERD exhibited a scrap-book, and one or two other interest 
ing volumes. MR. E. WHITTEN, of Wellingborough, lent an old 
volume in black letter, Sermones Thesauri, Argentina, and dated 
1486. The REV. E. E. BLENCOWE lent a portfolio of photographs. 
The muster roll of the Kettering Volunteers, formed in 1803, was 
lent by MB. JOHN WALLIS. Near to this memorable muster roll 
hung the handsome and valuable sword presented to Captain 
Gotch by the said Volunteers, for his meritorious services in 
promoting their efliciency. This was exhibited by MB. GOTCH, 
in company with the current number of the Northampton Mercury 
recording the circumstance of the presentation. Near MB. 
THUESFIELD exhibited an engraving of tesselated pavement, and a 
lava letter weight, and several other curiosities were exhibited, by 
the HON. ALFRED HOOD. Some Egyptian images, a snuff box, 
and a crown piece of William III. were exhibited by MRS. 
ROBINSON, whilst part of a tesselated pavement found at Weldon, 
was lent by MRS. DASH. Not the least interesting portion of the 
articles exhibited was the collection of illuminated missals and 
manuscripts lent by the REV. F. H. SUTTON. Some of them are 
dated as far back as the thirteenth century, and yet are in as 
excellent preservation as if they had been written in recent years. 
A wooden chain, cut from a stick by a shepherd at Finedon, as 
far back as 1796, was exhibited by MR. T. GOTCH. Miss PAUL 
exhibited a copy of the form of prayer used at the Hague in the 
time of Charles II.; a Turkish drinking cup; and a beautiful 
mantle of Queen Anne's time. A contemporary history of the 
trial of the conspirators of the gunpowder plot, dated 1606, was 
shown by MR. THOMAS HENRY GOTCH. Miss JAMES exhibited a 
Florentine mosaic, a mantle, and the cushions used at the christen 
ing of James II. The REV. A. STOBABT exhibited a unique and 
valuable collection of Egyptian antiquities and Chinese curiosities, 
consisting of baskets, figures, specimens of Chinese printing.
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There were also some ancient vases from the tombs of Egypt. 
The REV. W. BUTLIN exhibited a very fine altar cloth worked by 
Miss Blencowe. Along the east wall of the Exchange was ranged 
a series of engravings of the celebrated Bayeux tapestry, said to 
have been worked by Matilda, wife of William the Conqueror, and 
representing the conquest of England by her husband. The REV. 
H. J. BIGGE exhibited some very splendid Indian work, as well as 
an exceedingly beautiful altar cloth, worked by the Hon. Mrs. 
Watson and other ladies, a photograph of an altar cloth from 
Hollingbourne, Kent, worked by the Ladies Culpeper, temp., 
Charles II. There were several very unique specimens of wood 
carving from Finedon Hall, as well as specimens of ancient bind 
ing and manuscripts, with other interesting objects, all kindly lent 
by ME. MACKWORTH DOLBEN. Very good photographs of ancient 
coins were exhibited by MR. ALLEN, of Market Harborough. 
ROBERT BURCHELL exhibited a model of Geddington Cross, ad 
mirable so far as it went, but unfortunately it was not quite 
completed. He also exhibited a very faithful model of Kettering 
Church, executed with a penknife, the scale being 5- inch to every 
foot.

Then there was a pen-and-ink sketch of John Clare, sketched 
about six months before his death by an inmate of the Northampton 
Asylum; this was presented by MR. H. GODDARD. MR. A. H. 
ROUGHTON exhibited a large number of autographs, including those 
of Wellington, Macaulay, Lord Palmerston, Wilberforce, and 
Bishops Marsh, Bloomfield, and Philpott. Amongst other articles 
lent by MR. MACKWORTH DOLBEN was a fine old cross-bow, and 
several ancient boxes. A fine collection of photographs of different 
churches and places of interest in the county was exhibited by the 
Architectural Society. Mr. DASH exhibited some old newspapers, 
1648-9, containing accounts of the trial of King Charles I.; also 
a number of ancient illuminated missals and MSS. most beautifully 
executed. MR. THOMAS BLOTT, Weekley, exhibited a number of 
Roman and other coins, also an old ring found on a farm in the 
occupation of Mr. Wm. Blott. The REV. G. E. MAUNSELL exhibited 
a pair of steel pistols of the time of the battle of Culloden; a 
Malay creese and scabbard, the weapon having originally been 
poisoned. MR. SAMOEL SHARP, of Dallington, lent a large number 
of Roman and other antiquities from his fine collection. Amongst 
the curiosities was a copy of No. 14 of Volume XI. of the Stamford 
Mercury, 1718. The REV. SIR GEORGE ROBINSON, Bart., lent 
a valuable cup and salver, which had been presented by Charles II. 
to the son of Sir John Robinson, his god-child. Upon the salver 
is the inscription "Ex dono Regis." The body of the cup and the 
border of the salver are ornamented with figures and foliage in 
bold relief. Sir John Robinson was created a baronet for his 
services to Charles II., 1660. He was Lord Mayor of London in
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1663, and Lieutenant of the Tower till 1678. There is frequent 
mention of him in Pepys and Evelyn. The HONOURABLE ALFBED 
HOOD showed some very beautiful Roman photographs The REV. 
CHAELES HEYCOCK lent a copy of Bede's Ecclesiastical History, 1643, 
and several other interesting articles. Mr. E. F. LAW exhibited 
several colour drawings of churches and other places of interest, 
mostly in the county. MB. JOHN WALLIS exhibited a Papal Bull, 
dated 1297 A.D., and another Papal Bull bearing date 1492. 
Interesting to the curious was the MS. letter of 1661, exhibited 
by MR. D. SLATEB. The* Barbor jewel was exhibited by the 
REV. E. E. BLENCOWE ; this jewel, which is a valuable onyx 
of three layers, represents Queen Elizabeth, whose accession to 
the crown is said to have saved Mr. Barbor from execution, 
which he was to have suffered from Queen Mary's persecution. 
In the same case with this jewel was a number of rare and 
beautiful articles from Finedon, kindly lent by Mr. Mackworth 
Dolben. MR. JOHN HUNT exhibited twenty-one gold coins 
(English) and a silver snuff-box (Dutch); also some Roman 
coins. Mr. John Wallis showed a nice collection of auto 
graphs and engravings. The VISCOUNTESS HOOD exhibited a 
case of rare and valuable pottery. Amongst the collection was an 
old China Bubb stand, fine old Wedgwood vase, vase from the 
buried cities of Populonia (Etruria), a quaint, pair of images, 
representing the prophet Elijah and the widow of Sarepta, both in 
the Early English style, and an' ancient lamp. There was a fine 
collection of the rubbings of monumental brasses hung all round 
the room. These articles formed the principal portion of the 
Museum, though there were many interesting objects, many of 
which were not, however, antiquarian in character, but which helped 
to enhance the value of the exhibition. The Museum was opened 
on Tuesday morning, and remained opened to the public for the 
major part of the day. On Wednesday it was open from ten 
o'clock in the morning till dusk. It was largely visited by the 
townfolk of Kettering.

A MID-DAY PUBLIC MEETING

WAS held in the Corn Exchange commencing at 1.30 under the 
Presidency of the REV. H. LINDSAT, Rector of Kettering. The 
REV. W. L. COLLINS, Vicar of Kilsby, read a Paper entitled "Some 
notices of an Antiquarian Bishop of Peterborough."* At its close 
a vote of thanks to the author was proposed by the Venerable 
Archdeacon Trollope, and seconded by Mr. North. In accordance 
with the programme a short excursion was then made to a few 
places of interest in the neighbourhood.

* This Paper was printed in the Associated Societies' Volume for 1867.
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RUSHTON HALL, CHURCH, AND TRIANGULAR LODGE

Were first visited. Rushton Hall- was commenced by Sir Thomas 
Tresham, in 1595, but has been added to at different subsequent 
periods. The hall is filled with noble pictures let into the 
panelling. It has an open timber roof, and is very lofty. From 
the recessed windows is a lovely view over water, and hill, and 
dale, and rich woods. On the fine old oak staircase is a whole 
length life-sized portrait of the late lamented lady of this beautiful 
domain, Mrs. Clarke Thornhill. A small oratory above contains a 
very early and curious carving of the Crucifixion in full relief and 
coloured. From an alcove in the ground whence the field of 
Naseby can be discerned is the following inscription :—

Where yon blue field scarce meets our straining eyes,
A fatal name for England, Naseby, lies.
There hapless Charles beheld his fortunes crossed,
His forces vanquished, and his kingdom lost.
There gallant Lisle, a mark for thousands stood,
And Dorm an sealed his loyalty in blood;
While down yon bill's steep side, with headlong force,
Victorious Cromwell chased the Northern horse.
Hence Anarchy, our State and Church profaned,
And tyrants in the mask of freedom reigned.
In times like ours, when party holds command,
And faction scatters discord through the land,
Let these sad scenes a useful lesson yield,
And future Nasebvs rise in every field.

August, 1783.

A terrace walk, winding through dense woods, is said to have 
been a favourite haunt of the poet Dryden, who is stated to have 
here written his famous poem, The Hind and the Panther. 
Following the walk the "Triangular Lodge" is reached, a building 
erected by the Sir Thos. Tresham already mentioned. It seems 
to be emblematical of the Trinity, and the object of its builder to 
suggest everywhere the figure 3 by innumerable devices. The 
REV. H. WAED read an interesting paper on this Lodge, which is 
printed in the Associated Societies' Volume for 1867.

The party next proceeded to RUSHTON CHURCH, which was thus 
described by

The REV. GEO. ATLIFFE POOLE. The church, he said, was in 
the styles of three centuries—the thirteenth, the fourteenth, and 
the fifteenth. The tower, with the exception of the pinnacles and 
battlements, belonged to the thirteenth century, and was Early 
English. So were three of the arches. But all the ground plan 
of the church, with the exception of the porch, was of the four 
teenth century. The arch was built in the fourteenth century, as 
were also the lower windows of the nave and aisle. In the fifteenth
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century the clerestory was added. That was the whole history of 
the church so far as he could gather. The sedilia was very hand 
some of the fourteenth century. The vestry was of a very curious 
kind. It was a very rare one—a real old vestry. He remembered 
going there many years ago and noticing that its south wall was 
much thicker than was usual or than there was occasion for. He 
suggested then whether it was not worth while to see whether 
there was not something inside. He did not know whether the 
suggestion had been carried out. A monumental effigy exists here 
to the memory of Sir Thomas Tresham, Prior of the Order of St. 
John of Jerusalem. He wears a hair shirt. Another colossal 
figure recumbent is attributed to Sir Thomas Goldingham. He is 
in chain armour. The figure is 7ft. Gin. long.

GEDDINGTON.

The Geddington Cross was first visited.
The VEN. ARCHDEACON TKOLLOPE thought perhaps it would 

be acceptable if he said a few words about this Cross. As regarded 
taste he might make an observation. They were aware there were 
two others of the series originally erected by Edward I. still 
remaining, one at Waltham and the other at Northampton. Some 
thought the Geddington Cross was the most elegant of the three 
from its lighter character and triangular form. He did not think 
so. He thought Waltham was most complete in its form. On 
each side of this Cross was very beautiful diaper work. The three 
statues that there remained were representations of the statue of 
Queen Eleanor. They all partook of the character of her statue in 
Westminster Abbey. There were two heraldic shields on each 
face of the cross. The monument which had been raised at 
Charing Cross in front of the Charing Cross Hotel was a beautiful 
specimen of modern art. It was exceedingly large, and very much 
grander than this, its form being more pyramidal, whilst it was 
riot narrow below. That great work was worthy of all praise, and 
did Mr. Barry, the architect, great eredit.—In answer to an 
enquiry, the Archdeacon said he thought there was another 
pinnacle—probably a foliated finial. The company then adjourned 
to the

CHURCH,

which the Eev. G. A. POOLE described. He said that outside 
nothing appeared older than the twelfth century or Transition, but 
as soon as they got in they found the whole of one arcade was 
Norman, or an earlier style by half a century. Then it was quite 
clear that the nave of the church was a longer one, for one of the
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further arches, he believed, had been cut in two. He believed the 
church was longer by two arches than it was now. But some 
where about the close of the twelfth century—the transition from the 
Norman to the Gothic form—considerable alterations were made. 
At the east end they had an Early Decorated window. Judging 
from the moulding of the chancel arch the chancel was lengthened 
and the nave shortened. Then the last thing that was done was 
the building of the tower. The tower was of the same date and 
built by the same man as the church of Fotheringhay, one William 
Howard. It was the same man who had built this and others, 
Church Langton amongst them. It was clearly indicated by the 
buttresses being of a peculiar kind. The tower of this church 
was the only one that had a tower arch of the kind. There 
were some features deserving especial notice. There was a good 
Transition doorway, and the sedilia, with several other small 
features. Mr. Hill would tell them that this was the church that 
had the first pew in England in 1602. The last time he was in 
this church, twenty years ago, there were both pews and galleries, 
but the galleries had gone. It was very likely that the clerestory 
in the north aisle was Saxon, and therefore likely to be a hundred 
years more ancient than the arcade it stood upon. He should 
think there were very few cases in which they had a Saxon arcade 
with Norman arches built under it.

AECHDEACON TEOLLOPE said he might mention that they had 
just discovered in the church at Grantham a similiar arrangement. 
Much to their astonishment, when they stripped the walls of 
plaster, they found some Saxon remains. It was a similiar case to 
this only of a later period. In this case they had the Saxon and 
Norman clerestory, and the Norman arcade underneath. It seemed 
strange that our forefathers should have taken so much pains to 
preserve such a small portion of the work as that. The only 
explanation he could suggest was that the consecration fees in 
those days were enormous. The gifts demanded were so great that 
the cost of consecration was, if possible, avoided. This might 
have been the reason that part of the old Saxon work was retained. 
Whether it was so or not he could not say. If so, it was a 
dangerous experiment.

ME. POOLE said expedients not less strange were adopted in these 
days to avoid consecration fees. They knew that the money did 
not go into the pockets of the bishop but into the hands of law 
officers.

MR. LIGHTFOOT said there was another case in Exeter Cathedral.
At the west end of the church is a brass with the following

inscription:—
If who lies here thov do enqvire 
Reade, and so have thy desire 
Richard Best his name and free 
Ot'h Haberdashers Companyne
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The priviledge of Merchants, He 
Did Clayme with ye like libertye 
The yeares that here he passed ore 
Wanted but one of fovrscore 
Fovrty years he abroad did toyle 
The rest he spent in his owne Soyle 
Free from Wedlooke care or strife 
Hee,Wedded was to single life 
To have more spoke he did deserve 
Bvt twas his Will yt this shovld serve 
He dyed ye 2B of April 1629.

After a further examination of the church the party returned to 
Kettering at about half-past six o'clock. Dinner was provided at 
the George Hotel, from sixty to seventy persons sitting down.

THE EVENING PUBLIC MEETING,
Under the Presidency of THE VENEKABLE AKCHDEACON TKOLLOPE, 
F.S.A., was also held in the Corn Exchange. The Chairman 
opened the proceedings at Eight o'clock by calling upon the Rector 
of the Parish, THE REV. HENRY LINDSAY, to read a Paper upon

KETTERING,
which that gentleman proceeded to do as follows:—

" Happy the people," it has been said, " who have no history." 
If the aphorism be just, the people of Kettering ought to be 
supremely happy; for—"there is really nothing to say," "no 
sources of information that I can think of," "it appears to be a 
town without a history," are specimens of the answers given to me 
within the last week or two, and represent, I suppose, too truly the 
actual state of the case. That however, which it seems, constitutes, 
if we only knew it, the especial happiness of this our good town 
of Kettering, is anything but convenient to an unfortunate being, 
pledged, like myself, to read a paper about it before a learned 
society. How is the paper to be compiled in the absence of 
materials ? E nihilo nihilfit.

I suppose, indeed, that as a general rule there is less to be said 
about a moderate sized country town like ours than about many 
other places, greater or smaller. Had Kettering been a larger 
place than it is it might have taken a prominent part in public 
affairs, whilst, had it been a mere country. village, it would 
have followed the fortunes of some great county family, and 
gathered lustre, or at least interest, from the connection.

However, we must take things as we find them. I must only 
hope that if you think this paper, as I daresay you will, dull, 
trifling, gossipping, or beneath the dignity of history, you will 
condone its many shortcomings in consideration of the scanty 
array of facts out of which it is constructed.

T VOL. III.
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It will, I presume, be the best plan to begin at the beginning. 
One of the county histories which I have had occasion to consult, 
goes back to the year of the world 2983. I shall not go back quite 
so far as that, but shall content myself with a more modest 
antiquity. There is reason to believe, from coins and other re 
mains which have been found in and about the town, and speci 
mens of which are to be seen in our Museum, that the Romans 
had a settlement here; and, indeed, the name of our little river, 
in its Celtic designation—the Ise—carries us back to pre-Eoman 
times. The earliest document, however, in which Kettering is 
named belongs to the reign of Edwy, who became king in 955. 
There was much squabbling in those days, and for some time after, 
as to the ownership of the manor; the litigants, on what ultimately 
proved the winning side, being the abbot and monks of Peter 
borough. The question in dispute was at last settled in a conven 
tion of nobles assembled in London, and a decree made in favour 
of the ecclesiastics, which decree was ratified eight days after 
wards at a county meeting at Northampton, the people swearing 
on the cross to use their power in ensuring its execution. In 
Doomsday Book, the place finds mention under the name of 
Kateringe, by which name, indeed, with comparatively little 
variation, it has been known from the first. The name is of 
undoubted Saxon origin, for the theory which connects it with St. 
Katharine, who was said to have a well somewhere in the town, 
cannot be entertained for a moment. We shall probably be safe in 
following the eminent Anglo-Saxon scholar, Mr. Kemble, who 
holds that "ing" here is simply a patronymic—a syllable in 
dicating descent, like the Welch Ap, the Scotch Mac, or the Irish 
0'. Mr. Kemble also shows, by arguments which it would be 
tedious to reproduce here, but which are, I understand, held by the 
learned to be conclusive, that the names of places which end in 
" ing," show the primary or original seats of Saxon occupation. 
Such names are found generally along the eastern coast, and 
become less frequent as you advance inland towards the west. 
There are only three or four such in all Northamptonshire, and 
westward of Northamptonshire only one. If the theory be well 
founded, the name of Kettering shows it to have been one of the 
furthest points inland to which the first Saxon invaders pushed 
their conquest.

In Doomsday book there is no mention of any church or priest 
here, but the omission is common throughout Northamptonshire, 
and therefore in itself proves nothing as to the existence or non- 
existence of a church at the time. The first direct mention of 
any church occurs in a Papal Bull in 1146, but of that earlier 
building there are, of course, no extant remains. In 1227 the 
township became a town, a charter being granted by Henry III. to 
the abbot and monks of Peterborough "for a market every week
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on Friday," a charter which is still in force, after the lapse of six 
hundred and forty years. Who were the tenants of the manor 
under the monks all the long years they held it, we are entirely 
ignorant. There are, I believe no documents to show; and the 
church, commonly a repertory of antiquarian information on such 
points, is singularly destitute of monumental remains. We look 
wistfully at the pavement, but get no response from stones despoiled 
of their brasses by sacrilegious hands; and the windows of painted 
glass, which (Bridges tells us) were in existence one hundred and 
fifty years ago, and which, by their inscriptions, or coat of arms, 
might have supplied the lacking information, have long since 
disappeared.

When the long reign of the monks came to an end, Henry VIII., 
as we all know, laid strong hands upon their goods, distributing 
them among his courtiers. In this way the manor of Kettering 
fell to the share of Lord W. Parr, Governor of Eockingham Castle, 
the beginning of a connection between that place and Kettering 
which has lasted now, though with some intermission, for more 
than three hundred years. At the present time the joint lords of 
the manor, in unequal proportions, are George Lewis Watson, Esq., 
of Rockingham Castle, and his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch.

The absence of documentary evidence about the town is equally 
to be deplored as regards the church. The registers do not begin 
until 1637; the vestry book in 1671. The latter, on the opening 
page, contains a reference which makes one's mouth water, "to the 
old writing book that was before this for the use of the town," but 
the said book unhappily no longer exists. Just think what it 
would have been to possess a book that certainly extended back 
to the troublous times of the seventeenth century, and possibly 
even to the Reformation! Neither do the State Paper or Record 
offices help us much. " There is no existing record for your 
church; most of the Northamptonshire churches exist, but not 
yours." "There are no assignments amongst the Northampton 
shire church goods," is the disappointing answer to an application 
addressed by me to an expert in such matters. The solitary 
exception seems to be a brief notice in the Chantry Rolls that there 
was at the time of the dissolution of the chantries one in Kettering, 
" founded and maintained partly with the devotion of the inhabitants 
of the town of Kettering, which is a market town, and partly with 
the revenues of certain lands and tenements, given by copy of Court 
Roll, to find a priest, called the 'morrow mass' priest, to sing there 
for ever." It will be observed that this does not tell us what was 
the dedication of the chantry. The "morrow-mass" priest probably 
dwelt in the little room, or parvise, over the north porch, to which 
some of you may have found your way.

What part Kettering took in the Reformation there is nothing 
to show. Northamptonshire, as we all know, "had no Marian
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martyrs"—thanks, says Fuller, under God, to the quiet spirit of 
the then Bishop of Peterborough. Towards the latter end of 
Elizabeth's reign there seems to have been a stern, puritanical 
element in the town, fostered especially by the then " Parson of 
Warkton," who, however, afterwards turned King's evidence, and 
informed against his allies. A little later an eminent divine and 
preacher, of decided puritanical leanings, Robert Bolton, the 
Rector of Broughton, was lecturer at Kettering Church, and no 
doubt helped to bend popular opinion in the same direction. Fuller 
calls him an " authoritative preacher, who majestically became the 
pulpit;" and his epitaph at Broughton represents all England as 
grieving over his death :—

" Robertus jacet hie Boltonus: csetera novit, 
Oocubitus deflens Anglia tola diem."

His writings, some of them "delivered in the lecture at 
Kettering church," were once very popular, and may still be met 
with.

But if those of the Puritan interest were in strong force here 
in the first years of the seventeenth century, we may remember 
that the opposite extreme was not without its representatives in the 
neighbourhood. It is scarcely matter of boasting to a Northampton 
shire man that his county should have furnished a larger contingent 
than any other to the Gunpowder Plot conspirators. Catesby, their 
leader, was himself a Northamptonshire man, and moreover, first 
cousin to Francis Tresham, whose house you have been visiting 
to-day. Sir Everard Digby was within an hour's ride of Rushton, 
on the one side, whilst on the other, at not much greater distance, 
were the Vauxes, of Harrowden. The house at Newton, to which 
tradition points as the rendezvous and trysting place of the con 
spirators, has long since disappeared; but some of its wainscot 
panelling—which, if the tradition be true, and wainscotting were 
vocal, might tell a strange tale out of the past—has found a new 
home in the house of our neighbour, Mr. Roughton. I am loth 
to throw doubt upon a local tradition, but I confess to a misgiving 
as to the fact of the conspirators having ever met at Newton. It is 
true that a curious print in the possession of Mr. Dash represents 
them as gathered together there in full conclave, and adds much 
minute detail as to their proceedings; but the print is of too late 
a date to be any sort of evidence, and, indeed, convicts itself of 
inaccuracy by making a Catesby instead of a Tresham to be the 
owner of Newton. Mr. Jardine's excellent history of the Gun 
powder Plot, and careful resume of the evidence, makes no mention 
of any meetings in this neighbourhood. Indeed, it should be remem 
bered that it was only when the plot was almost ripe for execution 
that Francis Tresham was initiated into the secret, and, moreover, 
Newton belonged not to the Treshams of Rushton, but to another
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branch of the family, who were in no way implicated in the con 
spiracy. I am sorry to appear heterodox on an article of local 
belief, and I will gladly recant and return to orthodoxy, if evidence 
can be adduced in behalf of the received account. Before leaving 
the subject of the Gunpowder Plot, I may mention that the mover 
of the resolution that November 5 be observed as an annual 
memorial of the deliverance of King and Parliament from the 
wicked designs of the conspirators, was Sir Edward Montagu, 
afterwards Lord Montagu, of Boughton, as is duly chronicled on 
his monument, at Weekley.

But troublous times were now coming on the country, and 
Northamptonshire, as we all know, bore a not undistinguished 
part in the struggle between King and Commons. Kettering, 
however, lay out of the line of march of the opposing armies, and 
there is, I think, no evidence to show that it was at any time in 
the occupation of either party. Once, indeed, the wave of civil 
war swept very close to it. Lord Montagu, the same whom I 
mentioned just now, now an old man, was living at Boughton. 
He is described as " an honest, truthful, and pious man ; an 
example to his fellow parishioners by constant attendance at 
sermons on Sundays, and at lectures on week days. So long 
as the truth was preached old Lord Montagu Cared not who 
preached it; and his own chaplain had no sinecure of it in his 
house, where the reverend official, on Sunday afternoons, assembled 
his servants, and put them through their Catechism." Lord Mon 
tagu had shown, himself, in and out of Parliament, a sturdy sup 
porter of popular rights, but when things came to an open rupture 
between King and Commons, he took his side at once, and openly, 
on the Koyal side, and thus laid himself open to the enmity of 
Parliament. He was speedily removed by force from Boughton, 
and taken to the Savoy, where he died. - Clarendon thus describes 
his capture:—" They took the good Lord Montagu, of Boughton, 
at his house in Northamptonshire, a person venerable, and of above 
fourscore years of age, and reputation unblemished, for declaring 
himself unsatisfied with their high proceedings, and notwithstand 
ing he had a brother and nephew in the House of Peers, and a son 
in the House of Commons, his lordship was detained a prisoner to 
his death." Some vigorous lines in a poem on Kettering Church, 
by Mr. John Plummer, late of this town, represent the B,oundheads 
as invading the sacred edifice and breaking down the carved work 
thereof, with axes and hammers.

" Fierce and swift, the flames of civil war, 
Dart wildly o'er the peaceful scene, and terror spread afar, 
Quick! quick! the church doors bolt and bar—the loud alarum ring! 
They come! they come! the Puritans! who fear not Church or King! 
Their swords and pikes ring on the doors; they shake, they yield, they fall, 
And grim-faced men of iron mould stride through the sacred hall; 
With reckless zeal they hack and hew the monuments of stone, 
The artist-breathings of a past that shall no morp be known:
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While storm winds howl through broken panes, and horrid lightnings glare, 
And mock the desolation caused by mortal frenzy there."

Whether Mr. Plummer has any authority for this belief, or 
whether, in the exercise of a legitimate poetic license, he draws 
upon his imagination for his facts, I cannot undertake to say.

The church, of course, here, as elsewhere, fell into the hands 
of the dominant party, and the Prayer-book gave place to the 
Directory. There was a change of rector in 1650, but how brought 
about, whether by natural causes, or by the then common process 
of ejection, does not appear. The incoming incumbent, Mr. 
Maydwell, was of course a nominee of the Puritans, and himself, 
ten years later, had to go out under the Bartholomew Act. After 
his secession he became the founder, or a founder, of the Inde 
pendent body in this town, and after undergoing much persecution, 
in accordance with the mistaken policy of the day, died in 1692, 
and was buried in the parish church, where a Latin inscription 
marks the place of his interment.

In the year 1665 the plague was bad in Kettering. The burial 
register distinguishes by a special mark those who were supposed 
to die of the plague; and it appears that between July 18th, 1665, 
when the first burial took place, and July 20th in the following 
year, seventy-eight persons were carried off by that scourge. An 
interesting relic of those days may be seen in this room. The 
depot for provisions during this period seems to have been in what 
we now call Gas Street, but which was then known as Goosepasture 
Lane. In order to prevent all possibility of contagion, the money 
paid for the provisions had to be passed through water. The 
"plague stone" exhibited by Mr. Eldred shows the trough in 
which the money was placed.*

During the whole of the seventeenth century, the Hall, or 
Manor House, was occupied by the family of Sawyer, a member 
of which family, also, was rector in 1688. In that same year 
Edmund Sawyer, Esq., founded the Almshouses, the .only charita 
ble foundation of the kind in the town, and that not on so liberal 
a scale as could be wished. The Grammar School dates from an 
earlier period; indeed, in King Charles the Second's reign, its 
foundation is spoken of as belonging to a time to which the memory 
of man reaches not; in which respectable, if somewhat vague an 
tiquity, let us be content to leave it. A new scheme for the 
government of the school was issued by the Court of Chancery a 
few years ago, and the schoolhouse itself was rebuilt in 1856.

We are now arrived at a period when the vestry book begins to 
help us a little, and furnishes us with a few items of some local 
interest. Thus, in 1714, at a very full vestry meeting, it was 
resolved nem. con. " that the five bells now hanging in the steeple

* It was pointed out by Mr. Slater, the Architect, that this stone had formed 
originally the base of a cross.
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be took down, and cast into eight," which accordingly was carried 
into immediate execution. Of the eight bells forming the present 
peal, the oldest bears the date of 1630, and the inscription, " Non 
vox sed votum, non musica corduba sed cor." Four were supplied 
at this time (1714) by a celebrated bell founder, Saunders, of 
Bromsgrove; the afterwards well-known name of " Thomas Eayre, 
of Kettering," being also found upon one of them. I incline to 
think that Eayre may have learned the art of bell casting under 
Saunders, and so may have had a share in these bells, a theory 
which would, in some degree, reconcile with the actual state of 
things, the popular belief that the whole peal were cast in this 
town. The sixth and seventh bells, as their inscriptions testify, 
were cast in Kettering, the eighth having been supplied so recently 
as 1832, by Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough.

Let me digress for a moment to say that the bell foundry of 
Thomas Eayre was at the top of Wadcroft, just where Mr. Baker, 
within the last few weeks, has been pulling down some old cottages. 
The foundry well still exists. In Bridges' time that entrance to 
Wadcroft was known as Bell Founders' Lane, and is so marked in 
the maps. The foundry seems to have enjoyed much local repute. 
" The noblest peal of ten bells, without exception, in England," 
says an authority on the subject, " whether tone or time be con 
sidered, is said to be in St. Margaret's, Leicester;" and to this 
peal the two trebles were supplied by Eayre, of Kettering, in 1738. 
Thomas Eayre, who seems to have been in many ways a man of 
much ingenuity, and who more especially introduced great im 
provements into the construction of turret clocks, died in 1758. 
The Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough, are the present representa 
tives of the firm.

After the eight bells were hung in the steeple, the ringers did 
not at first have it all their own way. A vestry meeting, in 1725, 
decreed that " the churchwardens shall not allow any money for 
ringing on any day whatsoever." The campanophilists, however, 
came to the rescue, and very shortly afterwards the obnoxious 
resolution was rescinded. In 1729 the eight ringers completed 
the grandsire triples of 5,040 changes in three hours and eighteen 
minutes, a feat which, some people being sceptical enough to 
doubt, they repeated two years later in even shorter time. The task 
was accomplished a third time so recently as 1840. These suc 
cessive triumphs are all duly chronicled in the belfry chamber, 
the last of them being capped with some lines, of which the moral 
is better than the poetry:—

" Ye ringers all who prize
Your health and happiness, 

Be sober, merry, wise,
And you'll the same possess.1 '

The churchwardens' accounts in the middle of the last century
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are not very interesting reading. I may add that they are not 
always very easy reading, orthography and caligraphy not having 
been invariably amongst the accomplishments of an eighteenth 
century churchwarden. Some of the entries in their accounts 
would make the hair of an ecclesiastical lawyer—if he has any, 
but I suppose he wears a wig—stand on end. In those days it 
seems to have been held legitimate to pay from the church-rate 
all manner of out-of-the-way expenses, especially in the shape of 
remuneration to small boys for the destruction of sparrows, and 
other, real or supposed, enemies of the farmer. Hedgehogs, or 
urchins as they were sometimes called, were ruthlessly persecuted, 
I presume because of their supposed propensity to rob us of our 
milk. As far back as 1671 we have the item, " five hedgehogs 
Is. 8d.," a rate of remuneration which was maintained without 
change for over a century. There seems to have been a regular 
tariff of prices. Sparrow-heads were paid for at the rate of 2d. 
per dozen. Foxes—I don't know what some of our friends would 
think of so unsportsmanlike a proceeding, and that within hail of 
Pytchley!—fetched Is. apiece, the chief purveyors being the Duke's 
keepers. These entries are made in a very business-like way. Thus, 
in 1719, side by side with legitimate disbursements for church ex 
penses, we find, lumped together in one payment, " For foxes, 
hedgehogs, and sparrow-heads, £2. 6s. 3d." Churchwardens of a 
more minute turn of mind entered all the twopences separately, 
together with the names of all the little boys and girls to whom 
they were paid. And, by the way, it must have been hard work 
to keep children to school in those days, when there were such 
pecuniary inducements to play truant! In the year 1747, the 
churchwardens bagged in this way one hundred and ninety dozen 
of sparrows, at 2d. per dozen; eleven foxes, at Is. each; seven 
hedgehogs, at 4d. (this last item being much below the average; 
in 1758 there were fifty-five); and five polecats, or, as they are 
sometimes called, falmers, at 4d. apiece.

In that same year there is a slight notice, which has some 
interest at the present day:—" Pd. for papers on the acct. of 
Distempered Cattell, 3s." It may- be mentioned in the same 
connection that Broomhill Close, or Smockshirts, was "purchased 
for the parish, in 1752, for £28, being a forfeiture for driving 
distempered cattle through the town, contrary to the Act of 
Parliament."

In 1746 we find the entry, under April 25, " The ringers, when 
Duke Wm. defeated the rebbels in Scotland, 10s." The defeat 
spoken of is of course the disastrous Battle of Culloden, fought 
on April 16th. It thus appears that the news which now-a-days 
would be flashed along the wires to us from the north in a few 
minutes, then took nine days in reaching Kettering. As the 
Highlanders, under Prince Charlie, came as far south as Derby,
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we can easily understand that the good people here may have been 
in not a little alarm. Some of them seemed to have turned out in 
defence of the de facto Government. Thus, on a tombstone in 
the churchyard, to the memory of Mr. George Eayre, one of the 
family of the bellfounder, it is recorded that he had been a "cornet 
in the Duke of Montagu's Regiment of Carabineers, during the 
rebellion in the year 1745."

The people of Kettering, indeed, seem never to have been 
wanting when duty summoned them to come forward. Many 
years after this date, when the country was threatened with 
invasion by the first Napoleon, an efficient volunteer force was 
raised in the town—a memento of which may be seen in this room, 
in the muster-roll of the company, exhibited by Mr. Wallis. The 
old martial spirit is not extinct. "Lord Montagu's Carabineers" 
have their representatives in the Royal Kettering Yeomanry, and 
the men of 1803 live once more in the 9th Northamptonshire 
Volunteers.

The register books of baptisms, marriages and deaths, have in 
them little of special interest. For the entire period of time 
between 1716 and 1755 they are in the handwriting of a man of 
some mark, Thomas Alien, who was Rector of Kettering for the 
long space of forty years. He is one of whom we would fain know 
more—one of that goodly band of faithful men and true who re 
deem the dark age of the eighteenth century from the reproach, 
sometimes too sweepingly cast upon it, of secularity and irreligion. 
His published books show him to have been a man of much learn 
ing and devoutness, and his published books form only a small 
portion of his writings. There is extant a touching letter of his 
addressed to Dr. Booth, pleading for help towards printing his un 
published books, dated July 28, 1752. He says—"I myself am 
upwards of 70 years of age, and have been in the ministry 47 
years, and been rector of Kettering 38 years, no part of which 
time have I been idle, but have wrote and prepared for the press 
many valuable MSS., two of which have been printed: ' The 
practice of a Holy Life,' and ' The Christian's sure Guide to 
Eternal Glory,' both which have had this singular honour done 
them, as to be translated into the Russian language, for the use of 
all Muscovy."

He then gives a list of seven other books, as yet unpublished, 
and thus proceeds—

" All these I am willing to lay at your feet if you can find it in 
your heart to help an old clergyman like yourself. Like those that 
gathered manna; since 'those that gathered much had nothing 
over, and they that gathered little had no lack,' God proportioning 
a blessed equality among all." He concludes by saying that the 
publication of one of these books, especially a translation of one of 
the Apostolical Fathers, "would be a gallant piece of service done
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to the Church of England. All the books shall be your own to give 
away." But publishing a new book was not the easy thing then 
that it is in these days of cheap literature and many readers, and 
the old man went down to his grave with this, the desire of his 
heart, ungratified. One hundred and ten years have passed since 
his death, but his memory still lingers faintly amongst us. 
Tradition pictures him on his way to the daily prayers in the parish 
church, distributing halfpence amongst the little ones as he passed 
along. He died, as I think he would have desired to die, in 
harness. The inscription on his gravestone in Sawyer's aisle 
records that " while performing ye public duty of evening prayer 
in this church he ascended from his Master's work to his Master's 
joy, Saturday evening, 31 of May, 1755."

Considering the population of the parish, it is certainly remarkable 
that we can point to so few eminent natives. Almost the only notice 
able name is that of Dr. Gill, a biblical commentator in high 
repute among the Calvinists ; for Andrew Fuller and other Non 
conformist worthies were imported, not born here. Another 
eminent Dissenter, whom no Churchman would wish to name 
without respect, Robert Hall, was in his earlier days much 
connected with the town. It was in the house of a gentleman 
residing here that, when only a lad of eleven years old, he was often 
called upon, he tells us, "to preach to a company of grave, elderly 
gentlemen, full half of whom wore wigs," a proceeding which, in 
after years, he often denounced, as mischievous and injurious. 
The Nonconformist body to which Hall and Fuller belonged, 
regard Kettering as especially sacred ground to them, the Baptist 
Missionary Society having been founded in this town. I feel 
bound, however, to take exception to the terms in which this fact 
is sometimes spoken of. Billings, e.g., introduces his history of 
the Church by a somewhat magniloquent sentence, in which "the 
formation of the present system of missionary societies here in 
1792'" is put forward as the town's chief claim to distinction. He 
forgets, apparently, that a certain society—not altogether unknown 
to Church people—the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, 
had attained its four score years and ten at the date referred to. 
It is only here and there in our burial register that we light upon 
a well-known name. Those of you who have visited Rushton this 
afternoon will, perhaps, remember the story of Barbara, Vis 
countess Cullen. The unhappy heroine is said to have died at 
Kettering in great poverty in 1713. The name does not occur in 
our register, so I presume she was carried to Rushton for inter 
ment. Another little romance, which went the round of the 
papers three or four years ago, will, I dare say, be in the recollec 
tion of many. The paragraph ran thus :—" The widow of the late 
Sir Samuel Norwich, the last representative of his house, is still 
living in Kettering, and earns a living by washing. She is very
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poof and very ignorant, not having received any education. Her 
husband, Sir Samuel Norwich, for many years a sawyer in 
Kettering, was the eldest son of Sir John, who died in the parish 
workhouse." The paragraph was substantially true, but the poor 
old woman, the baronet's widow, had been dead some two or three 
years when the story was made public.

Of the outward aspect and appearance of the town, what shall I 
say ? Ogilby, cosmographer to Charles II., in his " Britannia "— 
the precursor of " Patterson's Roads," which, in its turn, has been 
supplanted by "Bradshaw,"—speaks of it as " an indifferent good 
town," an epithet intended to be complimentary. Another gazet 
teer is a little more diffuse in its description, and speaks of it 
as "a market town,-and one of the first-rate; a place of good 
repute, and very populous. 'Tis seated on an ascent, the main 
part of it on the side of a small hill in a dry and sandy part of the 
county, on the west side of the Ise brook, and has a free and good 
air. In it is a pretty small hospital, and a sessions house for the 
justices of the peace. From a mount in the corner -of Hall Field 
is a prospect of twenty-two churches." I confess to a little 
incredulity as to this last statement. Either the trees have grown 
taller, or the spires shorter than they were then, or else the writer 
was gifted with a pair of " the patent double-million magnifying 
gas microscopes of extra power," to which Mr. Samuel Weller made 
reference in the famous trial of Bardell v. Pickwick. At any rate, 
I am sure you must strain your eyes very hard indeed to see any 
thing like twenty-two churches now. To quote one more authority 
out of the past: A Londoner, who made a journey of discovery 
into the Midland Counties in 1772, thus speaks of Kettering in an 
account of his travels, printed in the " Gentleman's Magazine " 
(and his account has some interest as speaking of the trade of the 
town):—"It is a populous and tolerably large town, a mixture 
of good and paltry houses : spinning of jarseys is its principal 
employment: in this branch I was told five hundred hands are em 
ployed, but it is not unlikely that the number may be exaggerated. 
Lace making is another article which supports many of the poor ; 
and this is manifestly here, as well as all over the southern part of 
the county, on the increase."

The appearance of the town itself must have altered greatly 
within the last century or two. A succession of fires, some of them 
very disastrous, have swept away a large proportion of the older 
houses. One of these fires, which occurred in the palmy days of 
Titus Gates, was charged, in a sensational pamphlet of the time, 
upon the papists, but with about as much ground for it, I suppose, 
as there was for other charges, in that time of mad excitement. 
A century later they were indirectly the cause of another fire, for 
it was in celebrating November the fifth that a party of boys set 
fire with their squibs to some stacks. There were then many
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farms and farmyards within the limit of the town, and before it 
could be extinguished seventeen houses were destroyed. An in 
scription in front of the Woolpack commemorates the catastrophe. 
With one exception, there is little of antiquity in the town. Two 
or three seventeenth century stone houses, such as the old Work 
house, a farmhouse in Walker's Lane, another in Hazelwood's 
Lane, the remaining portion of the Hall or Manor House, and the 
publichouse known as the Duke's Head, whose date shows it to 
have just completed the second century of its existence, pretty 
nearly exhaust the catalogue of our antiquarian remains. Bridges, 
in his history, thus describes the then appearance of the Market 
Place:—" There is a row of houses in the middle of the Market 
Place dividing Sheep Market from Butchers Row." This Row, 
known as Rotten Row, was taken down in 1785. It extended from 
opposite Messrs. Elands' Bank to Mr. Thursfield's, and comprised 
eleven houses. Mr. John Wallis, who has accumulated many 
materials on county and local history, to which he has kindly 
given me access, has a curious plan, probably unique, taken just 
before the removal of these houses, and showing their occupancy. 
East of Rotten Row stood the Sessions House, supported on 
pillars, and which must have been somewhat similar to the 
existing Market House, at Harborough. Just outside the Sessions 
House, handy for use, were the stocks. The approach to the 
church was blocked by shops and other buildings, down to a much 
later period. At the further end of the Market Place, somewhere 
opposite what was then the White Hart, stood the coronation 
pole, set up, I presume, when George III. was crowned, and not 
removed until the early part of the present century.

The one exception to the modern aspect of the town is, as 
I need not tell you, our ancient parish Church. For four hundred 
years and more its fair and stately spire has pointed heavenward, 
the -^ne unchanging object in all this little world of change, 
and so a fit " type of the spiritual church which Christ hath 
reared." For parts of the building we claim, of course, a far 
higher antiquity; but in the presence of this learned society, I shall 
not presume to speak of its architectural features. There would be 
the less excuse for this after the interesting oral lecture to which 
you listened this morning, and remembering, too, that, in the 
published descriptions of Billings, and of the Northamptonshire 
Society, all needful information will be found. It is sad to think how 
even since the time of Bridges —who, as a native of Barton Seagrave, 
probably knew it well—the interior of the church has suffered, and 
that at the hands of its friends. Most of the windows in the aisles, 
he says, contained "broken portraits of saints and bishops." 
Alas ! they are all gone now, whilst of the rich screen work then 
existing, not a vestige remains. The last fragment of "the carved 
work thereof" was seen a few years ago mending a gap in the
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hedge of the allotment ground. Verily that form of church- 
wardenism—now I trust, almost extinct—which laid itself out to 
" repair and beautify " (as the phrase ran) our parish churches; 
and whose highest conception was to make them light, by getting 
rid of the painted glass; neat, by sweeping out " all the old 
rubbish," such as oak seats, carved screen work, and the like; 
comfortable, by the introduction of high-backed seats, green baize, 
and so on, clothing the whole interior in a uniform tint of white 
or yellow wash—has much to answer for. The hot zeal of the 
reformers may have done something to damage our ancient churches; 
the rough and ready proceedings of the Roundheads something 
more ; but for downright destructiveness, the eighteenth century 
churchwardens, the recognized gardiani ecclesice—and (I fear I 
must add) in full accord with them, the eighteenth century parsons 
—must, above all others, bear the palm.

I observed some of you to-day examining the chains and book- 
covers attached to the desk in Sawyer's aisle. In an interesting in 
ventory of the church goods, taken in 1745, the first three articles 
named are—the " Book of Homilies," " JewelPs Apologie," and 
Fox's "Book of Martyrs." It is probable that to two of them 
these chains and covers belonged.

Time was, not a century ago, when a county town was a sort of 
metropolis for the surrounding district. Locomotion was not the 
easy thing then that it is now, and a journey to London once or 
twice in the year, with, it may be, a sojourn at Bath in the autumn, 
sufficed for the simpler wants of most county families. And so 
it happened that Kettering, though a much smaller place eighty 
years ago than it is now, was yet relatively of greater importance. 
The neighbouring Squire, instead of merely driving rapidly through 
as now, on his way to the station, would pay his fortnightly 
Tuesday visit here'to dine with his brother squires at the Bowling 
Green, after the manner of a club, followed by a rubber and, too 
often, by high play, whilst his wife and daughters would look for 
ward with an eagerness to which the Londonish young ladies of 
our day would be strangers, to the excitement of the Kettering 
assembly. But the spirit of change has reached all classes, and 
affected, more or less, our habits of life. Thus it is that many of 
the old customs of the Manor have been quietly dropped, as being 
out of accord with the spirit of the times. Such, for example, 
was the requirement, that all the tenants of the manor should 
grind their malt at the lords' mill. So also their chartered bake 
house (which, by the way, was pulled down only in 1865) had a 
monopoly of the baking, a custom possibly for the benefit of the 
lords, but assuredly to the great discomfort of the tenants. A 
paper of MS. notes, written, I believe, by the late Mr. Robt. Smith, 
and placed in my hands by Mr. Leatherland (who by the bye, in the 
interesting autobiographical sketch prefixed to his " Essays and
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Poems," gives an account quite worth reading of the state society 
was in some thirty or thirty-five years ago), says on this subject, 
" I have heard my grandmother say that it used to be exceedingly 
difficult to bake their bread at all; they were obliged to give notice 
a day or two before they could be accommodated." And so 
with the trades; one has fallen and another risen in its place. 
The great wool-stapling interest has travelled north, and its patron, 
Bishop Blaze, once better known than their own diocesan to the 
good people of Kettering, has fallen into oblivion. Year by year 
his festival (February 3) still comes round, but it passes un- 
honoured, and the story of the good bishop, who, attired in full 
pontificals, and attended by a goodly train of followers, used to 
perambulate the streets of Kettering, is become a tradition of the 
past. And as with the wool-combers, so with the lace-makers; 
S. Katharine, their patroness, has fallen from her high estate. 
Her day, indeed, is still faintly remembered amongst us, but it is 
only, I suspect, because it happens to coincide with the birthday of 
the Duke of Buccleuch. A luscious sugar-ball, popular of course 
—as what sweetmeat is not ?—with school-boys, represents but 
poorly the famed " Kattern cakes," and the social hospitalities of 
a bygone day.

And now, not before it is time, I conclude. My friend the 
secretary has, indeed, tagged on to the announcement of my 
paper on Kettering the words " and its neighbourhood," but I am 
not responsible for the addition, and have no wish to stray beyond 
the bounds of my own parish. I have only to end as I began, by 
asking you to forgive the many shortcomings of this paper, and 
especially the length to which it has unexpectedly extended itself.

A vote of thanks to the Eev. Henry Lindsay having been 
unanimously accorded, on the proposition of the Rev. J. W. 
Haddocks of the Bedfordshire Society, the President called upon 
THE EEV. GEORGE AYLIFFE POOLE, Vicar of Welford, to read his 
Paper upon

AESTHETICS.

THIS Paper will be found printed in the volume of the Associated 
Societies for 1867. At its close a vote of thanks, carried with 
applause, was proposed to the reader by ME. S. SHARPE. MR. 
JAMES WYATT next proposed, and MR. NORTH seconded, a vote of 
thanks to the Secretary and to the Members of the Local Com 
mittees who had taken so much trouble in arranging the Congress 
at Kettering.

ARCHDEACON TROLLOPE then gave a popular description of the 
contents of the Temporary Museum; after which the Meeting 
closed.
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Kettering, Wednesday, 5th June, 1867.

THE EXCURSION.

AT a quarter before nine o'clock carriages left the George Hotel 
with the excursionists, the first stopping place being

BARTON SEAGRAVE.

THE REV. G. A. POOLE described the various churches &c. 
visited.

The church consists of a nave, south aisle, chancel, chapel, 
tower, and north porch. The original church was Early Norman, 
of which a considerable portion remains, but large additions were 
made in the Decorated Period. The tower, as high as the 
buttresses, is Norman, but there are decorated windows in the 
upper stage of it. The decorated portions were added, it appears, 
during the time it belonged to the Priory of Kenilworth, to which 
it was given in the reign of the first Henry by Geoffrey de Clenton. 
Several suggestions were made by Mr. Poole which, if carried out, 
would greatly improve the church. There is a tablet here to the 
memory of the historian Bridges.

BURTON LATIMER.

The next place visited was Burton Latimer, a village and 
church which possess several features of interest. There is a good 
schoolhouse, over the door of which is the following inscription :—

" This house was built in 1662. The Free School was founded 
by Thomas Burbanke and Margaret, his wife: 1587. Memoria 
Justi Benedicta. Pro. 10."

The church dedicated to the Virgin Mary is beautifully situated, 
the churchyard being surrounded with lime trees.

The visitors having viewed the church, at the request of Mr. 
Poole, the following description of it was kindly given by the Rev. 
F. B. Newman.

This church is dedicated to S. Mary the Virgin. There is 
evidently a curious and complicated history connected with it, but 
what this history is can only be collected from a study of the 
fabric itself, as there are no documents in our chest or elsewhere, 
so far as I can learn, which throw any light upon it. The arcade 
is a singular combination of Norman and Early English work. 
The three westernmost arches on the south side, of pure Norman, 
show that there existed here (say in the twelth century) a Norman 
church of large dimensions. This is borne out by the fact of our
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finding the foundation of other piers under the present tower. 
It would seem, then, that the old church extended further to the 
west than the present building. At some early date the western 
extremity either fell or was taken down, and an Early English 
tower built where it now stands against a half-Norman arch. 
Probably, about the same time, the church was extended eastward 
(say about 1280), which is about the date of the chancel. Of 
course, at this time, there was no clerestory, but a high-pitched 
roof over both nave and chancel, and windows of early-pointed 
character in the aisle. The stringcourse outside proves that the 
aisle walls belong to this period. In the fifteenth century (say 
about 1480) the church underwent considerable alterations, which 
remain for the most part to the present day. These were, the 
building of the clerestory and north porch, and the insertion of 
the aisle windows. The additional height of the clerestory 
damaged the tower, which was probably the cause of the erection 
of the spire about this time. The spire is certainly two hundred 
years later than the tower. The filling in of the belfry windows 
with tracery was done about this time, so that the tower appears of 
later date than, in fact, it is. The distemper drawings of the 
twelve Patriarchs over the arcade are of no great antiquity or 
merit, but there is a very interesting thirteenth century painting 
on the south wall of the church, representing the legend of S. 
Catharine. The font is in its old position, and bears marks of 
Norman workmanship. The south door is semi-Norman. The 
rood skreen was boarded up and removed to its present position 
some twenty years ago. This and other disfigurements, the 
results of a former subjectively disposed rector, will be remedied 
before long. The church is, you are probably aware, undergoing a 
restoration. The squinches of the late spire having failed, and 
the weight being consequently thrown unequally upon the tower 
walls (which were never intended to carry a spire) thrust them out. 
Large fissures extended from top to bottom through the whole 
thickness of the walls, and we are told by Mr. Scott and other 
architects that the spire might come down any day. The rector, 
wisely I believe, determined to be beforehand with it, and has 
rebuilt the tower from the foundations, reusing every stone that 
could be reused, and faithfully preserving the integrity of the 
old work. A new pointed roof is being framed at Kettering, and 
will be put in the church during the summer, and a new east 
window, designed by Mr. Slater, will be inserted to harmonize 
with the elegant windows in the north and south-west. As funds 
are being collected to enable us to repair the nave and aisle roof, 
and to reseat the interior, I would feign hope that by the end of 
next year, the name of S. Mary, Burton Latimer, will be added to 
the already long list of the restored churches of Northampton 
shire.
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The Rev. Thomas Bartlett, Rector of the Parish, has in his 
possession several relics of Bishop Butler. The relics consist of 
a very handsome and massive gold watch, a snuff-box, two memo 
randum books, with notes of bills paid, a tablecloth, and a Greek 
Testament, with the Bishop's own notes in it. On the flyleaf of 
this Testament are some remarks on the Bishop's character and 
works, written by Dr. Chalmers, on one occasion when the book 
was shown to him. The tablecloth, which is extremely rich, was 
originally a court dress, which the author of " The Analogy" gave 
to his favourite niece, the grandmother of the rector's wife (Mrs. 
Bartlett), to whom the relics have descended.

FINEDON CHURCH.
The excursionists next drove on to Finedon, two-and-a-half 

•miles distant. The church dedicated to the Blessed Virgin is a 
most elegant and spacious structure, and stands on an elevation 
close to the village. The churchyard adorned with many old yew 
trees, intermingled with a few hollies, imparts a cheerfulness to 
the sacred edifice, relieving somewhat that which would otherwise 
be a cold and stately grandeur. Externally its appearance is noble 
and grand, and the impression which a stranger's mind receives on 
first viewing it is not one whit the less, but rather greater, on 
entering its sacred precincts and there viewing its elegance and 
beauty. The church consists of west tower and spire, nave and north 
and south aisles, with south porch and parvise, north and south 
transepts and chancel, with a vestry lately erected. The Rev. G. A. 
Poole said this church was like those happy nations and parishes 
which Mr. Lindsay had alluded to in that, though there was a great 
deal to admire there was little to be said about it, as it had so little 
history. It was really a magnificent parish church, and an 
extremely good one in every possible way. The size, and expanse, 
and lightness of the pillars, which yet took up so little space, made 
it one of the finest parish churches he had seen. The whole 
church, with the exception of the tower and porch, seemed to have 
been built at the same time, possibly at the latter end of the 
thirteenth century. Through the whole structure they would see 
it was all a uniform work. The pillars were skilfully and exquisitely 
carved, especially those carrying the chancel arch. Why they should 
have had such ugly windows he could not say. They must have been 
the peculiar taste of some architect. At first he thought it was 
intended to groin the chancel,' but that the idea was relinquished 
on account of the outer buttresses not being of sufficient strength 
to bear a groin. On examining externally, however, he found that 
the buttresses would have been of ample strength to bear the 
groin, so that the supposition would not hold good. Over the 
porch was a parvise, which contains a valuable library, founded by 

u VOL. m.
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the late Sir John English Dolhen, Bart., in 1788. He should very 
much have liked to see the tower arch open instead of a gallery 
heing put there. They had a peculiar arch, stretching over the 
nave between the arcades of the nave. It starts from the first bay 
from the chancel, and although peculiar it was not unique. A 
still handsomer one was to be found at Rushden, and a much 
handsomer still at Wells and Salisbury, and they were constructed 
for precisely the same reason. At Wells an immense straining 
arch—he hardly knew how to describe them—was constructed. 
Neither the arch here or at Rushden approached in dignity those 
he had spoken of. Over the organ they could see the marks of an 
older roof, so that the clerestory must have been rebuilt, and it 
was rebuilt on those slender piers, and on that account, he sup 
posed, the straining arch was of necessity added. The whole of 
the church was very grand. He thought the interior was spoiled 
by the windows, though that was a matter of taste. Sometime 
ago there were some very barbarous panellings, but they had been 
removed. It was evident that no expense had been spared to restore 
this church well. There' was something said about the organ 
having a history, but Mr. Poole said there was nothing peculiar 
about it except that it was one of Smith's organs. The library 
spoken of contains about a thousand volumes. Amongst them 
were several valuable editions of some of the Fathers, and a 
fine copy of the General Councils, as well as a curious collection of 
divinity of the time of the Commonwealth.

IRTHLINGBOROUGH CHURCH
Was next visited, and is chiefly remarkable from the circumstance 
that the tower, which has a lofty octagon, is detached from the 
building. The church, which was dedicated to S. Peter, was 
formerly a collegiate church, and the internal appearance of the 
tower still shows clear traces that it was used for the domestic 
purposes of the college. The tower is now connected with the 
church by a building into which the western doorway of the porch 
enters. The tower, from its commanding height, forms a con 
spicuous object in the surrounding landscape, although when the 
church is not visible the appearance of the tower is not perfectly 
ecclesiastical, resembling rather a turret of some magnificent 
mansion. It consists of a square tower of four stages, two of 
which rise above the church, crowned by an octagon of two stages, 
finished with a pointed roof or low spire of lead. The whole is of 
the late Decorated style, and its date is ascertained by the arms of 
Pyel being displayed in several places. " The interior of the cam 
panile or tower," says a writer in the " Churches of Northampton 
shire," " is well deserving of examination, as it affords sufficient 
evidence, extraordinary as it may seem, that the octagon was
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employed for the domestic purposes of the college, agreeing with 
its semicircular appearance without, and affording a most striking 
corroboration of the most probable explanation of the somewhat 
analagous round towers in Ireland." Under the tower, or rather to 
the north-east, are three subterranean chambers. There are also 
two vaulted rooms stretching to the north, and a third to the left 
of the outer one, all communicating with each other. The 
vaulting, which is formed of very obtuse arches, rises from corbels. 
The key-stones are, respectively, a rose, a shield charged with the 
arms of Pyel, and a head. These chambers bear the traditional 
name of "Old Marlow's Parlour," and when the men of the present 
day were lads, formed, from their obscurity, a favourite place for 
playing " hide and seek " in. In the church is the monument of 
John Pyel and Joan his wife, the munificent founders of the 
college. The manor of Irthlingborough was purchased in the year 
1354 from Sir Simon de Drayton by John Pyel, citizen and mercer 
of London, who afterwards, in the year 1373, was Lord Mayor of 
that city. In 1376 Pyel began the foundations of the college, but 
died before it was finished, and left the work" to his widow Joan, 
who brought it to a completion in the year 1388. The college thus 
founded, and which consisted of six canons (one of whom was dean) 
and four clerks, remained until about the year 1848, when it was 
suppressed, and a vicarage appointed. Mr. Poole, when describing 
the church, expressed an opinion that originally the church and 
the tower were connected. His own impression was that the nave 
had been shortened, for it was easily to be seen how short the nave 
was in proportion to the chancel. One proof of this was that the 
arches at the end of the nave were cut off very close, while, as a 
general rule, a space of several feet of wall was left. The oldest, 
part of the church was Norman. No doubt the memorial at the 
east end of the church said to be the founder's tomb, was used as 
an Easter Sepulchre.

HIGHAM FERRERS CHURCH.
The next place visited by the excursionists was Higham Ferrers. 

The church, a most magnificent structure, is dedicated to the 
Virgin Mary, and was formerly collegiate. It consists of a nave, 
a quire or chancel, north and south aisles, the latter terminating 
in a lady chapel, an additional north aisle, western tower and spire, 
and south porch. The western front of the splendid tower, which 
is seventy-one feet in height, is curious in its architecture; the 
beautiful hexagonal spire is ninety-nine feet high, and replaced the 
former one which was blown down in 1631. The porch or door 
way contains two openings, the heads of which are surrounded 
with beautiful sculpture. At the top are ten circular compartments, 
illustrating events recorded in the New Testament. The figures
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are in bas-relief, and were, it is thought, originally painted. On 
the north side are—1. The Salutation of Mary and Elizabeth; 2. 
The Angel appearing to Zacharias; 3. The Wise Men's Offering; 
4. Our Saviour in the Temple; 5. His Baptism. On the south 
side they are—1. The Angels appearing to the Shepherds; 2. 
The Crucifixion; 3. The Annunciation (?); 4. The Disciples at the 
Sepulchre; 5. The Descent into Hell. When the tower was re 
built in 1631, much of the old material was used up, and the 
character of the original tower was preserved as nearly as possible. 
The triple row of columns formed by the double north aisle has a 
good effect, specially with regard to capaciousness. The aisles at 
the east end are divided from the chancel by carved screens; and 
on each side of the chancel are stalls, with carved subsellia. These 
stalls are the only peculiar features of the church which indicate 
its collegiate character in former times. There is a strong pro 
bability that the screen was originally painted. The steps which 
led to the high altar remain, and are covered with indented and 
encaustic tiles, laid in various patterns. The quire is divided from 
the lady chapel by two Decorated arches cut through the Early 
English walls, and one of these arches forms the canopy of a 
beautiful tomb, about which there is some doubt, the monumental 
brass affixed to the top marking it as the tomb of Lawrence 
Seymour, who was rector of the parish from 1289 to 1337. Some 
authorities are inclined to the opinion that the brass is out of place, 
and never was intended for the tomb in question. This church is 
peculiarly notable for its rich display of monumental brasses. 
Perhaps the chief brass is that erected by Archbishop Chicheley 
to the memory of his parents—Thomas Chicheley and Agnes, his 
wife, dated 1400. The design is a Latin cross, decorated with an 
elegant running pattern; at the extremities of the arms are 
emblems of three of the Evangelists, that of S. Mark having been 
removed. In the centre is a representation of the Saviour. This 
Henry Chicheley, who rose from an humble rank of life to be the 
highest church dignitary in the British Empire, has shed some 
considerable lustre on the little town of Higham Ferrers, on which 
he expended his beneficence in providing for a college and for the 
wants of some of the poor, the hospital or Bedehouse having been 
founded by him for twelve poor men and one woman to attend on 
the men. The charities have undergone much change, but there 
still remains a part for the benefit of the poor of the town. The 
name of Archbishop Chicheley has descended through the centuries 
that are past as a good man, and one of the ablest men of his 
time, a thorough politician, an eminent negociator, a great patron 
of learning and learned men, and he was also esteemed a fine 
speaker. He was the man who, tradition affirms, kept his father's 
sheep in Higham, when he was taken up by William of Wykeham, 
who procured him a good education, and assisted him much in
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gaining a position. There are other monumental brasses in the 
church of a very fine character. At the west end of the church 
yard is a sepulchral cross which is now much mutilated. The Rev. 
G. A. Poole pointed out the tower as being Early English from the 
ground upwards to some considerable height; and the eastern 
doorway as a very rich specimen of Early English, though late in 
style. The south arcade was contemporary with the tower. The 
doorway that led from the chancel to the lady chapel now as it 
stood was cut in the Early English period about the thirteenth 
century. They then had a church here, clearly of great size, and 
the proportions could be judged from the tower, which is a very 
magnificent one. That would be in the thirteenth century. Very 
early in the next century they took down an arcade, and, it seemed, 
built another on the same spot, and after building a very wide aisle 
they also added an additional aisle. All these outer or additional 
aisles generally were very recent, whereas that one was added in 
the fourteenth century, and so not far from the date of the building 
of the church.

After partaking of Luncheon at the Villa'ge Inn, the party left 
for

STANWICK CHURCH.
This church is seen from a distance, and is remarkable from 

the fact that it has an octagonal tower and spire, the tower rising 
direct from the ground. Mr. Poole, who is the writer of the 
description of the church in " The Churches* of Northampton 
shire" as it was twenty years ago, expressed his great satisfaction 
at the restoration that had been effected here, and said it was a 
great encouragement to all church restorers. When he visited 
the church many years ago his impression was that it was a very 
poor one. When he came into the church now he was amazed at 
the effects which had been accomplished by a careful restoration. 
Every one must now be struck with the fine effect of the arcades, 
and of the'tower arches. When he visited this church some years 
since the tower arch was closed, but since then it had been opened, 
with what effect every one could see. He wished the same thing 
could be done in other churches where the tower arch was blocked 
up. Where a gallery was really necessary at the west end of the 
church he did not say anything about it, for he did not wish the 
mere beauty of the church to stand before due accommodation for 
the population. That would be a wicked thing to do, but where 
the population could be accommodated without the west gallery, 
and where, therefore, the tower arch could be opened without much 
inconvenience, it was very desirable that it should be. There was 
always something to be gained by taking down the tower arch, and 
in this instance they would see the very striking effect which was
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produced by the narrow lancet window behind. Another effect in 
this case was that the bell ringers had been brought down into the 
church, and that he hoped would tend to keep them a sober and 
well-behaved body of men. Instead of being used as a place for 
the orgies of a body of men who were too often the worst people 
in the parish, the belfry had been converted into a part of God's 
house. In all cases where possible, he should say, let the ringers 
be seen in the church, and they could hardly help behaving them 
selves in a sober and decent manner. The tower and spire were 
unique. There were several octagons, but he did not remember 
one where the composition of the octagon was carried to the 
ground. He did not remember any other Early English one save 
that. It was very pretty and very peculiar, but it did not commend 
itself to his judgment, and he should not like to imitate it. The 
buttresses did not project enough, and there was a baldness and 
appearance of poverty about the lower part of it. The chancel 
had been entirely rebuilt, and seemed to have been built narrower 
on the south side, as the old chancel evidently went two feet 
further out. The tower arch was a remarkably fine one for the 
time to which it belonged (about 1230). Many of the tower 
arches of that period were so small as scarcely to be worth opening, 
but this was such a noble looking arch that it had the appearance 
of a Perpendicular one.

EAUNDS.

The next place visited was Eaunds, the church of which parish 
is sadly in want of restoration, a work which the rector is exceed 
ingly anxious to bring about, and which, it is to be hoped, will not 
be long delayed. The church comprises nave, north and south 
aisles, chancel, south chantry, tower, spire, and a porch. The 
spire was rebuilt in 1826, having been destroyed by lightning, 
but the original pattern was truthfully copied. A large number of 
the villagers entered the church, and listened apparently with great 
interest to the remarks of Mr. Poole, who expressed the pleasure 
which he felt in finding indications that Mr. Scott had been there, 
and had prepared plans for the restoration of the church, which 
was one of which the parishioners ought to be exceedingly proud. 
The tower and spire were of the noblest in that district, and he 
much doubted if a finer one of the thirteenth century could be 
found. The whole building commended itself to them, and all the 
details should be carefully preserved. A church in the state that 
was at the present time was seen to the greatest disadvantage; but 
if Mr. Scott's plans were carried out, the parishioners, he was sure, 
would all be very proud of their church. The tower and spire was 
one which the people could not help being proud of, and which
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must have been spoken of far and wide. They were grand indeed. 
The west end gallery and organ were out of place. Some people 
thought they could not sing unless they were perched up, he did 
not know why, but it was so. The gallery, if it were pulled down 
would light a great many fires, but as it stood now he did not know 
what it was good for, except to hide a noble arch which was never 
meant to be hid. No architect ever built an arch to be hid. If the 
gallery was taken down, instead of having a dull object to look at, 
they would have a very beautiful view from the east end of the church. 
As for room, pews might be all very good for rich people, but the 
system of pews put the poor out of the seats; and if they could have 
open seats there would be more seats than would be taken away by the 
galleries being removed. There would then be comfortable seats for 
all classes, and people could worship God, as they ought to do, on an 
equality in his house. There was a great deal to be done, but when 
it was done they would have a fine and noble church. The date of 
the tower and spire was 1210 or 1220; the north aisle was more than 
one hundred years later, say about 1320, and the south aisle was 
one hundred years later than that. The east* window was of the 
same date as the tower, or perhaps a little more recent, so that 
more than six hundred and fifty years ago they had had a church 
existing on that spot from the west end of the tower to the east 
end of the chancel. It had, of course, been altered, but not so as 
to take away from the grandeur of it. There was a little old 
painted glass about the place, and he hoped it would not be allowed 
to be trampled underfoot, but would be collected and all put in one 
window, where it would have a beautiful grey effect, which would 
not be derived from modern glass.

RINGSTEAD CHUECH.
The church of Ringstead is dedicated to S. Mary the Virgin, 

and consists of a nave and north aisle, chancel, north chantry, and 
vestry, north and south porches, and west tower and spire. The 
spire is a very pretty object when seen from the opposite side of 
the river, forming, as it does, one of a series, embracing Thrapston, 
Denford, Raunds, Stanwich, and Higham Ferrers, all visible at 
the same time. Only a few years ago the fabric was allowed to 
sink into a state of dilapidation, and, indeed, was wellnigh in 
ruins: the roof was half off, the lead stolen, and the windows all 
broken. But it has undergone a most thorough and judicious 
restoration. The nave is divided from the north aisle by an arcade 
of five arches, supported on piers quatrefoil in plan, with moulded 
caps and bases. There is also an arcade of three arches between 
the chancel and the north chantry; the piers, however, of these, 
are cylindrical, and of less height. The south and east windows 
and the chancel are very beautiful specimens of flowing Decorated
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tracery. The side windows are of three, and the east window of 
five lights. The north aisle is first-pointed, but has later third- 
pointed windows inserted. There are in the chancel three sedilia, 
with a piscina and an aumbry. The vestry is separated from the 
north chantry at the eastern end by an original wall, on which 
are remains of old distemper painting. There were also discovered, 
in the course of the restoration, paintings on the south wall of the 
nave; they were, however, so mutilated, that it was found im 
possible to preserve them. The south porch has a high stone roof 
groined. The tower and spire of themselves are of very elegant 
proportions, though somewhat out of proportion with the general 
lowness of the body of the church. The tower arch was closed 
formerly, but in the late restoration was reopened. The opening 
of the tower arch reveals a very charming lancet window, through 
which the light pierces with a very nice effect. The belfry is here 
made part of the church, being thoroughly open, but most neat 
and clean. It is adorned by many memorial tablets. The stay at 
Ringstead was but brief, and the party moved on towards Woodford.

WOODFORD.
Woodford Church, which is now under restoration, and which, 

from the peculiarity of its construction, and the beauty of execu 
tion in many parts of detail, is well worthy of a visit. The tower 
is of four stages below the parapet, the lowest of them plain, with 
a modern door on the south side. The next above has a lancet 
window on the west side, with a hood moulding. The third stage 
is plain on the south and west sides, but has a small lancet window 
on the north side. Above is the belfry story, with a two-light 
Early English, or Transitional pointed window in each side. The 
spire lights are decorated, of early character, and good composition. 
The spire is terminated with a handsome finial. The restoration 
of the interior which has been effected under the superintendence 
of Mr. Slater, is a very complete one, and the church may now be 
considered one of the finest in the county. The chancel has been 
laid with Minton's tiles. Chairs have been substituted for the old 
pews. There is a new east window, illustrative of the various 
scenes of the Passion, and there is also a beautiful little west 
window, illustrative of the Annunciation. Mr. Poole spoke highly 
of the church, and congratulated the rector (the Rev. Christopher 
Smyth) on the admirable way in which it had been restored. He 
also called attention to the peculiarity of its having two chancels, 
one behind the other. The only reason he could conceive for this 
was, that the rectory of Woodford was formerly divided into two 
medieties, and as, in such cases, the clergy did not always work 
well together, it might be that in this case the second chancel 
might have been built by one of two rectors who could not agree
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with each other. If that was not the reason he could not tell what 
was. Another peculiarity of the church was a little chamber, 
which Mr. Smyth thought might be the remains of another tran 
sept. He could not, however, see any indications of another 
transept, and was disposed to think it was another vestige of the 
two rectors. He was not prepared either to hold to his theory or 
to give it up. The south inner door was one of the most beautiful 
and graceful to be found in any village church, and he considered 
the date to be ab6ut 1280, or, as Mr. Smyth said, about 1300. 
The roof of the south aisle was very peculiar, and was supported 
on arches. Mr. Poole described other portions of the church, after 
which the rector called attention to a glass case containing a human 
heart. When the work of restoration was going on, a stone fell 
out of one of the pillars in the north aisle, and a little wooden 
box was discovered containing a heart, wrapped in a piece of cloth. 
There was nothing to show to whom it belonged, but it was no 
doubt put in at the same time as the pillar was built, as the stone 
that enclosed it had on it a portion of the same fresco as the stone 
on the other side of the pillar. He heard a short time since that 
a heart was found in a somewhat similar position in Yoxley church, 
and the most probable supposition was, that it belonged to some 
one who had fallen in the Crusades, as it was customary in such 
cases to bury the body on the spot, and to send the heart home.

The last places visited were the churches of S. John and S. 
Andrew,

CEANFOKD.
Both these churches have been most perfectly restored.

The visit to these churches concluded the Excursion, and also 
the Kettering Congress, which owing to the excellent arrange 
ments made by the Local Committee and the hearty reception 
given to the joint societies, proved a very interesting and enjoyable 
meeting.

July Wth, 1867.

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.
Mr. Thos. Barwell, of Leicester, was elected a member. The 

following antiquities, &c., were exhibited :—
By the REV. E. TOWER : A small mortar-shaped metal vessel 

(85- inches high, diameter at the top 4J inches, at bottom 3£ 
inches) with cover, recently found'in Peckleton Churchyard, in this 
county, and respecting which Mr. Tower promised to report more 
fully at a future meeting.*

* See a communication addressed to the next meeting of the Society, Sept. 30, 
1867.
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By .the REV. A. POWNALL, F.S.A.: Claudiani Opera. Aldus. 
A.D. 1523. Seneca Tragedies Aldus. A.D. 1517. Johannis 
Vulteii Remensis Epigrammatum Libri iiii, published at Lyons, 
1587. Euripidis tragcediae Duoe Erasmi, printed by Frobenius, 
1530.

By ME. HENRY GODDABD : A Roman bowl of light red coloured 
clay, turned on a lathe, seven inches in diameter, four inches high. 
It was ornamented by a band of tool-marked impressions: a 
Roman Ampulla or bottle (with one handle) seven inches high 
and 4£ inches wide at its present greatest diameter; also a Roman 
vase of light brownish red-coloured ware, four inches high and 2J 
inches at its greatest diameter. These were all found about six feet 
below the surface, in Belgrave Gate, Leicester, in the year 1866.

By MR. T. H. THOMSON: A handsome eighteenth century seal 
bearing a coat of arms, with crest on separate seal attached or de 
tached from the coat of arms by means of a spring.

By MR. NORTH : A key found on Naseby battle field, by John 
Fitzgerald, Esq., previous to the year 1827. It is about five 
inches in length with intricately formed wards.

By the REV. JOHN FISHER, Leicester: An attested copy of a 
grant of Arms, (three quarterings) crest and motto (respice finem) 
granted according to the Laws of Arms, by Ralph Bigland, 
Esq., Garter Principal King of Arms, and Isaac Heard, Esq., 
Clarenceux, King of Arms, 13th April, 1780, to the Rev. John 
Fisher, Cossington, near Leicester, and his descendants for ever; 
which arms had been borne by his ancestors for several genera 
tions, though not previously registered in the Heralds' College, 
according to the Laws of Arms. Mr. Fisher further produced a 
fine copy of the Book of Common Prayer, printed in black letter 
by Robert Barker, 1633, and rubricated, accompanied by some 
notes upon the compilation of that book.

By MAJOR KNIGHT : A large photograph (which he presented to 
the Society) of Saxon antiquities found last year at Glen Parva, in 
this county, and which were exhibited, soon after their discovery, 
at a meeting of this Society held on 28th May, 1866.

September 30th, 1867.

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.
The following gentlemen were elected members of the Society: 

The Rev. Edmund Willes, Ashby Magna; the Rev. Thomas 
Bourne, Stoke Golding; and Mr. Josiah Fleming, Leicester.

It was notified that the field known as the Cherry Orchard, 
King Richard's Road, Leicester, having recently been sold for 
building purposes, and the proprietor having reserved to himself
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the ownership of all antiquities found under the surface, permission 
was kindly given to this Society to make such excavations as the 
Committee might think desirable, with a view of ascertaining the 
extent of the Roman pavements which were known to exist there, 
and which were partially uncovered some years ago, under the 
auspices of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society.

The Secretary, by direction of the Committee, at once com 
municated with the Council of the last-named Society, and a joint 
committee was appointed to confer as to the course to be pursued. 
Grants of equal amounts have been made by both societies towards 
the expense to be incurred, and the work of excavating has now 
been commenced. The result will be notified at the next meeting 
of this Society. The following drawings, antiquities, &c., were 
exhibited:—

By MB. FRANCIS DRAKE : Photographs of the following build 
ings, of which Mr. Drake is the architect:—Esplanade Hotel, 
Ryde; Private Residence, Humberstone Road, Leicester; ditto 
(proposed), Hinckley; Design for a Gothic Presbyterian Chapel, 
with spire; also Roman coins of Maximianus, Claudius, and Con- 
stantinus, with several English coins, all found in Leicester.

By the REV. ,J. H. HILL: Photographic designs for furniture, 
after antique examples.

By MR. ALFRED ELLIS : A dish (or the cover of a vessel) of 
Roman pottery, found at Barrow-on Soar, near the spot where the 
very fine glass vessels were found a short time since, and which 
are now placed in the Leicester Museum.

By MR. GODDARD : A mediaeval jug of coarse pottery, single- 
handled, fifteen inches high and ten inches in the greatest diameter, 
found six feet below the surface in Slater Street, Frog Island, 
Leicester, August, 1866.

By the REV. J. H. HILL : A Roman vessel (amphora shaped), 
twelve inches high, found at a great depth in excavating for a 
sewer in Beech Street, Barbican, London. Both Stowe and Cam- 
den refer to this locality as furnishing many proofs of its occupation 
by the Romans.

By MR. JOSEPH GODDARD : A very fine specimen of modern 
glass mosaic by Salviati, of London and Venice, the artist and 
maker of the beautiful reredos lately erected in Westminster 
Abbey. Salviati is the reviver of the ancient art of embellish 
ment by means of glass mosaics, which bids, fair to assert a high 
position in ecclesiastical mural decoration.

The REV. E. TOWER communicated to the Secretary that he 
had made diligent enquiries respecting the discovery of the curious 
vessel found in Peckleton Churchyard, and exhibited at the last 
meeting, and that he was satisfied that it contained white anoint 
ing oil, and nothing else. The finder imagined that he should 
discover money inside the vessel, and so turned out and threw
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away the contents before it could be examined. Upon this subject 
ME. NOKTH communicated the following remarks to the meeting, 
through the Chairman :—

" As I am at too great a distance from Leicester to be able 
to attend our bi-monthly meeting on Monday next, I venture to 
make through you, to the members present, some remarks upon 
the curious and interesting vessel lately found in Peckleton Church 
yard, and exhibited by the Eev. E. Tower, before this Society, at 
our last meeting, in July last. The vessel had been described to 
Mr. Tower as a chrismatory, which had formerly divisions in it for 
the several sacred oils used in the Romish ritual. That the vessel 
may be correctly styled a chrismatory in a general sense, but that 
it is not one of the particular class referred to by Mr. Tower's 
interpreter, it is my object to show.

" A chrismatory was a vessel used in the English Church 
before the Reformation as a receptacle for the chrism, or holy oil, 
used in baptism. It was, however, the usual custom to fit up a 
case containing three of these phials or receptacles, one containing 
the chrism, another the oleum catechumenorum, and the third the 
oleum infirmorwm, used in the office of extreme unction. For a 
full description of one of this character, formerly belonging to 
Lincoln Cathedral, see Dugdale's Man. Aug., vol. vi. p. 1281; in 
which instance each phial was marked with the initial letter of its 
special oil as a guide to the priest. A similar vessel ' of lether, 
with 3 boxes of silver,' is also mentioned as existing at Ely 
(Nichols' lllus., p. 136). And as a further local illustration of 
the form and use of the chrismatory, I refer to some ancient 
stained glass which formerly existed in a house in the Highcross 
Street, Leicester, now occupied by Mr. Wingate, surgeon, and 
which glass is engraved in Throsby's History of Leicester (p. 274). 
In the section numbered 17 is seen a bishop performing the rite of 
confirmation, holding a crozier in his right hand, and with the 
forefinger of his left hand anointing the forehead of an infant with 
oil, which he obtains from a chrismatory, containing the three 
receptacles as just described, and which is held by a priest 
standing near. In section 20 of the same glass, the office of 
extreme unction is being performed by a priest, who also obtains 
his oil from a chrismatory held by an attendant. In both these 
instances, the chrismatory, or box containing the phials or re 
ceptacles for the oil, is, as might be expected, oblong in form, and 
so better adapted for its purpose than a circular vessel like the one 
lately found at Peckleton, which would have been extremely in 
convenient for its purpose; in addition to which, that vessel 
showed no marks whatever of any division of any kind having 
formerly existed in which the phials or boxes could be placed. We 
may, therefore, I think infer that the vessel is not what is usually 
styled a chrismatory—i.e., a receptacle for the three bottles of oils
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•which each church in pre-Reformation times was required to 
possess.

1 " It should, however, be remembered that the holy oils were 
consecrated once a year—on Maundy Thursday—and that in very 
many cases more oil would be required by the parish priest for the 
year's consumption than would be contained in the small phials 
placed in the chrismatory or box which would he carried by him to 
the bedside of the dying, or used in the church in the office of 
Holy Baptism. It is therefore highly probable that the vessel 
found at Peokleton was made as a receptacle for a large quantity of 
the oil after consecration on Maundy Thursday, and from which 
the smaller chrismatory in frequent use would be supplied. This 
explanation receives confirmation from the fact that when first 
found the vessel is said to have contained a white paste, which was 
unfortunately thrown away under the impression that it might be 
poison. Mr. Thomas Nevinson also hinted at this explanation at 
our last meeting, and it is confirmed by the Very Rev. Canon Rock, 
D.D., the most learned Ecclesiologist in this country, who, in 
reply to a description of the vessel sent by me to him says :—' The 
vessel about which you ask, to me seems to have been a large 
chrismatory for one of the two holy oils which we use at baptism, 
and of such an ample size as one which a rural dean would keep, 
that he might be able to distribute its contents to the parish 
priests of his districts.' Dr. Rock goes on to say the vessel was 
probably buried in Edward the Sixth's time, and afterwards 
forgotten, and, being full of oil at the time, its contents became 
decomposed and shewed, when found, the white paste just referred to."

ME. TOWEES also sent for exhibition a square mediaeval en 
caustic tile bearing within a circle a shield with a cross engrailed. 
Mr. Tower informed the secretary that a few days previous to the 
meeting he discovered a skeleton a little to the south-west of the 
centre of Elmsthorpe church in this county, which church is now 
being rebuilt. It was quite perfect save that the. right arm was 
broken off between the shoulder and elbow: it was lying on its 
back with the face looking south, and the right cheek resting on 
the tile now exhibited. The skeleton was apparently that of a 
young man about sixteen years of age, and is five feet six inches 
in length. The position of the tile is curious : it seemed to be 
designed, but the probability is that the tile fell into the grave at 
the time the interment took place because it has cement upon one 
of its sides, thus showing that it was broken up from the floor. 
The mortar looks fresh and the tile is without marks of wear. 
The interest, however, is not so much with reference to its position 
as to the arms it bears, which are those of the Charnells, a 
family located at Elmsthorpe for many generations. The manor 
was granted by Ernald de Bois to William de Charnell, (who bore
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azure a cross engrailed or, the arms upon the tile now found) in 
the seventh year of Richard the First (1195-6). One hundred and 
seventy years later (88 Edward III) Edward III granted to John 
de Charnell liberty of freewarren there. There is little doubt 
from the fact of this tile being found in the building referred to, 
that the Charnells recognized the claims of religion upon them as 
lords of the manor, and built the parish church of Elmsthorpe 
temp. Edward II. In Burton's time (his history was published in 
1622) the arms of Charnell were figured in stained glass in the 
church windows, and although the manor passed by marriage from 
the Charnells in the reign of Eichard II. the family was until re 
cently represented in this county; the last of the name (as it is 
believed) died five or six years ago at Snarestone.

MB. WING, Melton Mowbray, contributed the following Paper on

THE RESTOEATIONS OF MELTON MOWBEAY CHUECH.
THE critique offered in this paper relates to one of our finest parish 
churches, which, after much laudable exertion and difficulty, now 
obtains its turn in the general movement for renovating the 
venerable ecclesiastical edifices of the country. The restoration 
is a great undertaking, and judging from other churches the money 
required cannot be less than some twelve thousand pounds. By 
the indefatigable efforts of the Vicar, chiefly, a total amount of 
nearly five thousand pounds has been secured. And, besides this, 
the chancel has been very liberally restored by the Lay Eector.

Some progress in the general restoration has been made. A 
first-rate architect has been engaged. And the work is being 
executed well by a competent and eligible contractor. Very pru 
dently, the steeple was first underpinned and strengthened; the 
cost of which was necessarily rather heavy. Next, the floor in the 
centre of the church was lowered twelve or thirteen inches, which 
now shows the bases of the tower piers complete, with the bench 
moulding, which is of striking design. Great improvement is 
made hereby; and as the floor was raised for the remodelling of 
the church in the Edwardian period, it was a bold stroke which 
required the master mind engaged to advise. The clearance, with 
the scraping of the transept arcades and other dressings, has 
unfolded the beauty of this part of the edifice to the admiration 
of every one,—the incomparable interior of the Perpendicular 
clerestory is set off in perfection. A further great improvement 
has been partially effected by lowering the floor in the chancel 
and aisles adjoining. The new north and south windows are made 
more pleasing to the eye than the very plain old ones,—the head 
of the south window, too, has received stained glass. A warming 
apparatus which is likely to answer has been introduced. Two of 
the ancient monuments (PATE'S and BUBOES') have been repaired
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By a skilful hand. The chancel is further improved by carrying 
up 'the outer ridge about twelve feet to the original height; and 
the restoration of the pinnacles shows them unique and singularly 
good.

This is about all we can do. in the more pleasing task of com 
mendation. And an architectural society, in the honest discharge 
of its function, is not called upon so much to point out what is to 
be admired, for that seldom gives example to be followed elsewhere; 
it is more serviceable in discovering fault, to deter others. 'We turn 
then to the contrary. And we are sorry to report that, whilst we 
narrowly escape what might form matter for the tragic muse, we fear 
we have much to rehearse of a comedy of errors. It must previously 
be told—that nearly forty years ago a beam of the nave roof broke, 
and came partly down when the congregation was assembled. 
Another in the same roof had been spliced with iron some years 
previously. A third may now be seen cracked and bent downwards. 
About twenty years ago, in the south transept, a fourth was bound 
to a piece of wood for safety. These roofs seven years since were 
extensively and carefully examined, by one whose opinion would 
yield to none in competency and honesty, and the verdict was— 
"Decidedly dangerous." The prudent contractor now engaged, 
if we be rightly informed, when invited to put a new roof on the 
north aisle, recoiled, and declined on account of the dangerous 
condition of the north wall of the nave, which inclines about eleven 
inches, and which was tied with iron to the decaying roof when 
the beam alluded to had broken and thereby increased the bulging. 
It is now intended to get this wall upright without delay; which, 
with the necessary repairs of the roofs, we conceive, will be a heavy 
work and take much more than the whole of the money remaining 
available. This statement is made to preface the remark, that 
after the steeple the securing of the main roofs should have been 
the next consideration with the committee, instead of exhausting 
the funds by other expenditure: for a wholesale sacrifice of life 
may be involved in the possible consequences of neglect.

In lieu of the work so urgently required, amongst other things, 
four expensive new roofs have been given to the transept aisles; 
they are substantial oak roofs, but plain, with mouldings little 
visible, and instead of wallpieces with spandrels, they have dull- 
looking unpierced brackets. At perhaps one-third of the cost, the 
former roofs, decayed as they were, if considerably repaired, might 
have been made to serve again; and we are of opinion with better 
effect. The stone parapet being some three feet above the lead 
would have admitted of these roofs being placed two feet higher, 
which, besides other advantages, would have obtained better pro 
portions for the church, for when the old roofs were put on the 
clerestory of that period was much lower- than the present one; 
being more out of sight, too, the plainness would not have offended
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so much. And, besides a better height gained, abutment so much 
wanted to strengthen the steeple would have followed in the 
additional masonry on the diagonal arches, which were built to 
support it, and which are at present each so light at the apex as 
to be of little use.

The lowering of the floor already mentioned was a good begin 
ning, but the greater part in each transept is ridiculously left on 
the old level. The level changes again one step in the middle of 
the chancel, besides the step at its entrance and the usual steps at 
the east; and again at different heights passing thence into the 
eastern aisles. The floors of these aisles were previously elevated 
three steps higher than the transepts, for five of the six chantry 
chapels; now they are chiefly on the same level, or nearly so, as 
the transepts—the floor of the transepts ought in all reason to be 
lowered entirely from north to south to the previous relative level. 
We strongly urge the alteration, for there is neither safe walking 
nor any sense in this derangement: the edifice is spoiled by it; 
nothing is gained; and there is no sepulchral or constructional 
hindrance.

Mouldings of bases are often found defaced and difficult to 
recover, and it would seem that from the committee not waiting 
for the architect's advice there are faults as follows:—The bases of 
the tower shafts are done well with the exception of the half roll 
and fillet. In the base of a respond adjoining, a later Decorated 
member has been substituted for an earlier one: in another an 
earlier one for a later, and near it a nondescript chamfer stop has 
been given without consulting a good example in the corresponding 
pier: to the half pillar of the south west supporting arch, erected 
in the Decorated period to strengthen the inclining pier, a base of 
an Early English character has been given: and to the north-west 
one, which is still later, and would be built to give support to the 
Perpendicular additional story of the tower, the Early English 
base has again been given. Windows florid with cuspings, and 
certainly of a more pleasing aspect, have been substituted for the 
large north and south ones, which were originally without a single 
cusp ; as their character has been so entirely changed, we submit 
that variety should have ruled in the tracery, but the north and 
south and west, the three largest windows in the church, are now 
all of the same commonplace interlacing design.

The lay rector, altogether, has munificently contributed some 
seven hundred pounds for the chancel, which produces important 
and grateful results, as to interior and exterior improvement. The 
proportions demanded by the edifice are recovered: the new roof 
adds about twelve feet to the height; though in perspective in 
ternally, we regret to say, we get only about five or six feet. The 
roof first proposed by the architect, if we rightly understand, was 
rejected for a stronger one from an apprehension of weakness in
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the walls : this involves consequences which we deplore. The last 
design, though it have much domestic mediasval example, like some 
mediaeval work, is scarcely Gothic, we think, in the spirit of it: 
having tie-beams, with ribs and rafters curved or fixed angle-wise, 
it has something of the appearance of an unfinished barge inverted. 
There are no pendent wallpieces, and the corbels of a former roof 
are left vacant. Besides the loss of height, too, the lower ridge- 
piece has a support abutting against the east gable, which has 
thrown the east end somewhat out of order. An upper window 
now cannot be introduced. The side windows being only half the 
height of the building, and those on the north side blocked chiefly 
with the vestry, whilst the east window is too low and filled with 
stained glass darkened by the trees near, except in the morning 
the light will be scarcely satisfactory, and the nave and transepts 
having so much glazing will make the chancel contrast unfavour 
ably—we had almost said make it suggestive for ritualistic candle 
light ! We can approve the aesthetic and symbolic beauty of the 
lustrous flame, but not when it serves a denseness impregnated 
with a church's epidemic. Thank God, however, and our pastor! 
we have the benefit of an unswerving guide, and his flock is not in 
"bondage to the weak and beggarly elements " of the altar, " the 
bread is set in order on the pure table, and the candlestick of 
gold, with the lamps thereof, burn" legitimately: "our holy and 
beautiful house " repels none with unhealthy underminings from 
the sewers of Rome—blest with an Anglican Christian ministry, 
it is not infested with sacerdotal histrionics. The new roof of the 
chancel is of oak, covered with lead, and remarkably strong.

The tower has received a new flat ceiling. A central tower, if 
practicable, should be a lantern: this is more than before a dark 
lantern, wherein the straight lines, about nine inches lower than 
in the previous ceiling, cut across below the apex of each of the 
magnificent centre arches when looked at in perspective. At a 
moderate cost this floor could have been fixed high enough to 
bring in the light from the windows of the ringing chamber and 
still serve for the ringers: this would have given something of 
sublimity to the church; and if funds allowed would have admitted 
of a groined roof.

The steps in so many and in such odd places in the church, if 
not corrected, will be found a great nuisance. And yet, however 
paradoxical, we may ask for one step more to be tolerated. It was 
suggested to the architect that the nave floor should be still lower 
than that at the crossing, as a seven inch step there would furnish 
a level admitting of all the bases of the nave pillars being seen 
effectively above the new benches—to which he at once assented. 
The additional height would at the same time greatly improve the 
proportions of the arcades and the church generally; but, owing 
to other rulers, this church, so unique as well as beautiful, probably 

x VOL. III.
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will never obtain anything so good for it—the floor is to be lowered, 
but we fear not enough to secure this admirable effect.

We deprecate their project for having no avenue, or passage, 
down the middle of the church, as certainly losing room, but still 
more as a barbarous outrage on the perspective of edifices of this 
character; and which project we are sure the architect would urge 
to be abandoned. The intention was to seat the congregation in 
the form of a cross! Symbolism may be good if not excessive, and 
if rightly effective; but this conceit will surely be renounced as 
childish, for the correct church principles of the vicar yield no 
expectation of extravagance.

It has been given out " that from three hundred to five hundred 
more sittings might ultimately be obtained." But as the area of 
the galleries will be lost, which is equal to the available space on 
the floor previously unoccupied, and as the present pews average 
only about the usual breadth, we await with some interest the 
performance of this miracle, with not much faith in the prophecy. 

Turn we now to the exterior. The chancel is "greatly improved 
in the north and south views; but one of those unsightly house 
spouts, for which our managers show great affection, and an iron 
gutter, instead of one of lead in a small moulded stone cornice, 
somewhat spoil the effect. And the folds of the lead we think too 
small to show the lines well. At the east, the chief window not 
being high enough now, the dead gable above is incongruously 
heavy. The clerestories of the church are of a period famous for 
its almost jointless masonry, and both stone and work are first-rate 
here : so much so, perhaps, as to have excited a modern jealousy, 
for our restorers have smeared the joints and disfigured them. 
Upon the wall of the south transept west aisle they have designed 
a cornice, which is very heavy, and bulges at the end with a quick 
and easy straightcut. The buttresses here they may have taken 
to be original, but they are brutish—probably a rebuild of the 
seventeenth century: these, we are of opinion, ought to have been 
pedimented and taken up in a manner pinnaclewise, as the ex 
cellent example of the same date on the other side of the same 
transept has them; and the cornice there being rather lighter, and 
intersected by the buttresses, the effect together with the gargoyles 
is admirable. In the new work the rain-water is conducted by two 
more house spouts, cutting through the stringcourse, and which 
are a monstrous disfiguration. A like cornice has been given to 
the north transept western aisle, with the same features and similar 
spouting: but this cornice aspires to fame by appearing some few 
inches out of parallel with the clerestory line : it is also some six 
inches lower than we conceive it should be, and consequently shows 
what it might hide of the rough inner side of the end parapet. The 
caps of the buttresses here are remaining, and were lowered to their 
present position, possibly, when the parapet disappeared—if so they
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should have been carried up as we have suggested for the south 
transept. Between the clerestory and the lead on the outer sides 
of both transepts an expense has been incurred which we regret: 
the stone appeared to be in tolerable condition, but it has been 
pulled away and a new face has been given, the upper and more 
visible part of which is now in small pieces of stone which make it 
resemble brickwork. We could wish that this ashlar operation had 
been performed upon the interior, where instead of smoother stone 
we have the plaster removed and the rough walling laid bare. We 
cast no blame upon this removal of the plaster, because it is by 
the architect's direction, and the process is commonly accepted as 
proper; but as a point of taste on which one feels to differ, a 
remark upon it may be permitted:—

We have not a foxhunter who would not feel disgraced if his 
stables had so rough a lining: the only thing redeeming in it is 
that it is not irremediable. Where the walls are built in this rough 
way, plaster has been put upon them to receive frescoes it may be 
supposed; which being little to be expected now, a nineteenth- 
century system of decoration may be devised which may perhaps 
prove superior. The finest interior that this country, or possibly 
any other, can boast, is that of the earlier portions of Westminster 
Abbey, where sculptured diaper is found so great an enrichment; 
and taking a hint from it, though plain plastering is anything but 
ecclesiastical, the ancient pargetting impressed with diaper, and not 
garish in colouring, but tinted judiciously, or sparsely gilded, might 
lead to a decoration to which these spandrels and interstices in 
Gothic churches would be adapted, and which might from its nature 
be solely of ecclesiastical appropriation. Stencilling on plaster has 
been recommended; but this, even in its best character, has a smack 
of paper-hanging or calico printing. We must rather look to mosaic 
invention, which seems now to be full of promise, and we hope it 
will be brought within the reach of ordinary church use; but much 
judgment will be required, or a bad contrast will deteriorate instead 
of setting off the architectural features. Suggestively we submit 
to the ecclesiologist and artist, the mosaic may be very plain with 
merely a small central figure to tell that it is not plaster—or simple 
diaper in mass—or scroll—or medallion of Gothic character, &c.— 
or it may go on to elaborate device, as circumstances and means 
dictate. One thing, however, is certain: to invert our church walls 
by putting the rough side inward is intolerable—thus to bring our 
churches to the level of cattle-sheds can never be finality in church 
decoration.

One word upon the freedom with which this criticism has been 
offered. If our Architectural Society have to exert a beneficial 
influence, we must not flatter church restorers, however praise 
worthy ; but strive candidly by severe matter-of-fact remark to be 
a beacon to error, as well as encourage merit. How many churches
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might be ruined, were incompetent amateurs, acting without their 
architect's advice, allowed to escape uncriticised. This church, 
had it been strictly committed to its eminent and courteous architect 
with sufficiency of funds, would have been made about the most 
pleasing parish church in the kingdom : but, as it is, most of the 
great improvements (if this criticism be justly and correctly 
conceived) in its restoration are forfeited. If obstacles to the 
improvements herein suggested be pleaded, it can'be asserted that 
they have been well weighed, and are not more than could be 
readily obviated. The principal errors of the party having the 
command we conceive to be, two:—One, from a mistaken economy, 
not having a clerk of works residing to be constantly overlooking: 
the other, acting upon counsel with the craftsmen instead of waiting 
for the architect's instructions. We do not condemn any of the 
work, for it is well done. Nor do we presume to criticise the architect, 
whose merit is so eminently established. There are often diffi 
culties of finance, we must remember. And much commonly 
rests with committees, who will have their own way—we say this 
generally without individual reference ; it is imperative, therefore, 
to give just strictures upon results to make them amenable to the 
public, which wholesome restraint it is the Society's province to 
exercise. We have known a church to be dolefully sacrificed by a 
leader in committee who possessed little or no taste, and whose 
obliquity led him to plot only to thwart others and obtain victory 
for his own ignorance. And we take the opportunity of especially 
denouncing what is not of solitary occurrence, namely, the vulgar 
folly of amateurs, who, neglecting professional advice, think to 
build their monument by introducing their own uncultivated archi 
tecture ; the only satisfaction from which ultimately is, that of 
being immortalized without being envied.

Amongst the discoveries during the proceedings, we may men 
tion :—A fourteenth century decoration of the north-east transept 
arcade; vestiges of miserere stalls for the monks; a large lavatory, 
perhaps for their use; a few pieces of fourteenth century encaustic 
tile; several lockers belonging to the many chantries; a piscina 
which had been concealed by the plaster; remains of altar brackets 
for tapers or images; and the following which we particularize :— 
At the north-west end of the chancel is an archway showing that a 
chantry chapel, existed there in the Early English period, and when 
this chapel was pulled down and the aisle built in its place, in the 
then new wall was used as an ordinary piece of stone (as lately 
found) a small Early English piscina; which no doubt was the 
lavatory of the chapel that was then superseded—which chapel 
was probably the chantry of the founder of the church. It has a 
little carving upon it; and from its. long captivity and escape, its 
shape, size, &c., as seen by the drawing, it may be thought a relic 
of some little interest. There are some remains of the rood screen
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and chancel fittings, which are beautifully carved and ought to be 
•preserved: the vicar has made a judicious suggestion for the use 
of a portion, which we hope will be carried into effect.

In the transept, which is the finest part of this church, it is 
intended to have chairs; which can be removed occasionally to 
display it, and afford other convenience.

November 25th, 1867.
THE REV. J. H. HILL in the Chair.

The following were exhibited:
By MB. HENRY GODDABD : An interesting collection of local 

tracts issued during the civil wars, viz.:—1st. "The Declaration 
of the Lords and Commons assembled in Parliament, or Five 
several passages of State," &c., one "passage" being "His 
Majesties Letter to the County of Leycester," this tract is dated 
4 July, 1642. 2nd. " A True Relation of the Transaction of the 
Commands of both Houses of Parliament, in the execution of the 
Militia in the County of Leicester. . . Performed in the Towne 
and County of Leicester aforesaid, before and upon Wednesday, 
the two and twentieth of June, 1642. . . Printed for George 
Lindesay, and for all those who truly love and honour the King 
and Parliament, and desire their Amity and Unity, July 5, 1642." 
3rd. "A Petition from the Towne and County of Leicester unto 
the King's most excellent Majesty," &c., &c., dated 29 July, 1642. 
4th. "A Letter to a Gentleman of Leicestershire," in favour of 
the King, dated 1644.

By CAPTAIN WHITBY : Two drawings of the porch of Thurles- 
ton Church, South Devon. The peculiarity shown by the drawings 
is that the porch carries a buttress. Neither tradition nor history 
give any clue either to the founder of this curious little church or 
the name of its dedicatory Saint. Along the south wall externally 
is a stone seat commanding a grand view of the channel.

By ME. WEATHEKHEAD : Several specimens of mediaeval pottery, 
found in excavating at the north-east corner of S. Nicholas Street, 
and a portion of a flat dish of Samian ware, showing a small handle 
on the rim, lately found in Sycamore Lane, Leicester.

ME. NOETH contributed the following Paper, being his third of 
a series upon

THE MOWBRAYS, LORDS OF MELTON.*
IT was in the year 1322 that John de Mowbray, the ninth Lord 
of Melton after the Conquest, was executed, his estates forfeited, 
and his wife and child imprisoned in the Tower of London.

* It was intended to read this Paper (like the first and second of the series—see 
Vol. I., pp. 225 and 263) at Melton Mowbray, which will account for the phraseology 
occasionally used.
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This vicissitude in the fortunes of the Mowbray family was in 
some sense typical of many great and mighty changes then taking, 
or soon to take place, in national affairs—political and religious. 
Old things were passing away. The middle classes were fast 
rising into importance. In Parliament the Commons were power 
ful enough to successfully resist the arbitrary taxes sought to be 
levied by Edward III.: and the English language superseded the 
French—the tongue of the conquering race—in the higher law 
courts. The death of feudalism was at hand; it had done its 
appointed work, and was fain to give place to other institutions 
more personal in their character, and more in accordance with the 
growing freedom of the age. Knighthood, too, trembled to its 
fall: the knight fully cased in armour that defied the arrow and 
the spear, could no longer hold his proud position when obliged to 
face the cannon's mouth which now opened before his bewildered 
gaze. And in religion—though the great change had not yet come, 
still the distant thunder was heard, the strong man who had for 
so long a time held his possessions in peace, was about to be 
aroused from his deceitful slumber, and summoned by a stronger 
than he, to deliver up, at least, a portion of his goods. At the 
beginning of this century (the fourteenth) the casual observer, who 
saw only the surface, would have asserted that the Papacy was still 
as strong, if not stronger, than it had ever been. When Boniface 
celebrated the Jubilee in the year 1300, he appeared in the pro 
cessions with all the. paraphernalia of strength and greatness; he 
decked himself in the robes of the Empire, had two swords, and 
the globe of sovereignty carried before him,, and a herald cried, 
" Peter, behold thy successor ! Christ, behold thy vicar upon 
earth!" History, however, relates how in a few years the popes 
became the nominees of the French kings; how Christendom was 
distracted by the rival demands of two men, each claiming infalli 
bility and the obedience of the Church. Now too, John "Wickliffe, 
"the morning star of the Eeformation," first saw the light. He 
was the forerunner of a mighty change in this country, and not 
in this country only, but in a greater or less degree throughout 
all Europe. The state of religion at this date among the great 
mass of the people, was, as is well known, most deplorable: the 
public celebration of 'Divine Service was entrusted by the monks— 
who by fair means or foul had become possessed of almost all the 
livings—to poor priests, who were but just qualified by a meagre 
education to fill their office. No wonder that Wickliffe, learned 
as he became, should be disgusted with the ignorance of the 
parochial clergy; no wonder that having, by the blessing of God 
upon a patient and prayerful study of the Scriptures, attained to 
a purer faith and a higher knowledge than that exhibited by the 
so-called "religious" around him, he should throw all his energy 
and all his learning into the cause of which he became the leader
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—the separating the Word of God from the host of traditions, 
legends, and fables, which had wellnigh made it of none effect. 
We have upon former occasions seen how the Mowbrays, Lords of 
Melton, encouraged religion according to the opinions of their day; 
how they established religious houses, were benefactors to various 
monasteries, erected chantries and hospitals—and all honour to

• them for so doing—they did that to disseminate an impure form 
of religion, which we in our day are too slack in doing to spread 
abroad the pure Gospel-light—they gave freely and abundantly of 
their wealth. But the parson of Lutterworth gave to the Church 
a far richer gift even than gold and silver; he gave a translation 
of the Bible in the Anglo-Saxon tongue, a gift which makes us 
overlook the—some of them—extravagant opinions which his im 
petuosity led him to broach—a gift which materially hastened the 
arrival of that great epoch in our past history when our National 
Church shook off the errors and trammels of Popery, and stood 
forth, not a new, but a cleansed, a purified church—that period, 
in short, emphatically styled " The Reformation."

When young John de Mowbray and his mother were (as before 
mentioned) cast into prison, he was about sixteen years of age, 
and was considered by Edward II. a prisoner of sufficient im 
portance to warrant special precautions being taken for his safe 
keeping. Stephen de Segrave, then Constable of the Tower, by 
indenture, bearing date 3rd February, 1323, engaged to keep him 
in safe custody.*

The Manor of Melton with its appurtenances being (as part of 
the estates of John de Mowbray, deceased) seized by the king, was 
bestowed by him upon Elianor, the wife of his favourite, Hugh de 
Spencer the younger, for the term of her natural life, with remainder 
to Gilbert her son and to his heirs for ever. An Inquisition was 
held at Melton, on Wednesday, in the Feast of SS. Peter and Paul 
(29th June), 1323, to enquire what privileges the late Lord of 
Melton enjoyed as part of his manor there.

The holding of this enquiry demands a brief notice, as showing 
the privileges enjoyed, and the powers exercised, by the ancient 
lords of this town. Upon the death of a tenant-in-chief under 
the king, or in cases where such a tenant forfeited his estates, an 
inquisition was held before certain persons appointed by the king, 
who in conjunction with a jury of twelve men, residing in the 
neighbourhood of each particular manor or possession, made a 
return to the king of the privileges, customs, and peculiarities 
attached thereto. The enquiry under notice, held in Melton in 
1323, was before Matthew Brown and Ralph Beler: the jurymen 
were Simon Hauberk, Robert Furneye, William Butler, Robert 
Orger, Thomas de Oreby, William de Loudham, Hugh the son of 
Henry, Lawrence de Gouteby, William' de Sixtenby, Hugh de 

* Parl. Writs, 16 Edward II.
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Hollwell, John de Wynehis (?), and Philip the son of William, 
or as we should now say, Philip Williamson. These were all 
inhabitants of Melton or its immediate neighbourhood. The 
business of the two commissioners was to enquire what and how 
many hamlets, members, hundreds, chaces, and free fisheries be 
longed to the Manor of Melton Mowbray; and what, and how 
many markets, fairs, warrens, liberties, and free customs John de 
Mowbray, whilst he lived, had in the same manor, and how, and in 
what way. The duty of the jury was, upon oath, to give evidence 
touching these subjects of enquiry. By the evidence then given 
it appeared that John de Mowbray had as appurtenances to the 
manor of Melton many privileges, a brief notice of which, will, in 
some degree, elucidate the—what may be termed—local govern 
ment under which our forefathers lived. In the first place, then, 
he possessed View of Francpledge; the meaning of which appears 
to have been this. It was formerly the custom in this country, in 
order to the preservation of the public peace, to oblige every free- 
born man (excepting members of religious orders, clerks, knights 
and their eldest sons), upon attaining the age of fourteen years, to 
find surety for loyal and peaceable behaviour to the king and his 
subjects. If the youth neglected to do this he was liable to im 
prisonment. In order to render obedience to this law, those who 
lived as neighbours in the same street usually became interchange 
ably bound for each other's personal appearance, and for any fines 
that might be imposed for offences committed by any member of 
the group,—or as it was termed, the Pledge,—who might not he 
forthcoming. The View of Francpledge, then, was exercised in a 
court held once a year before the lord of the manor, who possessed 
this privilege by a charter from the king. He summoned all the' 
Francpledges—that is the freemen—to attend before him, took 
the oaths of young persons on their arrival at the proper age, 
and examined into the respectability of their sureties. The Lord 
of Melton also possessed the fines of assize of bread and beer; he 
had the power of assigning or adjusting the weight and measure 
of those very necessary articles of consumption: the fines accruing 
to the lord of the manor would of course be those levied upon 
violators of his bye-laws. He was likewise empowered to pass 
judgment upon felons for thefts committed within his jurisdiction, 
and to bring to trial in his own court any man living within the 
manor who had committed felony in any other place.* He levied 
fines for the shedding of blood t in any street affray or private 
quarrel: the greater portion of which fine would probably go to 
the relatives of the deceased—in cases where death ensued—a 
small portion only to the lord of the manor. And he could raise 
hue and cry for a specified time in pursuit of an offender. * In

* That is he possessed the privileges called infangenthef and outfangenthef. 
t This was called " Blodewit." } " Hutese."
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addition to these privileges John de Mowbray possessed one 
market in every week on the Tuesday, and two fairs in every 
year, namely, one on the Tuesday in the week of Pentecost and 
two days following, and one on the vigil, day, and morrow of S. 
Lawrence (10th August) and eight days following; and on those 
days he had in all his demesne lands of his manor a certain custom 
called Thurghtol,—that is, he levied a toll upon all merchandise 
passing through Melton Mowbray and Kirby. He also possessed 
other rights which do not bear particularly upon our present 
subject.*

It will thus be seen how very important and powerful a positidn 
the Mowbrays anciently held in this town. As the king's repre 
sentative, the lord of the manor possessed almost uncontrolled 
power in his courts, he passed his sentence upon the thief, he 
fined the shedder of blood, he virtually decided the price of the 
chief articles of consumption among the people around him—their 
bread and their beer—and as he was afterwards declared to possess 
waifs, and free warren of all his lands, it followed that all property 
found within his manor, became his, unless claimed by a certain 
day; none dared to hunt without his special permission, and he 
levied toll upon all merchandise passing at certain seasons over his 
lands.

By Letters Patent, dated 20th July, 1323, Edward II. confirmed 
the grant of the Manor of Melton and these privileges to Elianor 
the wife of Hugh de Spencer the younger, and to Gilbert her son, 
and his heirs for ever.f

Without pausing to notice events occurring during the last few 
miserable years of the reign of Edward II., suffice it to say that 
his son, Edward III., ascended the throne on the 20th January, 
1327. One of his first acts was to reverse the sentence of his 
father against the Mowbray family, and to restore to its representa 
tive the estates forfeited by John de Mowbray, in 1322, including 
the Manor of Melton, which, as we have seen, had been bestowed 
upon the wife and child of the unpopular favourite, Hugh de 
Spencer the younger; and in acknowledgment of the great sense 
he had of the eminent services rendered by the forefathers of John 
de Mowbray, then called the younger, to distinguish him from his 
father executed at York—to his royal progenitors, Edward III., in 
1327, accepted of his homage before he fully attained his majority, 
and gave him livery of his father's lands. J

John de Mowbray being thus restored to the position and dignity 
held by his ancestors in England since the Conquest, joined the 
young king in that expedition into Scotland, in the year 1327, the 
particulars of which are given to us by Froissart, in his inimitable

* Inquis. de Anno 16 Ed. II. quoted by Nichols (Leic.: Framland Hund.: 
Appendix, p. 126). t Nichols' Leic. Framland Hund. { Eot. Fin. 1 Ed. III., 
quoted by Nichols (Leic. Framland Hund.).
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Chronicle. Mowbray upon that occasion, in conjunction with 
Hereford, had the command of a considerable body of Welch,,to 
defend the passage of the river Eden.* This initiation into the 
warrior's life, under circumstances so trying to their physical 
strength, and their courage, must have had some share in 
forming the characters both, of the eminently victorious Edward 
III., and of his brave and undaunted liegeman, John de 
Mowbray.

Philip the Sixth now ascended the.French throne, and sum 
moned Edward III.' to do homage for his possessions in France, 
who after some hesitancy on account of his own claim to the crown 
of that country, and after privately protesting before his Council 
against Philip's right, proceeded to Amiens with a magnificent 
retinue of bishops, earls, and barons, among whom was John de 
Mowbray. f After being splendidly entertained for fifteen days by 
the French king, Edward and his retinue returned home, without 
performing his homage to the satisfaction of Philip, which, how 
ever, he was shortly afterwards compelled to do, by Letters Patent, 
under the Great Seal, in consequence of the active measures taken 
by the French king to enforce his claim.

Aliva, the mother of John de Mowbray, dying in the fifth year 
of Edward III., her son paid a fine of three hundred pounds to 
the king, and entered into possession of those lands which were of 
her inheritance. 1

Edward having freed himself from the control of Mortimer, 
who was seized at Nottingham in 1330, and soon afterwards exe 
cuted, and from that of 'the Queen-mother, by placing her in 
confinement, was soon involved in war with his neighbours the 
Scots. In 1333, John de Mowbray was with him at the siege of 
Berwick. § In the following year, and again three years subse 
quently, we find him attending his sovereign in military expeditions 
into Scotland. || It was immediately after these movements against 
the Scots that Edward entered upon that memorable war with 
France, which has rendered his name so illustrious in the annals 
of England—a war, nevertheless, founded upon a very questionable 
claim, and which, whilst it undoubtedly obtained for Edward and 
the English people great renown and military glory, did not in the 
end realize his ambitious expectations, nor obtain for them any 
permanent advantages. IT

Having declared war against France, Edward found it necessary 
to provide for the safety of the southern coast of his. own dominions, 
for the French had landed at Southampton, and .committed great 
excesses there. He accordingly specially commanded John de 
Mowbray (12 Ed. III.) to repair to his manor of Brember, in

* Froissart, Vol. L, chap. xvii. Ed. 1805. t Froissart, chap, xxiii. t Dugdale's 
Bar., Vol. I., p. 137. § Froissart, chap. xxv. || Dugdale's Bar., Vol. I., p. 127. 
IT Vide Sharon Turner's Hist. Eng., Vol. II., p. 148.
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Sussex, with horse and arms, to defend those parts against the 
French;1 and others then hovering thereabouts.*

As it would be foreign to our purpose to follow the English king 
through all his French campaigns, we must content ourselves with 
referring to those transactions only, with which the Lord of Melton 
was personally connected.

The kings of England and France first met in person in October, 
1339: both armies were large, and were attended by the chief 
men of each kingdom. Edward himself commanded the third 
battalion of the English, and John de Mowbray was among those 
who were then in close attendance upon him. Notwithstanding 
the proximity of the armies, the preparations for the combat— 
which was hourly expected—and the great strength of the French, 
Philip was persuaded not to come to an engagement. The con 
sequence was, that Edward, who was not prepared for a lengthened 
campaign, after assuming the title and arms of the king of France 
—which empty title was borne by his royal successors until the 
commencement of the present century—made preparations for his 
return to England, where he, after some delay, arrived, with the 
Lord of Melton in his train.t

Whilst Edward was employing all his strength, and all the 
means at his command in prosecuting his wars in France, the 
Scots naturally thought the opportunity a good one to endeavour 
to drive Balliol from the throne, which he had reached by the 
assistance of the English king. These disturbances .rendered it 
imperative that there should be a garrison at Berwick upon Tweed, 
sufficiently strong to hold that place against any attack that might 
be made upon it. Accordingly, upon Edward's return to England, 
as just described, he constituted John de Mowb'ray Governor of 
Berwick, and bound him by indenture to continue there for twelve 
months, dating from the first day of May, 1340. The garrison 
consisted of one hundred and twenty men-at-arms, one hundred 
hobelers—this is light horsemen, for then men literally "rode their 
hobbies," and sometimes hard too—and two hundred archers; of 
which number John de Mowbray was himself to provide sixty men- 
at-arms, whereof ten were to be knights, twenty hobelers, and sixty 
archers. There was then owing to him on account of the public 
service £1989. 5s. Od., for the due payment of which the Bishop 
of Durham and Ralph de Nevil (two great barons of the north) 
were commanded to take proper care.J John de Mowbray was 
worthy of the confidence reposed in him by his sovereign, for after 
Edward had sailed from England upon his second French campaign, 
and whilst he was encamped before Tournay, the Scotch lords who 
were opposed to Baliol, assisted by forces sent over by Philip of 
France, traversed Scotland, and " gained all the fortresses which

* Dugdale's Bar., Vol. 1., p. 127. t Froissart, chap, xl., xli., and xlii. 
I Uugdale's Bar., Vol. I., p. 127.
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the King of England held, excepting the good town of Berwick, 
and three other castles," which they were unable to reduce.*

After the termination of his engagement at Berwick, John de 
Mowbray appears to have devoted the short time that elapsed before 
he was again called to take up arms, in visiting his manors, and in 
attending to his own more personal business. We find him at 
Melton in December, 1341. On the Friday after the Feast of S. 
Andrew in that year, he executed a Deed there, whereby he con 
veyed to Robert, the son of Richard Waltham, three roods of land 
at Melton, near "Brentebigate," and a parcel of pasture, extending 
from Folvile bridge to the head of the causeway towards "Brentiby," 
with the appurtenances. In this deed he is described as "John 
de Mowbray, Lord of the Isle of Axholme, and of the honour of 
Brember and Gower," and his execution of it is attested by Sir 

,John de Pessall and John de Folvile, Knights, Ralph Beler, 
Geoffrey de Vyllers, John de Woodford, Robert Palmer, John Col, 
of Melton, and others.t This deed is the only certain record we 
possess of a visit to Melton of its ancient lord, John de Mowbray; 
the veil of antiquity has almost shaded it from our view; the lapse 
of ages has nearly obliterated all marks of his presence, and his 
voice is all but lost in the rush of life during the intervening 
centuries. That his presence in Melton would be regarded by its 
inhabitants as an event of considerable importance, is a fact we can 
easily imagine. He—the friend of the king, the great warrior 
whose name struck terror into many a Frenchman's and many a 
Scotchman's heart, the lord under whom so many held their lands 
and their dwellings, whose word was almost law—would, as he 
passed along our olden streets, and looked upon our church, then 
all glorious in its early bloom, be gazed upon with awe and rever 
ence by our homely forefathers, who with their wives and little ones 
would stand at the porch of their gabled dwellings to see the great 
man and his train pass by. He would in all probability lodge in 
his Castle of Melton, in the hall of which he would hold his 
court; he would exercise the right of view of Francpledge before 
described; and as Lord of the Manor he would listen to applica 
tions made to him for permission to do certain things, which 
without such permission would be encroachments upon his prero 
gatives. Thus we find upon another occasion, John de Mowbray 
granting permission to Walter Prest, of Melton (10th Dec., 5 
Edward III.), " to erect a porch upon his land against the house 
in which he resided."} He would also make grants or execute 
leases of tenements, shops, &c., the rents of which, in many cases, 
appear to have been merely nominal; a pair of gilt spurs being a 
favourite acknowledgment claimed by some of the earlier Mowbrays.§ 
In these and similar employments would John de Mowbray be

* Froissart, Vol. I., chap. liv. + Nichols' Hist. Leic., Framland Hund., p. 312. 
} Nichols' Leio. Framlaud Hund. § Nichols' Leic., Framland Hund., p. 241.
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engaged during his stay in Melton. Let us hope that hy a 
judicious exercise of his power, and by fostering the interchange 
of kindly feelings which these meetings of the high and the low 
were so calculated to call forth, he exercised an influence for good 
over those dwellers in ancient Melton with whom he came in 
contact.

John de Mowbray was not allowed much time for repose from 
military duties, for he received letters from Edward requiring him 
to provide forty men-at-arms and forty archers as his contingent 
to the army then being raised for carrying.on the war in Brittany, 
and was also requested to repair to London on the octave of S. 
Hilary, 1342, there to agree with the Council concerning the pay 
of his soldiers.* He appears to have accompanied Edward and 
the English army in this expedition, for we find that after besieg 
ing Nantz for some time, and trying in vain to entice the garrison 
to come out and give him battle, Edward advanced further into 
the country, leaving the Earl of Oxford, Sir Henry Beaumont, the 
Lord Mowbray, and other barons with about eight hundred men 
before the place.t Of his further proceedings in Brittany we 
know nothing; he in all probability was in the company of Ed 
ward III. when that monarch returned home, landing at Weymouth 
in the spring of 1343. Without doubt, too, he was summoned 
to that goodly assemblage of "all the earls, barons, and knights of 
his realm," whom Edward called together in order to announce his 
intention of establishing a new order of knighthood, the members 
of which were to be denominated " knights of the blue garter," 
and the feast was to be celebrated every year, at Windsor, upon S. 
George's Day. The first feast of the Order of the Garter was held 
upon the anniversary of that saint in the year 1344. J

In 1343 (17 Ed. III.) John de Mowbray again furnished men 
for the French wars,§ but whether he attended personally or not 
I cannot tell. Froissart || mentions that he accompanied Edward 
in his expedition into Gascony in 1346. Supposing the chronicler 
to be correct in his statement—and we have no reason for question 
ing his accuracy—the Lord of Melton did not remain in France 
long, for we find that he was at the battle of Neville's Cross on the 
17th of October in the same year (1346). The English king was 
then before Calais waiting until the strong enemy, hunger, obliged 
its defenders to deliver that city up to its besiegers. The Scots 
taking advantage of the supposed weakness of the English at home, 
raised a powerful army, and marched to within a short distance of 
Newcastle. Queen Phillippa, with the energy and courage worthy 
of the wife of Edward III., opposed them with a body of men 
hastily collected. The English were divided into four battalions, 
the third of which was under the command of the Bishop of

» Dugdale's Bar., Vol. I., p. 127. t Froissart, Vol. II.,-c. xciii. } Froissart, 
Vol. II., c. xcix. $ Dugdale's Bar., Vol. I., p. 127. ]| Vol. II., c. cxix.
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Lincoln and John de Mowbray.* The battle lasted three hours; 
the issue is well known ; the Scots were totally defeated, and their 
king and many of their nobles were taken prisoners.

We (shortly after this battle) find John de Mowbray again in 
the Scotch wars, I and so the bloody list goes on—war succeeds 
war—battle succeeds battle—and all, for the most part, in order to 
decide which of two men should reign over a few of their fellow- 
men. The reign of Edward III. is generally considered as the 
most brilliant and illustrious in our ancient history, and even now, 
after the lapse of five centuries, the victories then acquired by the 
armies of England, still dazzle our mental vision, still fire the 
imagination in such a way that the bloodshed, the poverty, and 
the misery then entailed upon this country are very much lost 
sight of, and the really unsatisfactory termination of the French 
war (considering the object for the attainment of which it origin 
ated) seldom obtains its due prominence. The brightness of 
Edward the Third's reign was derived from other sources than the 
torch of war and the desolation of .armies; though let us not 
forget that many characteristics of the English which now stand 
out so distinctly, were then, by such means being strengthened. 
The indomitable courage, the perseverance, and the determination 
to conquer, which now enable the British soldier to lie before a 
Sevastapol, week after week, in the presence of such stern enemies 
as frost-bite and semi-starvation, or under the scorching sun of 
India, to uphold his country's supremacy against fearful odds in 
number, and with blood-thirsty savages for his foes, are character 
istics in the mental composition of the Englishman which doubtless 
received strength—and perhaps I may say, permanency—during 
the reign and under the leadership of Edward III. But many 
other circumstances tended to make his reign marked as an era to 
be looked back upon with thankfulness, as a period when England 
marched steadily on to that proud pre-eminence which she has 
held for so many years, as the centre of liberty, the nursery of the 
arts and sciences, the guardian of religious truth, and as the 
greatest mercantile kingdom of the world. It was then that the 
Commons, not only as I have already said, successfully resisted 
arbitrary taxation, but they were then divided from the Lords, being 
recognized as a distinct body, with a regularly appointed Speaker 
chosen by themselves. The right of impeaching Ministers and 
enquiring into abuses was first exercised. In 1343, when the Pope 
attempted to nominate foreigners to the English benefices, Edward 
III. wrote to Clement against this usurpation of the rights of the 
patrons, adding "when an alien hath care of a people that knoweth 
not his tongue the goods of the church are truly gathered, but the 
teaching of souls is not had."| Nor was this all, for the Com-

* Froissart, Vol. II., chap, cxxxvi, t Dugdale's Bar., Vol. I., p. 127. 
{ Capgrave'8 Chron., p. 210.
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mons shortly after declared appeals to Eome and the payment of the 
annual tribute granted by John to be illegal. Our manufactures 
began to expand, Edward invited over Flemish cloth-workers. At 
this date too, Melton numbered among her inhabitants a Walter 
Prest, who described himself as " Merchant." These and many 
other marks of progress which might be mentioned, tend to justify 
the assertion that it was not the exploits of the victorious armies 
of Edward in. alone, that rendered his reign an illustrious one in 
the annals of our country.

The expeditions in which we have heretofore seen John de 
Mowbray taking part were upon land, when we next meet with 
him it is in that naval engagement with a large Spanish Fleet, in 
the year 1350, the particulars of which are so graphically given by 
the chronicler Froissart.* About two years after that engagement 
(i.e., in 26 Ed. III.) John de Mowbray was Chief of the Com 
missioners in Yorkshire, for guarding the sea-coast against a 
threatened invasion of the French, and was charged to find thirty 
men on that behalf, as his contribution on account of his estates 
called Gowerland; and three years subsequently (in 29 Ed. HE.) 
he was in the Marches of Wales upon the king's special service.t

The war with France -still continued; in 1356 Edward and 
the Black Prince obtained their great victory over the French at 
Poictiers, the French king and very many of their nobles being 
taken prisoners—a victory enhanced and ennobled by the generous 
conduct, the courtesy, and knightly bearing exhibited by the 
English prince to his illustrious prisoners after the battle. Three 
years after this victory, Edward III. again invaded France with an 
immense army. John de Mowbray, in common with almost every 
Noble, Knight, and Esquire in England, took part in this enter 
prise—an enterprise undertaken by the English king with the 
avowed intention of either obtaining an honourable and efficient 
peace, or of perishing in the attempt.

Marching on his way through Picardy to the siege of Rheims, 
in the presence of an army so large in numbers, so well armed, 
victualled, and disciplined, under such distinguished leaders, with 
the recollection of past victories to warm their enthusiasm and 
nerve their arms, it was but natural that John de Mowbray, in 
common with his companions, should feel almost unbounded con 
fidence as to the successful termination of their enterprise. But 
the events of war (as it has been truly said) defy all military and 
political arithmetic. After remaining before Rheims with his 
magnificent army for seven weeks without being able even to 
make an assault upon the place, Edward broke up his camp and 
left, plundering and wasting the country as he advanced, until he 
came within a short distance of Paris, where he vainly endeavoured 
to persuade the Duke of Normandy and the French Army to come 

* Vol. II., p. 252 to 261. t Dugdale's Bar., Vol I., p. 127.
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out of the city and give him battle. Not succeeding in this he 
was obliged again to give orders for the moving of his men, in 
tending to march into Brittany, there to recruit and refresh his 
followers. When the camp was breaking up it occurred to John 
de Mowbray and some of his companions that, probably, when the 
march began, some of the French knights would sally out of Paris 
in order to obtain any honour or booty that good fortune might 
throw in their way. They accordingly, with two hundred picked 
men, well armed, placed themselves in an old empty house about 
three leagues from Paris. As had been anticipated, when the 
French within the Capital saw the English decamping, some young 
knights, with upwards of a hundred lances, agreed to sally out 
secretly and follow for a while the retiring army, and following the 
track of the English, rode beyond the ambuscade of John de 
Mowbray and his companions. They had no sooner passed, than 
the English and Gascons came out of their hiding-place with their 
lances in their rests, shouting their war-cry. The French turned 
about, halted, drew themselves up in order of battle, and with 
couched spears, prepared to meet their assailants, who soon charged 
them. At this first onset many were unhorsed on each side, after 
which they drew their swords, and attacking each other more 
closely, many hard blows were given, and many gallant deeds 
performed. The attack lasted a considerable time, and the ground 
was so well disputed, that it was difficult to say which of the two 
companies would be the conqueror. In the end, however, the 
English and Gascons were in possession of the field. The French 
retreated towards Paris fighting valiantly as they went: some of 
their knights fell into the hands of the English, who carried them 
as prisoners to the main body of the army. John de Mowbray 
and his companions behaved very courteously to their captives, 
agreeing with them as to their ransom the same evening, and 
allowing them to return to Paris or wherever they chose, taking 
readily their word of honour as sufficient security for the payment 
of the money.* A Treaty of Peace was shortly afterwards con 
cluded between England and France, when John de Mowbray 
appears to have returned home. His warlike career was now at an 
end. Though he had been " a man of war from his*youth," the 
field of battle was not to be his dying couch, nor the sword of the 
Frenchman or the Scot the messenger of his death. A more 
fearful, a more silent, a sharper sword, was then hanging over 
Europe. The avenging angel appeared to have stretched out his 
hand over England. A fearful pestilence raged, and carried off its 
thousands of victims; in London alone between the months of 
January and July, 1861, upwards of 57,000 persons perished. It 
was this foe that was too strong for the valiant John de Mowbray; 
he died of the pestilence at York, on the 4th October, 1361, and 

* Froissart, Vol. III., chap. coix.
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was buried in the Grey Friars, at Bedford,* leaving issue by Joan 
his wife—who was one of the daughterst of Henry, Earl of 
Lancaster—John de Mowbray his son and heir.

Thus died the tenth Lord of Melton'after the Conquest, in 
about the fifty-fifth year of his age.

. Leaving the direct course of our narrative, perhaps I may be 
allowed to refer to an event which took place at the commencement 
of the century to which our enquiries have brought us (the 
fourteenth), an event in which, as we shall see, Melton was some 
what interested,—I mean the suppression of the Knights Templars. 
That fraternity having existed for two hundred years was dissolved 
by the Pope in the year 1311, and its vast possessions were, by 
his command, to be given to the Knights Hospitallers of S. John 
of Jerusalem. .1 mention this fact not only because (as we have 
already seen) Eoger de Mowbray, the third Lord of Melton after 
the Conquest, was one of the most liberal of the supporters of the 
Templars in England, but because they held lands in Melton; 
lands which in all probability they derived from him, for beside 
founding the Preceptory at Balshall, in Warwickshire, he gave the 
Templars various possessions "elsewhere." It appears by a 
petition from the master and brethren of the order to the King in 
1278, that they had then held for a considerable period, a carucate, 
or about one hundred acres, of land in the town of Melton 
Mowbray, in the county of Leicester. % Upon the suppression of 
the Templars in 1311, many disputes arose as to the distribution 
of their estates. In England their possessions were, in the first 
instance, seized by the King, and the rents paid into the royal 
treasury: those in the counties of Warwick and Leicester were 
committed to the care of Alexander de Compton, who in 6 Ed. II., 
answered £60. to the King for the issues or rents thereof. It is, 
however, evident that numbers of the heirs of the original donors 
claimed the confiscated estates of the Templars, and for some 
time had them in possession; for we find that John de Mowbray 
held the manor of Balshall at his execution and attainder in 1322, 
when it was committed to the custody of John Pecke.§ These 
disputes, and the disobedience thus shown to the decrees of the 
Pope as to the transferance to the Hospitallers, caused Pope John, 
in 1322, to censure the conduct of the clergy and laity of England. 
Parliament then confirmed the decrees, and the Hospitallers took 
possession of, or purchased from the King and others, the chief 
estates belonging to the dissolved Order.

In the Kecord Office at Malta there is an ancient MS. volume 
which gives an account of the property belonging to the Knights 
Hospitallers in England and Scotland in the fourteenth century.

» Cottonian MS., fo. 301 a. (quoted by Dugdale in Mon., Vol. VI., p. 820). 
t Or sisters ? } Niohols' Leio. Framland Hund. p. 240. § Dugdale's Warwioks. p. 628.

T VOL. III.
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It is an " Extent," or Report, of Prior Philip de Thame, to the 
Grand Master, Elyan de Villanova, for the year 1338, showing the 
value of the property then belonging to that order in this country. 
It is an extremely interesting and valuable document, as giving an 
insight into the history of culture, and as showing the sources and 
amount of income derivable from such an estate as that at Balshall, 
in Warwickshire, formerly bestowed upon the Knights Templars 
by Roger de Mowbray, in the time of King Stephen.

According to the Prior's Return we find under the head of 
Balshall, the Mansion or Manor House with garden valued at 
twenty shillings a year. The columbarium, or dovecote, at ten 
shillings a year. In the account of almost every manor there is a 
considerable receipt from the dovecote. Five hundred acres of 
arable land at sixpence -per acre produced twelve pounds ten 
shillings, and sixty acres of meadow land at three shillings an 
acre brought in nine pounds. Other meadow land of an inferior 
quality, is only valued at two shillings rent per acre for the year. 
Wheat, according to the report, in Leicestershire was at that date 
worth two shillings per quarter of eight bushels, and oats one 
shilling; hens were sold for twopence each and eggs twenty for 
one penny.

To return to Melton: we find from this report that the caru- 
cate of land previously mentioned as belonging to the Templars 
passed in the usual way to the Hospitallers; but in addition to 
the land they now (in 1338) also possessed a messuage; and both 
land and house were let to Walter Prest at will for ten marks 
per annum. The entry in the Prior's return is as follows :
Melton.—"Est ibidem unum mesuagium, et una carucata terre, 

dimittuntur ad firmam Waltero Prest, ad voluntatem, de anno 
in annum pro - - x marcis."*

The locality, though not perhaps the exact site of this messuage 
can now be pointed out, with a great degree of certainty. Nichols 
in his History of the County, says " At the north-west end of the 
town (of Melton) called Spital End, in an old stone-built cottage 
is a Gothic door with perfect coping and side faces, supporters, 
and a stone staircase within as though it was the entrance of a 
turret. This is the site of the Manor House of S. John of Jeru 
salem, and a close adjoining still is called the chapel close."t

The "chapel close" as you all probably know is the piece of 
ground lying between the Scalford and Nottingham roads, now 
partly covered by houses in the occupation of Mr. Wing, Miss 
Latham, and others. Now, if the messuage belonging to the 
Knights Hospitallers adjoined this close, it must of necessity have

* For this and other particulars respecting the " Hospitallers in England," see 
the Volume so called, published by The Camden Society, in 1855. t Framland 
Hund. p. 348.
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stood in that neighbourhood. From what information I can collect, 
I am inclined to think, the messuage referred to stood upon the 
site now occupied by houses erected by the late Mr. Burton, close 
to where the old toll-gate formerly stood, which was where the two 
roads—the Nottingham and Scalford meet. There formerly was, 
I am informed, a curious old stone house there occupied by a 
woman named Allatt. Fifty years ago that would be literally at 
the north-west end of the town, and probably comprised some 
slight remains of the original messuage belonging to the Knights 
Hospitallers.

This property by sale, or by some means not now ascertainable, 
appears to have passed from the Hospitallers, into the possession 
of the Guild of the Blessed Mary, one of the two Guilds formerly 
existing in this town.* Upon the 'dissolution of these and 
similar religious fraternities their property was either sold and the 
proceeds placed in the King's treasury, and applied to other uses, 
or it was granted to certain persons, partizans of the King, whose 
firm adherence and fidelity he would thus secure in his opposition 
to the Pope and to the Ecclesiastical system of Rome. Whether 
" Christopher Draper citizen and ironmonger of London, "t was 
the original grantee under Henry VTII. we cannot now say, but 
certain it is that in the third year of the reign of Edward VI. he 
possessed a messuage or tenement in Melton "vulgarly called the 
Chapel House, otherwise called the Spital Chapel, and one close of 
land with all their appurtenances, then or lately in the occupation 
of Dionysius Sheppard, lying and being in Melton Mowbray 
aforesaid, parcel of the possessions of the Guild of the Blessed 
Mary," and that he sold the same to the Churchwarden of Melton, 
Nicholas Cowlishaw, on the 20th November 1549, for Twenty-one 
pounds. It is apparent from documents now existing in the 
Church chest that this purchase on the part of the Churchwarden 
of Melton was made on behalf of the town, for he immediately 
afterwards in conjunction with his colleague Thomas Postern 
conveyed the property to twenty feoffees, upon trust, to pay the 
annual rents to the support of a schoolmaster to teach and instruct 
boys in Grammar within the town of Melton. J

Supposing the property here described under so many different 
circumstances to be identical, and there is no reason to doubt it, 
the various uses to which the proceeds of this plat of ground, lying 
close to where we are now assembled, have been applied, are 
worthy of passing remark. In the first instance we find the rents 
expended upon the maintenance of a society of men whose vocation 
it was to face the grim Saracen in deadly fight on the plains of 
Palestine, and to protect the weary, conscience-stricken pilgrim on

* The other was S. John's Guild. f In 1553 the Manor of Melton was granted 
to Wm. Betts and Christopher Draper, with divers lands in the Counties of Gloucester, 
Hereford, Devon and Somerset. Nichols. { Melton MSS.
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his way to Jerusalem, where within the Holy Sepulchre, he vainly 
hoped by such a journey of self-denial and danger to efface the foul 
stains impressed upon his soul by many a ruthless action, by many 
a wilful sin. We next find the proceeds received by the Knights 
Hospitallers, a kindred society of men to their predecessors. Then 
the brethren of the Guild of the Blessed Mary expend the receipts 
chiefly upon Priests whose duty it was to pray for the souls of all 
deceased members, and to perform other religious offices. When 
we next hear of it, the property has been again diverted from its 
last object, and is in the hands of a citizen of London, Christopher 
Draper,—who, by the way was a Meltonian, he was afterwards 
knighted, was Lord Mayor of London in 1567, and" one of his 
daughters, Annie, (he had no sons) married Sir Wolstan Dixie, 
Knight.—Draper sells it to the Churchwardens of Melton, who 
endow a public Grammar School with the annual rents. These 
were the objects upheld and strengthened at different periods by 
the proceeds arising from this house and piece of land within our 
town of Melton.*

Before leaving this rather long digression from the main thread 
of our narrative, you will, I trust, pardon me if I make one remark 
upon the change that has been adopted in the name of the street 
leading to where this property lay. It was, until very recently, 
known as Spital-end, and had been so designated for a very long 
period. Now it appears there was a good reason for the origin of 
this name. The existence of property at this$" end " of the town 
belonging to the " Spital " (i.e. the Knights Hospitallers): and as 
tending to keep up historical associations with times and institutions 
long since past and swept away, the old name does certainly appear 
to an archasologist much preferable to one which a false modern 
refinement has substituted. If any change is thought necessary, I 
would suggest that we go back to the oldest name on record, 
" Spital-gate " for by that name this street was known in the time 
of Richard the Second. In the twenty-second year of that king's 
reign, Isable, sometime the wife of Renald Tavener, gave to Roger 
Barnard and Emma his wife all her right, &c., in a piece of 
ground situate between the tenement of Roger Waltham in 
Spital-gate, on the North, and the tenement of the Prior of Monks 
Kirby, on the South. Again, about the same date Thomas Dalby, 
clerk, gave to John Smith one tenement in Spital-gate.^ Other 
transfers of property might be quoted, showing the ancient 
designation of the street which Meltonians now delight to honour 
by newly naming it " Nottingham Street."

* The name " Chapel Close," " Spital Chapel," and the fact of a small portion of 
the ground having been used as a place of Sepulture,—human remains having been 
found in considerable quantities;—would lead to the inference that an ecclesiastical 
edifice formerly existed in this locality. We have however no historical notice of 
such a building. It certainly did not exist in 1338 when the Prior of the Hospitallers 
in England made his " Return." f Melton MSS.
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But to return to our narrative: John de Mowbray (the Tenth 
Lord) having, as just stated, died at York of the Pestilence on 4th 
of October, 1361, was succeeded in his honours and possessions by 
his son, who was also named John. This John, the Eleventh 
Lord—was born at Epworth in Lincolnshire about the year 1339.* 
He was consequently of full age when his father died, and so doing 
his homage to the king, entered, soon after, upon the possession of 
his inheritance.f By his marriage, this member of the Mowbray 
family added much to its wealth and honours. His wife was 
Elizabeth the daughter and heir of John Baron Segrave, by 
Margaret his wife, who was daughter and sole heir of Thomas 
Plantaganet, son of King Edward I., Earl of Norfolk and Earl 
Marshal of England. J In consequence of this marriage the 
Mowbrays not only acquired large estates, but, as we shall see, 
subsequently became hereditary Earls Marshal of England, and 
Dukes of Norfolk.

Previous to his father's death we find this John de Mowbray 
fighting in the army of Edward III. in Brittany against the French. 
He was also engaged in the French wars at a later period. § He 
was summoned to Parliament from the 14th August, 1362 to 
20th January, 1366, as "Johanni de Mowbray de Axilholm."U 
This, the eleventh lord of Melton after the Conquest, did not live 
long to enjoy the increased estates and honours of his family, for, 
taking a journey to the Holy Land, he was slain by the Turks near 
Constantinople upon the Feast day of 8. Denis, 1368.If He left 
two sons, John and Thomas.**

John, (the Twelfth lord of Melton) was born at Epworth in 
1365. tt He was therefore little more than three years of age when 
his father died. Edward III about six years subsequently (i.e. in 
48 Edward III.) granted him license to travel beyond sea; shortly 
after which his mother died. Respecting his travels we know 
nothing. I J

The long reign of Edward HI. was now drawing to a close—a 
close under circumstances tending to cast a shadow over the 
brilliancy and the chivalry which characterized his earlier career. 
The Black Prince died in 1376, after witnessing all the French 
possessions of the English crown torn from its domination, except 
ing Calais and a few towns on the coast. The fruits resulting 
from Edward's life of war were thus rudely snatched from his grasp, 
when declining strength and wasting disease rendered him in-

* Courthope says he was 22 when his father died which was in 1361, he would 
consequently be born about 1339. t Dugdale's Bar. Vol. I. p. 128. t Courthope's 
His. Peerage under Mowbray and Seagrave. § Dugdale's Bar. Vol. 1. p. 128. 
|| Courthope under Mowbray. f Dngdale's Bar. Vol. I. p. 128. ** Previous to 
leaving England he appears to have given his daughter in marriage, and that he had 
an " aid" from his tenants upon the occasion, for we find that Roger of Waltham 
his feodary in these parts " made acquittance to William Woodford, of Ten Shillings 
to the said lord granted by the king for a reasonable aid to the marriage of his 
daughter, 41 Edward III." Nichols' Leics. Framland Hund. p. 245. tt Dugdale's 
Mon. Vol. VI. p. 320. }J Dugdale's Bar. Vol. I. p. 128.
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capable of facing his enemies on the battle field, from which his 
indomitable courage had so frequently driven them. Added to 
which the Commons thought it necessary to demand that the royal 
Council should be strengthened by additional numbers, to whom 
should be virtually entrusted the management of public affairs. 
Thus in spite of the jubilee proclaimed when he entered upon the 
fiftieth year of his reign, Edward III. was only a king in name— 
a feeble shadow of his former self—and when his end came, he 
was under the influence of one* who allowed him to have no 
religious attentions, who was so bereft of all humane feeling as, 
when she observed his voice to fail, his eyes to become glazed, and 
his limbs to be chilling, to take the rings from his fingers, and to 
leave him alone in that "hour of death," to which the unhappy 
king had arrived. A priest found him still sensible but speechless. 
He kissed the cross—wept—and expired.t

Bichard II. ascended the throne under many auspicious cir 
cumstances. He was the son of the people's favourite—Edward 
the Black Prince—He was young and handsome, with pleasing 
manners. His first entrance into London as king was splendid in 
the extreme; no expense was spared, no outlay considered too 
lavish to do him honour. The streets vied with each other in their 
decorations; the public aquaducts poured forth wine; whilst the 
air was filled with stirring sounds from trumpets and clarions, 
which ever and anon were drowned by the yet stronger huzzas of a 
delighted people. His coronation also was conducted with even 
more pomp than was usual upon such occasions. Among the many 
nobles who then flocked round the youthful sovereign was John de 
Mowbray—the young Lord of Melton—who was then about twelve 
years old—the same age as Richard IE.: that, (among other 
weightier ones) might be one reason why he was selected to receive 
a distinguished mark of the royal favour. John de Mowbray was 
one of four earls then created by Richard IE., he being raised to 
the dignity of Earl of Nottingham, J with this special clause in the 
charter of his creation, that all his lands and tenements whereof 
he was then possessed, or should afterwards purchase, should be 
held Sub Honore Comitali, and as parcel of his earldom. §

In the second year of Richard II., John de Mowbray (being 
still a mere boy) with the Earl of Northumberland entered Scot 
land with a considerable body of men,|| upon a military expedition.

The life of this the twelfth Lord of Melton after the Conquest 
was brought to an early termination. He died on the Tuesday 
next preceding the Feast of S. Valentine, 1883 ;1f being then about 
eighteen years of age, and was buried in the new choir of the

• Alice Peers. + Wals. 189. J Courthope under Mowbray. § Dugdale's 
Bar. Vol. I. p. 138. || Froissart gives a full account of this expedition. Vol. IV. 
chap. Ixix. to Ixxii. IT Dugdale's Mon. Ang. Vol. VI. p. 330, and Courthope's 
Hist. Peerage under Moirbray.
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church of the White Friars, formerly standing near Fleet Street, 
London.* Leaving no issue, he was succeeded in his estates by 
his brother Thomas.

Thomas de Mowbray was seventeen years of age when his 
brother died. He was consequently born in or about the year 
1366. He received the name of Thomas at the baptismal font by 
desire of his mother, who thus wished to express the reverence 
she bore to S. Thomas of Canterbury, whose prayers and protec 
tion she doubtless frequently invoked on behalf of her infant son. 
His godfathers were Robert, then Abbot of Fountains, and Geoffrey, 
Abbot of Salley.t

Thomas de Mowbray—who was created Earl of Nottingham on 
the 12th February, 1383 f—married Elizabeth, daughter and heir 
of John le Strange of Blackmere,§ who, however, died on the 23rd 
of August, 1383, a very short time after their marriage, without 
issue. Thomas, like his ancestors, entered with alacrity into any 
military expeditions that the exigency of the times threw into his 
path. Soon after Easter, 1384, we find that he, in conjunction 
with the Earl of Northumberland and some barons of the north, 
collected together a body of about two thousand lances and six 
thousand archers, with whom they marched by Berwick and Rox 
burgh into Scotland. They wasted all the country through which 
they passed, and "left nothing unmolested as far as Edinburgh." 
The Scots were much annoyed and surprised by this movement on 
the part of the English, and threatened to avenge it speedily, 
which, with the assistance of some French knights, they did not 
neglect to do.|| In the following year, the Lord of Melton was 
retained by indenture to serve the king in his wars.^f

In 1386 Richard II., holding a Parliament at Westminster, 
conferred higher titles upon certain of his peers. It was upon this 
occasion that Thomas de Mowbray (in consequence of his descent 
from Thomas Plantagenet, Earl of' Norfolk and Marshal) was 
created Earl Marshal of England, with remainder to him and 
his heirs male.**

* Stow's Survey (Thorn's Ed.), p. 148. t Dugdale's Bar. Vol. I. p. 138. 
J Courthope under Mowbray. § Courthope under Strange of Blackmere. 
|| Froissart, Vol. VI. chap. Ixviii. «[ Dugdale's Bar. Vol. I. p. 128. »* As the 
Letters Patent raising him to this dignity are short, it may not be amiss to quote 
them entire:

"Richard, by the Grace of God, King of England and France, Lord of Ireland, 
&e., sendeth greeting to Archbishops, Bishops, Priors, Dukes, Earls, Barons, Justices, 
Sheriffs, Rulers, Ministers, and other Bailiffs and faithful subjects. Know ye that 
of late of our special grace we have granted to our well-beloved cousin, Thomas 
Earl of Nottingham, the office of Earl Marshal of England, to have during his life, 
we do now of our abundant grace grant to our foresaid cousin the aforesaid office 
together with the name and honour of Earl Marshal to have to him and his heirs 
male of his body descending, with all fees, profits, and appurtenances whatsoever 
to the said office howsoever belonging.

" These being witnesses The Reverend father in God William Archbp. of Canter 
bury primate of all England, Ri. London Willm. Winton Bps. John Rg of Castile 
and Leon Duke of Lancaster, Richard of York, Thomas of Gloucester Dukes our
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In the same year the French put to sea with a large fleet to 
invade this country. Their ships were however dispersed by a 
storm and many of them destroyed. In the following spring 
(1387) the English fleet, of which the Earl of Arundel was 
Admiral, and who had under him Thomas de Mowbray, Earl of 
Nottingham, with several other nobles, was anchored in Margate 
Roads at the mouth of the Thames, waiting for a fleet consisting 
of Flemings, Frenchmen, and Spaniards, returning from Rochelle, 
where they had gone to purchase wine. On the 24th March 
(1887), the foreigners came in sight of the English. Their fleet 
appears to have been considerable, with about seven hundred armed 
men on board. Without entering into details we find that after a 
long and obstinate engagement, night at length obliged them to 
separate, but only for a short time, with the returning tide they 
again renewed the combat, which eventually was closed by the 
English taking the greater number of the enemy's ships, together 
with their Admiral. The amount of plunder was very considerable, 
especially in wine, of which the English secured the amazing 
quantity of nine thousand tuns.* After performing other exploits, 
Mowbray and his colleagues, returning home, entered the Thames, 
and landed at London, where they were joyfully received by the 
people, chiefly on account (says the quaint chronicler) of " the fine 
wines of Poitou and Saintonge they had on board, which were 
intended to have been drank in Flanders, Brabant, Hainault, 
Liege, and other places." These wines were dispersed through 
England, and the price was so much depressed from the quantity, 
that a gallon was sold for fourpence.t However much this adven 
ture pleased the common people, the king was persuaded by his 
favourites, at the head of whom was Robert de Vere, lately created 
Duke of Ireland, that a great wrong had been committed by the 
English Fleet, so instead of an honourable reception, the Earl of 
Arundel was received with much coldness, and his death was also 
determined upon by the Duke and his accomplices.!

It is evident that Thomas de Mowbray confederated with the 
king's uncles and other nobles against the king's favourites— 
who were members of the royal council, and with many of 
whom, they, in common with the whole realm were much 
dissatisfied; and he appears to have been one of the new council 
then chosen by the commissioners.! It must, however, be

beloved uncles, Richard Arundell, Hugh Stafford, Michaell de la Pole our chan 
cellor, Earls, Hugh de Segrave our High treasurer, John de Montague steward of 
our House and others. Given under our band at Westminster on the 12th day of 
January in the 9th year of our,reign."—Brit. Mus. Add. MSS. No. 6297 ff. 195, 
357. Mr. Courthope says Mowbray was constituted Earl Marshal 18 February in 
that year.

« Capgrave and Dugdale say 19,000. t Froiseart, Vol. VIII., chap. xxiv. 
Capgrave's Chron. p. 248. ( Dugdale's Bar. Vol. L, p. 128. | Froissart, Vol. 
VIII., chap. xlix. and li.
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imagined that he did not make himself, even then, particularly 
obnoxious to the king, for we shortly after find him actively em 
ployed in the royal service, raised to many new and high honours, 
and ultimately becoming the tool by which the parasites of the 
king worked their bloody revenge upon those whose protests and 
oppositions made their elevated position anything but stable and 
satisfactory.*

Froissart (Vol. X., chap. v. and xi.) gives a lengthy description 
of a tournament held in the year 1890, near to Calais, by three 
French .knights against all comers. All the arrangements were 
made in strict accordance with the rules laid down by the laws of 
chivalry; and the account written by Froissart gives an inimitable 
picture of the magnificence of these tournaments, and of the spirit 
of honour and gallantry they tended to foster. Many English 
knights accepted the challenge of the Frenchmen and flocked to 
the place appointed: among them Froissart describes " a young 
and gallant knight of England .... called the Earl Marshal." 
This we must suppose to be Thomas de Mowbray. Without 
attempting to describe the tournament in detail, I may say that 
the challengers, that is the French knights, hung outside their 
tents what they termed "targets of war" and " shields of peace," 
emblazoned with their arms. Whoever chose to tilt with the 
challengers either went, or sent some one, to touch with a rod 
either the one or the other. If he touched the target it was 
promised he should find an "opponent ready on the morrow to 
engage him in mortal combat, with three courses, with a lance; if 
the shield, he should be tilted with a blunted lance : and if both 
shields were touched, he should be accommodated with both sorts of 
combat." The war-target appears to have been the favourite one, 
and the one which the Earl Marshal caused to be touched on his 
behalf. The knight he thus challenged was Sir Reginald de Roye. 
"This being done" (says Froissart), "Sir Reginald came from 
his pavilion completely armed, and mounted his horse that was 
ready for him: having had his shield and helmet buckled on, he 
seized his lance and took his distance. The two knights spurred 
their horses, but, at this first course, failed in their strokes from 
their horses swerving out of the line, to their great vexation. Sir 
Reginald was hit with the second lance, and had his own broken. 
At the third course they met with such force that the fire sparkled 
from their helmets and the Earl was unhelmed. He continued 
his career to his own place, but jousted no more that day, as he had 
done sufficiently." We may agree with the chronicler, and think 
the Lord of Melton " had done sufficiently," and that he well 
maintained the character of his countrymen for courage and 
gallantry.

* See Froissart, Vol. IX., chap. H, for an account of a naval expedition' in which 
Mowbray now takes part.
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For some unexplained reason Thomas de Mowbray did not 
make proof of having attained his majority until the twelfth year 
of Richard the Second,—he would then be about twenty-three years 
of age,—but doing so then, and performing the customary homage, 
he had livery or possession of all his lands: he was thereupon 
constituted Governor of Berwick upon Tweed, and was sent with 
a body of men against the Scots, who had entered and made great 
havoc in Northumberland; but not having strength sufficient to 
give them battle, Mowbray judiciously retreated without majdng 
any attack upon them.*

Two years after this (in 14 Richard II.) we find him constituted 
Governor of the Castle of Werke, in France, and also Captain of 
Calais for the term of five years, t Here in all probability he was 
popular, for soon after his appointment (i.e. in 15 Richard II.) 
he obtained from the king permission "that for the honour of 
Calais, the mayor and his successors should thenceforth have a 
sword borne before them with the point upwards, excepting at such 
times as the king himself, or any of his uncles, or the Captain of 
Calais, or his lieutenant, should be present, then the point thereof 
should be carried downwards."! Again (in 16 Richard II.), he was 
raised to the dignity of the King's Lieutenant in Calais, as also in 
" the parts of Picardy, Flanders, and Artoys:" he was next con 
stituted Governor of Calais and of the new tower thereof; and to 
express the king's appreciation of the many good services rendered 
him by the Lord of Melton, and in anticipation of many more to 
be done in support of the king's honour and dignity, he had a 
grant of two hundred marks per annum for life, to be paid out of 
the exchequer until such time as the king should better provide for 
him. The same year he was also appointed Justice of Chester 
and Flintshire for life, with power to hold Pleas and Sessions there 
by himself or his sufficient lieutenant, and was likewise appointed 
Justiciary of North Wales.§

At the time of which we are now speaking it was not unusual 
(as we have already seen) for a number of Knights to issue a 
challenge that they would hold the lists against all comers—that 
is, having fixed upon a convenient spot for the purpose, and lists 
(or a clear space properly barracaded) having been prepared, they 
would be there on a set day fully armed, and would joist with any 
knight—man with man—who might be hardy enough to challenge 
their supremacy. There was upon these occasions a great display 
of all the pomp and pagentry of knighthood, and these feats of

» Dugdale's Bar., Vol. I., p. 128. t Dugdale's Bar., Vol. I., p. 128. t Ibid. 
§ " Moreover he stood in such favour that the king acknowledging his just and 
hereditary title to bear for his crest a Golden Leopard with a White Label, which of 
right did belong to the king's eldest son (in case he had any), did by his Letters 
Patent grant unto him and his heirs, authority to bear the Golden Leopard for his 
crest with a Coronet of Silver about his neok instead of the Labell."—Dugdale's 
Bar., Vol. I., p. 128.
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arms attracted not only very many of the knights and nobles of the 
district in which the lists were erected, but also foreign knights 
sometimes came over, more especially when the challengers—as 
was frequently the case—were men of mark—men whose names 
were well known in the wars then continually going on upon the 
Continent and elsewhere. Smithfield was, at this time, the usual 
place for such meetings in the neighbourhood of London. In 
1393 certain Scotch lords came into England wishing to display 
their prowess and skill in arms. Among them was the Earl of 
Mare, who challenged Thomas de Mowbray, Earl of Nottingham, 
to joist with him in Smithfield. The Lord of Melton being a 
valiant man did not—as may be imagined—refuse to meet him. 
It was usually notified in the challenge how many courses they 
should have, that is, how many times the combatants should 
" charge" each other; but of this part of the arrangements no note 
has been preserved by the historian in connection with the "passage 
of arms" now under review: this however is unimportant, for after 
riding together certain courses, but not the full challenge, the Earl 
of Mare and his horse were both overthrown by Mowbray. The 
Scotch noble had two of his ribs broken by the fall. He was con 
veyed out of Smithfield and moving on towards Scotland died at 
York. Neither do the other Scotchmen appear to have added to 
their laurels upon this occasion.* In the same year we find 
Thomas de Mowbray in Ireland, whither he went in company with 
the king. About two years following (in 1395 or 1396) he, the 
Earl of Rutland and others were appointed commissioners to 
demand in marriage for Eichard II., Isabella, daughter of 
Charles VI., of France. The French demurred to this, firstly, 
because she was then so young, being not quite eight years of age, 
and secondly because she was already promised to another. How 
ever, very shortly after, upon a renewal of the truce between the two 
countries, when the two kings met and entertained each other in a 
most gorgeous and sumptuous manner near to Calais, the young 
daughter of the French king was brought into Richard's tent and 
presented to him by her father, when, says the chronicler, he (i.e. 
Richard) "thank'd hir fadir, and kissid the mayde," commending 
her to certain ladies of his court until such time as the nuptials 
could be celebrated.t

Thomas de Mowbray was at this time again constituted 
Governor of the Castle of Calais.J By a reference to the Issue 
Roll, Michaelmas, 19 Rich. II. it will be seen he presided over an 
appeal to arms in that town. He receives under date of 19 February, 
£133. 6s. 8d. which the king commanded to be paid to him for 
appointing the lists, and for other charges incurred for a duel

* Stow's Survey (Thorn's Ed.), p. 142. t Issue Rolls, Easter, 18 Rich. II. and 
Capgrave p. 362. } Dugdale's Bar. Vol. I. p. 128.
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fought within the lists between Bobert Fox appellant, and Yon de 
Wyron defendant, at the town of Calais aforesaid.

After dwelling at such length, and I fear with some tediousness 
upon the many political and military incidents naturally following 
close upon each other in the life of a man occupying so important 
a position in public affairs as Thomas de Mowbray, it is a relief to 
turn aside for a few moments in order to inquire what his views 
were as to the great religious questions then occupying the minds 
of men; whether he was a favourer of those who by their preaching, 
by their lives, and alas! soon also by their deaths, protested 
against the errors, which, having crept in, one by one, during 
successive ages of the Church, had so overlaid the truth as to 
render its fair form scarcely discernible ? or whether he was an 
upholder of the Romish ecclesiastical system, then even happily 
tottering to its fall ? Now, as this Lord of Melton has left us no 
confession of his Faith, we cannot appeal to that to solve our 
question, but as actions are stronger than words, we shall find by 
the next leading event in his life which history places before us, 
that he was by no means a favourer of those, at that time very 
numerous, who held the opinions of Wickliffe; for having obtained 
license from the king he founded a Monastery for Carthusian 
Monks at Eppworth in the Isle of Axholme, Lincolnshire, which 
he endowed (in addition to other possessions) with the Priory of 
Monks Kirby in Warwickshire, and with the manors, advowsons 
and vicarages thereto belonging. The circumstances under which 
he became possessed of this Priory at Monks Kirby, and which 
will explain similar transfers elsewhere were briefly these :

At the Conquest the enriched Normans not unfrequently granted 
certain Tithes and Lands in England to their favourite Monasteries 
in France. Thus, Geoffrey de Wirce—the first Norman Lord of 
Melton—having a special regard for the Monastery of S. Nicholas 
at Angiers, gave unto that house, Lands and Tithes out of 
many lordships in England, and having rebuilt the church of 
Kirby in Warwickshire, then ruinous, the monks of Angiers sent 
over certain of their number to establish a cell there—it was thence 
called Monks Kirby—in order that their property in England 
might be efficiently sought after, and the proceeds collected, and 
duly transmitted to what we should now call the " Parent Estab 
lishment." This mode of enriching the foreign monasteries con 
tinued until England and Normandy no longer acknowledged the 
same sovereign. Then, the transmission of the rents and profits 
of these Priors Alien, as they were termed, to the continental 
monasteries, being, it was thought of considerable advantage to the 
French with whom the English were constantly at variance, their 
property in England was frequently seized during the continuance 
of the war, and placed in the custody of some secular person. 
When peace was proclaimed the foreigners were generally re-
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instated in their possessions. This was the case with the Monks 
at Kirby, who thus finding themselves holding property under a 
very uncertain ten are, leased all their lands in England for twenty- 
five years to Sir Cannon Rob Bart for a considerable sum of money 
paid down at once; and also considering their chance of deriving 
any permanent benefit from their English estates, a very remote 
one, they agreed to transfer them over to Thomas de Mowbray upon 
easy terms.* It was, then, under these circumstances, that 
Mowbray obtained the possessions of the ancient monastic estab 
lishment at Monks Kirby and assigned the same to his new Priory 
in the Isle of Axholme, erected in honour of " The Visitation of 
the Mother of God."

In consequence of Thomas de Mowbray's frequent absence from 
England, and of his constant employment in public affairs when 
at home, we may imagine he must have had little time to give to 
the superintendence of his own more immediate concerns. He 
consequently appointed fermours or overseers upon his different 
estates, who also sometimes acted as his attornies or representatives. 
Thus, Hugh Dalby was his fermour of the manor of Kineton in 
Warwickshire. By deed bearing date 10 February 1397, Thomas 
de Mowbray, in consideration of his good services, granted to this 
Hugh Dalby an annuity of ten pounds per annum during his life, 
issuing out of the manor of Chacombe, Northamptonshire, having 
in the previous October (being then Governor of Calais) constituted 
him and John Styvecle, his attornies, to prosecute all suits for 
him, and to answer to whatsoever should happen in his absence.t 
There is no doubt that Melton was similarly placed under the care 
of some competent and trustworthy person as the representative 
of its superior lord; indeed, we shall upon a later occasion find 
this to have been the case.

Thomas de Mowbray now (in 20 Eichard II.) obtained the 
king's charter of confirmation of the office of Earl Marshal of 
England to his heirs male, united to which he was appointed 
Marshal of the Courts of King's Bench and Exchequer, and also 
Marshal's-cryer before the Steward and Marshal of the King's 
Household. And moreover by reason of their office of Earl 
Marshal of England, he and his heirs were empowered to bear a 
golden truncheon enamelled with black at each end, having at 
the upper end of it the king's arms engraved thereon, and at the 
lower end his own arms.J

It might naturally be supposed from these many marks of the 
royal favour that Thomas de Mowbray stood high in the confidence 
and esteem of his sovereign. There is little reason to doubt this, 
so far as Richard was himself personally concerned; but being 
under the control of companions who exercised a most injudicious

• Dugdale's Warwicks. pp. 26 and 54. Ed. 1765. t Dugdale's Warwioks. p. 
403. t Dugdale's Bar., Vol. I. p. 129.
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influence over him, he probably not unfrequently acted against his- 
better judgment when he carried out their plans, or seconded their 
wishes. This, we must suppose, he did, when only shortly after 
(as we have just seen) he had singled out the Lord of Melton as 
the object of many marks of appreciation, he caused him, with 
several others, to be arrested and indicted for high treason at 
Nottingham, and witnesses were "suborned" to accuse him in 
the ensuing parliament.*

To whichever side Thomas de Mowbray had previously been 
really attached, whether to the king and his favourites, or to the 
Duke of Gloucester and the others, who, a few years previously, 
had formed the commission appointed to assist in the government, 
and of which he, Mowbray, was a member, this arrest seems to 
have decided his course. He now, having obtained a pardon, 
joined the king in his determination to rid himself, not only of the 
control of the somewhat factious Gloucester, but also of the 
leaders of the party who had thwarted him in his course of 
extravagance and misgovernment. These leaders, it will be re 
membered, were, in addition to Gloucester, the Earl of Arundel, 
the Earl of Warwick, Henry of Bolingbroke, and Thomas de 
Mowbray. The Duke of Gloucester was now (21 Richard IT.) 
by command of the king, arrested by Mowbray, and secretly 
taken by him to Calais, of which place he (Mowbray) was 
Governor, and where we must for the present leave him. The 
Earl of Warwick and the Earl of Arundel were arrested, and 
Thomas de Mowbray was one of the lords assigned by the king to 
accuse them in the next parliament, t when Warwick was exiled 
and Arundel was condemned to death as a traitor. I may here 
intimate what I should previously have mentioned, namely, that 
Thomas de Mowbray had married for his second wife, Elizabeth, J 
the daughter of this Earl of Arundel, who was consequently his 
father-in-law. It was upon the 21st of September, 1397, that 
Arundel was condemned to die. On that day, or shortly after, he 
was beheaded in Cheapside, London. He was upon that occasion 
guarded to the place of execution by his own son-in-law, Thomas 
de Mowbray, who is even stated by Froissart (vol. xii. c. 3.) to have 
himself bandaged the eyes of the unfortunate Earl and acted as his 
executioner. This we will hope is, what it really appears to be, 
an exaggeration of the historian. When he saw Mowbray guard 
ing him to his execution, Arundel is reported to have told him 
that he had much better have absented himself, " for the time will 
come," said he, "when as many shall wonder at your'misfortunes 
as they now do at mine." A truly prophetic warning! Arrived at 
the place of execution his manner remained unchanged. Taking

* Th. Wals., quoted by Dugdale. t Capgrave, p. 264. { Her first husband 
was William de Montacute, eldest son of William, Earl of Salisbury, who was slain 
in a tournament at Windsor by his own father (in 6 Richard II.).
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the sword from the executioner to feel it he said, "It is scharp 
inow; do thi dede. I forgive the my deth."*

The Duke of Gloucester having heen, as already stated, arrested 
by Thomas de Mowbray and conveyed by him to Calais, and the 
charges against him having been preferred in Parliament, William 
Bikhill, one of the Judges, was sent to visit him at Calais, who 
brought back with him a very full confession of the Duke's mis 
deeds, made by him 8th September, 1397. In this confession the 
Duke acknowledges that he had in many things acted unlawfully, 
but solemnly affirmed that it was "never in his intent, or will, 
or thought," to harm the king's person, and prayed for mercy in 
the most urgent terms. "Therefore," (said he) "I beseech my 
liege sovereign lord the king, that he will of his high grace and 
benignity, accept me to his mercy and grace, as that I put my life, 
my body and my goods wholly at his will, as lowly and meekly as 
any creature can, or may do, to his liege lord; beseeching his high 
lordship that he will for the Passion that God suffered for all 
mankind, and the compassion that he had of his Mother on the 
Cross, and the pity that he had of Mary Magdalene, vouchsafe to 
have compassion and pity, and accept me to his mercy and his 
grace, as he hath ever been full of mercy and grace to all his lieges, 
and to all others that have not been so nigh unto him as I have 
been, though I be unworthy."! One can hardly imagine an appeal 
like this from an uncle to a nephew failing of its desired effect: but 
Eichard had determined upon the destruction of Gloucester, and 
it is to be feared that in the Lord of Melton he found a not un 
willing tool to execute his execrable murder. Soon after the 
departure of the Judge to England with his confession, Gloucester 
was removed from the Castle of Calais and placed in a room in the 
house where he was smothered between two beds by command of 
Mowbray. This fact, and the share Thomas de Mowbray had in it, 
are proved by the deposition of John Halle, his servant, whose full 
statement with every particular of the occurrence is preserved in 
the Parliamentary Rolls. J

Eeprehensible as the conduct of the Lord of Melton undoubtedly 
was in this transaction, we are not warranted in supposing, as it is 
affirmed by some, that he murdered Gloucester on his own responsi 
bility : the Parliamentary Rolls, and contemporary historians quite 
disprove that statement.

Having thus far carried out his purposes, Richard II. was not 
slow to reward those by whose assistance they were accomplished : 
and as Thomas de Mowbray had rendered the king most efficient 
help, so he had now bestowed upon him the most substantial marks 
of his sovereign's approval; for the estates of the Earl of Arundel

* Capgrave 265. We must certainly imply from this that Mowbray was not the 
actual executioner. t Par!. Bolls, quoted in Annals of England, p. 414. London, 
1855. } Vide Turner, Hist. Eng. Vol. II. p. 234.
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being forfeited to the king, very large portions were bestowed upon 
,the Lord of Melton. He had given to him and his heirs, in 
addition to other property, the Castle, Town, and Lordship of 
Lewes, twenty Manors, several Hundreds, together with all the 
late Earl's Knight's-fees, and Advowsons of Churches in the 
counties of Sussex and Surrey. Moreover he had seventeen 
Manors with all the Knight's-fees, Advowsons, &c., to the same 
belonging, which came to the king's hands, being forfeited by 
Thomas Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick. The grant conferring 
these vast estates upon Thomas de Mowbray is dated the 28th of 
September, 1397,* only a few days after the execution of the Earl 
of Arundel. Not contented with thus enriching him, the king on 
the next day—that is the 29th September, 1397—created Mowbray 
Duke of Norfolk and K.G.t (His grandmother, Margaret Plan- 
taganet, being the same day created Duchess of Norfolk.)! At 
the same time Eichard similarly raised several other of his 
adherents to high dignities, § and enriched them out of the forfeited 
estates of the executed or banished nobles. Honours and riches 
were poured in profusion upon Thomas de Mowbray, for within a 
week after his being created Duke of Norfolk he had a further grant 
of Lands, &c., from the confiscated estates of the late Earl of 
Arundel.

Richard II. having thus freed himself from the control of some 
of the chief opposers of his misgovernance, and having pacified to 
some extent the illfeeling raised against him on account of the murder 
of Gloucester, carried all before him with a high hand, and lived 
in greater splendour and extravagance than any of his royal pre 
decessors. His delight was in useless splendour and show, and he 
now fully indulged this somewhat puerile taste. Perhaps the state 
of things cannot be better described than in the words of Froissart, 
who certainly was not disposed to be by any means unduly severe 
upon Richard II. "At this period there was no one, however great, 
in England that dared speak his sentiments of what the king did 
or intended doing. He had formed a Council of his own from the 
Knights of his chamber, who encouraged him to act as they advised. 
The king had in his pay full two thousand archers, who were on 
guard day and night, for he did not think himself perfectly safe 
from his uncles or the Arundel family. ||

Thomas de Mowbray had now reached an eminent position, 
having been successively created Earl Marshal of England, Earl 
of Nottingham, and Duke of Norfolk. Many of the early steps in 
the ladder by which he reached this position were doubtless such 
as would bear him firmly, and had been attained by years of active 
military service for the good of his country and the honour of his 
sovereign: but the latter steps in the ladder—those by which he

* Dugdale's Bar. Vol. I. p. 129. t Courthope's Hist. Peerage. { Dugdale'a 
Bar. Vol. 1. p. 139. § Capgrave p. 267. || Vol. xii. u. 8.
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reached his last prize, the Dukedom of Norfolk, were stained with 
blood; instead of being strengthened by good actions and honest 
intentions, they were made rotten by cowardice in forsaking his old 
friends, by cruelty in aiding their destruction. No wonder then 
that they gave way under his feet—no wonder that he was precipi 
tated suddenly from his proud eminence—no wonder that he soon 
" fell irrecoverably."

It was only a short time after he had been created Duke of 
Norfolk, that riding between Brentford and London in the company 
of Henry of Lancaster, Duke of Hereford, (afterwards King 
Henry IV.) he entered into conversation with him about their own 
position with reference to the king, and stated his opinion to be, 
that notwithstanding the king's oath, and his, at present, friendly 
appearance and actions, he meant to destroy not only Hereford and 
himself, but several other lords whom he mentioned. There were 
certainly strong grounds for Mowbray's suspicions, and for his 
distrust of the king. He had been one of the barons who had 
united to oppose the king's favourites, and to insist upon certain 
of their own number being admitted to a participation in the 
government. He had afterwards been admitted to the confidence 
of the king, and had taken a prominent part in the execution of 
Arundel, and in the murder of Gloucester, knowing of course the 
share the king had in the latter transaction. These circumstances 
were alone sufficient to make him a thorn in the side of the king: 
his first opposition not tending to establish a favourable impression 
upon the mind of Eichard, whilst the subsequent participation in 
his bloody actions made him the repository of dangerous secrets 
affecting alike the character and safety of his sovereign.

Hereford immediately—for very politic reasons—disclosed this 
conversation. Mowbray denied having made it, when it was agreed 
that an appeal to arms should decide the quarrel. After many 
changes both as to time and place, Kichard at length decided that 
the meeting should be on Gosford Green in the city of Coventry, 
on the 16th of September (1398), where lists royal, gorgeously 
decorated were prepared, with a stage sumptuously adorned for the 
king and his court. Couriers and messengers had previously been 
despatched with writs of Privy Seal to the Archbishop of Canter 
bury and many of the Bishops, to divers Barons, Knights, and 
Esquires of the king's retinue, commanding them to assemble 
with all haste, in person, at the city of Coventry, there to witness 
a duel to be fought between the Dukes of Hereford and Norfolk.*

Upon the day appointed the two Dukes arrived at Coventry, 
accompanied (says the chronicler) " by the nobles and gentles of 
their lineage, who encouraged and heartened them to the utmost." 
The Duke of Albemarle High Constable, and the Duke of Surrey 
that day High Marshal of England, first entered the lists with a 

« Issue Rolls 21 Rich. II.
z VOL. III. '
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great company of men clothed in " silk sandall" richly and 
curiously embroidered with silver, each man bearing a staff in his 
hand with which to keep the field in order.

Fortunately it is unnecessary that I should give the details of 
this encounter. Shakspeare has immortalized it in his " Kichard 
the Second." Although we must not read Shakspeare's dramas as 
true history, although we must not suppose that every word he 
places in the mouths of Mowbray and his opponent Hereford really 
issued from their lips, still we may safely read the account he 
gives of the circumstances attending this famous appeal to arms 
as a true picture of the actual occurrence—a picture—agreeing as 
it does with contemporary notices—by the side of which any other 
attempted sketch would be meagre indeed. The opening scenes in 
this play—" Richard the Second "—ought to be especial favourites 
with every Meltonian, setting forth as they do the last great act of 
one of the greatest of the ancient lords of his native town. Let 
me ask you all to read them again—read how this appeal to 
arms by Thomas de Mowbray, lord of Melton, was carried out 
under circumstances of the utmost magnificence, with " all the 
boast of heraldry and pomp of power,"—read again Richard's 
opening address to " old John of Gaunt, time-honour'd Lancaster," 
the accusation of Hereford and the retort of Norfolk, then the 
account of the meeting at Coventry, how a trumpet sounds which 
is answered by another within the lists, and Mowbray approaches 
the barrier in armour, his horse being barbed with crimson velvet, 
embroidered richly with lions of silver and mulberry trees, and by 
command of the king the marshal cries :

" In God's name and the King's say who thou art, 
And why thou com'st, thus Knightly elad in arms : 
Against what man thou com'st, and what thy quarrel?— 
Speak truly, on thy Knighthood, and thine oath; 
And so defend thee heaven, and thy valour 1"

Mowbray answers:
" My name is Thomas Mowhray, Duke of Norfolk; 

Who hither come engaged by my oath, 
(Which, heaven defend a Knight should violate!) 
Both to defend my loyalty and truth, 
To God, my King, and my succeeding issue, 
Against the'Duke of Hereford that appeals me; 
And, by the grace of God, and this mine arm, 
To prove him, in defending of myself, 
A traitor to my God, my King, and me: 
And, as I truly fight, defend me heaven 1"

Again the trumpets sound, and Hereford appears. The Marshal 
cries:

" What is thy name ? and wherefore com'st thou hither, 
Before King Richard, in his royal lists ? 
Against whom comest thou? and what's thy quarrel? 
Speak like a true Knight, so defend thee heaven I"
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To which Bolingbroke replies :
" Harry of Hereford, Lancaster, and Derby ' 

Am 1; who ready here do stand in arms, 
To prove, by heav'n's grace, and my body's valour, 
In lists, on Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, 
That he's a traitor, foul and dangerous, 
To God of heaven, King Richard, and to me; 
And, as I truly fight, defend me heaven 1"

After many preparatory ceremonies the two combatants were 
prepared for the encounter, when Eichard suddenly forbad their 
proceeding with it, and commanded them to retire to their chairs 
or seats whilst he deliberated with his council as to the settlement 
of their dispute. The result of their conference was not only an 
unexpected one to the parties concerned, but one which excited 
much surprise among the people. The Duke of Hereford was 
banished for ten years, and the Duke of Norfolk, Thomas de 
Mowbray, for life ;* thus at one blow, and that under the guise

* Note (1873).—In an article in " Long Ago " (Vol. I., 65) on Trial by Ordeal and 
Wager of Battle, occur the following passages upon the final abolition of the latter, 
and the curious circumstance which led to it:

" Centuries had passed, and the appeal to battle, obsolete, dormant, and forgotten, 
cruel, unsatisfactory, and absurd, was as much forgotten as if it had been blotted 
out of the Statute Book, as it ought to have been; when on the 17th of November, 
1817, the Court of King's Bench sitting at Westminster was startled as if a thunder 
bolt had fallen in its midst. One Richard Thornton having been tried at Warwick 
Assizes for the murder of Mary Ashford, and acquitted, the brother and next of kin 
of the deceased, not being satisfied with the verdict, sued out, as the law allowed 
him, an appeal against Thornton, by which he could be put upon his trial again. But, 
unfortunately, if the law allowed the right of appeal in cases of murder, it also gave 
the option to the accused of having the appeal tried by wager of law or by wager of 
battle. Mr. Ashford had taken no account of this; and accordingly, not only he, 
but judge, jury and bar, were taken greatly aback and stricken with dismay, when 
the accused, being called upon to plead; took a paper from Mr. Reader, his counsel, 
and a pair of gloves, one of which he drew on, and throwing the other on the 
ground, exclaimed "Not guilty, and I am ready to defend the same with my body!" 
Lord Ellenborough on the bench looked grave and the accuser looked amazed; the 
court was adjourned, and the judge took time to consult his learned brethren. 
Several adjournments took place, and at last Lord Ellenborough declared solemnly, 
but reluctantly, that the wager of battle was still the law of the land, and the 
accused had a right to his appeal to it. An attempt to get rid of it by passing a short 
and speedy Act of Parliament was ruled impossible, as it would have been ex post 
facto, and people waited curiously to see the lists set up in Tothill Fields. Mr. 
Ashford argued, with great earnestness and reason, that it was bad enough for his 
sister to have been murdered without his being made to risk his life with an ad 
versary twice his size and strength; but there was no way of getting out of the
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of impartiality Richard rid himself of two more of those whose 
presence he now evidently, did not consider conducive to his 
security, and to the carrying out of his arbitrary measures.*

scrape, unless, indeed, he chose to cry " Craven !" This he was at last compelled 
to do, and the appeller went again at large, for he could not be again tried by wager 
of law after having claimed his wager of battle (Barnewall and Alderson'i Reports 
of Cases, Vol. I. p. 405.) The House of Commons was now alive to the danger by 
which the course of justice was threatened, and, on the 9th of February, 1819, Sir 
Samuel Shepherd, the Attorney General, obtained leave to bring in a bill" To 
Abolish Appeals of Murder, Felony, or Mayhem; and Wager of joining issue and 
Trial by Battle in Writs of Right," and on the 23rd of March, after a faint opposition 
from Sir Francis Burdett, who endeavoured to save appeal in cases of murder, it 
passed the house with only two dissentients, and ultimately became law. (" Hansard's 
Parliamentary Debates. Vol. xxxix (1819) pp. 1097, 1116, 1120. and 59 George LH. 
Chap. 46.")

• Those who have endeavoured to establish an historical fact by the comparison of 
different accounts of it given by the Monkish chroniclers will frequently have tried 
in vain to make any two of those writers agree on even very important facts. 
Neither are such discrepancies confined to the " Chroniclers" distinctively .so called, 
as the evidence bearing upon this combat will exemplify. Thus, whilst the Parlia 
mentary Rolls ("followed by Shakspeare) make Hereford the accuser, charging 
Mowbray before the king with using seditious words &c., Froissart—whose state 
ments are usually so trustworthy—reverses this, making Mowbray the accuser ; he 
is supported in his statement by a precise account of the matter preserved in the 
Harl. MSS. (British Museum) No. 6079. if. 29-31. Other minor writers might also 
be mentioned as giving contradictory versions.

As the Harl. MSS. referred to above gives a vivid picture of this combat I here 
transcribe it: whether the account of the origin of the combat be right or not there 
can be no doubt the circumstances attending the execution of it are faithfully 
portrayed:—

" A combate to be foughte betwixte the Duke of Hereford and Thomas 
Mowbraye, fyrste Duke of Northefolke and Marshall of Englande.

" Henry, Earle of Darbye (sonne of John of Gaunte, Duke of Lancaster, and 
fourthe begotten sonne of Edwarde the thirde) being but a litle before created Duke of 
Hereforde, a prudente and politique psonne, beganne to consider how that Kinge 
Richarde, his cousyne germayne, did litle regarde the counsaile of his uncles or 
other grave psonnes, but did set his wille and appetite instead of lawe and reasonne 
on a day being in the compaignye of Thomas Mowbraye, firste Duke of Northefolke 
and Erie Marshalle, beganne to breake his mynde unto him (rather lamentinge on 
the behalf of his cousine gormain the Kinge then for anye malice that he bare unto 
him) tellinge him that the Kinge litle estemed or regarded the nobles and princes 
of his realme, but that he sought occasions (as muche as in hym dyd lye) to destroye 
the greater pte of them, nothinge esteminge the blotte of his honor, the damage of
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After the promulgation of this sentence Thomas de Mowbray 
appears to have been placed a prisoner in Windsor Castle until 
such time as he should be sent out of the kingdom. According to 
his sentence he was to transport himself from any haven between 
Orwell and Scarborough, and to go into Germany, Bohemia or 
Hungary. He was allowed to take forty persons of his retinue

the weale publique, the murmuringe of the nobility, the grudge of the oomons, 
nor the wonderinge of all men at his unprincely doinges, desired the Duke of North- 
folke) W* was one of the Kinges privey counseile and well harde w* him) to adv'tise 
the Kinge to tourne the leaf and to take a better lesson. When the Duke of North- 
folke had hard his device at fulle he toke it not in good parte but rekened that he 
had gotten a praye by woh he should obtains greater favoure of the Kinge then ever 
he had, and so at that time dissimuled the matter (as he was indeede a deepe 
dissimuler) and havinge fltte opportunitye opened the whole matter unto the Kinge, 
and (aggravatinge the same to make it appear unto him the more haynous) brought 
the kinge in great dislikinge w"1 the Duke of Hertford. Nevertheless, his fury 
being somewhat appeased, he determined to heare bothe the ptyes indifferentlye, and 
called unto him the Duke of Lancaster and his counsaile, and allso the Dukes of 
Herfford and Northfolke, and caused the accuser to repeate openly the woordes to 
him declared, wob rehearsed them again as he had before related them to the Kinge. 
When Duke Henry hard the tale otherwise reported then he either thought or sayde 
(somewhat disquieted w"1 the untrewthe of the matter) besought the Kinge that he 
wold not conceave any evill opinion of him untill he understoode more of the 
matter, and tourning him to his accuser declared woorde by woorde what he had 
saide and shewed the cause whereupon he spake them, amrminge that if the Kinge 
wolde gmitte and suffer him he wold prove his accuser a false forger of sedicious 
tales by the stroke of a speare and dynte of a sworde. The Duke of Northfolke 
affirmed constantlye his sayinge to be trewe and refused not the combate. The 
Kinge demaunded of them both yf they wold agree between themselves, wch they 
both refused, and then he granted them a battell and assigned them the place to be 
at Coventree citye, in the moneth of August next ensewinge, where he caused a 
sumpteous theater and lists roiall to be prepared. At the daye appointed the two 
valiaunte Dukes came to Coventree accompaigned with the nobles and gentiles of 
their linages, wch encouraged them to the uttermoste. At the day of combat and 
fight the Duke of Aumarle, that day high constable, and the Duke of Surrey, that 
daye.highe marshal], entred into the listes w*11 a grand compaignye of men apparailed 
in silke sendale embroudered w"1 silver both richely and curiously, every man 
havinge a tipped staffe to keepe the fielde in order. Aboute the tyme of prime came 
to the barriers of the listes the Duke of Herfford mounted upon a white courser, 
barbed w*h blewe and greene velute embroudered sompteouslye wth swannes and 
anteloppes of goldesmithes woorke armed at all pointes. The constable and the 
marshall came to the barriers demaundinge of him what he was, who answered I 
am Henrye of Lancaster, Duke of Herfford, wch am come hither to doe my devoyre 
against Thomas Mowbraye, Duke of Northfolke as a traito1 untrewe to God, the
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with him,'a thousand pounds for his support, and as much gold 
and silver plate, jewels, harness and other furniture as he should

King, his realms, and me. Then incontinente he sware upon the holy Evangelistes 
that his quarrell was juste and trewe, and thereupon he desired that he mights enter 
the listes. Then he put up his sworde (wch before he helde naked in hiB hande, 
and put downe his visor, and made a crosse in his foreheade and wth speare in hande 
entered into the listes, and descended from his horse and set him downe in a chaire 
of green velute woh was set in a traves of greene and blewe velnte at thone ende of the 
listes, and there reposed himselfe expectinge the cominge of his adversarye. Soone 
after him entered into the fielde wft greate pompe Kinge Richarde accopanied w*11 
all the pieres of his realms, and there came w"" him also the Earle of St Faule, who 
came in poste oute of Fraunce to see thys challenge pformed. The Singe had 
above ten thousand men in harnesse lest some fraye or tumulte might rise amongste 
his nobles by parte takinge or quarrellinge. When the Kinge was set on his stage 
wch was richely hanged and pleasauntly adourned, a kinge of armes made open 
pclamation phibitinge all men in the Kinges name and the highe constable and 
marshalls names upon paine of deathe not to enterprise to approche any parte of 
the listes, exoepte suche as were appointed to order and marshalle the fielde. Whiche 
proclamation ended another heraulde cryed, beholde here Henrye of Lancaster, 
duke of Hertford appealaunte wch is entered into the listes royall to doe his devoyre 
againste Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Northfolke, defendante, upon paine to be 
proved false and recreante. The Duke of Northfolke hovered on horsbacke at the 
entrye of the listes, his horse being barbed with crimson velute embroudered w"1 
lyons of sylver and mulbery trees. And when he had made his othe before the 
constable and marshal! that his quarell was juste and trewe, he entered the fielde 
manfully sayinge aloud, God ayde him that hath the righte, and then he dismounted 
from his horse and sate downe in his chaire, w* was crimson velute, curtened 
aboute w"1 white and red damaske. The L. Marshall vewed theyre speares to see 
that they were at an equall lengthe, and delivered thone speare himselfe to the Duke 
of Herfford and sent thother speare to the Duke of Northfolke by a knighte. Then 
the haraulde pclaimed that the traversers and chaiers of the champions shoulde bee 
removed, comaundinge them on y» Kinges behalfe to mounte on horsbacke and to 
address themselves to the battayle and combate. The Duke of Herefford was 
quickly horsed and closed his barrier and cast his speare into the rest, and when the 
trompet sounded set forwardes couragiouslye towardes his enemye 6 or 7 paces. The 
Duke of Northfolke was not fully set forwardes when the King cast downe his warder 
and the harauldes cried ho ho I The Kinge then caused their speares to be taken'from 
them and comaunded them to repaire unto their chaires where they remained 8 
longe howres, while the Kinge and his counsaile deliberately consulted what waye 
was best to be taken in so woighty a cause. Then the harnuldes cried scilence, and 
Sr. John Borey, secretaire to the Kinge, reade the sentence and determination of 
the Kinge and his counsaile in a longe rolle, pronouncing it in this maner. My • 
Lords and masters, I intimate and notine unto you by the Kinges MaUe and his 
honourable couusaile that Henry of Lancaster, Duke of Heref., appealante, and
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think fit. He left England in the month following—that is in 
October, 1398. It was very generally remarked—which is indeed 
noteworthy—that the sentence of banishment against Mowbray

Thomas, Duke of Northfolke, defendante, have honourably and valiantly appeared 
here w^in the listes royall this daye, and have beene ready to darraine the battaile 
like 3 valiante knightes and hardye champions, but becawse the matter is greate and 
waighty betwene those 2 greate prynoes, the Kinge and his oounsaile have taken 
this order: Firste, that Henry, Duke of Hertford, for divers consideracions and 
because he hath displeased the Kinge, shall within xv dayes nexte folowinge departe 
oute of the realme for terme of x yeares w^out retourninge, exeepte he be by the 
Kinge repealed againe, upon ye paine of deathe. The haraulde then againe cryed 
Oyes, and then the secretary pnounced that Thomas Mowbraye, Duke of North 
folke by th'ordinaunce of the Kinge and his counsaile becawse he had sowen 
sedicion in this realme by his woordes wherof he coulde make no profe, shall avoyde 
the realme of Englande and dwell in Hungary, Boeanne, Pruce, or where he liste, 
and never to retourue againe into England nor approche the confines or borders of 
the same upon paine of deathe, and that the Kinge wolde staye the profiles and 
reveuewes of hys landes in his owne handes untill he had receaved suche somes of 
money as the 'Duke had taken up of the Kinges Treasourer for the wages of the 
garrison of Callyce wch weare styll unpayde. When those judgementes were thus 
devulged the Kinge called before him those two exiles and made them sweare that 
thone shoulde never come in place where thother was (willingely), or keepe com- 
paignye together in any forraigne regione, wcl1 othe they humbly receaved and 
departed from the lystes. It was supposed that the Kinge mistrusted that if they 
two should joyne in one againe and conspire to be revenged againste him that they 
mighte woorke him muche trouble, and for that cause to have devised this othe. 
Then the Duke of Northfolke (wch supposed he should have been borne out by the 
Kinge) repented sore of his enterpryse and departed sorowfully oute of the realme 
into Almayne, and at the last came to Venice where through thoughte and melan- 
cholly he deceased. The Duke of Herefford tooke his leave of the Kinge at Eltham, 
whiche there released 4 yeares of his banishment, and so he tooke his journeye to 
Callice and so into Fraunce, where having gotten estimation w"1 Charles the Frenche 
Kinge, had like (by the helpe of the said Kinge) to have maryed th'only dawghter 
of John Duke of Berye, uncle to the Frenche Kinge, if Kinge Richard (for feare of 
the mischief that therby mighte ensue unto his personne if the Duke were so 
strongly alyed, because ye comons of Englande loved him dearly and greately desired 
his retourne) had not cast a stoppe in his waye. Neverthelesse, w^in shorte space 
after the said Duke (Kinge Richarde being in Irelande) retourned into England, and 
by the helpe and assistaunce of the nobles and comons of the same, was made 
Kinge, and toke Kinge Richarde (cominge back from Irelande) and sent him 
prively to the Tower of London, and deposed him from his regall dignitye, after he 
had reigned full xxij yeares, and occupied the roome himselfe xiij yeares v 
monethes and odde dayes, after wcb time he deceassed at Westmester, in a chamber 
of the Abbottes called Jerusalem, whose bodye was conveighed wth all funerall 
pompe to Canterbury, and there solemply buryed."—Harl. MSS., Brit. Mus., No. 
6079.,/. 29—31.
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was issued on that day twelvemonth on which he had caused the 
Duke of Gloucester to be murdered at Calais !*

Upon leaving England he appears to have gone to Jerusalem— 
probably on a pilgrimage to the " Holy Places," in attempted 
expiation of those crimes, which being now stripped of their 
transitory golden fruits and honours, would stand before his horror- 
stricken gaze in all their naked deformity.

He quickly returned from Palestine, and arriving at Venice he 
died there of the pestilence, or as some say of grieft in 1399, 
upon the Monday next before the Feast of S. Michaol the Arch 
angel (September 29).J He was buried in the magnificent church 
of S. Mark, where a sumptuous tomb was raised over his remains.§ 
His ashes were however subsequently (in 1533) brought over to 
England.

Thomas de Mowbray had issue by Elizabeth his second wife, 
two sons, Thomas and John, and two daughters,—Isabel, who 
married Sir James Berkley—in consequence of which marriage the 
manor of Melton subsequently passed into the Berkley family— 
and Margaret, who married Sir Robert Howard, from whom is 
descended the present duke of Norfolk.

« Dugdale's Bar. Vol. I. p. 129, t Courthope's Hist. Peerage. J Dugdale's 
Bar., Vol. I., p. 129. § Vide Arohseologia, Vol. XXIX., p. 387, for a curious 
account of the slab of this tomb, illustrated by a very beautiful engraving.
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LEICESTERSHIRE
ARCHITECTURAL & ARCHAEOLOGICAL

SOCIETY.

January 11th, 1868.

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.
Mr. John Philips, of Kibworth, was elected a member.
This being the Annual Meeting of the Society for business 

purposes, it was resolved that the Committee and Officers of the' 
past year be re-elected, and that the thanks of the Society be given 
to them for their services. That the best thanks of the Society be 
also given to the Worshipful the Mayor of Leicester for the use of 
the Town Library, for the bi-monthly meetings, and to the Press 
for so accurately reporting the proceedings thereat. It was further 
resolved that the Annual Summer Meeting be held this year at 
Kegworth, full notice of which will be sent to each member. It 
was notified that the Annual Eeport and Statement of Accounts 
will be laid before the next meeting, which will be held on the last 
Monday in March.

MESSES. 'GrODDAKD AND SON, Architects, Leicester, exhibited 
proposed plans and elevations for the restoration of the church of 
Welham, Leicestershire, which, with slight suggested modifi 
cations, were approved.

THE KEV. J. H. HILL exhibited two coins found near the 
Roman Camp at Hallaton, and the same gentleman read the fol 
lowing notes on

THE PREBENDARIES OF S. MARGARET'S, LEICESTER.
The Prebend of S. Margaret's Church, Leicester, consists of 

the impropriation and advowson of S. Margaret's parish, in the 
town of Leicester, where anciently stood the episcopal see of 
Leicester, while it continued a bishopric, which was from the year 
679 to the year 874, Cuthurinus being the first, and Ceolred the 
last Bishop of Leicester. The value of the prebend in the year 
1534 was £27. 6s. 3d., and in 1827, at the time of the election of 
the present prebendary, it was valued at £72. At the next 
vacancy of this stall, which is in Lincoln Cathedral, the prebend 

A A VOL. III.
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will be abolished, and the patronage of 8. Margaret's and 8. 
George's Churches will pass to the Bishop of Peterborough.

A prebendary was a clergyman attached to a cathedral or 
collegiate church. He enjoyed the prebend in consideration of his 
officiating at stated times in the church. He was one of the 
Chapter, i.e., the governing body of the cathedral. He was called 
in Latin Pr&bendarius, qui percipit pr&benda. Prebend, pratbenda, 
from prtebeo, a low Latin word signifying provision or provender, 
is the portion which the member of a cathedral or collegiate church 
called a prebendary receives in right of his place for his main 
tenance. It was named from the place whence the profit pro 
ceeded, which was either from some temporal lands or church 
preferment attached to that church, or some other church whose 
revenues were appropriated towards the maintenance of the mem 
bers of the cathedral or collegiate church.

In a letter of the Dean and Chapter of Chichester, A.D. 1249, 
we have the following:—" Since by the appointment of our 
Bishops, with the assent of the Dean and Chapter, confirmed by 
the bulls of Pope Eugenius HI., and Pope Alexander HE., one- 
half of the revenues of a vacant stall for one year has, by ancient 
custom, been assigned to the (surviving) Canons and the other to 
the fabric of the cathedral, it is evident that the letters of the 
Pope, granting the revenues of all vacant benefices for one year to 
my Lord of Canterbury cannot extend to the prebends of the 
deceased Canons in our cathedrals."—Wilkins Cone. 1 p. 696.

From a letter of Archbishop Winchelsey, A.D. 1295, it appears 
that the Pope had granted to the Primate a power of appointing 
one prebendary in every cathedral in his province.—Wilk. Cone, 
p. 214, Constitutions of the Diocese of Sodor, A.D. 1291.

In the constitutions of William Heyworth, Bishop of Coventry, 
he decreed that every canon, i.e., prebendary, on commencing his 
first residence, should pay 100 marks towards the structure of the 
cathedral church, the purchase of ornaments, &c.

1. The first Prebendary of S. Margaret's, Leicester, was Roger 
de Martival, who was presented to the stall and Archdeaconry of 
Leicester in the year 1294. He is ranked by Fuller as one of the 
worthies of the county of Leicester. He was educated at Merton 
College, Oxford, to the library of which college he gave several 
valuable MSS., as may be learned from the inscription at the 
beginning of them. Willis says he gave up the prebend, but kept 
the Archdeaconry of Leicester until the fourth year of Edward II., 
when he was made Dean of Lincoln. He was elected Bishop of 
Salisbury, 1815, and died March, 1329, and was buried at Salisbury. 
He founded a college at Nosely, and was last heir male of his 
house. He left a sister Joyce, and from her on the mother's side 
descends the family of Sir A. Hazlerigg, of Nosely. The title of 
the stall was Prebendary of the Prebendal of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary of Lincoln.
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Arms of Martival: A cinque foil Sable, on a shield Azure.
2. John Mansel was the second Prebendary of S. Margaret. 

He was collated to the Stall 2 Cal. of July, 1295, and was suc 
ceeded by

3. Adam de Lunbergh, who died, possessed of same, in 1339.
4. Commenges, a cardinal of Rome, held it from the year 1339 

to 1343.
5. In the year 1366, John de Edrington exchanged it with 

Thomas de Aston.
7. John de Appleby held the stall in 1350.
8. Thomas Brightwill, Dean of Leicester College, died pos 

sessed of the Prebend of S. Margaret's in 1390, and was suc 
ceeded by Thomas Bennett, LL.D., 21st of November of that same 
year.

10. Richard Younge, LL.B., was installed July 18th, 1391. 
He was made Bishop of Bangor, which he held until the year 1405.

11. Thomas More was presented to the prebend by King Henry 
IV., June 23rd, 1399, and died 1421, being Dean of S. Paul's 
Cathedral, London, where he was buried without any inscription.

12. Thomas Barnesley "was collated 1421, upon the death of 
Dean More, and quitted it upon his being appointed Archdeacon of 
Leicester. He was also Dean of Stoke Clare, in the county 
of Suffolk, and died somewhere about 1424.

13. Reginald Kentwode was prebendary in 1437. He was 
Dean of S. Paul's, and died in 1441, when he was buried in S. 
Paul's, by the side of his predecessor, Dean More, without any 
monument.

14. John Walpool, died in May, 1445, possessed of the Prebend 
of S. Margaret's.

15. William Biconell succeeded in 1445, and held the Stall 
until 1447, when he was replaced by John Wardhall, LL.D, who 
was collated to the Stall November 7th, 1447.

17. Roger de Rotherham, Archdeacon of Rochester, was 
collated July 17th, 1472, and left it the same year, when John 
Blackball, M.A., succeeded, being installed November 17th, 1472.

In the year 1485 we find that Geoffrey Simeon resigned the 
Stall for the Chancellorship of Lincoln Cathedral (he was after 
wards Dean of Lincoln, and died at Colerne, in Wiltshire, on 
August 20th, 1508), and after this Simeon Stallwith was collated 
August llth, 1485.

In this same year Robert Morney accepted the prebendal Stall, 
and he was succeeded by John Cutler, who was collated March 
28th, 1492. He was treasurer of the Cathedral of Lincoln. He 
died 1508, and was buried in Lincoln Cathedral with this epitaph—

"Hie jacet Magister Johannes Cutler, nuper Thesaurarius 
istius ecclesie Cathedralis sancte Marie Lincoln, ac Prebendarius 
Prebende de Luda; qui quidem Johannes, obiit undecimo die 
Junii, A.D. 1508, cujus Anime propitietur Deus. Amen."
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28. Richard Dudley, M.A., succeeded March 80th, 1507, on 
Cutler's resignation. Henry Morgan, LL.D., was collated June 
7th, 1536, at the death of Richard Dudley. This Henry Morgan 
was preferred to the See of S. David, and was raised to the See 
the first year of Queen Mary, on the deprivation of Robert Ferrar, 
upon whom he pronounced sentence of death. On the accession 
of Queen Elizabeth he was in his turn deprived. Morgan was 
Principal of S. Edward's Hall, Oxford.

Thomas Todde held the prebendal Stall until April, 1559.
John Londe, LL.B., was installed April 30th, 1560, and was 

followed by
John Robinson, S.T.P., who was collated July 9th, 1581. He 

was Precentor of Lincoln Cathedral, August 15th, 1572, Arch 
deacon of Bedford, 1574, and died about the year 1598, and was 
buried at Somersham, in the county of Huntingdon, where he 
was rector.

George Eland, S.T.B., succeeded to the Stall, March 8th, 1603. 
He was Rector of Kettlethorpe, in the county of Lincoln, Arch 
deacon of Bedford, and Rector of Irthlingborough, Northampton 
shire, and Tempsford, Bedfordshire. He died 1631.

Richard Clayton, S.T.P., Master of S. John's College, Cam 
bridge, was collated to the prebend, January 22nd, 1605. He was 
also Dean of Peterborough, and died in June, 1612, and was buried 
in S. John's College Chapel, Cambridge, without any memorial. 
He was succeeded by

Thomas Turner, S.T.B., who was installed August 23rd, 1612. 
He was afterwards Dean of Canterbury.

John Walcot, A.M., Rector of Keyston, in the county of Hunt 
ingdon, was the next Prebendary of S. Margaret's, Leicester, and 
was collated July 26th, 1618. He died 1660.

Nathaniel Ward held the Stall from October 20th, 1660, until 
the year 1668, and when he died he was succeeded by

Edward Boteler, A.M., Rector of Wintringham, Lincolnshire, 
being installed October 12th, 1668. He died in 1670, and was 
followed by

Nicholas Stratford, S.T.P., collated April 7th, 1670. He was 
Bishop of Chester from 1689 to the year 1708.

John Gosling, A.M., was the next occupant of the Stall, and 
was inducted October 26th, 1689. He was minor Canon of 
Canterbury and S. Paul's Cathedrals, and Rector of All Saints', 
Hope, and Vicar of Littlebourn, in Kent. He died July 17th, 
1733.

Thomas Geary, M.A., was installed 1733, and was succeeded 
by Andrew Burnaby, M.A., in the year 1737. Mr. Burnaby was 
Prebendaiy of S. Margaret's, as well as vicar, was Rector of 
Asfordby, and was the father of Andrew Burnaby, Archdeacon of 
Leicester, and Vicar of Greenwich.
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The prebendal Stall of S. Margaret's was held next by Robert 
Burnaby, LL.B., younger brother of Andrew Burnaby, Archdeacon 
of Leicester. He died April 2nd, in the year 1807, when he was 
succeeded by the Rev. John Palmer, Rector of Clanaborough, 
Devonshire, and Vicar of South Benfleet, in the county of Essex, 
who died at Great Torrington, in Devonshire, in the year 1827, 
when he was succeeded by

Sir John Hobart Culme Seymour, Bart., M.A., Rector of 
Berkhampstead, S. Mary, Hertfordshire, Canon Residentiary of 
Gloucester Cathedral, and Chaplain in Ordinary to Her Majesty 
Queen Victoria, who is the present Prebendary of S. Margaret's, 
Leicester.

March BOth, 1868. 
THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.

After the transaction of business in Committee, the following 
gentlemen were elected members of the Society:—Jas. Sawyer, 
Esq., M.B., Queen's Hospital, Birmingham; and William Whet 
stone, Esq., of Leicester.

Mr. G. C. BELLAIES presented the Treasurer's account of the 
receipts and payments on behalf of the Society during the year 
1867, as follows :—

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS, 1867.
BECEIPTS.

1867. £. u. d. 
Jan. 1. Balance in hand .. 23 5 5 
Dec. 31. Subscriptions and

Arrears received during the
year .. .. .. 109 12 0

PAYMENTS.
1867. £. e. d. 
Messrs. Brookes and Vibert,

for Annual Volumes .. 33 8 6 
Grants to Publishing Com 

mittee for Transactions .. 34 0 0 
Messrs. Vice and Moon, for 

Printing, Stationery, and 
Gentlemen's Magazine .. 6 8 9 

Messrs. Crossley and Clarke, 
Printing, Delivery of Trans 
actions, &c. .. . 479 

Eent of Room, one year . 500 
Postages and Carriage . 2 17 0 
Hall-keeper .. .. . 076 
Bookbinding.. .. . 0 15 6 
Advertising .. .. . 1 17 3 
Grant to Expenses attending 

Excavations in Cherry 
Orchard, Leicester .. 10 0 0 

Part of Expenses at General 
Meeting at Kettering (re 
maining portion still un 
paid) .. .. . 4 15 6 

History of the Langtons . 200 
Collecting Subscriptions . 096 
Sundries .. .. . 083 
Balance in hand .. . 27 1 11

1868. .£132 17 5 *E138 17 5
Jan. 1. Balance in hand .. £27 1 11

Examined and Audited by me, 27th March, 1868.
(Signed) THOS. MEECEE.
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MR. NORTH presented and read the following 

REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1867.
THE Committee of the Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological Society ha» 
the honour of presenting to the members of that Society—in as brief a manner as 
possible—a report of its proceedings during the year 1867.

This may be done by first recording the various discoveries of antiquities within 
the county of Leicester, which have come under the cognizance of your Committee 
during that period.

First, in both time and importance, stands the extremely interesting and valuable 
discovery of Roman antiquities in the parish of Barrow-upon-Soar, in a field on the 
left of the road leading from that place to Sileby, the property of Messrs. John 
Bills and Sons. It was, when opening a new delf for limestone on the 22nd of 
January, 1867, and during a few days following that date, that the following anti 
quities were found:—Five glass vessels all containing human bones, the skeletons 
of five persons interred without cremation, two iron or bronze lamp stands, a large 
amphora, which from its size would be more properly designated a dolitun, fragments 
of an unguentarium or lachrymatory, portions of two vessels of Roman Pottery, and 
some bones of animals. The Roman glass vessels, which are of unusual rarity and 
value, may be thus described:—

1. A vessel of greenish glass hexagonal in shape like the one found in Oxford 
Street, Leicester, and exhibited at our January (1866) meeting, with one striated or 
reeded handle. The total height of this fine specimen is 10} inches, its diameter 
7J inches. The mouth of this vessel is covered with lead, fitting so perfectly that 
the bones are as dry as when first deposited.

2. The second vessel of glass is four-sided (the more usual form), 11} inches in 
height and 5J inches wide, with one striated handle. This was also sealed or capped 
with lead. The exterior of the bottom is ornamented with a geometrical pattern. 
This vessel was found, lying upon its side and broken, in a rude chest, just suffi 
ciently large to contain it, formed of pieces of limestone.

3. A vessel of the same material as those already described, is an irregular 
octagon in form. It is 11} inches in height, 8J inches wide at its greatest width, 
and 3} inches at its narrowest. It has two striated handles much bolder in design 
than the handles of the other vessels. It had no cover, so that earth and water were 
mingled with the bones—those of a young person—found within it. Through a 
piece of the skull is driven a small flat-headed nail about an inch long. This vessel 
is quite perfect, and from the description now given it will be seen that it is a very 
rare and beautiful specimen of Roman glass.

4 and 5 are four-sided glass vessels, of the same character as the one numbered 
2. One is capped with lead; both were much broken and imperfect when discovered.

Near to the vessel numbered 2 were found the two lamp-stands; they are attached 
to iron rods, the lengths of which are respectively 20 inches and 14 inches, and 
which can be folded by means of links placed in each rod at about 3} inches above 
the lamp. The rods had also hooks at the end for suspension. These lamp-stands 
were not found exactly over the chest, but so near as to lead to the inference that 
they were placed there when the interment was made.

Within a short distance from the relics already described was found the large 
dolium. It is about two feet in external diameter, two feet six inches in height, has 
the two usual handles at the neck, and would hold about fifteen gallons. This 
earthen vessel was filled with charred wood, much of which was decomposed, and 
ashes, and contained many iron nails—the remains, most probably of a funeral pyre 
of the Romans, in the use of which by some accident the ashes of the deceased 
were so mixed with those of the funeral pile that it was not possible to separate 
them, so all were collected and placed within the vessel -after the performance of 
their solemn funeral rites. The dolium had been crushed by the overlying earth, 
consequently, when the surrounding soil was removed, portions of the vessel fell 
out, but it has since been carefully restored. The neck is narrow like the vessels 
ordinarily used by the Romans as wine jars, of which this is undoubtedly a specimen.

Not many yards from this vessel was found a paved floor of rubble granite, from 
the Mouutsorrel Hills, about six feet by ten feet in size. Was this the ustrinum or 
foundation on which the funeral pile was raised?
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Three of the five skeletons already mentioned were found laid on the bare earth 
about two'feet from the surface, but with so much care that even the hands had not 
lost their original position. Two of them were bones of powerful men, the enamel 
on the teeth was bright and strong, but the bones fell to pieces on being raised. The 
other two skeletons were found in cists formed of Roman tiles and slabs of lime 
stone, the tiles being placed round the head and shoulders, with one over the face. 
A careful search was made for personal ornaments but none could be found, no un 
common thing in Roman interments. Large bones of the horse or the ox, and the 
tusks of other animals, were near at hand.

It should be mentioned that none of the remains were found at a greater depth 
than two feet below the natural level of the ground, and that where these antiquities 
were found there had clearly been an artificial mound, which does not now show 
(owing to agricultural operations) a greater elevation than two or three feet. Mr. 
Alfred Ellis, in his notes upon this discovery which are incorporated in this de 
scription, suggests that from this Barrow, the present village may derive its name.

Your Committee records with much satisfaction its high appreciation of the great 
care and attention bestowed upon the exhumation of these antiquities by Mr. Alfred 
Ellis, a member of this Society, who has since, in the name of Messrs. John Ellis 
and Sous, presented them (handsomely fitted in a glass case, for their better preser 
vation,) to the Town Museum of Leicester, where they are now placed—silent 
exponents as well of the domestic life and funeral ceremonies of the Roman con 
querors of Britain seventeen hundred years ago, as of their skill in the manufacture 
of glass. They form by far the most valuable portion of the goodly collection of 
Roman antiquities in our local Museum, which, by this munificent present, possesses 
both as to type and perfect preservation specimens of Roman glass found in Britain 
certainly not surpassed, if they are equalled, by any specimens in our local or 
national collections.*

The Anglo-Saxon Cemetery at Melton Mowbray has again during the past year 
yielded some antiquities of great interest. In May last a grave—if it could be called 
a grave without a human interment—was opened. It contained as just hinted no 
skeleton, but numerous Anglo-Saxon relics, which may be described thus:—A two- 
edged sword three feet three inches long, with a considerable portion of its wooden 
sheath still adhering to it. This is a longer sword than the one from the same 
Cemetery exhibited by Mr. North at the March (18UC) meeting of this Society. The 
urabo of a shield was found resting on the middle of the sword blade; two spear 
heads (the longest measuring two feet and a half, and which had a portion of the 
wood remaining in the socket) were lying to the right of the sword and parallel with 
it; a fragment of pottery with an indented pattern was found near the points of the 
spears. The most valuable relic, however, is the remains of an Anglo-Saxon bucket, 
a vessel not unfrequently found in graves of that period. The wood is, of course, 
decayed, but enough of the metal appurtenances remain to enable a tolerably correct 
notion to be formed'of its appearance when complete. The vessel was held together 
by six hoops or bands, the two upper of which are of bronze highly polished, one 
being beaded by turning the bronze over an iron wire, and is an inch and a half 
broad, the other plain and two inches broad. Towards the bottom of the bucket 
were the four other bands. These are of iron of a good moulded pattern three- 
quarters of an inch wide, and were placed about an inch and a half apart. Eight 
rivets of bronze of rather more than an inch in diameter served as ornaments in the 
woodwork between the bronze andiron bands. This vessel does not appear to have 
been carried by the usual semicircular handle, but by two stout iron rings nearly five 
inches in diameter, placed on either side of the vessel at its rim. These rings were 
strengthened by iron uprights, through which they passed, and which uprights were 
each fastened by three iron rivets, the heads of which were plated with bronze. It 
is not possible to give the exact size of this vessel, but its mean diameter as given 
by the bands would be one foot eight inches, and its capacity would consequently be 
from four to five gallons. The beautiful and exact manner in which the metal is 
worked is worthy of special notice, and exhibits in a marked manner the skill of the 
Anglo-Saxons in metallurgy. The Society is indebted to its associate, Mr. Wm. 
Johnson for an account of this interesting relic, and the Committee trusts Mr. Fetch, 
in whose possession this and the other antiquities found in the Melton Cemetery 
are now placed, will preserve them with jealous care, and eventually place them in a

* See careful drawings of these antiquities opposite pp. 123-5.
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position where the; can be inspected by students, archaeologists, and others in 
terested in matters illustrating, as these relics do so vividly, the past history of the 
country. The fact—if fact it be—nf the above-mentioned relics being found without 
any signs of human interment, is rare, but by no means unique, and may lead to the 
inference that they mark the position of a cenotaph to a Saxon warrior or chieftain 
slain in battle. It is, however, not improbable that the portion of pottery preserved 
may be part of a cinerary urn which was by some means disturbed, and its contents 
dispersed, or not noticed by the workmen employed in the works, in which case the 
dead was disposed of by cremation, which was used by the Saxons as well as simple 
inhumation.

Notwithstanding the sifting process to which the subsoil of Leicester has been 
exposed for many years past, in the numerous excavations constantly being made 
for sewerage and other purposes, your Committee have generally to report the rescue 
of some antiquities of interest from beneath the surface of the streets, or from under 
old buildings as they are removed to give place to new and more commodiuus 
structures. The past year forms no exception to this rule. At the bi-monthly 
meetings of the Society you have seen Roman remains—chiefly personal ornaments 
—found five feet below the surface in the Friars; Roman pottery found six feet below 
the surface in the Belgrave Gate; Anglo-Saxon antiquities have been represented 
by a very singular personal ornament of bone found in the Highcross Street, shown 
at our May meeting, and the mediaeval period has been well brought before us by a 
massive gold ring of great value and beauty found in Leicester, and by pottery found 
in Slater Street, Frog Island, and in S. Nicholas Street.

An interesting discovery of Roman remains was made in S. Nicholas Street, 
Leicester, in November last. During excavations at the north-east corner of that 
street abutting upon the High Cross, the workmen came upon portions of two 
Roman columns standing upon a plinth at a depth of between fourteen and fifteen 
feet from the present surface. The plinth of wrought stone one foot thick, rested 
upon a rubble wall or foundation. The two columns with their bases complete stood 
(measuring from the centre of each) 10 feet 10} inches apart. They were each 
1 foot 11 inches in diameter. The height of the portion of one was, including the 
base, 4 feet 4 inches, the height of the other, also including the base and a portion 
of the column found at its side and replaced, 6 feet 2| inches. These remains were 
carefully preserved by the owner of the soil, Mr. Bailey, and have been since pre 
sented by him to the Town Museum, in the grounds of which building they are now 
placed. It should be mentioned that in the year 1861 remains of other columns 
were found in the same locality; one column being discovered in a direct line with 
those now under notice, and so leading to the inference that a Roman building of 
some magnitude formerly occupied the site.

The field known as the Danett's Hall Cherry Orchard, bounded by the Fosse 
Way and King Richard's Road, having recently been sold for building purposes, the 
proprietor (reserving to himself the ownership of all antiquities found under the 
surface) kindly gave permission to your Committee to make such excavations as 
they might think desirable with a view to ascertain the extent of the Roman pave 
ments known to exist there. Before recording how this permission has been acted 
upon, it may be well to note a few particulars as to previous operations towards 
obtaining a similar result.

It is without doubt remembered by most of the members of this Society, that 
Nichols, in his History of Leicester, records, in an extract from the Gentleman's 
Magazine, the discovery, in or about the year 1783, of a Roman pavement in the 
field just referred to, and gives a drawing of the portion then uncovered. Nothing 
more appears to have been done towards obtaining more information respecting 
these pavements until the year 1850. On the llth October in that year the Archteo- 
logical Section of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society uncovered (by 
permission of Dr. Noble, the then owner) a small portion of the pavements, and 
obtained a grant of money from the funds of the Society to meet subscriptions, 
which it was thought would be forthcoming from the public, in order to enable them 
to remove the pavement so uncovered to the Town Museum. The anticipation that 
the public would assist in so desirable an object not being realized, the proposed 
removal of the pavement was for a time abandoned. In November, 1851, however, 
the excavations were resumed by the Literary and Philosophical Society with marked 
success. Five tessellated pavements—distinct from the one figured by Nichols— 
and a small stone pillar were discovered. Specimens of these pavements were re-
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moved with great care and considerable cost to the Town Museum, where they can 
now be seen. A plan of the ground showing the position of the pavements, and the 
directions of the excavations, very carefully drawn by the late Mr. T. L. Walker, 
was also framed and preserved for guidance in future operations.

Such being the energetic and praiseworthy course pursued by the Leicester 
literary and Philosophical Society—involving, as it did, much labour upon the 
gentlemen forming its Archaeological Section, and a very considerable dram upon 
its funds—the first step taken by your Committee, upon receiving permission to 
continue the excavations at the Cherry Orchard, was to communicate the fact to the 
Council of that Society, and to solicit its co-operation in the matter. As was fully 
anticipated, the solicitation was met in a most courteous and friendly manner, and 
a joint committee, consisting of gentlemen from each Society, was formed, and equal 
grants of money from each Society were made for meeting necessary expenses. The 
work proposed to be done by this joint committee was the removal to the Town 
Museum of certain portions of the pavements already discovered, and marked upon 
the plan, and the carrying on of the excavations with the hope of discovering further 
remains. How far this work has been accomplished, and this hope realized, is shown 
by the following report of the joint committee, dated December 9, 1867:—

" The Joint Committee appointed by the Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeo 
logical Society and the Leicester Literary Society, for the purpose of examining the 
Roman remains left in the Cherry Orchard, with the view of removing any portions 
thereof which might be found worthy of preservation, beg to present the following 
report:—

" The whole of the remains have been uncovered which were left in situ in 1851, 
when the portions now in the museum were removed. The Committee hoped to be 
able to recommend the removal of those parts marked in the plan A and C, and that 
portion of H marked K, as those were considered likely to prove the best specimens; 
but they regret to state that upon examination nearly the whole of these portions 
had been more or less destroyed.

" In the hope of finding traces of pavement, hypocausts, or other remains, the 
Committee had trenches dug in various directions, as shown by the letters Y in the 
plan. They regret that these further researches have proved equally unavailing."

The Committee next proceeds to report upon the state of its finances, and con 
cludes by saying, " As the new streets are now in the course of formation, the Com 
mittee recommend the appointment of some competent person to watch for any 
object of interest which may be discovered."

The bi-monthly meetings have fairly sustained their interest during the past 
year; the Committee urges upon gentlemen possessing articles of rarity or value 
the desirability of exhibiting them for the benefit and pleasure of their fellow 
associates. Every thing tending in any way to illustrate history, domestic manners, 
the state of the arts and manufactures, will almost always find an admirer and a 
student at the bi-monthly meetings, who will not only derive pleasure from the 
inspection of the object so brought before him, but whose interest will, in conse 
quence, be strengthened in the Society, and so its prosperity be ensured and its 
usefulness extended.

The annual summer meeting was, last year, as heretofore, a marked feature in 
the Society's proceedings. It was held at Kettering under the auspices of the 
Northamptonshire Society, and in conjunction with that and the Bedfordshire 
Society. The Museum was a storehouse of relics, curiosities, and works of art, 
many of them of great local interest and value—suggestive of marked epochs in our 
natural history, and of the progress and development of the arts and manufactures. 
The Papers read were, at the mid-day meeting, " An Antiquarian Bishop of Peter 
borough," by the Rev. W. L. Collins; during the first day's excursion," The Triangular 
Lodge at Rushton," by the Rev. H. Ward; and at the public evening meeting, 
"Kettering," by the Rev. H. Lindsay, and " JEsthetics" by the Rev. G. A. Poole. 
As these Papers will appear in this year's volume of the Associated Societies, it is 
not necessary here to dilate upon the information they contained, it is simply the 
duty of your Committee to ask for them the careful attention their high merit and 
local interest so strongly claim and so richly deserve. The excursion brought those 
members of this Society who attended the Kettering Congress into contact with 
some of the finest of the magnificent village churches of Northamptonshire—Burton 
Latimer, Finedon, Irthlingborough, Higham Ferrers, Stanwick, Raunds, Ringshead, 
Woodford, and the two churches of Cranford—an architectural and ecclesiological
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feast which few counties could give in a single day's excursion among their village 
churches.

The Publications of the Society have, as in years past, been placed in your hands, 
and your Committee has again to acknowledge its obligation and yours to the 
gentlemen who have edited the letterpress, and added so much to the interest of the 
various Papers by the several beautiful and faithful illustrations.

The work of Church Restoration in the county of Leicester did not slacken during 
the year lately closed. It would be impossible to note (without extending this 
report to a great length), even in a brief manner, the many works commenced, ad 
vanced, or completed within that period. Your Committee will record with some 
detail the restoration of one village church, the restoration or rebuilding of a town 
church, and the erection of a new church.

WARTNABY CHURCH.

At Wartnaby the chancel to the Church has been nearly rebuilt, and the remainder 
of the edifice, it is expected, will be restored after the winter. The exterior of the 
new part is simple, but the crosses and other features promise something good to 
be seen within. The chief interior feature in the new work is an early English 
triplet of lancet windows at the east end, the shafts, mouldings, rear-arch, and 
general arrangements of which show highly cultivated taste. The new chancel arch 
is Decorated—this period seems suggested by a small side window of that date still 
remaining in the chancel; the arch is of a bold character, harmonizing with the 
nave. The date of the church appears to be about 1200. It has a nave, and one 
aisle on the south side, which is little more than six feet in width. The arcade 
between nave and aisle comprises three bays; the arches are semicircular, and are 
supported by circular piers with massive moulded bases, and carved semi-Norman 
octagonal capitals. There is an original doorway at the south, and one in the 
opposite wall, and a rude Norman window at the west end of the aisle with square 
head, and a tympanum enclosed by a semicircular label. At the west is a tower of 
corresponding date, with archway opening into the church, an open double belfry, 
and a double gable head which has had crosses. The font is cylindrical and equally 
old. The antiquary would be interested in visiting this modest and retired church, 
with the decoration of the arches, which seems coeval with the building. Besides 
other devices, the zigzag and saw patterns and a stalky vegetable are conspicuous. 
The church will be a very pleasing feature in the rural village in which it is situated. 
It is inferred from the progress already made that the work will be well concluded. 
The benefactor and architect are respectively Mr. H. C. Bingham, of Wartnaby Hall, 
and Mr. W. Gillett, Waltham.

S. MARTIN'S CHURCH, LEICESTER.

Very considerable progress has been made in the rebuilding of this fine church 
since it was last noticed in a former report of your Committee;—indeed, now, after 
being for a period of twenty-one years, with intervals of rest, in the hands of the 
architect (Mr. Brandon), the main fabric may be said to be completed, leaving only 
minor works to be undertaken as time and money will permit. The great works 
completed during the past year were the erection of the spire, the construction of 
the new nave roof, and the placing a second roof or shell over the chancel. The spire, 
being a broach, is of course in the Early English style, and so corresponds with the 
tower upon which it is placed. There has probably been no portion of a building 
erected in modern times in Leicester which has called forth more criticism than the 
spire of S. Martin's Church. This is no doubt owing to various causes—its central 
situation, the kindly interest felt in its re-erection, and the boldness displayed by 
the architect in the design being prominent ones. This criticism, too, has heen 
to some extent hostile to the architect and his work, but your Committee venture to 
express the opinion that the spire reflects great credit upon that gentleman for 
producing what they consider the finest steeple in Leicester, and upon the building 
committee for sanctioning the adoption of Mr. Brandon's plan. A broach spire of 
that magnitude, like many a goodly picture, requires the eye to become accustomed 
to it for some time before its merits are detected, or even its more apparent beauties
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recognized. It is doubtful whether heightening the spire above its present altitude 
would not have taken away much true character. As seen from most points it shows 
remarkably well, but from some points it stands out as-a masterpiece of architectural 
beauty and good taste. Perhaps the general effect would have been improved had 
the eave line of the spire and the cornice of the tower been a little bolder; and it is 
possible that had the angles of the spire been marked with a roll, as at Ketton, an 
improvement would have been gained, but owing to its great size it is by no means 
certain that such would have been the case. The old nave roof was a debased one 
and a great eye sore. It was so depressed that when the west window was restored 
some years ago it was found necessary to lift up the roof at that end of the church 
in order to keep it clear of the head of the new window. It was therefore to be ex 
pected that the parishioners, and those interested in the rebuilding of the church, 
would, at as early a period as possible, replace this roof by one of a better character 
and more in keeping with the other portions of the fabric. In doing this two objects 
had to be borne in mind—the strong and absolute necessity of a high pitch ex 
ternally, in order to carry the eye somewhat from the central portion of the tower, 
which otherwise, from its plainness, would look somewhat denuded and dispro- 
portioned, and the exercise of great care internally in the preservation of the 
hitherto excellent acoustics of the church, which from the peculiar form of the 
building might be seriously damaged in any alteration. How far these objects have 
been attained is now apparent. The immense improvement externally would, it is 
thought, have been even greater had the nave roof been carried six or eight feet 
higher, and internally the good qualities of the building, as to sound, have been 
preserved. The new roof is of red pine, and, like the west window and the clerestory, 
is Perpendicular in character. It belongs to a class of roofs (more prevalent in 
Norfolk and Suffolk than in this locality) known as the hammer beam. It possesses 
considerable merit in an artistic point of view, being richly ornamented. The wall 
plate or frieze is ornately pierced and very effective. The space between the hammer 
brace and the pendant post is plain, not being even pierced, but at the end of each 
hammer beam is placed a demi-angel bearing a shield, upon which appears an em 
blem of the passion or other sacred device. These figures, as well as the whole of 
the carved work, are beautifully executed, and reflect the greatest credit upon the 
artist employed. The roof is not open to the apex, but panelling is introduced 
apparently about the line of the collar brace. Some may wish the roof had been 
open to the ridge beam, and so have shown its full height internally as well as ex 
ternally, but the arrangement here pointed out is probably a judicious one, as tending 
to prevent the acoustics of the building—as before mentioned—being damaged. The 
gain externally by the placing a high pitched shell over the chancel roof is very 
apparent.

S. MATTHEW'S CHURCH, LEICESTER.

This church (from the designs of Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A.,) is built in the Early 
English style, of Mountsorrel granite, with brick and freestone dressings. The 
plan shows a nave with side aisles, and a chancel with north and south chapels. 
The former of these is used for children; the latter, which is used as a vestry, is 
also the ground storey of the tower and spire, which Mr. Scott's design contemplates 
before the fabric is complete. The aisles are divided from the nave by arcades of 
six arches on each side, supported alternately by cylindrical stone columns, and 
clustered columns composed of brick, surrounded by stone shafts; the arches above 
are of stone and moulded red brick. The roofs are of stained deal; that of the nave 
being very high pitched and open timbered, and those of the side aisles having tie 
beams carrying king posts. The plaster shown between the timber is richly stencil 
led from designs furnished by the architect. The roof of the chancel is also high 
pitched, of stained deal, and panelled. The windows throughout the church are 
Early English in character, and though devoid of ornament, produce a good effect 
by the harmony of their proportions: Externally, as well as internally, the fabric is 
very striking, the beauty of the^n^portions being enhanced by the chaste colour of 
the granite, well sustained by the brick and stone dressings; the pointing, too, is 
well chosen, as to colour to add its share to the good effect.

In conclusion your Committee (whilst lamenting the loss of several friends by 
death) congratulate the members upon the continued prosperity of the Society.
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RESOLVED : That the Treasurer's audited accounts and the 
Report of the Committee be adopted, with the best thanks of the 
Society to Mr. North, for preparing the latter document.

MB. DKAKE, architect, Leicester, exhibited a perspective draw 
ing of a new Dissenting place of worship about being erected in 
Braunstone Gate, Leicester. It will be a commodious structure, 
in the Gothic style of architecture, capable of seating six hundred 
persons. There will be a tower and spire one hundred feet in 
height. No ground plan was produced.

The following antiquities, &c., were exhibited:—
By THE REV. J. H. HILL : A copy of Littleton's Tenures, 

dated 1600, in vellum binding.
By ME. JOHN HUNT : A small spear head, found at Thurnby 

Court, five feet below the surface, and a tusk of the mammoth, 
found in the bed of the River Soar, near to Barrow. Mr. Drake 
described this tusk as being very fine, and much more fossilized 
than those found sometime ago in the Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

By ME. WEATHEEHEAD : A Denarius (silver) of Maximinus 
who was born A.D. 173, and murdered A.D. 238; a bronze coin of 
Licinius the elder, who was born A.D. 263, and strangled A.D. 323 ; 
both these Roman coins were recently found in Saint Nicholas 
Street, Leicester, and were in fair preservation.

By ME. G. H. NEVINSON: A bronze lady's spur (probably a 
manufacture of the early part of the last century) found in South- 
gate Street, Leicester, and a small clay tobacco pipe (temp. James 
I.), of the type sometimes called " fairy pipes," picked up by him 
in " Mortimer's Hole," Nottingham Castle.

By MAJOE KNIGHT, of Glen Parva Manor: A pair of wooden 
nutcrackers of curious construction, bearing the following initials 
of Alien Gregory and date marked with gold pins inserted in the 
wood—" A.G., 1681;" also a pair of wooden walnut crackers of 
singular contrivance. Wooden nutcrackers are sometimes met 
with elaborately carved. In the Loan Exhibition, 1862, was 
shown a pair in boxwood (German or Flemish work) on the upper 
portion of which appeared a pilgrim holding his hat for alms.

By THE REV. W. H. MAEEIOTT : A manuscript book belonging 
to the parish of Thrussington, in this county, endorsed " Mr. 
Thomas Haynes, anuity given 1625." The contents were a copy 
of the deed under which the parish derives an annual gift from 
Mr. Haynes, followed by statements of accounts extending from 
the date of the gift to the present year, showing the annual receipt 
and expenditure of the charity. Mr. Marriott further produced a 
copy of Mr. Haynes' will, and read the paragraph by virtue of 
which the town of Leicester became possessed of many of the 
valuable and curious works now preserved in the Town Library— 
the room in which the present meeting was held.
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By ME. WM. JOHNSON : A ring-dial, about one inch in diameter, 
found in digging for foundations at Market Overton. This not 
being a perfect specimen, Mr. Johnson produced another fine 
specimen of these curious little forerunners of the pocket watch. 
The samples shown were probably of the early part of the seven 
teenth century, a period when the hour-glass and the sun-dial told 
the passing time in most houses, and these ring-dials were carried 
in many pockets. They sometimes bore appropriate mottos or 
poesies, so that as an old author says, "They who came to enquire 
about time went away thinking of eternity." Mr. Johnson further 
laid upon the table a series of very fine engravings upon copper, 
by H. Goltzius, the first in the series (figures of saints) bearing 
his name with the date, Ao. 1589, the others his initials; also a 
book of French engravings of saints, dated 1660.

By CAPTAIN WHITBY : A very interesting German prize glass 
shooting cup, the property of Mrs. Russell, of the Market Place, 
Leicester, who is descended from the Cecil family. The cup bears 
the following inscription in German characters: @Cf)OttiaB GCectll,
Cttglett Her erste ftont'g in staBtel SrtjonltnBa, 1734, intimating 
that Thomas Cecil, Englishman, was the best shot in the small 
town of Scholinda, 1734. Upon the cup also appears a pictorial 
description of the event. A large inn is represented, outside of 
which a person is seated, holding the prize cup in his hand; near 
are five persons, that is, four unsuccessful candidates for the prize, 
and the fifth the victorious Englishman, who has just sent an 
arrow from a cross-bow into the bird whilst on the wing, and so 
has won the prize.

It was announced that the Annual Summer Meeting of the 
Society will be held this year at Kegworth.

May 25th, 1868.

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.
ME. GEOKGE SMITH, of Coalville, was elected a member. 
ME. WING (Melton Mowbray) contributed the following paper 

upon
BUCKMINSTER CHURCH.

As Leicestershire scarcely possesses a church presenting a 
greater puzzle and more curiosities than that of S. John Baptist, 
at Buckminster, a few remarks upon that interesting fabric may be 
acceptable. The history of it records its patronage to have passed 
in succession into the hands of Sir Adam de Bugeminster, 
the Knights Hospitallers, the Convent of Kirby Belers, and the 
Earls and Dukes of Devonshire. The edifice, at present, com-
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prises nave, north and south aisles, south porch, chancel with 
north and south chapels, and steeple in the very unusual position 
between south aisle and chapel. There is but little to charm in 
the architecture, which is such a combination of Debased with 
small portions of good—one might fancy that sometime the steeple 
fell and almost demolished the church, and that the debased work 
is the patching up again. If we except the pillars, which appear 
to be thirteenth century work, there is but little that is earlier 
than the latter half of the fourteenth century. Two or three of 
the clerestory windows on one side are good Decorated, and all the 
rest of them Debased. A good lancet cusped appears here and 
there. The north aisle west window is late Decorated with the 
foliated tracery; the nave west window aims at the same kind of 
tracery, but it appears to be a later insertion, and it has a wretched 
window above it. The eastern windows, which profess to be 
Perpendicular, are not very satisfactory. The steeple is built 
upon square piers with plinths and imposts, having three semi 
circular arches resting upon them, and on its south side is a 
superior Perpendicular, or Transitional, window; in the next stage 
is a lancet equally well executed, but the belfry and broach spire 
are Debased and crude. The porch is rather good; it has in the 
front three niches with carved canopies ; the arch is a four-centre 
somewhat stilted; and the stoup pillar has the four-leaf worked 
upon it—this part may be dated late fourteenth century. As we 
enter, there is before us the old font of pleasing fourteenth century 
design, with its octagonal form preaching regeneration. Not far 
from this is a mediaeval poor-box; which carries us back to times 
when mendicancy and eleemosynary help with its vagabond abuses 
was the antecedent of our national legislative charity. Further on 
is the parish chest (or trunk), whose rounded top and antique iron 
work have covered and secured for many an age the parochial 
documents and valuables. Above it on the wall there hangs a 
quasi hatchment, which may possess some interest for the artist or 
antiquary; it is a panel which has been fixed diamond-wise in 
some woodwork. The painting is good, and on oak; it gives re 
spectively on the dexter and sinister sides the arms of the wedded 
pair, with the crest heading a fame perpetuating legend written 
down the centre—which shows the fashion of such things in the 
Jacobean period. In the staircase to the tower, which commences 
in the north-east pier, we have indication that, however debased 
and late the upper part of the steeple, the piers at least are older 
than the fifteenth century, because earlier than the erection of the 
roodloft: these stairs did commence from the ground; but after 
wards provision was made to pass to them from the rood stairs, 
which supersede the lower ones of the steeple. A curious turret 
in the interior of the church, c. 1450, includes the stairs to the 
rood, and remains with its newel staircase complete: it is octagonal,
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and is elegantly panelled; it comprises two stages, the upper one 
is engrailed with the Tuder leaf; on the north side is the entrance 
door, and on the west, in the upper compartment, are the remains 
of a niche, which, with its image, has been an ornate object. The 
sedilia, &c., have been under very conservative keeping, for they 
are so plastered up as to leave only the outline visible; they are 
graduated, and the seat for the priest is much larger than those 
for the deacon and - sub-deacon; the piscina recess is square, and 
has over it two pointed recesses with fenestellse cusped and 
moulded. On the north side of the chancel is the sepulchral arch 
of the founder's tomb; this also shrinks from observation, and 
seems to play at hide-and-seek, having its hood-moulding chopped 
away, and the plastering done most carefully to bring all to the 
plane of the wall to conceal it. A judicious restoration of this 
church is well merited. The pews—cells rather—are some of 
them much worn, and others replaced by benches that, according 
to present taste, are scarcely ecclesiastical. At the west, remains 
the usual gallery—for rustic grandeur oft admired—where serpent 
John and bassoon Anthony, with a troop of nimble fingered 
clarionet and bow-men, we may suppose, have had many a noisy 
contest of astonishing harmony. And wliat is to be said of that 
large enclosure ? We may divine that a party ensconced them 
selves there, because the assault on the ear had been rather too 

. violent; for there is what would be called a family pew—not 
curtained as the usual manner was, but, better still, parclosed with 
good oak, or fortified wooden walls, high enough to conceal from 
the eyes of the vulgar its occupants even when standing, as well 
as sufficiently so to afford the protection to the ear. It is of parlour 
size and aspect; . unfortunately it is not superbly habitable at 
present, its cushions being in seedy dishabille, its stove certainly 
out of order, and its very appropriate fire-screen stands there as a 
picturesque ruin. But such bygone glories are comparatively 
modern, and our business is rather with things of more ancient 
association. Low beneath the east window is to be seen an arch 
way, which is now built up, but would formerly give access to some 
compartment beneath the high altar. And the original string 
course at the base of the east window on the outside runs up to an 
angle or ridge, indicating that an outer crypt of some sort has 
existed; whether these would severally be" mortuary chapel and 
charnel, or what, is matter for speculation and research. This 
church is situated on some of the highest ground in Leicestershire, 
to which circumstance we are indebted for another interesting relic 
of olden life. Here the beacon-flame has blazed, to the terror of 
the defenceless, and to evoke the mail-clad warrior's thirst for 
exploit. Near the base of the spire, on its north-west face, is 
standing the pillar, on the top of which would be placed the fire- 
pot ; the door of access to it, now walled up, may be seen by any
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one who is not afraid of encounter with an army of jackdaws, and 
is expert in climbing. To a paper by our esteemed Honorary 
Secretary, Mr. North, I owe the following extract from the Melton 
Town Warden's accounts:—" The xiii Janeuarye 1596(7) paid to 
Andrew Lasye woh is towards the makinge of a becon at bucmester 
the some of—vs." This perhaps shadows the date of the debased 
part of the steeple, whether the catastrophe we have surmised 
occurred or not. And it is fitting to quote it here, as an authentic 
record helpful in recalling the past, and imparting thereby a more 
palpable sense of the alarm diffused, when the Pope's evil angels 
in the Spanish Armada, or any other merciless foe, threatened 
descent upon our country.

ME. JAMES THOMPSON (Local Secretary for the Society of 
Antiquaries for Leicestershire) read the following account of a 
recent visit to

SILC HESTER.
JUST within the northern boundary of Hampshire, about ten 
miles south of Reading, may be still seen, enclosed within the 
fragments of an ancient wall, the site formerly occupied by a Roman 
British city. Its extent is computed to be between eighty and a 
hundred acres. It has been known to antiquaries during the last 
two or three centuries that traces of buildings, public and private, 
were visible during the growth of corn-crops; though not a vestige 
of any edifice was to be seen above the surface of the soil. In a 
Description of England and Wales published in 1769, and evidently 
compiled with great care, but anonymous, I find the following 
statements:—"The streets of this ancient city were regular, and 
intersected each other at equal distances, the one point running 
from east to west, and the other extending from north to south, as 
evidently appears from examining the corn growing in the fields, 
especially before harvest, when you may trace, not only the streets, 
but even the foundations of many of the houses, some of which 
were so large that many of the rooms were thirty-three feet in 
length, and twenty-eight in breadth. The reason why the buildings 
are so easily distinguished from the streets, by the growing corn, 
is doubtless owing to the latter being formed of a binding gravel, 
or clay and gravel mixed, which burns up the corn; while the land 
where the buildings stood is a fine black mould, intermixed with 
the burnt rubbish of those structures; for, that they were actually 
burnt, evidently appears from the great quantity of ashes, and 
even charcoal, still dug up, while no timber is to be found, nor any 
wood in a rotten state." The writer proceeds to say, " The 
materials usually dug up from the ruins are Roman pavements, 
Roman tiles, pieces of coarse marble, pieces of round freestone 
pillars, square freestones, fluted at the edges, and some of them 
very large; pieces of statues, but none entire, pieces of leaden
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pipes, keys, thimbles, swords, and daggers, stonemasons' tools, 
pieces of saws, small bells, necklaces of blue beads on links of 
brass wire, pieces of copper vessels ornamented, ivory and copper 
bodkins; pieces of the heads and bones .of various animals, parts 
of the human skull, with the teeth large and almost entire. Roman 
coins are found here in abundance, of gold, silver, copper, and 
Corinthian brass; some cased with silver, and others only gilt: 
some of them consular, and the rest are most of the Emperors and 
Empresses, from Augustus down to Maximus, in or near whose 
reign it was probably destroyed; for though a great number of 
coins are found of almost all the Emperors and Empresses (except 
Otho), yet not one has been found of any Roman monarch since 
Maximus, nor any Saxon or Danish coins at all, which there pro 
bably would have been had the city subsisted after his time. 
We must observe, that Mr. Stair [of Aldermaston in Bucks] 
has now in his possession above two thousand coins in gold, 
silver, copper, and brass, which have been dug up here, on most 
of which the inscriptions are entire, though ,the reverses are 
different."

Such is the description of the state of Silchester a hundred 
years ago.

Within the last few years excavations have been undertaken for 
the purpose of still further laying bare the remains of this interest 
ing site. The property belongs to the Duke of Wellington, whose 
mansion stands only a few miles distant. Happily for Archaeology, 
his Grace takes a deep interest in the discoveries made from time 
to time in this locality, and under his auspices the recent researches 
have been conducted. They are carried on under the sole super 
intendence of the Rev. J. G. Joyce, the rector of Strathfieldsaye, 
a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, and the Local Secretary of 
that Society in Hampshire. By the courteous invitation of Sir 
Henry Dryden, I had the pleasure of visiting Silchester during the 
last fortnight, and the advantage of explanations on the spot by 
Mr. Joyce, who has written a diary containing the completest 
account of all the discoveries made on any spot, which I ever re 
member to have seen or heard of. With that gentleman's assistance,. 
I was enabled to learn, to some extent, what have been the pro 
gress and results of the excavations. They may be thus briefly 
epitomized:—

Very near the point of intersection of the two streets passing 
through the encampment, have been exposed to view the foundation 
walls of the former basilica of the city. In this edifice, which was 
constructed on a most extensive scale, the judges of ancient days 
sat to hear causes, and administer justice. At one extremity, the 
apsidal termination remains, where the officers of justice were 
usually seated. In front of the tribunal, where a bench or table of 
stone once stood, the iron stanchions still remain, to which the 

BB VOL. in.
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precious stone forming the covering in front was attached. Near 
to the basilica was a row of rooms, evidently intended for public 
purposes, two of them having apsidal ends, in which the seat of 
the presiding official was placed.

At some distance from the basilica, the foundation-walls of two 
large houses are open to view. They consist of large court-yards, 
round which were the rooms and other offices of the buildings. 
Within their limits, hypocausts, on a plan different to what I have 
ever seen, have been met with. Workmen are also now removing 
the earth from a building of which the purpose is not yet per 
ceived. Throughout, the edifices seem to have been much larger 
than those of Wroxeter. Tesselated pavements have been taken 
up and removed, and a large number of articles discovered, which 
have been preserved by the Duke of Wellington and Mr. Joyce. 
The latter has compiled a list of coins found here in the reigns of 
the different Emperors, with the number of each Emperor's coins 
collected.

Near one angle of the walls, the amphitheatre is still visible, 
and impresses the spectator by its size and proportions. The walls 
are composed of flint, with bonding-stones in courses, and in parts 
of the circuit the ditch is very wide and deep. The wall was at 
least twenty feet high and six feet thick, and there were gates in 
the directions of the cardinal points : the outline of the walls was, 
nevertheless, not rectangular (as is often the case with Roman en 
campments) but polygonal.

Great pains are being taken to complete the map of the dis 
coveries; Sir Henry Dryden and Mr. Joyce both working at the 
object; so that at some future time, it is hoped, the general and 
complete plan of the city may be obtained.

July <XIih, 1868. 
THE KEY. J. H. HILL in the chair.

The Kev. Abraham Hill, incumbent of S. George's Leicester, 
was elected a member.

ME. NORTH reported that arrangements were being made bv 
which it is hoped the General Summer Meeting will be held at 
Kegworth during the last week in August.

The following antiquities, &c., were exhibited.
By MB. JOHNSON, Saddington.—The Book of Psalms, by Stern- 

hold and Hopkins, 1648, bound in white satin embroidered with 
silver thread. A small vessel from the Anglo-Saxon cemetery at 
Melton Mowbray.

By the REV. J. H. HILL.—Design for the east window in the 
chancel of Welham Church, and drawing for stained glass for the 
same window, by Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, to be presented by 
W. W. Tailby, Esq.
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By the KEY. W. H. MAEKIOTT.—" The Eosarie of Our Ladie, 
otherwise called Our Ladie's Psalter. Antverpice, apud Joannem 
Keerbergium, anno MDC." Also, "The Saints' Legacies, or a 
Collection of certain Promises out of the Word of God, by Anne 
Phoenix. London, 1633."

A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed the meeting.

GENERAL MEETING AT KEGWORTH.

26th and 27 th August, 1868.

Wednesday, 26th Augmt, 1868.

At 11.30 there was an assemblage in the Mechanics' Institute. 
At 11.50 Litany was said in the PARISH CHURCH by the Rev. 
Joseph Clarke, M.A.,Rector, afterwhich ME. M. H.Bi,oxAM,F.S.A., 
pointed out the architectural features of the fabric. He said in 
the reign of the three first Edwards, from 1300 to 1400, which 
was an age of great Church restoration, no less than nine-tenths of 
the churches in Leicestershire were either entirely, or in a great 
measure rebuilt. The church in which they were assembled was 
one of those fine handsome churches which they owed to the piety 
of their ancestors. It showed traces of an earlier building. The 
lower stages of the tower were evidently erected in the thirteenth 
century, probably during the reign of Henry the Third, and 
it was raised and the buttresses were added to it when 
the rest of the church was rebuilt in the fourteenth century, 
at which period the whole of the church appeared to have 
been rebuilt, with the exception of the lower portion of the tower. 
The arches all gave indication of its having been erected in the 
first style of the age. They had the pointed arches which divided 
the nave from the aisles, with beautifully moulded piers, the 
sections of which formed a quatrefoil. Whether there was any 
porch to the north aisle he could hardly state, but it seemed that 
it was intended that there should be one. There was a plain porch 
on the south aisle. On looking at the body of the church they 
found it not only a parish church, with tower, nave, aisles, and 
chancel, but it was also a transeptal church. There were two 
transepts, one on the north and the other on the south side, and it 
was evident that in these transepts there were formerly three 
chapels, whether endowed as chantries or not he was not able to 
say. The chapels were divided from the rest of the work by a 
screen. He would speak of the screen work when he descanted 
upon Lutterworth Church in the evening, as many of his remarks
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upon that church would apply to this. There appeared to have 
been in the south transept two chapels, one of them with a niche 
over it, in which there was formerly placed an image of stone. In 
the east window were some exceedingly fine fragments of painted 
glass of the fourteenth century. These were interesting to study. 
There was no superfluity of colour; the figures were treated in 
simply white and yellow. The fourteenth century glass was 
different in colour, tone, and composition to that of the preceding 
and succeeding centuries, and they might always connect the pro 
gress of painted glass with the progress of architecture, for as the 
one progressed or retrograded so did the other. In the chancel 
they had the stone seats on the south side. There were generally 
in this position seats for three persons, the priest, deacon, and sub- 
deacon. After the performance of the Eucharistic rite, the most 
solemn rite of the church, the priests retired to these seats during 
a certain portion of the service. Allusion was made in a manu 
script missal of the fourteenth centujy to the period of the service 
when the priests retired to these seats. Beyond these there was 
in a niche in the wall a basin with a drain that was formerly used 
by the priest for the purpose of washing his hands before the con 
secration of the mystical elements, and also after the ablution of 
the chalice had taken place. Perhaps the earliest notice of these 
basins as fixtures in any chancel was in the twelfth century. The 
chalice was also rinsed and the water thrown into this aquarium or 
piscina. In some churches they found a double piscina, and this 
was explained by an eminent authority, who said that into one was 
poured the water of the ablution, and into the other the rinsing of 
the chalice &c. There was also a small aumbry or cupboard in 
the wall on the south side of the altar, which was rather an un 
usual position, as they were generally on the north side. In it was 
a stone shelf, on which was originally kept the sacramental vessels 
for the altar. He was very glad to see the way in which the church 
had been restored. It had been restored—especially the sittings 
and fittings of the chancel—with a due regard to the architecture 
of the church, and it could hardly have been done better. On the 
north side of the chancel was formerly an habitable chamber, 
above the room or vestry below, in which an anchorite dwelt. 
From the fourteenth century down to the period of the Reformation, 
they found accounts of anchorites dwelling in chambers annexed 
to churches. Bishop Lacy, of Exeter, in his Pontifical, which 
was written in the fourteenth century, provided the full service 
for the seclusion of anchorites in those chambers. There was a 
small aperture through which he could look down upon the altar 
during the performance of the Eucharistic rite and see the elevation 
of the elements. Mr. Bloxam then drew attention to the well 
moulded windows, and said that no pains seemed to have been 
spared to make them complete in their execution, and observed
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that although other churches might possess equal points of interest, 
he had no hesitation in saying that this, upon the whole, was the 
finest church in the county. With reference to the royal arms 
over the chancel arch he said it was a moot point when these royal 
arms were first introduced into their churches. He could find no 
record of their first introduction, hut he presumed them to have 
been introduced in the reign of Edward the Sixth. When the 
authority of the pope was set at nought, in the reign of Henry the 
Eighth, or probably when Edward the Sixth suceeded to the 
throne, the royal arms were placed there to show the royal su 
premacy and the connection between Church and State. The 
earliest mention of any royal arms was found in the parish register 
of Burnham, Bucks; and in an account supposed to have been 
paid in 1549-50 there was :—" Itm. Payed for the Kyng's arms 
xvid." In the talk between Archbishop Cranmer and Dr. Martin, 
in March, 1556, allusion was made to them by the latter :—"Downe 
with the Sacrament; downe with the Masse; downe with the 
aultars; downe with the armes of Christ—and up with a lyon and 
a dog." Harding, in his controversy with Bishop Sewell in 1565, 
asked his learned opponent, "Is it the Worde of God that, con 
trary to the good example of the Queue's majestie, besyde the armes 
of the realme setteth up a dogge and a dragon in the place of the 
blessed Virgine Mary, Mother of God, and S. John the Evangelist, 
which were wont to stand on either side of the signe of Christ 
crucified." Now that was an allusion to the rood screen upon 
which those images were placed, and he believed, it was to supplant 
these images when they were ordered to be taken down, that the 
royal arms were fixed. There was a curious example of that in a 
little church near Stowe, in Lincolnshire. In that church the rood 
loft was still existing, and in front of this rood loft there was a 
little projecting bracket, where the images of Our Saviour, S. John, 
and S. Mary were formerly placed, and upon that bracket were now 
placed the royal arms. He knew of only three churches where the 
arms, in plaster, were done apparently by the same person who 
executed the one at Kegworth. He imagined that they were done 
by an Italian skilled workman. Those three churches were at 
Normanton, Dingley, and Market Harborough. The one at Ding- 
ley was dated 1662, and the one at Kegworth was 1684. In the 
Museum there were some exceedingly interesting encaustic tiles of 
the fourteenth century, which were taken up during the restora 
tion of this church, and he hoped that they would be put down 
again in some corner of the church and preserved. There was 
also a portion of a crucifix in ivory or bone found in the church. 
From the manner in which the hair was disposed he should think 
it was of a v^ry early date. He was also told that during the late 
restoration a stone coffin was discovered. That he should think 
was also of the fourteenth century. Most of the stone coffins in
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this country were of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and 
he believed this to be of the fourteenth century.

Upon leaving the church the company present proceeded to the 
schoolroom, where

A TEMPORARY MUSEUM

had been formed, of antiquities sent in from Kegworth and the 
neighbourhood.

Among the exhibitors were the REV. J. CLAEK, of Kegworth, 
who exhibited some very ancient encaustic tiles, taken from Keg 
worth Church during its restoration, and several articles of Wedg 
wood and Worcester ware ; REV. J. H. HILL, nine coloured and 
ten uncoloured diagrams of stained glass windows; DB. HUNT, 
several interesting specimens of ancient armoury, silver plate, 
flints, arrow heads, Roman and modern fibulae, gold, silver, and 
brass English and Roman coins: REV. R. DALBY, five autograph 
letters from the celebrated poet, Thomas Moore, and other curi 
osities ; MB. MILLINGTON, sword belonging to the late Sir J. B. 
Warren, Bart., K.P., Stapleford Hall, 1799; MB. W. JOUBDAIN, 
Roman coin and medals, a crucifix, a piece of mummy cloth from 
Egypt, and the Colloquies of Martin Luther, printed in 1652; 
MBS. TILLOTSON, Whatton House, five antique brass boxes, two 
delf plates, and a Russian cross; MB. LAMBERT, silver coins, 
books, pictures, snuff-box from the beam of Kegworth Church, 
ancient swords, &c.; MBS. W. PAGET, Egyptian manuscript or 
papyrus, a shred of General Washington's great coat, and a collec 
tion of coins; MB. TOWNLEY, tabard of Sir Charles Townley, 
King-at-Arms, silver mounted box made from King Charles' oak, 
battle axe and rapier, jewel box, spring gun, books, &c.; REV. H. 
H. BBADSHAW, earthenware dish worked at Burslem in 1650 by 
Thomas Toft, two bottles made 1685, several articles of pottery 
and porcelain; Miss WILDBOBE, old china, porcelain, ladies' shoes, 
court sword, Roman tiles; MBS. WILDBOBE, a loaf of bread 400 
years old. (This loaf was sent by Mrs. Soar, of Elvaston, to one 
of whose ancestors it was given as a funereal dole on the death of 
one of the Harrington family.) MB. T. NEVINSON, rubbings of 
brass, &c.; ME. J. GODDABD, Leicester, a series of architectural 
drawings, plans, and elevations of the Clock Tower, Leicester; 
MBS. ATKINSON, part of dress of Countess Manners, silver band 
and shoe fronts, three pieces of print, &c.; MB. STUBBS, an em 
broidered waistcoat and belt, silver cream jug, rubbings from the 
bells at Kegworth; MRS. DOWELL, a dozen pieces of ancient china; 
MB. COOPEB, silver cream jug, and bed hangings, 1760; MB. 
DOLBY, Abingdon, design for new Grammar School at Abingdon; 
MB. YEOMANS, ancient china, coins, and books; MB. BARBOW, 
tiles, and a portion of a crucifix found in Kegworth Church during
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the restoration. In addition to these were very many contributions 
of china, coins, articles of dress, books, and other curiosities.

After inspecting the contents of the museum, a walking party 
was formed for visiting " Tom Moore's Stile," on Broad Hill, and

KINGSTON CHUECH.
Kingston Church, which is near the residence of Lord Belper, 

is an oddly shaped edifice, and is noted principally for its many 
references to the Babington family, by whom it is believed to have 
been altered and partly rebuilt in 1538. The heraldic bearings of 
the family, were to be seen in every direction, both inside and out, 
and in the interior of the church was a very elaborately carved 
shrine, which was intended by the builder—a member of the 
Babington family—as a resting place for his own mortal remains, 
but his intentions were never fulfilled, and the shrine is now used 
as a kind of canopy for the baptismal font. The church presented 
many points of interest. It was suggested that a more appropriate 
place than the porch should be found as a place of deposit for coal.

EATCLIFFE ON SOAE.
A similar unsightly coal-box was seen on entering the church. 

This edifice was in a shocking state of dilapidation, and fast falling 
to decay for want of proper attention. There a fine series of marble 
monumental effigies of the Sacheverell family were seen, erected 
between the reigns of Henry VII. and Charles I. The last repre 
sented the small figure underneath the usual recess, and above 
him his three wives. Each of the other monuments consisted of 
two figures, male and female, in the armour and dress of the 
period. All had suffered more or less from neglect. Some fine 
incised stones were also pointed out. One or two of them were in 
a good state of preservation, but the others had been used in re 
laying a portion of the floor, and they were to be seen broken and 
scattered about as if they had no connection or application beyond 
being slabs for pavement. On the East and south walls were fine 
Early windows. Internally the centre of the church was boxed in 
by a high wooden screen all round, within which the services of 
the church were conducted.

On the return of the members to Kegworth they partook of an 
ordinary at the Flying Horse Inn, which was presided over by 
the Eev. J. Clark, Eector of Kegworth. At 7.30 p.m. a Public

EVENING MEETING
was held in the Mechanics' Institute, which was densely crowded. 
The Eector of the parish presided, and after apologizing for the 
absence of the Archdeacon of Leicester, who hoped to have taken 
the chair, proceeded to read the following Paper:—
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MEMOEIALS OF KEGWOKTH.
WHAT is there worth seeing here ? is a question naturally asked 
by persons when they come for the first time to a town or village, 
and wish to know any particulars of interest which the place may 
possess. The question has probably been asked in reference to 
Kegworth by some of the Members of the Architectural and 
Archseological Society, which has honoured us this year by making 
Kegworth the centre of its annual excursion. What answer can 
we give ? What objects can we present worthy of the Society's 
visit ? To confess the truth at once, we must admit that Kegworth 
does not possess many curiosities, nor can it boast of many 
buildings which, whether for beauty or quaintness, or even mere 
antiquity, can claim the attention and call forth and exercise the 
learning of the Society whom I have the honour to address.

In common with other villages, Kegworth possesses one build 
ing which is always a special object of inquiry to an Architectural 
and Archaeological Society—the Parish Church. This is the one 
object of attraction in Kegworth. But in this one the architect or 
the archaeologist will, I venture to say, find much to interest him, 
whether he look to beauty of design and skill in structure, or be 
led to follow out thoughts which the view of the Parish Church 
will suggest respecting the civil state of Kegworth in former times.

The church stands on rising ground, and with its lofty spire is 
seen for some distance by the traveller as he approaches the village 
from Loughborough, or Derby, or Nottingham. As he admires 
the exterior, he may wish to see the interior; and if the exterior 
have raised in his mind high expectations, the interior will not fail 
to realize them. No one, I think, can view the interior without a 
feeling of pleasure. The graceful elegance of the pillars and arches 
never ceases to delight; and the harmony of proportion has a 
charm which, if not understood by some, is felt by all.

The church is of the date of the middle of the fourteenth cen 
tury, perhaps of the latter half, or about 1370, and affords in its 
completeness a good specimen of the lightness, and elegance, and 
beauty of the flowing Decorated period. It consists of chancel, 
transeptal terminations at the east end, nave, aisles, and tower 
with spire at the west end.

The architecture of the church having been explained to us this 
morning by one who is a master of the science, I shall only say a 
word respecting the proportions of the several parts of the build 
ing, which I think are worthy of notice.

The church is cruciform. The lower part of the cross or nave 
is the same length as the horizontal line of the cross or the whole 
length of the transepts. The breadth of the nave is one-third of 
its length, and the breadth of the transepts the same;—we may
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say it was so designed but the breadth is narrowed by the thickness 
of the wall on the chancel side. The areas, therefore, of the nave 
and of the space included between the north and south walls of the 
transepts (i.e., the two transepts and the intermediate space) are 
equal. The length of the aisles is two-thirds the length of the 
nave, and the breadth half of the breadth of the nave. If, there 
fore, you divide the lower part or the transverse line of the cross 
into six equal parts, the length of the nave and of the width from 
north to south • of the transepts will be represented by six, the 
breadth by two, and the areas by twelve; the length of the aisles 
by four, the breadth by one, and their areas by four, or one-third 
that of the nave. These are proportionate measurements, and to 
determine the actual measurements a unit must be taken.

The tower, which belonged to a previous church, for it is about 
a century older than the present church, gave the unit to the archi 
tect's design.

The inside area of the tower is a square of twelve feet, and 
twelve feet is the unit of lineal measurement and the square of 
twelve feet the unit of area measurement.

Thus the length of the nave is six times twelve feet, its breadth 
twice twelve feet, and its area twelve times the square of twelve 
feet.

The aisles are in length four times twelve feet, and in breadth 
twelve feet, and in area four times the square of twelve feet and so 
on. That is, the area of the tower measures the areas of the 
several parts of the church.

The unit of measurement for the chancel is ten feet. Its 
length is forty feet, its breadth twenty feet.

The pillars, on which the arches rest and support the roof are 
placed at the distance represented by the unit, viz., twelve feet 
apart, reckoning from the west end, and thus bound as it were the 
areas of squares of twelve feet. There are four pillars on each 
side. Instead of having a fifth pillar, which would break the open 
space included between the transepts, the last arch spanning the 
transepts is twice the span of the others, and equal to the chancel 
arch.

The architect delighted in proportion. I might point out other 
proportions of parts involved in the design of this church. For 
instance, if you suppose screens placed under the transept arches 
they will divide the area into three squares of two, and the rest of 
the area of the church, viz., the two aisles and the part of the nave 
along the aisles, will be a square of four.

It is strange that there is no record of the building of the 
church, which must have been designed by an architect of no 
ordinary mind, and have employed many skilled workmen. It 
must, too, have been undertaken by men of wealth and power, for 
it was not left to be built part in one age and part in another, but
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completed off-hand as it were, as may be inferred from the uni 
formity in the style of the architecture.

I should mention that the church is built of Kegworth stone.
I may be allowed perhaps to say a word respecting the advow- 

son of the church, the rather because the subject of church property 
is becoming more and more important. In the account of A.D. 
1220, the patronage is stated as vested in Stephen de Segrave, and 
it appears to have continued in the name of Segrave down to A.D. 
1389, when the Lady Segrave, who was also Countess of Norfolk, 
held it. The Dukes of Norfolk then obtained the patronage from 
the marriage of the Lady Segrave. In 1507 the advowson was 
held by Maurice Lord Berkeley, and not long afterwards, in the 
reign of Henry "VTH., it was acquired from Sir Maurice Berkeley, 
by the Master and Fellows of Christ College, Cambridge, who still 
possess it. A degree of patronage was retained by the Berkeley 
family, for the college nominates two fellows to the Lord of Berke 
ley for his choice, and the one of the two whom he selects is 
presented to the living. If then, the name of Berkeley is connected 
with the old Segrave family, as I suppose it is, the advowson of 
the Church of Kegworth has continued in, or been connected with, 
the same family for more than six hundred years.

With reference to the families of Segrave and Berkeley, it will 
be enough to say here that the late Earl of Berkeley left his estates 
to his eldest son, who being unable to make good his title to his 
earldom, was made Baron Segrave, and afterwards Earl Fitzhar- 
dinge. Some connection may be supposed, therefore, between the 
families of Berkeley, Fitzhardinge, and Segrave. Now Henry n. 
dispossessed the old Berkeley family and gave the manor of Berke 
ley to Eobert Fitzhardinge, Mayor of Bristol; and to soften down 
the difficulties which naturally arose under the circumstances 
between the two families, he brought about a marriage between 
the daughter of the ejected Roger de Berkeley and Maurice son of 
Robert Fitzhardinge, who then took the name of Berkeley.

It is stated in the survey called the Matriculus, which is of the 
date of A.D. 1220, that Kegworth, as a mother church, had a chapel 
in Bonington, and also a chapel at Isley Walton. The chapel of 
Bonington was separated from Kegworth not long before 1290: for 
in the Valor of Pope Nicholas IV., of the date 1290, in which 
Kegworth is put down as taxed at fifty marks, it is stated " Nee 
plus valet his diebus, quia capella de Bonyngton, nuper pertinens 
ad eandem, nunc matrix ecclesia effecta est in dioces', Ebor' et ibi 
taxatur." Isley Walton still belongs to Kegworth as a chapelry.

In the King's Book Hathern is set down as paying 13s. 4d. to 
the Church of Kegworth. Whatever, therefore, may hav« been the 
civil position of Kegworth, it is evident that it was the centre, in 
early times, of a wide ecclesiastical district.

Considering the character of the church, its size and beauty,
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which necessarily implies considerable expense in the construction, 
considering too its dependencies in olden times, I thought that 
Kegworth was formerly a place of note. But I find no ground for 
maintaining this supposition, beyond the fact that markets and fairs 
were formerly held here.

In 1289 King Edward I. granted to Robert de Hausted and 
Margery, his wife, and to their heirs, to hold a market weekly on 
Tuesdays, and two fairs yearly, one on the eve, day, and morrow of 
St. Margaret the Virgin, and the other on the eve, day, and morrow 
of St. Andrew the Apostle, St. Andrew being the patron saint of 
Kegworth.

About four hundred years after this, in 1699, William III. 
granted to "W. Bainbrigge, Esq., to hold a weekly market here on 
Wednesdays, and two fairs yearly, one on Monday and Tuesday in 
Easter week, and the other on the 29th and 30th of September. 
Markets have been discontinued for many years.

The right of holding a market remains with J. B. Story, Esq., 
the heir of the Bainbrigges, but no market has been held for about 
fifty years.

The population of the place has not diminished, at all events 
within the last three hundred years, but increased. For in 1564 
there are stated to have been sixty-eight families in Kegworth— 
say 400 inhabitants; in 1789 the inhabitants were set down as 
nearly 1000; in 1801 they are stated at 1360; and now the census 
gives above 1700.

In Nichols' History of Leicestershire it is stated that Earl Harold, 
before he became King on the death of Edward the Confessor, held 
a considerable part of the land in Kegworth, described as fifteen 
ploughlands,—about three-fourths perhaps of the whole manor, if 
a ploughland may be estimated at one hundred acres.

After the Norman conquest William granted to his nobles the 
lands and inheritances of the Saxons, and Kegworth was included 
in the portion of the Earl of Chester, Earl Hugo.

In the early part of the thirteenth century the manor of Keg 
worth was in the possession of the Lords of Segrave, who already 
had the advowson of the church, for in 1220 Stephen de Segrave 
is noticed as the patron. The Earls of Chester, however, still 
retained or reacquired manorial rights in Kegworth, for in 1369 
Henry Greene, Knight, one of the Justices of Common Pleas, held 
the manor of Kegworth of the Earl of Chester, by Knight's service. 
From the Greenes it passed by marriage into the family of Parre, 
and thence reverted to the crown. William Parre, Marquis of 
Northampton, died seised of the manor in 1570, and having no 
heir, the manor of Kegworth fell to the Crown. Kegworth thus 
became Queen Elizabeth's in 1570, and it is remarkable that Isley 
Walton also became hers nearly at the same time. Isley or Easley 
Walton, which in early times had been given to the Knights
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Templars, and confirmed to them by King John, and on their 
suppression passed to the Knights Hospitallers, in 1358 was held 
of the Queen as of her manor of East Greenwich: and thus 
Kegworth and Isley Walton, which have always been one ecclesi 
astically, and which in the Itinerary of 1280 are set down as 
answering collectively to one vill., were together the property of the 
Crown under Elizabeth.

In 1575, only a few years after the manor of Kegworth had 
reverted to the Crown, the Free School was established by Royal 
decree. The decree is dated Mich. Term, 17th Elizabeth, Novem 
ber 8th, and sets forth that " whereas certain lands and tenements, 
parcel of the manor of Kegworth, in the county of Leicester, of 
the yearly rent of £4. 4s., and also one hermitage with the 
appurtenances in Kegworth aforesaid, of the yearly rent of £4. 7s., 
and also certain lands and tenements called ' Dragwell Rents,' 
sometime used to the maintenance of a priest called a ' Lady Mass 
Priest,' serving in the Church of Kegworth aforesaid, of the yearly 
rent of 2s., and certain lands used to the maintenance of incense 
in the Church of Kegworth aforesaid, of 6d., amounting in the 
whole to the sum of £8. 13s. 6d., are found and certified to be 
concealed and wrongfully detained from our Sovereign Lady the 
Queen's Majesty that now is," etc. The decree proceeds to state 
that the rents named " had been heretofore and long since em 
ployed and bestowed to the maintenance of a schoolmaster, it 
is, therefore, ordered and decreed that the said yearly sum of 
£8. 13s. 6d. shall be allowed and paid to a sufficient schoolmaster, 
appointed by the master of Christ College, Cambridge." The 
decree of Elizabeth was confirmed by James I., in an order dated 
1604, Easter Term, May 10th. The Kegworthians of those days 
were, I dare say, thankful, as in duty bound, for the thoughtfulness 
and care of their Majesties respecting the education of their 
children, and the schoolmaster rejoiced that now he would have 
the hard cash, £8. 13s. 6d., surely paid to him by the Royal 
Treasurer, instead of having the trouble of going round to the 
tenants and getting his due rents for the lands assigned for his 
maintenance. We, however, in these times, knowing what we do 
about the value of land, would like to go back to the original 
grant, and accept the trouble of collecting the rents if we might 
have, instead of the fixed payment of £8. 13s. 6d., the lands, the 
rent of which would amply suffice for the expenses of general 
education in Kegworth.

The hermitage mentioned in the decree of Elizabeth stood near 
the present bridge, on the property and close to the house of Mr. 
Edward Pepper. Mr. Pepper told me that, in digging up the 
ground to form the garden in front of his house, he came upon 
the foundations of an old building which he believes was the site 
of the hermitage.«
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Apropos to hermitages, I may state here that attached to the 
chancel of the church on the north side is a vestry, which originally 
had a stone roof, and over this roof was a chamber receiving light 
from two lancet windows. It is said to have been an anchoret's 
chamber.

Parish registers are generally objects of interest to the archae 
ologist. They were first proposed and ordered to be kept in A.D. 
1588. I am informed that about 812 parishes carried out the 
order and have registers commencing from 1538. Some of these 
registers contain entries of events of an earlier date. But it was 
long before the custom became universal. In 1558 there were 
1822 parish registers. Kegworth, I suppose, is included in this 
list, for the entries in our registers commence with 1556. The 
first marriage is dated Jan., 1556; the first burial, Feb. 6, 1556; 
the first baptism, Dec. 29, 1556. In the registers, as is common 
in all parish registers, we find notices of collections made for 
various purposes under Eoyal letters, chiefly towards losses by fire. 
But there are many in behalf of Protestants, two for redemption of 
captives in Algiers, and so on.

We have lately heard much said respecting the failure in the 
supply of oysters, and whether from this cause or otherwise, there 
is a notice of a collection in 1741, for " Oyster dredgers, &c., of 
Medway, &c., in com. Kent, 00. 10. 05."

We might allude to the expenses for fortifications, which of late 
produced great discussion in the houses of Parliament. Some 
hundred years ago a general collection appears to have been made 
for the fortification of a now fashionable watering place, where the 
battery is certainly not maintained for fierce warlike purposes. The 
notice runs, " Sept. 21st, 1757, Brighthelmstone fortifications, in 
com. Sussex, 00. ii. Oi."

They contain also the ordinary notices, which began in Charles 
the Second's time, of burials of bodies, " wrapt in woollen only." 
The register for these is headed, "A register of all burials in ye 
parish since the Act of Parliament for burying in woollen made 
in ye thirtieth year of the reign of King Charles II., anno Dom1 . 
1678."

In this notice it will be remarked that the Protectorate of 
Cromwell is ignored. The commencement of Charles the Second's 
reign is taken as 1649.

The earliest of these entries is as follows:—" Ruth Dickens, ye 
daughter of Robert Dickens was buried on ye 5th day of January, 
1678, and an affidavit of her being wrap'ed in woollen only was 
brought within ye time limited by ye Act attested under ye hand of 
ye Right Honourable ye Lord Beaumont Viscount Sands, one of 
his majesties justices of the peace." The last entry is, "Jane, 
daughter of Rd. Hall, bur. May 10th, 1695, affid. br*. in due time."

In one of the registers is a memorandum, stating that on Satur-
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day, June 25,1692, there happened a great flood at Kegworth, and 
mention is made of the water being four inches deep in the stables 
of the parsonage. In comparison, however, with later floods not 
recorded, I do not think the flood was very extraordinary.

In restoring the church in 1860, parts of a screen, dividing the 
chancel and nave were found. Some tiles also were dug up, which 
have been placed in the museum.

Near the porch on the north side was a stone coffin, much 
dilapidated, and showing signs of its having been placed there, not 
as its original resting place, but when removed probably at the 
time of the building of the present church.

The spire of the tower has been repaired twice within "the 
memory of the oldest inhabitant." On the former of these occa 
sions, Wootton (the father of the present Mr. Wootton), a noted 
spire builder, having accomplished his task, resting on his airy 
perch at the summit, played some tunes on the French-horn, while 
the villagers looked up in awe, and listened to the music of the 
spheres.

Over the mantelpiece, in one of the bedrooms of the rectory, is 
a black slab let into the wall, on which are written the quaint 
Latin verses:—

Nunc mea, mox Hujus, turn postea nescio Cujus: 
Non mea, non Hujus, Deus bane Tibi, nee scio Cnjns. 

Guilielmus More, A°.D. 1649.

There was a space left enough for two lines to be added, and 
accordingly when the second centenary had come, the Hector, the 
Rev. Peter Fraser, filled up the space in Latin of a different 
stamp.

Hsec linquencla domus: ccelestem attingere sedem 
Detur, ubi nulla est causa timere vices.

Petrus Fraser, A.D. 1849.

No room is left for 2049. Is it prophetic ?
The stone bridge over the Soar—which before the iron footpaths 

were added a few years ago was highly picturesque—was built in 
1785. A singular incident is said to have occurred just previous to 
its erection. The principal arch of the bridge had fallen in, and a 
single plank was laid across for foot passengers. Horses and 
carriages could pass by the ford a little below the bridge. On a 
dark and stormy night in December, a Yorkshire traveller, coming 
to Kegworth from the north, without knowing the state of the 
bridge, went by his accustomed way and rode over, and when he 
was shown the plank the next morning, he was so shocked, that 
he became ill, and was confined to his bed for some days.

Before railways had changed the aspect of many a village, Keg 
worth was enlivened by the arrival at the "Horse and Groom" and 
the " Flying Horse " of some thirty coaches a day. It was a noted
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posting place on the high road from Leicester to Derby and the 
north; and I have heard gentlemen speaking of the time before 
the famous fast coach era say, that when posting to London they 
were careful to make Kegworth the last stage in a day's travelling, 
because they knew they should find there good cookery and clean 
beds. There was an old inn, the "Black Swan," on the Cross or 
Market Place, which occupied what might have seemed part of the 
churchyard. The Black Swan exchanged its bustle for the quietude 
of three cottages, which lately were taken down, and the site of 
the Black Swan given or restored to the churchyard by the present 
Eector.

It may be interesting to some of our visitors to know that a 
poet noted for the sweetness of his songs, Tom Moore, resided a 
short time at Kegworth, in the house now occupied by Mr. Procter, 
and it is said (I will not venture to throw a shadow of doubt upon 
the report) that under the shade of the fine walnut tree in the 
garden, and on the hill commonly called by his name, overlooking 
the beautiful landscape in which Charnwood Forest on one side 
forms an exquisite boundary, he conceived and planned some of his 
best poems. Nor did he engross the muse of Kegworth. There is 
a song, once very popular, sounding far and wjide the fame of Alice 
Gray,—" She is all my fancy painted her." That song belongs to 
Kegworth, whether its author was Wm. Mee or George Whatton. 
I have heard that the lovely lass who thus realized the very beau 
ideal of the poet's fancy was a native beauty of the place.

There is one man, however, whose genius lay in another line, 
who, though not of Kegworth by birth, was early connected with 
it, for in this village the powers of his mind were drawn out and 
exercised in the particular way in which he became famous—I mean 
Mr. John Heathcoat, the inventor of the bobbin-net machine. In 
the memoir of Mr. John Heathcoat, given in Mr. Felkin's history 
of the machine-wrought hosiery and lace manufacturers, it is said 
that he was born at Dufiield, August 7, 1783, and that his parents 
removed to Long Whatton about 1790. . But it was from a school 
master in Kegworth that he obtained the instruction which prepared 
him for the work of after life, and that schoolmaster was a Kegworth 
man, Benjamin Wootton, himself a noted character, who, according 
to Mr. Felkin, acquired the rudiments of his learning by means of 
the letters on the gravestones in the churchyard. Having worked 
in Nottingham, after his apprenticeship at Long Whatton was con 
cluded, and married the daughter of Mr. Caldwell at Hathern, he 
removed to Hathern, and in 1804 patented, in his own and Mr. 
Caldwell's name, his first improvement in machinery. Mr. Felkin 
says Heathcoat became connected with Mr. Jelbert, an attorney in 
Kegworth, in some improvements in warp machinery, and for a time 
was often at Kegworth. This continued for about three years, 
beginning from 1805. In 1808 he patented a bobbin-net machine,
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which, however, was disused after he patented his second machine 
in 1809. Where he made the models of these machines is not clear 
from Mr. Felkin's account, but it is stated that Mr. Heathcoat, who 
had removed to Loughborough in 1805, was often at Kegworth 
during the three years, from 1805 to 1808, the time of patenting 
the first machine. Our claim for Kegworth is supported by the 
evidence of Mr. Day, a gentleman eighty-seven years of age. Mr. 
Day once told me that Heathcoat worked at his inventions in 
machinery, and completed his model in a house in the Bookery. 
In consideration, then, of the facts that Heathcoat received in 
struction from the Kegworth schoolmaster, Benjamin Wootton— 
that he was associated in the improvement of machinery with Mr. 
Jelbert in Kegworth, and was often in Kegworth during the three 
years, from 1805 to 1808, in which latter year he patented his first 
machine—and that Mr. Day says he completed his model here, 
Kegworth may justly claim to be associated with the invention of 
the bobbin lace machine, by which Heathcoat not only amassed a 
large fortune, and gave to the town of Tiverton, where he established 
his works, its preeminence in the manufacture which still forms its 
staple trade, but also contributed to the wealth and civilization of 
our country.

I am sorry to have brought before you so few "Memorials" of 
Kegworth, and must confess that the failure is to be attributed less 
to the lack of interesting matter connected with the place, than 
to want of antiquarian lore in him who, in compliance with a 
request, ventured to undertake to write a Paper on the parish of 
which he is Eector.

The REV. E. SMYTHIES, Hathern, disputed Kegworth's claim to 
Heathcoat's invention, and said that notwithstanding what Mr. 
Felkin might have stated, there was abundant evidence to show 
that Mr. Heathcoat completed his invention at Hathern. He could 
show them the very shop in which Heathcoat was apprenticed and 
where he carried out that great invention.

MB. NORTH (Hon. Secretary) called the attention of the meet 
ing to some very interesting relics which had been found in 
Kegworth church and were then being exhibited in the Temporary 
Museum. Some tiles that had been so found he considered 
valuable relics, and he recommended that means should be taken 
to preserve them by having a slab removed in the floor of the 
church, and the tiles placed there, well cemented, so that they 
would be sure of being preserved, and could be seen at any 
time. There was also a crucifix, or a portion of one, which was 
found at some time in their church. Mr. Bloxam had examined it 
and he fixed its date as decidedly earlier than the church itself. 
It was most desirable that this ancient relic should be preserved, 
and he advised that they should have a cavity made in the wall of 
the church, and the crucifix placed in it, a piece of glass being in
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the front. By this means this curious relic would be preserved, 
and would be open to the inspection of all who entering the church 
cared to see it. The expense incurred would be small, and he felt 
sure that the person in whose hands these relics then were, would 
be pleased to give them up to be preserved in that way, and that 
their vicar would afford every facility for his suggestion being 
carried into effect.

The Chairman then called upon MB. M. H. BLOXAM, F.S.A., 
to read his Paper:—

ON SOME DISCOVERIES MADE IN THE PROGRESS OF 
THE RESTORATION OF LUTTERWORTH CHURCH.

SOME sixteen years ago, during a temporary sojourn at Brussels, I 
was induced, through a notice in one of the guide books, to pay a 
visit to Hal, a village a few miles south of Brussels, where there 
was a railway station. Hal was a position where a considerable 
force—part of theJDuke of Wellington's army—was, as a precaution 
ary measure, stationed before and at the time of the battle of 
Waterloo, to prevent any sudden surprise by Napoleon, and to 
cover Brussels on that side. My journey thither was not, however, 
to make any military reconnaissance—it was to visit, and, if possi 
ble, to examine the so-called miraculous image of Our Lady of Hal. 
In different particular churches on the continent there are now, as 
there were formerly in this country, certain reputed miraculous 
images. Such is the miraculous image of the Crucifix in the 
Cathedral at Amiens, one of the most ancient images that I have 
met with on the continent, and which may, I think, from the 
manner in which it is represented as draped, be ascribed to the 
early part of the thirteenth century. I was anxious as an antiquary 
to examine that at Hal, with reference to its antiquity, and, on my 
arrival at the station, I at once wended my way to the church. I 
found no difficulty in obtaining access, for, with the exception of 
an hour or two in the middle of the day, the churches on the con 
tinent are, as a general rule, open from an early hour in the morning 
until evening. I was, however, disappointed with regard to an 
examination of the image. I found it an impossibility. I had 
carefully examined the image of St. Ann, not one of the so-called 
miraculous images, in the little chapel of the Chateau of Hougou- 
mont, the chateau so fiercely attacked, so vigorously and success 
fully defended during one of the great decisive battles of the world, 
and I had found it to be no comparatively modern image of the 
seventeenth century, but from the costume in which it was repre 
sented, an image evidently carved in the fifteenth century. Of the 
antiquity of that at Hal, I could form no opinion, it was so entirely 
dressed up and concealed by modern robes, seemingly costly, made 
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to take off and put on, that a small portion of the face only was 
visible, and no satisfactory criterion as to its age could be arrived 
at. So it was a few years ago with regard to the church at 
Lutterworth, of which Wycliffe was once rector. Almost every 
thing that could carry us back to his time, was, if not obliterated, 
at least concealed by the tasteless fittings of the middle of the last 
century, when in 1761 the church was beautified.

The church of Lutterworth consists of a tower, nave, north and 
south aisles, and chancel. To the latter an addition has been made 
on the north side during the present restoration, by a prolongation 
eastward of the north aisle. The walls of the chancel were, 
previous to the restoration, covered with plaster or rough cast. On 
removing this the masonry was discovered to be rubble, that is, of 
boulders or pebble stones from the drift, intermixed with small 
fragments of Barnack, Weldon, Ketton, Attleborough, and Coventry 
stone. The present chancel appears to have been erected in the 
thirteenth century, probably on the site of a more ancient edifice, 
no remains of this have as yet been disclosed to view. In the east 
wall of the chancel were two lancet windows divided by a buttress. 
These were destroyed about the close of the fourteenth century, 
either during the incumbency of Wycliffe, or soon after, by the 
insertion of the present east window. Remains of early English 
work, as the priest's doorway, and a lancet window, both of which 
have been restored, were found in the south wall of the chancel. 
The other windows of the chancel of the Decorated style appear to 
have been inserted about the middle of the fourteenth century, a 
few years earlier than the incumbency of Wycliffe.

But it is in the interior of the church that the change must be 
noticed. In taking down the modern woodwork, with which the 
walls of the chancel were covered to the height of some feet, an 
Early English piscina was discovered, the fenestella or recessed 
niche of which is trefoil-headed; the niche contains the usual stone 
basin, with its perforated drain. The discovery of this piscina 
might have been expected. Within this piscina the hands of 
Wycliffe must often have been, either while washing his hands 
previous to the consecration of the mystical elements, or in the 
ablution of the chalice after the reception. In the north wall of 
the chancel was at the same time, and as might also have been 
expected, discovered a square aumbry or cupboard, used for the 
purpose of keeping the sacramental vessels. This, no doubt, had 
originally a wooden door and lock to fasten it, but no traces of this 
door are now apparent. In this aumbry Wycliffe's hands must also 
often have been. The arch dividing the chancel from the nave is 
later than the time of Wycliffe, namely, of the fifteenth century, 
the soffit and jambs being panelled. On the north side of this arch 
is a perforation of the same period through the thickness of the 
walls, called in modern phrase a hagioscope. This perforation en-
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abled those in that part of the church to see the high altar, and 
make the accustomed reverence on the elevation by the priest of 
the Host thereat. At the east end of the south aisle was a chapel, 
divided from the nave and western parts of the aisle by parcloses 
of screen work. Here, beneath the east window, was an altar, and 
here still exists, as it did in the days of Wycliife, a decorated 
fenestella, or ogee-headed niche, within which was the perforated 
basin forming the piscina for the same uses as that in the chancel. 
Here the hands of Wycliffe must also oft have been whilst officia 
ting at the small altar here placed. Lutterworth Church appears, 
like most of the churches in Leicestershire, to have undergone 
great alterations in the fourteenth century, shortly before Wycliffe 
was presented to the rectory. On the south wall of the south aisle 
fresco paintings of the fourteenth century have in the recent 
operations been discovered. On these the eyes of Wycliffe must 
often have rested, as they are of a date prior to his time. These 
paintings, executed in the style prevalent in the middle of the 
fourteenth century, represent the figure of a king, vested in a green 
tunic with close fitting sleeves. Over this is worn a scarlet coloured 
mantle, fastened in front of the breast by a lozenge-shaped morse. 
On the head is worn a crown, the hair is wavy, and the neck is 
bare. On the right hand is a glove, and in it is borne a sceptre, 
headed with a finial. There is also a figure of a lady (perhaps that 
of a queen) in a close fitting gown of red with close sleeves, and 
a green mantle over; the hands are bare. Then again, there is the 
figure of a king crowned, with the moustache over the upper lip, 
and long beard; the neck is bare. The dress consists of a green 
tunic with close fitting sleeves, and a scarlet mantle over, fastened 
by a lozenge-shaped morse. On the left hand is a glove, on which 
a hawk (a symbol of rank) is perched. I have no conjecture to 
offer as to these figures; they seem not to represent any historical 
event, but mere portraits. The first may be that of Edward II., 
and the last that of Edward III. As existing in the time of 
Wycliffe, they are well worthy of being preserved. Through the 
kindness of Mr. Morgan, the intelligent clerk of the works, I am 
enabled to exhibit to you fac simile representations of full size of 
these paintings, together with tracings, full size, of the ornamental 
accessories in fresco, which have been discovered on the walls, and 
with which they were once covered over. A roundell of painted 
glass preserved in the church, represents a lion's head and from the 
peculiarity of design may be attributed to the fourteenth century. 
Fragments of encaustic tiles, some of them very interesting, two 
of them representing the lower portion of a man's body in his tunic 
and hose—specimens, undoubtedly, of the fourteenth century— 
were also discovered. Of these I am able to exhibit traces 
made by Mr. Morgan, and by him kindly lent to me for the 
purpose.
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The two interesting sepulchral recumbent effigies on a high 
tomb under an arch in the north wall of the north aisle, were 
obliged for the nonce to be removed. They will be carefully re 
stored to their proper place. Their temporary removal has enabled 
them to be more carefully examined. The one is the effigy of a 
man represented bareheaded, with the hair clubbed in the fashion 
prevalent in the reign of Henry VII. The head rests upon a 
cushion, and round the neck is worn a plain collar or gorget of 
plate armour. The dress is partly that of a civilian, a long tunic 
or gown belted about the waist, and bordered and purfled on each 
side with fur, with short and loose sleeves, disclose the elbows and 
lower arms encased in plate armour—viz., coudes and vambraces. 
On the left side the lower portion of the sword only remains; the 
sword belt from which this depended is arranged diagonally, cross 
ing from the right hip to the left thigh. The feet rest against some 
animal, apparently a lion. The intermixture, as in this case, of 
civil costume with armour, is exceedingly curious and rare. The 
effigy of the lady represents her in the veiled head-dress, in a gown 
with a mantle worn over, the mantle being fastened by a cordon 
affixed on each side to a lozenge shaped fermail, and hanging down 
in front, terminating in a tassel. By the side of this effigy hangs 
a string of beads—" Par precum," as in ancient wills they were 
called.

Having thus described the present appearance of the interior of 
Lutterworth Church, I would fain convey to you an ideal repre 
sentation of the arrangements of the interior as it was, in all proba 
bility, in Wycliffe's time. In so doing I have to discriminate 
between that and a subsequent age, when the arrangement would 
be somewhat different, and the fittings and furniture more numerous. 
In the fourteenth century the body of the church, the nave, and 
aisles, with the exception of the east end of the south aisle, would 
be open and devoid of sittings. At or near the south door would 
be a stone basin, the stoup, containing hallowed water for the 
sprinkling; and near the door would be the font, with its cover 
secured by lock and key except during the performance of the 
baptismal rite. At the east end of the south aisle, separated from 
the nave and western portion of the aisle by parcloses or screens of 
timber work, closed in below by panel work, with open work above, 
divided by small annulated shafts supporting a moulded rail or 
cornice, a small chapel would be formed, containing a small stone 
altar, marked at the angles and in the middle with five incised 
crosses. On this a cross or image of the Crucified would be placed, 
with a candlestick and "taper on either side. In the south wall, 
near to the altar, would be the piscina, the only one of the above 
appurtenances now remaining. This chapel was for the perfor 
mance of private mass, of which service, and how and when it 
originated, Bishop Jewel treats at length in The Defence of the
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Apology of the Church of England, and in which there is a singular 
allusion to chapels at the end of aisles, " And even such be their 
private masses, for the most part said in side aisles alone without 
company of people, only with a boy to make answer," the boy 
alluded to serving as the acolyte. Between the nave and chancel, 
and beneath the old chancel arch—for, as I have said, the present 
chancel arch is posterior to Wycliffe's time—the same kind of par- 
close or screen of timber as those dividing the chapel in the south 
aisle would form the division. On the beam surmounting this 
would be placed the carved image of the Crucified, with the image 
of the Virgin Mary on the one side, and the image of St. John the 
Evangelist and beloved disciple on the other. At the east end of 
the chancel, on an elevated platform with an ascent of three steps, 
would be placed the high altar of stone, bearing five crosses incised 
upon it. On this altar would stand a cross or crucifix, with a 
candlestick and wax taper on each side. Here also was set during 
the celebration of the Eucharistic • rite, taken from the aumbry or 
cupboard lately discovered on the north side of the chancel, the 
chalice and paten, and the pax. The service was that of the ancient 
English ordinal, according to the use of Sarum, but in Latin. A 
translation of it is given in that well-known work, Foxe's Book of 
Martyrs. The use of the piscina in the south wall of the chancel 
I have already adverted to. Contrary to the usual custom, the 
sedile or seat for the officiating priest, deacon, and sub-deacon, and 
to which they at certain portions of the service retired, must, I 
think, have been of wood, as no traces of a stone sedile or sedilia 
are apparent. There was, I think, at this period no rood-loft, no 
pulpit, no seats in the middle of the church. In the greater num 
ber of our churches. these accessories were introduced in the 
following century. The windows in the aisle and those in the south 
wall of the chancel were filled with painted glass, mostly of shields 
charged with the armorial bearings of families connected with the 
parish. Of these, Burton, the historian of this county, has left 
us a long list. The walls were not whitewashed, but decorated 
with paintings in fresco, traces of which, executed anterior to the 
time of Wycliffe, were discovered in the progress of the present 
restoration. These will, it is to be hoped, be carefully preserved 
as real relics of the age of Wycliffe. And here I must give credit 
for the skill and conservative spirit in which the present work of 
restoration has been commenced andcarriedon. To speak of the archi 
tect, Mr. George Gilbert Scott, not only of English, but of European 
fame, would be superfluous. To his very intelligent and excellent 
clerk of the works, Mr. Morgan, to whom I am deeply indebted for 
his loan of tracings from the fresco paintings, which I now exhibit, 
every praise must be given. Nor should I omit to mention the 
churchwardens of Lutterworth, of whom one is my worthy friend 
Mr. Footman, whose hospitality on my visits to Lutterworth I have
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more than once experienced. There are others at Lutterworth 
whose names I am unable to enumerate, who have considered the 
restoration of this church not merely of local, but of national 
interest. To their exertions and to their liberal contributions, I 
may be permitted to add there is ample room for those of others, 
and that the funds already collected are inadequate for the com 
pletion of the restoration as it should be. To those who regard 
Wycliffe as a promulgator of Holy Writ, as having rendered the 
Vulgate of Jerome into the vernacular, this appeal may fairly be 
made. On his numerous theological and polemical works, I leave 
for scholars to descant. A list of such as have been edited and 
published is given in Lowndes' Bibliographers' Manual. One 
of these at least appears to have been written at Lutterworth, 
Wycklyffes Wycket whyche he made in Kynge Eycards days. Apart 
from his doctrinal views, on which opinions may differ, as a trans 
lator of the Holy Scriptures into the vulgar tongue to be understood 
of the people, his name will ever be held in remembrance.

The REV. ERNEST TOWER, Rector of Elmesthorpe, was next 
called upon to read a Paper entitled

RICHARD FOWKE'S JOURNEY TO FREESTON SHORE; 
ILLUSTRATIVE OF SOCIAL LIFE AMONGST THE 
MIDDLE CLASSES AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF 
THIS CENTURY.

A LITERARY farmer is a person very seldom met with. But the 
little village of Elmesthorpe, in South Leicestershire, had the 
honour of one resident therein at the commencement of this cen 
tury. Richard Fowke, a tenant farmer, on the Wentworth estate, 
was a laborious reader of all books within his reach, an early con 
tributor to the Leicester Museum, and a friend of Nichols, the 
Leicestershire historian. He has left behind him, in manuscript, 
a history of his own parish, Elmesthorpe, written after the fashion 
of chronicle, a diary of his life at Elmesthorpe during 1811, with 
notes on the weather, &c., and a narrative of a journey extending 
over five weeks, which he took from Elmesthorpe to Freeston 
Shore, in Lincolnshire, from June 20th to July 25th, 1805.

A wish may well be felt that Richard Fowke had given us more 
of his own diaries, they are so descriptive of middle-class life sixty 
years ago, that they are incomparable in their way; quaint and 
yet true, observant and yet honest, original and clever, yet in no 
way polished. I propose to read extracts from the narrative of his 
journey to Freeston Shore. And because it was his habit to note 
down thoughts exactly as they were conceived, not trusting to a 
memory which he evidently regarded like the poet Gray, " as ten 
times worse than a lead pencil," I venture to believe his journey
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thus recorded will interest you for half-an-hour to-day. Freeston 
Shore was the Brighton of -the middle classes in Lincolnshire and 
the adjoining counties fifty years ago. I am informed it is still 
resorted to by Bostonians; but the state of middle-class society has 
so entirely changed since Eichard Fowke's time, in consequence of 
railways and penny postage, &c., that Boston and Freeston Shore 
are as much out of its world now, by choice, as Khyl, Beaumaris, 
and the beautiful Welsh shore, so easily accessible at the present 
day, were without the reach of our fathers and grandfathers:— •

"Thursday, June 20th, 1805, walked from Elmesthorpe to 
Leicester, eleven miles. Eefreshments at the Saracen's Head. A 
place in the Leicester coach to Stamford. Booked, paid 18s., 32 
miles. My coach company were a Mr. Eainey, a very polite draper 
of Boston, and two young Cantabs, and a young lady of Boston. 
Eoads very bad. Nothing worth notice till we came to Market 
Billsdon, the old stone cross yet standing. The pinfold now joins 
it where once Billsdon saving dames cheapening butter at 4d. per 
pound in days of yore, but now is become pinner's counting-house 
.and the jail of quadrupeds. We cross part of Eutlandshire; land 
scapes rather pleasing with hills and dales, and hanging woods. 
The sheep of the fallow fields look as if they were ruddled all over. 
We pass through Uppingham, it being the day of breaking up the 
Free School for the Midsummer holidays. We were beset with a 
gang of school boys. I was obliged to watch the coach while we 
stopt to bait. Some had boxes, some birds in cages, others bats, 
&c. They were brassey to put their bats in the coach in spite of 
my teeth!

" At Stamford I parted with all the passengers except Mr. 
Eainey, who agreed with me to take a chaise to Market Deeping. 
Dined at the Salutation Inn, being a farmers' inn. The company 
being a set of very polite farmers. We had a very good ordinary, 
peas for the first time this year, 21st June. The provincial dialect 
of the Lincolnshire farmers is much the same as Leicestershire. 
We took a walk after dinner to see the town, containing five 
churches near one another, beautiful Gothic workmanship, built of 
stone, very strong and noble.

" But give me a neat red house built of fine red bricks.
' Building of stone may suit a monastic life,

Or the solitary hermit's cell; 
But give me a place fit for a sober wife,

Where peace and plenty and liberty ever dwell.'

" The road to Market Deeping is chequered with all the common 
novelties of nature and art, villages, rivers, canals, woods, fields, 
gardens, houses. Sleep at the Bull Inn, got a sore throat, took 
Mr. Eainey's remedy, a large goblet of hot brandy and water, and a 
large lump of butter in it at going to bed. Well by morning. I
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supposed I catched it by the coach windows being open on the 
road to Stamford just to please two harum scarum Cantabs and a 
young Miss, for they thought it quite non-natural to have a coach 
window shut at Midsummer. They had rather freeze for the sake 
of the season. Such charming puppies !

" The town was all bustle with the Suffolk militia stopping all 
night on their march to Hull. With difficulty we got a two bedded 
room at our inn, as Mr. Rainey chooses a second rate inn before 
great ones, as you generally meet with a better reception and good 
manners than at large posting inns. Next morning we walked to 
Little Deeping, breakfasted at the Blue Bell, Deeping Common, 
where I saw a great many flocks of geese, which I was informed 
were pulled three times a year for the feathers.

" We had a very pleasant ride in a chaise to Spalding, roads 
very level and good. Mr. Rainey, with true politeness, pointed out 
to me remarkable places all the way to Boston, such as Croyland 
Abbey, wind mills to throw up water out of the dykes, flocks of 
sheep feeding as far as the eye can reach, crops of oats, luxuriant 
teeming crops of thistle, aquatic plants natives of the fens, a great 
many neat houses by the roadside and spires.

" We did not stay to dine at Spalding, but got a beef steak and 
a tart, &c., and a bottle of wine. Chaise again to Boston, where, 
Saturday, June 22nd, I parted with my convivial chaise companion.

" Boston is a beautiful little seaport town, well supplied with 
all kinds of provision, a number of people employed in the fishing 
and naval business, is making rapid strides to improvement, many 
smart shops, good inns, &c.; and Boston Church, dedicated to St. 
Botolph, is a model of perfection. For grandeur and splendid 
ornament may well impress every stranger with awful reverence and 
veneration. Repast at Peacock Inn, a chaise set off for Freeston 
Shore, five miles, paid 7s. 6d. postage. We go through Freeston 
town to the shore, about one mile. I saw some curious bouses on 
the road, viz., mud houses with sash windows, others curiously 
thatched, &c., and I also saw stacks of cow dung drying for firing. 
When you see such wonderful things it brings -to mind the comical 
humours of Mr. Doubledee :—

' I was prentice in the town of Lincolnshire, 
Where pig dung was soap and cow dung was fire.'

"I arrived at the Coach and Horses, Freeston Shore, about six 
o'clock, had some little trouble about iriy lodging room on the first 
floor, which Mr. Plumer was not willing I should have, for he 
wanted me to have a room in the attic story. Mr. and Mrs. 
Plumer kept the Coach and Horses. Mrs. Plumer is a very nice 
clever woman, every way calculated to manage so much business 
at these watering seasons. Mr. Plumer can be pleasant when he 
chooses to be so.
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" After refreshment, walk that evening with Mr. Smith, of New 
Hall Parks, Leicestershire, about two miles on the sands, to the 
edge of the channel. I confess a sight so novel to one that has 
never seen the sea, and the roaring noise of the winds driving the 
waves, are awful and very striking at first sight.

• O! the wonders of the majestic deep, 
And more wonderous tide the sands daily sweep.'

" There were only two men at the Coach and Horses the first 
night I got there. The other lodging houses had very few people, 
owing to the cold and backward season. A great number of people 
attend this watering place in June, July, August, and September, 
to drink and bathe. They are mostly of the middle class of people, 
such as farmers, tradesmen, &c.; sometimes one upstart country 
squire, who has just transformed himself by little gold from a 
village peasant, and now and then a lordly innkeeper, who has 
sprung up from a post boy, ostler, waiter, or even boots, who carries 
his high self above other people, learns to talk Dutch, &c. Just 
such a one I saw at Freeston Shore, pourtrayed all over with 
tarnished conceit. Two or three small fishermen's houses lodge 
some poor people that cannot afford to pay much a-week for lodging, 
&c. Board at the Coach and Horses 4s. per day. Our drinking, 
besides the 4s. made it about 6s. 6d. per day, at a moderate rate. 
Many of the bathers spent 10s. 6d., but what is that to a wine 
bibber ? Sea bathing on these shores very good for all scorbutic 
complaints, sore legs, sore eyes, surfeits, hard drinking, nervous 
habits, hydrophobia, &c., and a poor appetite. All these complaints 
are much benefited by its saline waters. Yet I thought a great 
many of the company came to see and be seen more than for sea 
bathing. Young ladies to see for husbands, and young fortune 
hunters for wives. These are the humours of Freeston Shore.

" We had tea and coffee breakfast half-past eight o'clock, and a 
very nice dinner of all the varieties in season at two, and tea at 
half-past five, and a hot supper of dainties and nicnacs, at half-past 
eight. We had also a luncheon at ten if we had mind to eat, for 
you must understand after drinking so much of Neptune's Ale we 
are as hungry as hawks, and eat like plough boys and thackers, for 
we have no mercy on cold beef and pies, and drink like fishes.

"Hail! sole, sole! the finest fish in the world, for we had 
plenty of thee. We daily eat twice a day of sole and shrimps by 
the thousand. I had a very neat lodging room on the first floor. 
It looked into the sea. It had a sash window. The bed white 
with a brown fringe, and a small chest of drawers mahogany to 
put my linen in. At my room window the phenomenon of the 
moonshine on the tide was beautiful. It represented a brilliant 
column of gold crowned with fan-shaped rays of light, which shot 
out an immense way on the wide expanse.
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" Rules hang up in tbe dining room to point out the hours of 
eating and drinking, and the honours of the table and presidency. 
The first comer to the Coach and Horses is always president at the 
table, and the last comer is deputy president at the bottom; so on 
in rotation as they come to the house. These rules contain forfeits 
for swearing, &c., the hours of dancing. A bell rings at meal 
times to call the whole tribe to eat and drink. Then we take our 
places, the dinner is set on the table. All the dishes covered till 
grace is said by the president (except there happens to be a poor 
parson at the bottom) then the covers are taken off and the dinner 
piping hot; and 'twould make your mouth water to see fish top 
and bottom, and all the rarities Boston market will afford. And 
after dinner the president asks the ladies if they will take a glass 
of wine. You may be sure they will not say no, for most of them 
are not very mincing. Then if you don't choose to join the league 
you may walk down stairs and smoke your pipe; and the same 
game is acted over again after supper, when some of the company 
sing a song or two, and the women and widows will laugh at it, 
like so many merry wives of Windsor. I would match two or 
three of them against any women in England to laugh. Some of 
the gentlemen were glad when they were gone; they could not 
hear themselves speak. The company of the Coach and Horses 
and Anchor in a full season may, perhaps, be upwards of 120. 
When I left Freeston Shore, July 23, there were about thirty-two, 
while I was there kept continually coming and going like the tide 
they came to make use of. One may well compare them to one 
heterogeneous mass of young and old, handsome and ugly, sound 
and lame, rich and poor, dull and witty, polite and vulgar, proud 
and social.

" A word or two of the characters. First, a Mr. Curtis, of 
Ilson-by-Tilton, a great grazier of Leicestershire—a very good 
social old gentleman, and my Hinckley friend Mr. Ward of sagacious 
memory. The heroine amongst the ladies was a very gay widow 
by the name of Henton from Kagdale, with her daughter, Miss 
Henton, very fond of a change of sweethearts; and a Mr. Flour, 
out of Rutlandshire, a very nice social young man; and a young 
greenhorn from the same place—a Mr. Toon; and Mr. Wheelrite, 
of Grantham, a very pleasant gentleman of great good manners 
and affabilities; a Mr. Illson, out of Leicestershire, a very good 
natured man; and an harem scarem chap and goosecap from 
Southwell, Notts, and the consequential W. M——, Esq., an old 
friend with a new face, and the ever babbling boozy Sawbridge, a 
rare lad for a bit of tobacco, and a rum old woman out of Lincoln 
shire, who had lately had a large sum of money left her, and a 
good sensible sort of widow woman, Mrs. Jones, from Creaton, 
Northhants, a grace to her sex, and her neice, Miss Dun, of decent 
manners as girls should be; and Mr. Weatherhogg, a Lincolnshire
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gentleman of facetious turn, and a great acquaintance of Sir Joseph 
Bankes. The above characters are some I knew. But of all 
characters in our company was the philanthropist Mr. Crossland, 
of Nottingham, a gentleman worthy of praise, who came to take 
care of his brother, who had poor health, for when I was taken 
very ill, the Sunday before I came home, this gentleman showed 
me all the kindness of a relation. I have recorded him in gratitude 
as one of Nottinghamshire's worthies."

He next describes his thoughts on seeing the phenomena of tide, 
the " advance of the waves clad in silver gray," the tide weather, 
the low tides, the fish, crabs, fishermen, shrimpers, the shipping, 
sailors, seaweeds, and plants. Bathers and bathing machines, the 
Sunday excursionists from Boston to drink tea or to ride on the 
sands, or to see the tide come in, &c. But I shall tire you.

July 23rd, R. Fowke returns homeward by Boston and Sleaford 
and Ancaster to Grantham, where he sleeps for the night. Takes 
chaise next morning to Melton Mowbray, passing near Belvoir 
Castle and Waltham-on-the-Wolds, where he is reminded of Throsby, 
who says when he visited this place a fine crop of fern was growing 
in the chancel of the church (the same church is now in handsome 
order under Rev. G. E. Gillett). At Melton Mowbray he stopped 
an hour, got refreshment, and then took a chaise to Leicester, and 
through Earl's Shilton home to Elmesthorpe Cottage Farm. The 
old saying was never more true, "home is home, if ever so 
homely."

I conclude with a few words on middle-class education. No 
one can hear this account of middle-class life without drawing a 
comparison between the self-educated Richard Fowke, and the 
rough unrefined manners of many of his associates in the Inn. A 
self-educated man like Richard Fowke is sure to rise to a noticeable 
position wherever he may be. But the mass, unless elevated by 
education in youth-time to a higher level than that on which they 
stand by birth, remain rough and uncouth for life, however rich ' 
and respectable they are in the account of the world. They receive 
their only education in boyhood; none whatever from their own 
energetic love of books and refinement in after life. I say it with 
out fear of contradiction that the middle classes throughout the 
country require " levelling up" to a standard they have not reached. 
We do not wish to draw them down to our present level, which is 
not high enough, but we desire to see them rise even above our 
present level, as generous Christians ought to wish. We wish to 
see every farmer and tradesman's sons and daughters ladies and 
gentlemen—not ladies and gentlemen in the falsely polished sense 
of the world, not like bad wine, • coarse and rough to the taste, 
considered something better than common beer, but like the pure 
juice of the grape, enriched by an education which brings out its 
own wholesome flavour and well refined for use. The middle-class
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colleges springing up in many large districts are the pledge of the 
coming age of refinement for the middle classes amongst which I 
number Denstone, whose foundation I belong to. When we have 
the tone of honour high in the farmer and the tradesmen's charac 
ters; when we find the same consideration shown for honest Richard 
Fowke which is shown for the purse-proud upstart transformed by 
a little gold from a peasant boy into a squire; when we meet with 
no more so-called gentlemen glad when the old women and widows 
are gone from the dinner table because they laugh like merry wives 
of Windsor; when we see no more babbling boozy Sawbridges who 
spend every day 6s. 6d. in drink for 4s. in meat and lodging; when 
(to turn to modern tradesmanship) we find the same consideration 
proverbially shown for the customer which he would have the cus 
tomer show to his shop; when we meet with no more false weights, 
false tops, and false bottoms; when we observe no modern trades 
man selfishly civil behind the counter and wantonly uncivil at a 
vestry meeting; when we can unfeignedly pronounce the whole 
middle class above accepting a bribe at an election, because they 
value everything that is true, everything that is just, everything of 
good report, then we shall be able to say, "they are all gentlemen," 
elevated to a superior level of which the country may be proud.

At the conclusion of Mr. Tower's Paper, MR. NORTH said 
Mr. Thompson, who was announced to read a Paper that evening, 
had almost at the last moment before the meeting, been obliged 
by ill-health to leave home. This being the first meeting of the 
Leicestershire Architectural Society in this neighbourhood, the 
subject of Mr. Thompson's paper would have been appropriate and 
useful, but as Mr. Thompson was unable to read it, and as he 
(Mr. North) did not like the opportunity to pass without some one 
saying a word or two upon the Society, he had jotted down a few 
remarks, the brevity of which would be their chief recommenda 
tion. The Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological Society 
was formed, according to its printed prospectus, " to promote the 
study of architecture and general antiquities, and the restoration 
of mutilated architectural remains within the county; to furnish 
suggestions, so far as may be within its province, for improving 
the character of ecclesiastical edifices, and for preserving all ancient 
remains which the committee may consider of value and import 
ance." Within the memory of most of them, the state of their 
churches was such as to render the cry for preservation from ruin 
and decay, arising from neglect and the natural effects of time, a 
very strong and urgent one. The cry was urgent, the appeal was 
strong, and the answer came. Almost like a flood of light the 
spirit of church restoration swept over the land. Indeed the rage 
for church restoration became so strong, that whereas it had been 
the province of these societies to hail with pleasure and to encourage 
the desire to restore our churches to something like decency and
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order, so it soon became a duty to guide, and even to check a 
movement which, in its strength and zeal, forgot that rebuilding 
was not restoration, and which swept away, in many cases, all 
ancient vestiges, monumental, architectural, and ceremonial, in 
our churches; which forgot that almost every stone had its his 
tory, every carving its tale, every appurtenance of ancient ritual 
and ceremony its declaration; in fact that the details of our ancient 
ecclesiastical buildings were ocular proofs of the antiquity of our 
English Church, and exponents of the many phases of practice 
and doctrine through which it had passed. It was now therefore 
constantly urged by this Society that great care should be taken 
in all church work, especially that the architect should provide 
against the mutilation or displacement of ancient monuments, the 
loss of marks and appurtenances of ancient ritual and ceremony, 
and the unnecessary substitution of new work when the old by 
care and attention could be preserved. Architectural societies had 
certainly had their full share in bringing about that happy change 
in the condition of their churches now so palpable. It was the 
duty of these societies simply to examine the plans for church 
restoration and building submitted to them on antiquarian and 
artistic principles, without respect to the many questions which in 
these days agitated the minds of men upon church matters, and to 
give advice and encouragement accordingly. He might, however, 
speaking for himself, express a hope in the words of an excellent 
layman now living, " that our churches may all be open with 
comely and modest dignity in the structure, with sober beauty of 
decoration, with restrained but melodious dignity of worship, and 
with seats in which the peer and the peasant are peers of each 
other." Much might be said upon our domestic architecture, its 
debasement and revival; of the vindication by these societies of 
our national style—the Gothic—from the charge of unfitness for 
secular buildings, and of its gradual re-introduction; of the war 
waged against stucco and other abominable shams, and of the 
victory which was now following, but the few moments left at his 
disposal must be devoted to calling their attention to the other 
branch of the society's work—the encouragement of the science of 
archaeology. Here a wide field opened itself. This science might 
be carried out to a considerable extent, both in our larger towns 
and in our country districts, where soil which had lain undisturbed 
for many generations was now constantly being excavated for build 
ing or engineering purposes, and in which nupaberless relics were 
found—coins, from the bronze of the Roman emperors to the 
humble tradesman's token of the seventeenth century, fibulae, hair 
pins, and other personal ornaments, including rings of all dates, 
from the early signet to the poesy ring of the last century, vessels 
of all shapes and for all purpqses of Koman manufacture, and of 
the rough make of a later period were constantly being turned up,
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not to mention seals, implements of various kinds, and other relics 
almost numberless—all these were enquired after, preserved, and 
their former use, if not already known, sought into and explained 
by antiquaries, by members of archaeological societies. The light 
thrown upon history by these researches, the distinct picture they 
obtained of mediaeval customs and every-day life by giving atten 
tion to these minute but important items, demonstrating as they 
did the tastes and habits of our forefathers, could hardly be over 
rated. To the clergy, especially, they would commend the objects 
of this Society. They were not only the custodians of our parish 
churches, but they were the curators of our local antiquities, the 
keepers of our local manuscripts. They had in their charge the 
parish registers, which were invaluable as affording materials for 
historical, genealogical, and topographical inquiry; in the church 
chest were frequently found ancient churchwardens' accounts and 
other documents, throwing much light upon parochial and national 
events. The clergy had, to a great extent, the care of the memorials 
of the dead—the elaborate brasses, giving, with almost photographic 
accuracy, the costume of different periods, the more ambitious re 
cumbent effigy speaking of the state of the arts in the different 
centuries, the modest floor or mural stone bespeaking the affection 
of the living and their reverence for the dead. All these were most 
invaluable as supplying links in local history, and as being fre 
quently the only existing records of genealogical connections. In 
the parish church, too, was generally to be found the only remnant 
existing in the neighbourhood of the skill of the art-workman of 
mediaeval times—the carved capital, the fragment of stained glass, 
should all be preserved as valuable and interesting relics never to 
be replaced if once destroyed or lost.

REV. N. T. HUGHES moved a vote of thanks to the society 
for coming to meet at Kegworth, and expressed the hope that at 
no distant date they would come again.

ME. JOURDAIN seconded the motion ; which was carried 
unanimously.

REV. E. TOWER replied, and dwelt on the importance of the 
work of such societies, in seeing that the fine ecclesiastical edifices 
of the country were properly dealt with.

REV. R. DALBY proposed a vote of thanks to the gentlemen who 
had read papers, and observed that though he had been a member 
of the society for several years, he was ashamed to say that this 
was the first time he had been present at any of their meetings. 
This, however, might be accounted for by the fact that the public 
meetings to which he and others were summoned were more 
numerous than the working days of the week, at any rate in the 
summer, so that some must go unattended unless they possessed 
the power of ubiquity. He might mention that only recently he 
had learnt that the same couplet as that mentioned in the paper of
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the Chairman, " Nwnc mea," &c., existed in, he believed, an older 
house in Westmoreland, from which that at Kegworth was probably 
copied. He thought they ought also to pass a vote of thanks 
to the contributors to the very interesting and excellent museum 
which had been collected for the gratification of the visitors. He 
believed the archaeologists present could have spent profitably 
several hours in looking over the treasures brought together from 
the immediate neighbourhood.

EEV. W. EUMANN seconded the motion, and commented on the 
value of the society, as a living link between the past and the 
present, calling their attention to what was great and true, and 
noble in days gone by.

EEV. J. H. HILL, as curator of the Museum, testified to the 
value and interest of its contents, and that it was quite an honour 
to the town of Kegworth.

The motion was carried unanimously.-
MR. NOETH proposed a vote of thanks to the members of the 

Local Committee, who he was sure had bestowed all the care and 
attention they could to make the meeting successful. It was 
matter of regret to the society that the meeting on its part had 
been much smaller than had been the case in former years, but it 
had been none the less pleasant. They regretted of course the 
absence of many of their friends, but they knew that they were 
with them in spirit, and those who had been at Zegworth would 
long remember the kindness, courtesy, and hospitality with which 
they had been received. The Museum, he might say, had been a 
very attractive one, and he was sure no one who had sent his 
" household gods" there would value them the less for having 
been seen and admired by his neighbours.

ME. BLOXAM seconded the motion, and in reference to the 
Museum said it was astonishing what could be brought together in 
such collections in different districts. He had seen that day one 
of the earliest Eoyal Arms, one of the time of Henry VIII. or 
Edward VI., which came out of their church, and which was a very 
interesting relic. The Wedgwood ware was also worthy of notice. 
He had always felt a sincere regard for this county, and it was now 
forty years ago since his first little antiquarian work, on Bradgate 
and the neighbourhood, was published by Mr. Combe, at Leicester.

The CHAIEMAN and ME. YEOMANS briefly acknowledged the 
compliment paid the Local Committee, and the proceedings 
terminated.

Thursday, August Kith, 1868.
THE EXCUESION.

CABBIAGES started from the Flying Horse Inn at 8.30. ME. 
MATTHEW HOLBECHE BLOXAM, F.S.A., kindly undertook to describe 
the churches, &c., visited.
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The first place visited was

GOTHAM.
The church here Mr. Bloxam stated was partly Early English, 

partly Decorated, and partly of the fifteenth century work. Like 
many others it had been repaired at different times, and not 
always judiciously. The rood screen was a very good one of the 
fifteenth century, and there was a good arcade on the north side. 
The monument, to W. St. Andrew, was a rather rare instance of 
the old jack boots of the time of Charles I. or the Commonwealth. 
The figure, which was kneeling, was attired in a ruff, short cloak, 
and jack boots. The next stage was

BUNNEY.
The church here Mr. Bloxam stated to be of the fourteenth 

century, with some additions of later date, and was peculiar from 
the vault of the Parkyns family being erected at the east end, and 
which so occupied that end of the chancel as to cause the sedilia 
and piscina to be completely hidden. The altar table too, of 
course, had to be moved westward of the vault. There was a 
series of Decorated windows very well moulded on the jambs. On 
the north wall of the chancel was the extraordinary monument 
of Sir Thomas Parkyns, ancestor of the late well-known Lord 
Rancliffe, standing in a position for wrestling. Some years ago 
when he was there the late Lord Rancliffe had a number of stone 
coffins made, and about half a dozen of them were lately lying 
there, but they had been removed. He hoped that the part of the 
church, which had been taken from the parishioners, might be 
restored to them again, and the chancel appropriated to its proper 
purpose. One of the monuments on the north wall, dated 1603, 
was that of Richard Parkyns, once Recorder of Leicester and 
Nottingham, the end of the inscription concluding with the phrase 
rather curious in a post-Reformation monument, " On whose soul 
God have mercie." One fine feature of the church was a lofty 
south porch, with a ribbed stone roof. Another was a large vestry 
on the north side, which Mr. Bloxam considered had been built at 
the same period as the rest of the church. The exterior, though 
very much weather-worn, presented numerous points of interest. 
The next place visited was

WYSALL.

The church here presented some fine examples of early square- 
headed, windows, a carved oak rood screen, several miserere seats, 
carved underneath, and a fine alabaster monument of Hugh Arm 
strong and his wife, the former of whom died in 1572. Mr. Bloxam
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remarked that this tomb was one of those instances in which both 
the armour and the dress of the lady were of a somewhat earlier 
period than the date of the tomb. The tuilles were of the time of 
Henry VI., and the breastplate of the reign of Elizabeth or Mary. 
The dress of the lady with the old demi-canon sleeves hanging 
down would be rather of the time of Mary than Elizabeth. The 
church, though not large, was interesting. There was a Norman 
window blocked up on the north side, and near that a round-headed 
doorway, which from the moulding was certainly Decorated, as was 
the greater part of the church, including the spire and tower. In 
the west window the mullions were later by about one hundred 
years. A great deal had been done at one time or another, and 
not very judiciously. He liked the roof very much, and should 
not like to have it destroyed, because it was the original roof, and 
a good pitch, though somewhat rude. They had also a portion of 
the original communion rails of the time of Archbishop Laud, 
about 1640. The party next proceeded to

WILLOUGHBY.
This church presented a fine series of early monuments of the 

family of Willoughby, ancestors of Lord Middleton, which were 
placed in a large separate chapel, on the north side of the church, 
the two arches leading into which were blocked up by wooden 
partitions. The monuments included the effigies of no less than 
eight persons, of a period ranging from Edward II. to that of 
Henry VI. The oldest were a knight and lady, and two ladies; 
the next a very fine one of a layman, Sir Kichard de Willoughby, 
in his robes as a Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench of the time 
of Edward III., whom Mr. Bloxam believed to have been the 
founder of the chapel; the next a warlike figure of Sir Roger de 
Willoughby, supposed to have been a great warrior, of the time of 
Richard II.; and the last, a knight and lady on a finely carved 
tomb in the centre of the chapel; the lady having a very handsome 
lofty head-dress, cleft in the centre like a mitre, and covered with 
a handsome net. The monuments were carefully examined by 
Mr. Bloxam, and described by him in detail. It was stated that 
the chapel belonged to the Willoughby family; Lord Middleton 
put it in repair, and partitioned it from the church in 1780. The 
next stage of the excursion was

WYMESWOLD.
The church here having been thoroughly restored during the 

residence of the present Dean of Canterbury, though a fine and 
beautiful building, presented little to interest the archaeologist. 
The restoration was one of the first, if not the first, of the vast 
number of parish churches in England which have been restored 

DD VOL. III.
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during the present century. Near the western entrance is the 
tomb of Gulielmus Leeke, a judge in 1687. After taking an 
excellent lunch the party visited " The Hermitage," the residence 
of Mr. T. R. Potter, and spent a short time in examining his 
collection of rubbings of monumental brasses, ancient and rare 
books, which were courteously exhibited, and described by him. 
The party next proceeded to

REMPSTONE.
The ahurch here is simply an eighteenth century erection, in 

lieu of the older church which was at a distance from the village, 
and consequently presented nothing to interest the antiquary. The 
next stage was

COSTOCK OR CORTLINGSTOCK.
The church had been lately restored, under the superintendence 

of Mr. Scott. Mr. Bloxam said the most important part of it was 
a tomb in the exterior wall, containing the effigy of an ecclesiastic 
much mutilated, though a portion of the amice and the chasuble 
could still be seen. An ancient gold ring was stated to have been 
found in the front of this figure, but it has been since lost. A 
carved stone in the wall above the tomb, Mr. Bloxam stated, was 
very old, belonging to the Saxon period. The church was of about 
1350, but there was a small window on the north side of still 
earlier date.

The REV. C. A. MILLAED, the Rector of the parish, kindly 
• furnished the following notes upon the church.

COSTOCK CHURCH.
This church is built in the same style as the greater part of 

most of the churches in this neighbourhood—probably about the 
year 1350; of its early history little appears to be known. The 
recumbent effigy under a canopy in the exterior of the south wall 
of the chancel, appears to be that of an ecclesiastic, as a portion 
of the amice and chasuble can still be seen. Some years ago, when 
the soil, which had gradually risen till it was almost on a level 
with the effigy, was removed by the then Rector, an ancient gold 
ring was found in front of the tomb, this, after having been kept 
for some time at the rectory, was unfortunately lost.'

The church originally consisted of nave and chancel only. It 
is doubtful if it ever had a tower. In 1848 the present aisle was 
added. The roof both of nave and chancel was a waggon-head 
roof, drawn and plastered. There was formerly a rood screen, with 
a boarded partition reaching from the top of the screen to the roof, 
both covered with whitewash. These were, unhappily, removed
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some years ago by the then rector. The west wall had been care 
lessly and roughly rebuilt, probably about the year 1660-70, to 
judge from a date inscribed on a beam removed from the west end 
some years ago; the exact date is forgotten. When this wall was 
pulled down in 1862, some battlements belonging to an earlier 
building were found among the stones. Three of the ancient 
wooden benches remain, the rest of the seats were placed in the 
church in 1848, when the aisle was built. The porch was built in 
the following year. The nave and chancel were restored from 
designs by G. G. Scott, E.A., in 1862-3. The nave roof was 
entirely removed, being utterly ruinous through decay, although 
probably but two hundred years old; the timbers of the chancel 
roof, on the other hand, though probably as old as the church, 
were so sound that they were all retained, being simply repaired 
where necessary. It is perhaps a pity that the present oak plank 
ing was not put above instead of under the timbers, so as to have 
shown the ancient roof.

The wall plate in the chancel is original, as is also about four 
feet of the wall plate at the east end of the nave. The chancel is 
not in the same line as the nave, but inclines to the north. The 
windows are very interesting, being square-headed flowing decorated 
windows, with substantial mullions. The trefoil of the north win 
dow in the chancel is curious. The low side window under the 
south-west chancel window is mentioned in Bloxam's "Introduction 
to Gothic Architecture " as being a very good specimen, as the 
original iron stanchions remain, also the hinge-hooks and bolt 
socket of the shutter, which probably supplied the place of the 
present glass. This low side window, of late years, till the late 
restoration, was filled with a casement, the clamps of which still 
remain. A very interesting pair of crosses is to be seen on one of 
the quoins at the south-east corner of the nave, which has hitherto 
proved a great puzzle. The chancel arch is new. It was thought 
by Mr. Scott that there might at one time have been a chancel 
arch, but during the excavations this was found not to be the case. 
The finials to the chancel seats were carved by the Rev. E. Wilson, 
the late Rector. Great care was taken during the restoration to 
preserve all that could be preserved of the old fabric; some of the 
plinth and cornice stones are the original ones.

A- Nuremberg token, and one or two paving tiles and one or 
two ridge tiles, slightly crocketed, were found.

The upper part of the font is original, the lower part—the 
pillar and base—are new.

Mr. Millard further remarks:—
The Parish Registers commence in 1558, but the earlier entries 

were copied in Queen Elizabeth's reign from an earlier register. 
The entries are in Latin until the year 1651, when they commence 
in English. The date of birth is then given instead of the date of
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baptism, the latter kind of entry not commencing again until 1659. 
The entries are again in Latin in 1663. A mural painting was 
discovered in 1848 on ashlar work below the east window of the 
chancel and BO forming a reredos. The subject was our Lord's 
Passion. This soon became quite undiscernible after exposure 
to the air, and the stone was in 1863 plastered over.

EAST LEAKE.
This church has a good east five-light window, with quatrefoil 

heading. In the interior were some carved oak benches. The 
roof was good, and had been repaired probably in 1769, as that 
date was cut on it. The chief part of the church was of the 
fourteenth century, but on the north side was a small Norman 
window. In the vestry were two old paintings of Time and Death, 
and a curious book "The Dipper's -Dipt" was shown, which had 
still the chain affixed, by whieh in former times it had been fastened 
to the desk. The la,st place in the excursion was

WEST LEAKE.
This church was very uninviting in its external appearance, the 

roof of the nave having been so lowered in pitch as to be almost 
flat and not visible externally, and on the north side doors and 
windows were blocked up. In the interior, however, were three 
separate effigies which were of an interesting character. Upon 
these Mr. Bloxam has since furnished the following very full and 
valuable notes :—

ON CERTAIN SEPULCHRAL EFFIGIES IN WEST LEAKE 
CHURCH IN NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

In an excursion from Kegworth, in Leicestershire, on .the 27th 
of August, 1868, of the Leicestershire Archaeological Society, some 
churches in Nottinghamshire, containing a number of sepulchral 
effigies of more or less interest, were visited. The last church 
was that of West Leake, about two miles from the Kegworth Rail 
way Station. This, though 'a small village church, with a few 
details of Norman architecture of the twelfth century still existing, 
contained three sepulchral effigies of early date and of great 
interest; so much so, that being unable to stay more than a very 
limited time, on account of the lateness of the hour, I was obliged 
to content myself with making a few notes. I subsequently 
engaged the late Mr. Thomas Orlando Jewitt, the well-known artist 
and wood engraver, to go down and make careful sketches of two 
of these effigies.

The most remarkable of these is on a slab under a recess in the 
wall of the south aisle, where, sculptured in low relief, is the muti-
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lated recumbent effigy of a man in civil or lay costume. His head 
is bare, with flowing curls; his neck also is bare. He is repre 
sented in a long tunic, tunica talaris, sculptured in numerous 
parallel folds, and girt about the loins with a narrow belt or girdle. 
The right arm and hand recline on the breast, the left arm and 
hand hang down a little below the belt; the lower portion of the 
effigy is much mutilated and the feet are gone. The figure is 
rudely executed. Over the head appears a circular trefoiled arch, 
enriched with the dog tooth ornament; the spandrills are sculp 
tured with stiff foliage of early English character.

From a sculptured capital of foliage of like character, from which 
the trefoiled arch springs, it would appear that a shaft on either 
side of the effigy, had been continued down to the feet, though 
neither of these now remains. This effigy, one of a rare class, may 
evidently be assigned to the early part of the thirteenth century— 
to the reign of John, or beginning of the reign of Henry the Third. 
It may be compared with an effigy in St. James's Church, Bristol, 
ascribed to Robert Earl of Gloucester, who died A.D. 1147, but 
which appears to have. been executed at a later period than that of 
his death. This effigy, which has been engraved by Mr. Hollis, 
represents the Earl, or whosoever the person intended to be com 
memorated may be, in a long tunic, belted about the waist, with 
the arms and hands disposed much in the same manner as that at 
West Leake; it appears, however, to be in a better state of 
preservation.

Adjoining the north wall of the chancel of West Leake Church 
is the recumbent sepulchral effigy of a lady, with a pedimental 
canopy over the head, enriched with crockets of stiff foliage. This 
canopy springs from slender shafts, one on each side the effigy, 
with moulded bases and capitals of stiff foliage, with mouldings 
above. The lady is represented as attired in a close fitting cap 
with a broad band in front of the temples, with a wimple and veil, 
the latter falling down scarf-like in front of the shoulders. The 
left arm and hand are raised to the breast, the right hand is repre 
sented as gathering up about the left hip the ample folds of the 
gown or the mantle. It is not quite clear to which they belong, as 
the upper part of the mantle is not visible. The skirts, however, 
appear to be diposed under the arms, and so the folds of the 
drapery in front, which are well defined and arranged, are probably 
part of the mantle; the sleeves of the gown are close fitting. The 
shoes are pointed. The head reposes on a square cushion. As a 
specimen of art of the latter part of the thirteenth century, to which 
period this effigy may fairly be ascribed, it is one of considerable 
interest. As such, I requested Mr. Jewitt to make for me a care 
ful drawing of it.

The remaining recumbent effigy in this church lies under a sepul 
chral arch in the north wall of the nave, and is that of a civilian of
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the fourteenth century. He is represented bareheaded with flowing 
locks, clad in a tunic with close fitting sleeves, with a heart upheld 
in the hands. As this was one of a numerous though interesting 
class of sepulchral effigies, (which, as a class, however, have never, 
I think, received that attention they deserve,) I did not require any 
drawing of it to be made.

MATTHEW HOLBECHE BLOXAM.
On the wall was a monument to General Mansfield, 1624, who 

married Jocosa, daughter of Thomas Paget, of Barwell, Leicester 
shire. This being the last of the churches to be visited, the party 
proceeded to Kegworth, and there broke up.

September 28th, 1868.

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.
The following gentlemen were elected members of the Society:— 

Sir Henry St. John Halford, Bart., Wistow Hall; and the Eev. 
J. S. Millard, Rector of Costock and Rural Dean. The following 
antiquities, &c., were exhibited:—

By ME. WEATHEKHEAD (the property of the Town Museum):
1. Human remains, together with portion of an ancient British 

(?) dagger of bronze, discovered in April, 1868, resting on the 
gravel about two feet deep in Sydney Street, Leicester, about seven 
feet from the foot road leading to Belgrave.

2. Mediaeval pottery found in Free School Lane, Leicester, a 
short time since, twelve feet deep.

3. Medieval jug, found in excavating for a cellar on the premises 
of Mr. Edwd. Parr, Gallowtree Gate, Leicester, in May, 1868, at a 
depth of about five feet.

4. Medieval pottery, found in the Hollow, near the West Bridge, 
Leicester, a short time since.

5. Roman urn of black ware, found in Birstall Street, Leicester, 
in September, 1868, at a depth of six feet when excavating 
for a cellar.

6. Two Roman lamps found in August, 1868, in Horsefair 
Street, Leicester, whilst excavating for a cellar.

By the REV. J. H. HILL : A Tabard button of pewter found in 
Thorpe Langton Church, Leicester, bearing upon it S. George and 
the Dragon, with the inscription, Sit Nomen Domini Benedicite. 
Also, a silver coin of Edward II. found under a foundation stone of 
the ancient chancel arch at Welham Church during rebuilding.

By MESSES. J. and T. SPENCEE : A manuscript Latin Bible 
(Circa 1400) on vellum but in modern binding. Also, an elabo 
rately illuminated manuscript Book of Hours of the fifteenth
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century on vellum. The manuscript was complete, but the illumi 
nations were not continued to the end.

By MB. THOMAS NEVINSON : An. illuminated Book of Hours 
apparently written late in the fourteenth or early in the fifteenth 
century.

By MR. JOHN HUNT : Three Roman glass lachrymatories, Roman 
pottery, and forged antiquities from the Thames embankment.

By ME. JOSEPH GODDARD : Two earthenware vessels, one a 
Turkish cup.

By the REV. JNO. FISHER (Cossington): An engraving of 
Archbishop Chiceley. He also read the following paper upon 
that Prelate :

THOMAS CHICHELE, of Higham Ferrers, Northamptonshire, died 
25 Feb., 1400, leaving three sons, viz.:

Robert, Henry, and William.
I. Sir Robert Chichele, Knt., Mayor and Sheriff of London, 

by Will dated in the year 1422, devised that, on his birthday, a 
sufficient dinner should be given to 2400 poor citizens, house 
keepers, besides twopence to each in money. He gave liberally 
to the almshouses founded by his brother, Henry Chichele, Arch 
bishop of Canterbury, at Higham Ferrers, Northamptonshire, where 
they were born. It does not appear, as far as I can learn, that he 
had any family.

n. Henry Chichele, Archbishop of Canterbury, the subject of 
my Paper this morning.

III. William Chichele, Alderman and Sheriff of London. He 
married and left issue.

Henry Chichele, one of the most distinguished scholars and 
munificent prelates that ever filled the See of Canterbury, was a 
native of Northamptonshire; born at Higham Ferrers in that 
county in 1362.

He was educated at Winchester School, and so distinguished 
himself in his youth, that he was elected Fellow of New College, 
Oxford, by its illustrious founder, William of Wykeham, at that 
time Bishop of Winchester.

He directed his attention as well to the study of civil, as of 
ecclesiastical law, in which he graduated; and having taken Orders, 
became Chaplain to Robert Medeford, Bishop of Salisbury, who 
conferred upon him in 1402 or 1403, as his first preferment, the 
Archdeaconry of Salisbury, which he exchanged in 1404 for the 
Chancellorship of that Diocese with the Bishop's brother. He 
received at the same time the living of Odyham, in the Diocese of 
Winchester, that living being annexed to the Chancellorship. -

On the accession of Pope Gregory XII. Chichele was selected 
by Henry IV. to bear his congratulations to that Pontiff, a step
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which prepared his way to the See of St. David's, of which he was 
consecrated Bishop, 4 Oct., 1407, at Sienna.

He returned to England the year following, but in 1409 he 
attended as a deputy at the Council of Pisa; and in 1413 accom 
panied the Earl of Warwick as joint ambassador to the Courts of 
France and Burgundy.

In 1414 the See of Canterbury became vacant by the death of 
Archbishop Arundel, and Chichele succeeded to the Primacy, and 
is considered to have had no small share in inducing the young 
king, Henry V., to undertake a French war for the purpose of 
asserting his claims to the sovereignty of that kingdom.

One of the first proceedings of the new Archbishop was an act 
of policy, for which he was afterwards penitent; All Souls College, 
Oxford, still standing to attest the sincerity of his repentance, as 
he erected that College to be a compensation to mankind for the 
injury he had done in exciting Henry V. to make war upon France, 
of which he lived to witness the disastrous results.

In 1417 an event took place which shewed the justice and 
determination for which the Archbishop was celebrated. On 
Easter-day the Lord Strange and the Lady Elizabeth, his wife, and 
a great train of servants attending them, coming to St. Dunstan's 
Church to Vespers, and meeting Sir John Trussel there, with whom 
he had an ancient quarrel, his servants drew their swords in the 
church, wounded Sir John, his son, and some others of his family, 
and killed one Thomas Petwaray, a citizen of London, who, to 
reconcile the matter between them, had thrust himself into the 
scuffle. The matter being brought before the Archbishop, he in 
terdicted the church, which had been polluted with blood, the 
authors and accomplices of the crime were publicly excommuni 
cated and cursed before the people at St. Paul's Cross, and the 
Archbishop, sitting as Judge in St. Paul's Church, after he had 
examined into the fact, imposed this penance on the Lord Strange 
and his lady, who fell on their knees before him, and humbly 
begged pardon of the church: that their servants in their shirts 
and drawers only, and he and his wife with tapers in their hands, 
should go through the great street of the city from St. Paul's to 
St. Dunstan's, all which was accordingly performed with great 
solemnity; and when the Archbishop purified St. Dunstan's Church, 
the Lady Strange filled the vessels with water; they were also com 
manded to offer each of them a pyx and altarcloth.

During the minority of Henry VI., although nominated first 
privy-counsellor, Chichele took but little part in the secular dis 
putes of the period, confining his attention principally to church 
affairs; in the management of which he appears to have steered a 
middle course, opposing on the one hand the progress of the 
Wickliffites, and on the other the ambition of Martin V., who was 
highly displeased with him, and even suspended his legatine powers
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for suffering the statute of premunire to pass without opposition, 
and for moving the annulling of papal exemptions.

In 1441, at Leeds Castle, Chichele presided in the process 
against Eleanor, wife of Humphrey "the good" Duke of Gloucester, 
for sorcery and witchcraft. The remainder of the Archbishop's life 
was passed in the regular discharge of the duties of his office, in 
maintaining the rights of the Spiritual Courts against the King's 
Lawyers, and more especially in founding his noble College of All 
Souls in 1437, erected and endowed by him, and in the College and 
Hospital which he founded in 1422 at his birthplace, Higham 
Ferrers.

In 1442, being then in his 80th year, and as he said, " heavy 
laden, aged, infirm, and weak beyond measure," he solicited per 
mission of Eugenius, the then Pope, to resign his See, but before 
the result of his application could be known, died on the 12th 
of April, 1443.

He lies buried in the north side of the Choir of Canterbury 
Cathedral, under a splendid tomb erected by himself.

The south-western tower of this Cathedral was built at his 
expence, and the Archiepiscopal Palace at Lambeth was indebted 
to his munificence for many improvements.

He built the great tower at the west end of the chapel of the 
'palace, called the Lollard's Tower, at the top of which is a 
prison room.

Before the Eeformation the Archbishops had prisons for 
Ecclesiastical offenders, who, if persons of rank, were kept in 
separate apartments, and used to eat at the Archbishop's table.

History has done ample justice to the spirit with which he 
resisted the assumed power of the Pope in the disposition of 
Ecclesiastical preferments, and asserted the privileges of the 
English Church.

Among the vindications of his character from the imputations 
thrown upon it by the agents of the Pope, that of the University of 
Oxford is the most signal.

They told the Pope that " Chichele stood in the sanctuary of 
God as a firm wall that heresy could not shake, nor Simony under 
mine, and that he was the darling of the people, and the foster- 
parent of the clergy."

November 30th, 1868. 
MB. G. C. NEALE in the chair.

Mr. Thomas Barnard, of Botcheston, was elected a member.
ME. WEATHERHEAD exhibited an example of Samian ware, 

bearing the Potter's stamp, MTEKNI.M., found in Leicester, and 
presented to the Town Museum by Mr. G. H. Nevinson; also; a
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curious bronze seal, discovered November, 1868, in soil removed 
from the Cherry Orchard, Leicester, to Evington Street, and pre 
sented to the Town Museum by Mr. 0. C. Broomhead. Upon 
this seal Mr. Weatherhead read the following memoir:

" Device—a fox wearing a mitre, holding in its right forefoot 
the crook or pastoral staff. On the right are two birds, the top 
most of which appears to resemble a cock with upraised wings in 
the attitude of crowning. On the left is depicted a single bird with 
short feet, probably intended to represent a dove. Nichols, in his 
History of Leicester (in reference to St. Martin's Church), men 
tions ' The fox preaching to the geese in the great window of the 
Northcross aile in the Church,' as standing there June 29, 1730. 
Under it was written a Latin perversion of the text, Phil. i. v. 8, 
' God is my witness, how I long after you all in my bowels.' Mr. 
Albert Way, honorary secretary to the Eoyal Archaeological Institute, 
with whom I have communicated upon the subject, and whose 
replies I have now the pleasure of laying before the members of 
this Society, inclines to the opinion that the fox typifies a Bishop, 
the mitre being plain, and he does not think that a mitred Abbot 
is intended, at the same time asking the question, ' Had St. 
Martin's the privilege of the mitre ?' On reference to the Historian 
just quoted, I read as follows: ' In the Matriculus of 1220, St. 
Martin's is noticed among the churches under the patronage of the' 
Abbott and Convent of St. Mary de Pratis, who held it to their 
own use ab antiquo.' The probable date of this seal I take to be 
about the beginning of the fifteenth century. As Mr. North, in 
his ' Chronicle of the Church of St. Mart\n,' in a note referring to 
the stained glass in the window referred to by Nichols, says: ' This 
was no doubt a satire upon the monks, between whom and the 
parish priests there was constant and bitter warfare,' so I appre 
hend there exists but little doubt that the device upon this seal 
was intended as a kind of burlesque or satire upon some noted or 
unpopular ecclesiastic of the period."

ANNUAL MEETING.

January 25tfc, 1869. 
THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.

After reading correspondence relating to the general summer 
meeting for the current year, the Secretary reported that the Lord 
Bishop of Peterborough had consented to be a patron of the Society 
in the room of the late Bishop Jeune.

It was RESOLVED that the following gentlemen be elected 
Presidents of the Society : Major Freer, Billesdon Coplow; Sir
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H. St. John Halford, Bart., Wistow Hall; H. L. Powys-Keck, Esq., 
Stoughton Grange; Thomas Tertius Paget, Esq., Humberstone; 
and W. Ward Tailby, Esq., Skeffington Vale.

EESOLVED, that the committee and officers for the past year be 
re-elected, with the exception of the auditor, Mr. Mercer, who from 
ill health resigns his office; Captain Whitby was unanimously 
chosen in his place.

VOTES OF THANKS to the Mayor for the use of the room, and to 
the press for reporting the proceedings, were unanimously passed.

Major Bellairs (Hon. Sec.) presented the following audited 
Statement of Accounts for 1868 which was read and passed:

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS, 1868.
RECEIPTS. I 

1868. £. s. d. ' 
Jan. 1. Balance from old

Account .. 27 1 11 
Dec. 31. Subscriptions and 

Arrears received during 
the year .. .. .. 99 10 6

1869. 
Balance in hand

£136 12 5

£. d.

35 2 1
30 0 0

2 11 0

500
500

PAYMENTS. 
1868.

Brookes and Vibert for An 
nual Volume 

Transactions.. 
Collectanea Antiqua, 2 vols. 
Expenses of Kettering Meet 

ing (1867) in full 
Rent, one year 
Expenses of Kegworth Meet 

ing.. .. .. .. 1117 9
Postage and Carriage .. 231 
Bookbinding .. .. .. 0 10 6
Advertising .. .. .. 136
Gentleman's Magazine .. 0 13 6 
Commission to Collector .. 090 
Hallkeeper at Meetings .. 090 
Sundries .. .. .. 0 0 10
Balance in band .. .. 31 12 2

±'126 12 5

.. £31 13 8 
Jan. 22, 1869. Audited and found correct,

(Signed) ALFRED WHITBY.

The following Report of the Committee for the past year was 
then read by ME. NOETH, (Hon. Sec.)

REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1868.
ALTHOUGH the Committee of the Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological 
Society has less than usual to report to its Members at this its Annual Meeting, 
yet it has pleasure in placing on record a few notes as to the proceedings of the 
Society during the year 1868.

Whilst your Committee can fairly congratulate you upon the continued prosperity 
of the Society, it, with yourselves, has to regret the loss by death during the past 
year, of several firm supporters and tried friends. Sir Henry Halford, in one 
division of the county, Mr. Bingham (when the restoration at his expense of the 
interesting church of his village was nearly completed) in another division, are .losses 
whieh all must deplore. 'The Society has, in common with the whole diocese, also 
to lament the death of the late Bishop Jeune. As one of our Patrons he had a
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special claim upon the regard of the Members, and alto taking an active interest in 
our proceedings he established a claim, not only upon our gratitude, but upon that 
of all interested in like pursuits with ourselves. Few will forget the hearty support 
he gave to this Society as the President of the Annual Meeting, held at Melton 
Mowbray in 1805, nor the interest he evinced in the condition of the churches then 
visited aud inspected by a large number of our Members; the Bishop's desire to see 
every church in his diocese in decent repair and comely condition, as then enun 
ciated by him, is now bearing its fruit in that neighbourhood. These obituary 
references would be incomplete were we not to add to them the name of Mr. Henry 
Goddard, architect, one of the earliest and most useful Members of this Society, 
whose decease occurred in the month of July last. Mr. Goddard had, throughout a 
long life, devoted much attention to the study of Gothic architecture, and bad 
collected a large and varied store of antiquarian relics of different epochs. His 
practical knowledge of antiquities was extensive, and was always cheerfully com 
municated to fellow students.

The Annual Volume of the Associated Societies has been distributed as usual to 
all Members, accompanied by copies of an Index to all the Reports and Papers read 
before the different Societies from the time of their union to the end of the year 1866. 
Owing to the disturbing influence of the general Parliamentary elections, the printers 
have failed to complete the Annual Part of the Transactions of this Society as soon 
as could be desired. It will, however, now soon be ready for distribution.

The Summer Meeting was held last year at Kegworth—an extreme point of the 
county never before selected as a centre around which to gather the elements want 
ing to make a successful and agreeable meeting. The Society being comparatively 
unknown in that neighbourhood, your Committee was prepared to find a small 
attendance of Members and a want of that enthusiasm which has characterized 
the meetings in more central and in larger places. Although the anticipation as to 
the limited attendance from our Members was realized, there was no lack of enthu 
siasm on the part of the good people of Kegworth, a more hearty welcome being 
never given to the Society upon any former occasion. The interest felt by the 
inhabitants of Kegworth in the Society's work, and the sympathy felt for its objects, 
were fully shown some years ago by a careful and judicious restoration of their 
handsome parish church, and again at this Meeting in a desire to show everything 
they possessed that was rare or beautiful in the temporary museum, and by an 
extension of hospitality, which must always be remembered with pleasure by those of 
your Members present. The proceedings at Kegworth commenced in the parish 
church, where, after Litany had been said by the Rector, Mr. M. H. Bloxam described 
the fabric architecturally, pointing out its many beauties, and its peculiarities. With 
regard to the restoration, Mr. Bloxam remarked that it had been done well, and that 
the seats and fittings of the chancel especially had been restored with a due regard 
to the architecture of the church.

After an inspection of the temporary Museum, which contained many articles of 
interest and value, a walking party was formed, and the churches of Kingston and 
Ratclife-on-Soar were visited. The former church is principally noted for the 
punning allusion in its architectural enrichments to the family of Babington; the 
latter is calling loudly for repair and judicious restoration. Its extremely interest 
ing monumental effigies, in common with the whole building, are suffering from the 
irreverence and negleet of many generations. The fabric is rapidly falling to decay. 

The Papers read at the Public Meeting in the evening, which was a very crowded 
one, will appear in the next volume of the Associated Societies.

The Excursion on the second day of the Congress was made to churches in the 
neighbourhood (many of them being in the county of Nottingham), namely to 
Gotham, Bunney, Wysall, Willoughtiy, Wymeewold, Rempstone, Costock, East Leake, 
and West Leake. With one or two exceptions, well known to most of us, these 
churches are in a deplorable state, both as to the fabrics and the condition of the 
internal fittings and arrangements. This is said without casting the least reflection 
upon those gentlemen in whose hands they are now placed. They have unfortu 
nately entered upon—and in some cases quite recently—the results of the neglect 
and apathy of their predecessors. This must be very disheartening and discouraging, 
but, with regard to two of the churches-visited, the Society learns that steps are now 
being taken with a view to their proper repair and restoration. We shall all wish 
the work success, and the promoters of it faith and courage to carry it, large as it is, 
to a satisfactory issue. The principal feature of the Excursion was the unusual
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number of monumental effigies seen in the various churches visited during the day. 
At Gotham the kneeling figure of W. St. Andrew, attired in the costume of Charles I., 
or the Commonwealth, attracted attention; at Bunney the extraordinary figure of 
Sir Thomas Parkyns standing in the "first position" as a wrestler, inappropriately 
occupies the north wall of the chancel, which chancel, hy the way, has been taken 
from its original use and formed into a kind of mausoleum. The altar table is 
removed from its proper position, and placed further westward, in consequence of 
this arrangement. At Wysall the interesting monument with the recumbent effigies 
of Hugh Armstrong and his wife (the former of whom died in 1572) were inspected ; 
and at WiHoutjhby, the next village visited, the excursionists had a rich treat in 
viewing the splendid series of monumental effigies representing no less than eight 
persons, and ranging over a period from Edward II. to Henry VI. The details of 
some of the tombs well repaid a careful examination by the beauty of their symbo 
lism and the high art displayed in their execution. At Costock Church, recently and 
carefully restored, there is a tomb in the exterior of the south wall, with the figure 
of an ecclesiastic much mutilated, but still shewing clearly the priestly vestments of 
the mediaeval church; and again, at West Leake, were three distinct effigies of an 
extremely interesting character, upon which Mr. Bloxom has promised to communi 
cate a short memoir. It will thus be seen that the excursion from Kegworth was 
not only an agreeable one to the Members generally, but one of special interest to 
the student of monumental sculpture and mediaeval costume.

Turning from these ecclesiastical antiquities, your Committee record several 
discoveries of interest in Leicester during the past year. A new piece of Roman 
pavement was discovered in the month of December last in the Cherry Orchard, 
whilst workmen were excavating for the foundations of certain houses in King 
Richard's Road (formerly known as Watts' Causeway). It was met with opposite the 
Newfound Pool Inn, about 65ft. from the front, and about 25ft. from King Richard's- 
Road. The portion uncovered was 15ft. by 9ft. Bin.; the pattern, a geometrical one, 
consisting of a number of circles interlacing each other, and constructed of the usual 
large coarse black and white tesselse, the diameter of the circle being about 2ft. tljin. 
This approaches the pattern of the pavement discovered in the same spot as figured 
F in a plan prepared by the late Mr. T. L. Walker in 1851, differing only in having 
the centre spot red. To save the heavy expense of taking up the whole, it was 
deemed advisable to request the aid of Mr. Goddard for the purpose of making c 
plan. It was at the same time suggested by those gentlemen who visited it shortly 
after its discovery, that it would be well to take up sufficient of this tesselae to give a 
correct idea of the entire pattern. This proposal has been carried out, and they are 
now deposited in the Museum, so that at any future period they can be reconstructed, 
refrence being had to the plan furnished by Mr. Goddard.

It is but fair to state that, according to certain conditions of sale, the property of 
such Roman remains, <fec., became vested in the vendor, Mr. George Harrison. 
Mr. Weatherhead immediately waited upon that gentleman, who at once freely 
granted permission to the Literary and Philosophical Society to remove as much 
as they might think fit for illustrating the design.

This pavement thus appears to have been an outlying portion of the Roman 
villa formerly occupying the site, and which has not hitherto been exposed to 
observation. It is now marked upon Mr. Walker's plan in the Town Museum, 
already mentioned. Another discovery of Roman times may also be here placed on 
record. In the autumn of last year, the earth being in course of removal in the 
lower part of what was formerly known as the paddock, lying around Danett's Hall, 
with a view to laying the foundation of a row of cottages, one of the excavators 
threw on the bank a small figure in metal. It lay for more than a day unnoticed, 
being considered valueless, and might have been returned to the soil had not a 
passer-by picked it up, and at once perceived its antiquarian value. It proved to be 
a bronze statuette of Jupiter, of undoubted genuineness and artistic excellence. 
This relic is unique in Leicester, no similar object of Roman art having ever been 
known by antiquaries to have been found in this locality.

Since the publication of our last report the church of S. Luke, in Leicester, has 
been built and opened. Your Committee, exercising an impartial criticism, are 
bound to observe that while considerable care and attention has been bestowed on 
its general construction with regard to utility, it is of opinion that the details are 
not consonant with the progress which has been made in architectural knowledge 
during late years.
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In the county tbe two important parochial churches of Melton Mowbray and 
Lutterworth are still undergoing restoration, under the care of Mr. G. 6. Scott, R.A. 
In the latter church some curious remains of mural decorations have recently been 
uncovered. Correct -fac similes of a portion of these, drawn by Mr. C. J. Lea, are 
exhibited to-day. In the town of Leicester has been erected, from the designs of 
Mr. Goddard, during the past year,* clock tower, occupying a conspicuous situation, 
where several public thoroughfares concentrate. The style adopted is the early 
Decorated, of which it is a successful and elegant example. The structure is suitably 
ornamented with the statues of four local benefactors, represented in the costume 
of the period in which they lived—Simon de Montfort, William of Wigston, Sir 
Thomas White, and Alderman Newton. These figures, on the whole, are admirably 
executed, and reflect great credit upon the sculptor, Mr. Barfleld.

A passing mention ought to be made of the parochial schools of 5. Mary, Leicester, 
also from the design of Mr. Goddard. They are of the Decorated period of Gothic 
architecture, and built of granite with stone Dressings. The details are tasteful and 
appropriate, and the replacing of the two figures taken from tbe old school is to be 
commended. These figures are in terra cotta, and serve to perpetuate the quaint 
but pleasing costume of a bygone period.

Mr. John Green, Belvoir Castle, was elected a member of the 
Society.

The following antiquities, &c., were exhibited:
By MR. GODDABD, architect: A Plan of the Roman pavement 

referred to in the report.
By ME. LEA, ecclesiastical decorator, Lutterworth: A Facsimile, 

drawn to scale, of the mural decoration recently uncovered in the 
nave of Lutterworth Church, also referred to in the report. Also 
designs by the same artist for the mural decoration of the Metro 
politan Convalescent Hospital now being erected by J. Clark, Esq., 
of London, of which building Mr. Lea is the decorator.

By the BEV. J. H. HILL: A pavement tile, with'armorial bear 
ings, from Welham Church; a silver penny of Edward I., found in 
the foundations of the same church. Mr. Hill further produced a 
tobacco stopper, surmounted by a medal, obverse:—a full face with 
the legend " H. Sack. D.D." reverse a mitre with the legend:— 
"is firm to the;" a personal memento of the noted Dr. Sacheverell, 
or one of his admirers, and probably intended to convey an im 
pression of his attachment to the Church.

By ME. WEATHEEHEAD : A mediaeval jug found in the High- 
cross Street, Leicester.

March 29th, 1869.

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.
It was notified that it is intended to hold the General Summer 

Meeting this year at Uppingham, in conjunction with the North 
amptonshire Society, and a sub-committee was appointed to carry 
out the arrangements for the same, in co-operation with the 
committee of that society.
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It was further notified that several papers of interest would 
shortly be read before the members, either at Uppingham or at 
future bi-monthly meetings, viz.: " On the Druidical Remains of 
Brittany," by Sir Henry Dryden, Bart.; " On the Objects of 
Archaeological Societies," by Mr. James Thompson; and on "The 
County of Rutland," being an introduction to its History, by the 
Rev. J. H. Hill.

The following articles were exhibited :
By REV. J. H. HILL : A Boss in carved oak—temp. Henry VII. 

—from Welham Church; ancient floor tiles with armorial bearings 
(fourteenth century), from the same church.

By ME. NOETH : A leaden Bulla of Pope Clement VI., who 
filled the Papal Chair from 1342 to 1352. A Bulla was the leaden 
seal affixed to Papal Briefs, mandates or licences, hence called 
Bulls. The specimen shown was said to have been found in S. 
Martin's churchyard, Leicester, more than twenty years ago. It 
was of the usual type. On the obverse appeared the conventional 
heads of SS. Peter and Paul, with the letters S P A and S P E 
over them respectively; on the reverse the words, in Lombardic 
capitals, CLEMENTIS P.P.VI.

By ME. THOS. NEVINSON : Several Roman coins lately found in S. 
Mary's churchyard, including a silver coin of Hadrian, a bronze of 
Alectus, and one of Constantine.

By ME. SABSON: A Black-letter Bible, with illuminated capitals, 
dated 1497; a Roman Missal, printed at Antwerp in 1605, rubri 
cated and with the Gregorian musical notation. This missal was 
in the original binding, ornamented with figures of the Virtues, 
and was formerly secured by clasps, now missing. Mr. Sarson 
further exhibited a small series of silver coins, ranging from 
Elizabeth—1561 to George HI.—1781.

By ME. JAMES THOMPSON : The extremely valuable small bronze 
statuette of Jupiter, lately found on the Danett's Hall estate, re 
ferred to in the Annual Report of the Committee read at the last 
meeting.

May 31st, 1869.

THE REV. J. H. HILL in the chair.
The Honorary Secretary notified that in consequence of several 

objects of interest in the neighbourhood of Uppingham being in 
accessible this year—Deane Church, and Rockingham Castle, being' 
both closed for repairs—the sub-committee had arranged for a 
public meeting, at Melton Mowbray, on the evening of the 23rd 
June, and for an excursion on the following day to Bottesford, 
taking in various churches, &c., on the way. The programme for
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this year's annual summer meeting will, in consequence of this 
arrangement, be somewhat shorter than usual, the temporary 
museum being omitted, but the Secretary reported that owing to 
the short time at the sub-committee's disposal for making arrange 
ments, they believed the course indicated would, upon the whole, 
be the best to adopt this year. The fine church at Melton Mowbray 
is still undergoing very extensive and important repairs and restora 
tions, which, when completed, will probably point to a time for 
holding a more formal meeting in that town.

After the transaction of other business, the following antiquities, 
&c., were placed upon the table :

By the REV. J. H. HILL: A photograph of mosaic work in 
Chester Cathedral, executed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne.

By ME. G. H. NEVINSON : A gold early British coin, probably 
of Tasciovanus, the father of Cunobeline. The coin is one of that 
class which bears evidence of our early British coinage being 
imitated from Greek, and subsequently from Roman coins, as 
shown by Mr. Wright in his work on " The Celt, the Roman, and 
the Saxon." On the obverse is an ornament which seems to be 
an exaggerated representation of the fillet on the heads of the 
Greek coins, and on the reverse the rude imitation of the charioteer 
and horses on the same coins. Mr. Nevinson also produced a 
leaden seal or token—button-shaped—bearing so far as could be 
deciphered, the Tudor badge—the portcullis. It was either one 
of those seals required by several old Acts of Parliament to be 
affixed to pieces of cloth to show they were of proper length and 
quality, or one of those which were placed on faulty pieces to call 
attention to the defects of them, such as (to cite the words of the 
statute 5 and 6 Edward VI., cap. 6) being "cockely, pursy, bandy, 
squally or rowy, or evil burled or wasted in the mill, or full of 
holes or bracks."

By ME. WEATHEKHEAD : A bronze coin of Julia Aquilia Severa, 
second wife of Elagabalus (afterwards Marcus Aurelius Antoninus), 
born 205 A.D., died 222; a Roman urn, found whilst excavating for 
a new culvert in the Mansfield Street, Leicester, about ten feet deep, 
height 5 in. by 5f in. diameter; a fine example of a Roman 
mortarium (with potter's mark on the rim), found under the same 
circumstances, and in the same locality as the urn, size 13J in. 
diameter; a curious patera of black ware, measuring 2 in. in height 
by 6£ in. diameter, discovered in Baxter Square, near The Hollow, 
Leicester.

By ME. JOSEPH BELL : Medisval jug (containing the bones of 
a cat), found in the White Lion yard, Market Place, Leicester, in 
1869, six feet deep.

By ME. JOHN HUNT : A very chaste and beautiful spur, inlaid 
with silver, found in the neighbourhood of Naseby.
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GENERAL MEETING AT MELTON MOWBRAY, 
June 2Srd and 24ih, 1869.

Wednesday, June 23rd, 1869.

It was announced some time since that the Annual Summer 
Gathering of this Society would be held this year in conjunction 
with the Architectural Society of the Archdeaconry of Northampton, 
at Uppingham. Subsequent events, however—and those very 
recent ones—necessitated a change in that arrangement, and so the 
anticipated meeting at Uppingham was deferred for a short time. 
The Committee, however, being desirous of not losing the interest* 
ing and pleasant reunion hitherto afforded by the summer meeting, 
determined to assemble at Melton Mowbray with a programme 
limited in extent, and differing somewhat in the attractions hitherto 
afforded to members and their friends. The usual formal inspec 
tion and description of the parish church—in consequence of a com 
paratively recent visit of the society to Melton—and the formation 
of a Temporary Museum, were therefore left out of the programme 
of proceedings. In place of these the Committee offered (through 
the courteous permission of Mr. Fetch) the attraction of carefully 
watching a day's digging upon ground which has, at different times, 
yielded most curious and valuable relics of the Anglo-Saxon period. 
It was in the autumn of the year 1865 that the last meeting of this 
Society—a very large one, under the presidency of the late Bishop 
Jeune—was held in Melton. At that time most extensive and im 
portant repairs and restorations were about being commenced at 
the stately and magnificent parish church. During the interval 
between that visit and the present, very much—owing to the un 
tiring zeal and energy of the vicar—has been accomplished, and 
those works were inspected with much interest by the members who 
assembled at Melton. Externally, perhaps the most striking im 
provement is the restoration of the parapets on the north and south 
aisles; internally, the new roofs to nave, side aisles, &c., and the 
lowering of the floor of the nave, are grandly conspicuous. Several 
objects of archaeological interest have been brought to light during 
the cleansing of the walls—such as appurtenances to the minor 
altars of the church, those probably belonging to some local guilds, 
attracted and received much attention. The interesting little Town 
Museum (established in Hudson's Bede House) founded by the late 
Rev. W. J. Woodcock, and now carefully superintended by Mr. 
William Latham, and other gentlemen, was visited and its varied 
contents examined. The piece of ground referred to above, and in 
the Programme of proceedings for the day as yielding, at various 
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times, interesting relics of the Anglo-Saxon period, is situated on 
the north side of the town of Melton. It is high ground, and the 
relics indicated have been found during the excavations for clay, which 
are carried on periodically by Mr. Fetch. The ground is a curious 
study to the geologist as was pointed out by Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir, 
in a communication to this Society, in the year 1862. At that 
time many Anglo-Saxon antiquities were found, but the largest 
collection was made in the year 1866, when they were exhibited at 
a meeting of this society, and a paper upon " The Anglo-Saxon 
Cemetery at Melton Mowbray," was contributed by Mr. North, in 
which he fully described the Anglo-Saxon mode of interment, as illus 
trated by the curiosities then found. The relics consisted of a 
sword or swords with portions of the wooden scabbard remaining, 
spear heads, girdle, knives, bosses or umbos of shields, urns, &c., 
&c. Since that time several other antiquities have been found, but 
owing to the rapid way in which the work is carried on by the 
workmen employed, and the absence of any one upon the spot to 
protect anything of antiquarian interest they may turn up, no 
systematic register has been kept of the discoveries made.

Diggings were commenced early in the morning of the first day 
of the meeting, and were continued with much care during the 
greater part of the day, but unfortunately without any antiquarian 
result.

At six o'clock in the evening dinner was served at the 
George Hotel.

THE PUBLIC EVENING MEETING
Was held in the Corn Exchange, under the Presidency of the 
Rev. W. M. Colles, Vicar of the Parish, who, after a few preliminary 
words upon the value of archaeology, called upon ME. JAMES 
THOMPSON to read the first Paper announced.

THE OBJECTS AND ADVANTAGES OF ARCHITECTURAL 
AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

THE subject of the observations about to be offered to your notice 
is—" The Objects and Advantages of Architectural and Archaeo 
logical Societies." It may be looked at from two points of view, 
namely, from that occupied by the members of such societies, and 
from that occupied by " outsiders." My endeavours will be to treat 
it in such a way as to be more especially intelligible to the latter 
class—to those who have heard or read little about this and kindred 
societies—to that general public which only takes passing notice 
of events and the proceedings of scientific institutions. By pursuing 
this course I hope to show in a familiar and practical way what 
Archaeological Societies propose to accomplish, and how they pro 
ceed to carry out their views and purposes.
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To begin with the Society whose Annual Meeting is held to 
day at Melton Mowbray. Most of those -whom I have the honour 
to address know, from remembrance of our former visit and from 
hearsay, what in the main the Leicester Society has been attempt 
ing to do since its establishment in this district. Our rules state 
that its objects are to promote the study of ecclesiastical architecture, 
general antiquities, and the restoration of mutilated architectural 
remains within the county; and to furnish suggestions, so far as 
may be within its province, for improving the character of eccle 
siastical edifices, and for preserving all ancient remains which the 
Committee of the Society may consider of value and importance.

The mode of doing the things here announced is to hold meet 
ings and to print accounts of transactions. The meetings are of 
two kinds—bi-monthly and annual. The former are held in the 
Town Library, Leicester, which the members are invited to attend,' 
and at which they may exhibit any articles of antiquarian interest, 
with a view to ascertaining the age and use of any such articles. 
By this means enquirers are enabled often to learn from some 
member present, who has devoted especial attention to a particular 
branch of investigation, the date of a relic, its original use, and the 
light it throws, perhaps, on local history, and on discoveries made 
elsewhere. Sometimes brief memoirs are read by members on 
objects introduced to notice, and on which they have devoted 
thought and study. At the annual meetings the proceedings assume 
larger proportions. As you are aware, Papers more or less lengthy 
are read—museums are collected for the occasion—and excursions 
are taken to churches and localities where architectural and other 
remains, attractive to the student of the past, are presented, and 
where visitors have the privilege of learning from members who 
have made the lore of former days their own, the nature and signi 
ficance of ancient monuments—of the costume illustrated on time- 
worn effigies, the allusions of storied windows, and the long-forgotten 
designs of portions of those venerable fabrics wherein our ancestors 
worshipped in bygone centuries. To the museums hastily formed 
on such occasions, the inhabitants of all classes are requested to 
contribute their quotas. Scarcely any household, however humble, 
being without some carefully preserved family relic—some quaint 
ornament, some disused implement, some specimen of obsolete art, 
some antique jar, or some article the like of which is not seen in 
our day—these collections, miscellaneous and grotesque often as an 
" old curiosity shop," are suggestive and stimulating to the least 
curious and least cultivated intellects, and sometimes awaken 
thought where it had been before wholly dormant.

The society does more than hold meetings—it places on record 
the results of its inquiries in two forms: in the volumes of Trans 
actions it publishes under the careful editorship of one of the 
Honorary Secretaries (Mr. North), and in the annual volumes of the
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Associated Architectural Societies. The Transactions thus far 
issued fill two volumes'; the third part of the second being on the 
eve of publication; and it is anticipated they will shortly be brought 
up to the present time.

The objects of Archaeological and Architectural Societies through 
out the country are very much alike; and I think those I have 
explained as declared by the Leicestershire Society may be accepted 
as in the main the exponents of all the other societies.

It may very fairly be asked " what advantages accrue from the 
prosecution of such studies and the cultivation of such tastes as 
those described ?" In answering this question, I suppose it may be 
granted that truth is valuable for its own sake—that in scientific 
enquiry we are not always to consider the commercial estimate of 
value, or even that estimate of value which exacts some direct 
realization of external profit to the truth:seeker. If this idea be 
discarded, we may regard archaeological enquiry as beneficial in 
itself, as a means of mental employment and discipline, exercising 
the analytical and observing faculties, as well as the mempry and 
reason. In this way, our studies may be placed on a level with 
those of any other science—any other department of knowledge 
which does not involve any direct application of results to practice.

But the effect of antiquarian study, even in the merest tyro, is 
to stimulate to historical enquiry and reading. I am supposing 
throughout that the antiquities of our own localties are the themes 
of our consideration, and that they belong to periods within the 
reach of history; for the Society represented among you to-day, and 
I believe its contemporaries generally, leave the archaeology of pre 
historic times and of other regions on the earth's surface to the 
meditations of other students of the past. To geologists the inves 
tigations into the remains of primeval and early humankind seem 
by common consent to be relinquished ; while the discoveries which 
the pioneers of archaeology are making in the solitudes of Asia and 
North and South America, startling as they promise to be, by way 
of connecting man in the infancy of the race with man as history 
found him, are usually left to distinct groups of enquirers, outside 
our societies.

To return, then, to our own sphere of operations : I repeat, the 
immediate influence of the study of the relics of former ages is to 
enkindle a desire to know what can be known of the people or 
peoples of whose works fragments are from time to time brought to 
light among us. Let the young student find a Eoman coin—what 
is his first impulse, if he be intelligent? It is to learn all about it. 
He observes the profile of an emperor stamped upon it—a legend 
inscribed around it—a figure or symbol on the reverse. He ascer 
tains the name of the emperor, the period of history in which he 
reigned, the length of his reign, some idea of the character of the 
man, and other particulars. From this partial effort, the curiosity
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expands until it desires fo make more and more its own the know 
ledge of the persons and events of ages long since passed away. 
When specimens of ancient art are raised from their graves—as is 
frequently the case in this county—when a statuette, an urn, or a 
broken column, is turned out of the earth where it has lain buried 
for centuries—what other than a desire to know in what state of 
civilization the men were whose hands fashioned them can be 
roused ? The reflective mind naturally turns to the page of history 
for knowledge of their deeds and their customs—their manners, 
their genius, their policy, their religion. When the skeletons of 
the dead, buried in epochs beyond the reach of tradition, are 
discovered, accompanied by weapons, ornaments, implements, and 
pottery, the strangeness of their forms and their extreme age do 
not alone interest us—we are at once disposed to ask, What race of 
men were those whose perished bones, whose rusted arms, whose 
faded jewellery, and shattered urns lie before us ? Whence came 
they ? What were their achievements ? What part have they 
played in the development of the power, the greatness, the religion, 
the government of the nation ? And we turn to our histories, de 
manding of them that they shall satisfy our curiosity and enlighten 
our darkness in relation to such matters.

The study of antiquities also serves two other purposes, besides 
that we have just noticed: it helps sometimes in the criticism, 
and at others in the corroboration, of history. When archssology 
challenges the truth of history, or calls for a modification of its 
statements, it does so by contemporary manuscripts, monuments, 
or other vestiges of former days. The anecdote is on record that 
Hume the historian was once allowed to examine the Government 
Records, on his desiring to obtain information in relation to some 
doubtful points in his narrative, and that the result was discourag 
ing ; for he is reported to have said, partly in earnest and partly 
in jest, that if he persisted in his investigation into the contents of 
the archives opened to him, he should have to write his great work 
over again; and therefore he pursued his searches no further. Con 
sidering that Hume's history is a compilation from the mediaeval 
chroniclers, who wrote their volumes often upon the authority of 
hearsay only, or of witnesses partly informed or prejudiced, while 
contemporary clerks were making entries upon rolls in an official 
way, without any reference to party interests, we need not be 
surprised should the latter frequently contradict and disprove the 
assertions of the former.

In the corroboration of history, antiquities play a much more 
important part than I can attempt to do more than indicate on the 
present occasion. I may, however, select a few instances of the 
truth of the proposition.

The town of Leicester was we know a Roman station. It was 
known in the first century as Ratae. The name occurs in a kind of
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road-book kept for the use of the imperial authorities, bearing date 
early in the second century. By noting the position occupied in 
the list of stations by Ratae, we might reasonably infer that it stood 
on the same site as modern Leicester. But within the last hundred 
years, a milestone was found on the high road between this town 
and Leicester, bearing an inscription in Latin, to the effect that it 
had stood two miles from Ratal, and had been set up in the reign 
of Hadrian. Here, then, the milestone confirmed the statement 
of history.

But it does not serve a local purpose alone; the inscription 
indirectly adds a leaf to the corroboration of what history says of 
Hadrian's policy. Trajan, his predecessor, died in 117. Hadrian's 
adoption by Trajan, necessary to the establishment of his pre 
tensions, took place when the latter was scarcely able to hold a 
pen. The new emperor, therefore, refrained from assuming all the 
functions and titles of supreme power, except at intervals and one 
by one, and last of all, the highest—that of P. P. f Pater PatrueJ, 
the Father of his Country. Now, it is remarkable that the Leicester 
milliary, set up in 120, three years only after Hadrian's accession, 
does not contain the letters P. P. Nor does it include the P. M. 
fPontifex Maximusj, though Hadrian was then in his third con 
sulship. The politic abstinence of a Roman Emperor's titular 
assumptions is thus attested by a broken column still preserved 
in a local museum.

From history we learn that Melton Mowbray was a town before 
the settlement of the Gallicised Danes—otherwise called Normans 
—in this country. But of its inhabitants we are told by history 
absolutely nothing. Antiquarian investigation here comes in 
opportunely, and furnishes indubitable evidence on some points 
which are not otherwise illustrated. I refer to the discovery made 
about the year 1860, on high ground to the north of this town, 
belonging to Mr. Fetch, a Member of this Society, and which has 
been described by Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir, and Mr. North, one of 
our Honorary Secretaries. This was the finding, in fact, of the 
cemetery of the Anglo-Saxons of Melton—some of whom were pro 
bably the " rude forefathers " of the people of the hamlets of the 
district. The graves thus yielding up their contents revealed many 
matters to the experienced antiquary, as well as the uninstructed 
observer. First and obviously, they proved that the Saxons did 
not bury their deceased friends and relations at random, anywhere; 
but that they paid proper respect to the departed, and laid their 
remains in an orderly manner, in a place set apart for the purpose. 
Secondly, the contents showed that the Saxon warrior was usually 
interred with his weapons,—with his spear, and knife, and shield: 
a custom pointing to the belief held by the unconverted native that 
he would find his arms in the next world ready at hand, when, in 
the halls of Odin, the braves would pass their time in combats, and
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subsequently quaff from the skulls of the. fallen, deep draughts of 
inspiring beverages. Thirdly, the graves yielded skeletons, un 
accompanied by weapons, and near which were scattered beads—the 
inference being, in the absence of anatomical proof to the contrary, 
that they were all that was left of the wives and daughters of the 
Saxon warriors buried around. Fourthly, the existence of such a 
burial-ground, apart from a church, indicated the probability of the 
interments having taken place in Pagan times—as, on the establish 
ment of the Christian. Faith in this district, the natives would be 
buried round the church in which it was preached. Fifthly, the 
inference is that as the remains were those of Pagan Saxons, they 
would be those of men living anteriorly to the conversion of Peada, 
the first Christian chieftain of Mercia—or, at least, of the appoint 
ment of a bishop of the country round Leicester, by Theodore, 
Archbishop of Canterbury; and therefore that they would date 
earlier than the year 679, when the Archbishop divided the king 
dom of Mercia into four dioceses, Leicester being one; in which case 
these perished bones, these corroded weapons, and these beads no 
longer bright, have remained in the soil twelve hundred years. 
Archaeology waves her wand over them, and says, "Let the dry 
bones live!" and in the mind's eye the Saxon brave rises to his 
feet—his right hand on his sword hilt, his spear clutched with his 
shield in his left hand, his stalwart form clad in tunic of blue, and 
his legs swathed in bandages of leather; while his fair and comely 
wife, with blue eyes and flaxen hair, in her long flowing garments, 
her neck adorned with a lace of beads of amber, glass, and coloured 
earth, stands by his side; in death as in life true to her lord, proud 
of his strength and courage, and ready to share all his destinies.

It is sufficiently apparent, I think, that the study of antiquities 
promoted by the society met here to-day is not merely useful in 
exercising the intellect, but that it excites a love of history, that it 
helps in the criticism of history, and that it confirms and elucidates 
history; indeed, it may be said to furnish the foundation on which 
much of history rests. If it fulfil all these purposes, it. is no longer 
a mere dilettanti pursuit, to which severe philosophers may lend a 
condescending patronage: it is entitled to be considered a science, 
—the ally, the supporter, the illuminator of History—indispensable 
to its existence, its growth, and progress: and therefore worthy the 
attention of all earnest thinkers.

A leading object with the Society has been the cultivation of 
a taste for architectural improvement, chiefly in connection with 
ecclesiastical edifices, and indirectly with domestic structures. This 
has been promoted by the exhibition of plans for the re-erection or 
restoration of parish churches, and by the discussion of architectural 
questions in essays read at our Committee meetings; and by the 
exhibition of architectural drawings at our annual meetings.

To that other division of the Society's operations, I have left but
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brief space to allude. It cannot, however, I venture to assert, be 
doubted, that the Leicestershire Architectural Society has, during 
the last fourteen years, exercised a wholesome influence in the 
formation of a correct taste in respect to the public edifices of the 
district—the churches, the chapels, the mansions, the houses, and 
the buildings of every description. It has, of course, no other 
authority than that which is conceded to it by public approval of 
its recommendations. It has avowed, again and again, that it 
recognizes the Gothic as the true National style; which, alike by 
its solidity, its adaptation to all purposes, and its picturesqueness, 
the founders and leading members of the Society have ever con 
ceived to be rendered superior, in this country and climate, to any 
other style of construction. The Society has, moreover, by the 
interest which it has ever endeavoured to excite and foster in the 
ancient ecclesiastical fabrics of the county, largely contributed to 
the creation of a zealous voluntary desire, on the part of all sections 
of the community, to repair and restore them, as monuments of 
ancient art for which they have a common respect and regard— 
a result more powerful in its sway than that of any legislative 
enactment.

It has been assumed that the habit of extolling the architecture 
of the past has conduced to the production of a retrogressive spirit 
in relation to moral and social life. To this assumption I cannot, 
for one, assent. There are doubtless in mediaeval buildings many • 
qualities which arrest the attention of the thoughtful and scrutiniz 
ing observer. They seem built for ages. They are almost (as 
to externals) recklessly planned for convenience sake. They were, 
again, built for impressive effects. Hence they make pictures any 
where. These things cannot be said of the myriads of structures 
which, day after day, the moderns are "running up" in every large 
town in this country. If the return to substantial building and a 
love of the picturesque be the lessons taught by the Gothic style of 
architecture, then let us welcome them, whether they be old or new. 
If the mediaeval spirit, as embodied in the stone walls, and towers, 
and details of its cathedrals, its churches, its castles, and its homes, 
was one that spurned deceit an*d enkindled self-sacrifice, and by the 
beauty of its fabrics evoked admiration and reverence in the least 
cultivated as well as the most scholarly minds, then let us thank 
that spirit for the work it has done, and for the work it will yet do; 
and trust that in the age before us it may call forth in mankind 
something more elevating and enduring than the practical false 
hoods, the meannesses, and the unlovely feebleness of the purely 
modern spirit of architecture, unenlivened and unimproved by its 
Gothic predecessor.

In conclusion, let me observe that as one of the faculties which 
raises us above the lower animals is (to quote the Koman poet) that 
of "looking before and after," in respect to the deeds and works of
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the human family,—as the man of intellect by the help of the 
records and the literature of the civilized world, surveys some 
portion of the whole area of the past, rendering himself thus, we 
may say, cosmopolitan in the bygone cycles, while the barbarian 
knows no more of his predecessors than the wild animals with 
which he contends in the forest and on the prairie—it is to Societies 
which increase and minister to the desire for knowledge of the 
otherwise closed volume'of ancient days, that the "proper study 
of mankind " and its inspiring influences must be admitted to be 
largely indebted.

The EEV. A. POWNALL, F.S.A., next read a Paper.

AN APPEAL TO RELIGIOUS SENTIMENT OBSERVABLE 
ON SOME EARLY ENGLISH MONEY HITHERTO 
UNNOTICED.

CIRCUMSTANCES have recently led me to a view of the peculiar mode 
in which our kings are represented on some of the English Silver 
Money, from the time of Edward III. to that of Henry VII., which 
does not appear to have been noticed hitherto by any writer on 
numismatic subjects. Peculiar it certainly was,—that effigy of a 
king on one of the early groats, with its crowned visage and naked 
bust. Woman-like to those who see it for the first time; for-although 
I might find it hard to recall my own early impression, on several 
occasions can I recollect the thing to have been said by others, who 
previously were unacquainted with the look of the coin ; and how 
the long flowing hair, in addition to the undressed chest and beard 
less chin, starts the idea, we can any of us understand.

It is not, however, the idea which may now strike us, but that 
which was meant by the designer of the type for the minds of those 
whose hands the money was meant for, which I desire to engage 
your thoughts at present. How did this representation of their king 
strike them, and how was it intended to strike them ? Confining' 
this question, as I propose to do, to the English coins of that age, 
it is perhaps advisable to remark, in passing, that it applies with 
equal force to the contemporary Scotch coins ;—nay, I think, if the 
truth has to be spoken, that our English princes, upon the coins, 
had somewhat the advantage of their cousins across the Tweed; for, 
however quaintly our kings may look thereon, those of Scotland sit 

•figured more like "ill-faured breekless catarans" than noble knights 
and Christian gentlemen. Yet is it not the case that he who en 
graved the die desired to make them appear even kinglike, in the 
completest sense he knew ? His conception of a king, grotesque as 
its embodiment may seem to us, to him was something more than 
the image of a crowned head,—that was but half, and not the half 
to which he was likely to attach supreme importance.
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That this may be clearly seen, I shall be compelled, I fear, to 
produce matter which must be familiarly known. Formerly, in the 
estimation of both prince and people, the rite of coronation so 
strengthened a title to the throne, that haste was used to secure its 
performance. The rite, however, consisted not simply in the heir 
being enthroned and crowned, but in his also being anointed. One 
act was not of less consequence than the other. For if crowning 
evidenced the consummation of the people's choice, the solemn 
anointing, as in Israel of old, bespoke the hand of Divine Power 
confirming the choice. It clothed with inviolable sanctity the 
person of the king, just as much as placing a crown upon his head 
symbolized his supremacy. In the popular esteem, he stood before
his people

" The figure of God's majesty, 
His captain, steward, deputy elect, 
Anointed, crowned."

The making of sovereignty, then, came out of one act even as 
much as from the other, and so the words came to be used synony 
mously. As in Jotham's parable, the trees anoint a king over them; 
so the old rhymster says, in describing Alfred's coronation by 
Pope Leo IV.

" He elede (oiled) him to be ting."*
Of the nature of a sacrament, holy unction could not be re 

peated ; its mark was indelible, and from it sprang the significance 
of the words, " King, by the grace of God," a title, says Selden, 
" which could not be given to any one else of the laity."

This use of unction in England dates .back to very early times 
indeed. Maskell asserts there is sufficient evidence to show that 
the rite of anointing can be traced higher with respect to the princes 
of England than those of any other country.t The actual manner 
of performing it consisted not simply in pouring the holy oil upon 
the head of the person, but in touching with it the breast and arms 
as well. ." Inunguenter Eeges in capite, etiam Pectore, et Brachiis, 
quod significat Gloriam, Sanctitatem, et Fortitudinem."J

Part of this ceremonial, from feelings of delicacy, was dispensed 
with in the anointing at the last two coronations ; perhaps a belief 
in the necessity for a rigorous observance of the office having di 
minished in proportion as a disbelief in the personal divine right of 
kings has increased. After the anointing, the function was rendered 
complete by prayer, the form of which, dating even from Anglo- 
Saxon times, has been preserved to ours.§ A white kerchief placed 
upon the now sacred head was then left upon it for seven days, to 
allow ingress to the unction, and on the seventh day with much 
ceremony was removed.

* Old Rhymes of Robert of Gloucester, MS., quoted in Selden's Titles of Honour, 
p. 150. London, 1631. t Monumenta Ritualia Ecclesias Anglicante, vol. iii., p. 8. 
t Thomas H Beckett in Epist. ad Hen. II., apud M. Paris. Selden, p. 144. § Selden, 
Titles of Honour, p. 159.
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Let us now see how this portion of the coronation service has 
been described by some English writers of early date, for it is im 
portant to my argument. Roger of Wendover (anno 1189) thus 
mentions the anointing in his account of Eichard Coeur de Lion's 
coronation : "After this they stripped him of all his clothes ex 
cept his breeches and shirt, which had been ripped apart over his 
shoulders to receive the unction .... and Baldwin, Arch 
bishop of Canterbury, anointed him king in three places, namely, on 
his head, his shoulders, and his right arm, using prayers composed 
for the occasion. Then a consecrated linen cloth was placed on his 
head, over which was put a hat, and when they had again clothed 
him in his royal robes," &c., &c.* Hoveden's picture of the scene 
is much the same.

Anointing Richard III. and his Queen Ann is graphically 
described in Holinshed's Chronicle thus:—" they passed through 
the Palace and entered the Abbeie at the west end, and so came to 
their seats of estate. And after diverse songs solemnelie sung, they 
both ascended to the high altar, and were shifted from their robes, 
and had diverse places open from the middle upwards, in whioh 
places they were anointed. Then both the King and the Queene 
changed them into cloth of gold, and ascended to their seats, where 
the Cardinall of Canterburie and other bishops them crowned 
according to the custome of the realme."t

Dean Stanley, in his book, Historical Memorials of Westminster 
Abbey,—a store-house of antiquarian learning on its special subject, 
as the subject of which it treats, is of antiquarian interest—speaks 
of this coronation in these words :—"The lofty platform, high above 
the altar; the strange appearance of King and Queen as they sate, 
stripped from the waist upwards to be anointed; the dukes around 
the King, the bishops and ladies about the Queen . . . were 
incidents long remembered" (p. 73). Concerning Edward VI., too, 
there is a passage in the same work, where the Dean quotes Hall, 
a contemporary writer:—" The unction was performed with unusual 
care. My Lord of Canterbury kneeling on his knees, and, the King 
lying prostrate on the altar, anointed his back" (p. 80.) The feeling 
which in these days demands some curtailment of the office as 
regards women, if it existed at all in those, had to yield to other 
feelings more imperious still; any withdrawal from the rite in its 
strictness was then impossible. Such as this was Raphael Holins 
hed's account of its performance in the case of Queen Anne 
Boleyn :—" When she was thus brought to the high place made in 
the middest of the church, between the queere and the high altar, 
she was set in a rich chaire. And after that she had rested awhile, 
she descended down to the high altar, and there prostrated herself, 
while the Archbishop of Canterburie said certeine collects : then

* Annals of Roger de Hoveden. Bohn's Antiquarian Library, ii. p. 18. t See 
also Grafton's Chronicle, E. III.
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she rose, and the bishop anointed hir on the head and on the 
brest, and then she was led up again, where, after diverse orisons 
said, the Archbishop set the crowne of Saint Edward on hir head," 
&c., &c.*

Bearing in mind the sentiment about unction common in those 
times, and also the accounts we have in these passages, of the 
manner in which that sentiment found expression when our kings 

and queens were crowned, let me now ask you 
to look at an engraving of the obverse of one 
of the English coins of the fifteenth century, 
and consider what was the obvious signification 
of the crowned visage and naked bust ? By it 
people were to be reminded of their allegiance 
on the ground of Divine right; anointed, as 
well as crowned, he was the object of God's 

., choice as wel1 as the people's. "Whenever they 
"A.D. 1422-61. ' looked at the money in their hand, they would 

be put in remembrance of the sight which some of them had seen 
when the day of coronation gave them a new king. That repre 
sentation of a king, which to your eye would bespeak royalty more 
if robes of state were covering its naked shoulders, to a subject of 
the house of Lancaster or York was an image of the spectacle 
witnessed in the Abbey, when his liege lord sat enthroned on high, 
not to be crowned only, but " stripped from the waist upwards " to 
be anointed. It was an ever-recurring appeal to a sentiment in his 
mind, powerful, because distinctly associated with religion:—

" Not all the water in the rough rude sea 
Can wash the balm from an anointed king: 
The breath of worldly men cannot depose 
The deputy elected by the Lord:"

is the word put into the mouth of Richard TJ. in the play; and 
Shakespeare was but setting forth what kings felt about the unction, 
or, at least, what people thought they felt; while the coin itself 
exemplifies what the people felt, or at least what kings would have 
them feel.

It remains for me to point out how the appeal to this religious 
sentiment was invariably being made by the money of our kings 
during the period I have named. Here a great authority can help 
me, though his help, if I am not mistaken, was unintentionally 
provided. In The Silver Coins of England, p. 91, the late Mr. 
Hawkins, speaking of the distinctions to be observed among the 
pennies of Edward I., II., and III., says, "We believe that the 
shoulders of Edward I. and Edward II. are always clothed, those 
of Edward III. never: and we consider that this is a sure guide for 
separating his coins from those of his two predecessors;" and, in 
the pages which follow, it may be seen how he always regarded the

• Vol. iii. Anno Dom. 1633. Anno Reg. 85.
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absence of drapery on the king's bust as characterizing the coins of 
Edward III. That this denuding of the bust was continued in 
many succeeding reigns is beyond question. Attaining its fullest 
development in the time of Henry VI., when the naked chest of 
the king is displayed with a free distinctness which looks almost 
coarse, unless the cause of the display be understood, this manner 
of representing the sacred person of the sovereign obtained until 
the third coinage of Henry VII., when, among other changes, was 
introduced a profile likeness, having the neck no longer nude, but 
decently robed. From that time to this there has been no repeti 
tion of the custom, but while it lasted we must be interested in 
observing its historical significance. Edward m.'s claim to the 
French crown is believed to have been backed by his assuming the 
pertinent motto, "Posui Deum adjutorem meum" (I have made 
God my helper.) That also was an appeal to the religious sentiment 
of his people. And thus he first, of all our kings, made his money 
the vehicle by which to carry to their minds the religious character 
of his right. What wonder, therefore, that we should find, syn 
chronizing with " REX DEI GRATIA," upon his coins, his bared neck, 
as he sat to be anointed. Once begun, the fashion might keep its 
hold, as fashion often does, long after any reason for its use re 
mained ;' but no decrease of reason for its use was likely to arise 
when Bolingbroke became king. The worse title to the throne had 
to stand before men as the better, and it could not quite stand on 
its own legs. Several incidents are on record shewing how he 
wished to be seen by his subjects leaning upon the religious element 
for support. Why this mode of representing the king, as the Lord's 
Anointed, upon the money, should -culminate in the reign of Henry 
VI., is not hard to see. Recollecting his devout habit of mind, 
reflected in a half-monkish way of life; recollecting the contest 
between the two rival houses in his distracted reign, causes occur 
in plenty for the continuance of a custom which doubtless often 
produced its effect. For Englishmen of that day the choice lay 
between the descendants of a common stock, and when the claim 
of the Red Rose trembled in the balance of opinion, it was good 
policy to remind his partisans of the rite by which Henry the Sixth's 
title to the crown had been most religiously confirmed. In more 
ways than one the coin helped the cause. The piety of men was 
invoked as well as their personal feeling. To dilate upon the 
reason why this address to pious sentiment should have been dis 
continued in 1503, when Henry VII. was quietly seated on the 
throne, Lambert Simnel and Perkin Warbeck having disappeared 
from the scene, no other disputing his right,—would only be mul 
tiplying words.

The Chairman next called upon MR. NORTH to read his Paper 
upon
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THE ANCIENT SCHOOLS OF MELTON MOWBRAY.
IN one of my several Papers read before this Society, bearing upon 
the past history of Melton Mowbray,* I ventured the remark that, 
with the exception of the magnificent and stately parish church, 
there is little in the town to connect the Melton of to-day with the 
Melton of the middle ages. Its Castle, its Priory, its Spital Chapel, 
its Town Crosses, have all disappeared. For the reason (among 
many others of more importance) that the church is such a remain 
ing connecting link, I made as strong an appeal as I could pen in 
aid of the effort then, as now, being made to repair the glorious pile 
which adorns not Melton only, but the county in which it stands, 
and to restore to it some, at least, of the striking and beautiful 
features of which it has been at various times despoiled. Now, 
without weakening one sentence of that appeal, I wish to remind 
all interested in the past history of Melton, that there is still exist 
ing another link between the ancient and modern town—a link so 
intimately connected for many generations with the church and the 
Religious Houses, that it may well be called their handmaid, their 
messenger of mercy and love, specially caring for and training the 
lambs of the flock, until they were old enough to feel their respon 
sibilities, and to understand their position as members of the 
Church, under whose fostering care they had been trained, and 
in some degree, at least, prepared for the struggles and difficulties 
of the life before them. The Parish Schools of Melton supply that 
other link between the ancient and modern town to which I have 
referred, and upon which I wish to say a few words now.

So early as the year 1347, we find mention of schools as then 
existing in Melton. We, therefore, infer they were founded prior 
to that date—how long before, cannot be told. It is stated in an 
ancient record that in that year they were under the care and 
management of King Edward III., in consequence of his taking 
possession of the temporalities of the Priory of Lewes.t The Priory 
of Lewes, in Sussex (having previously possessed the patronage), 
in the year 1328, obtained the appropriation of the advowson of 
Melton. Being a branch of the great monastery of Cluni, an alien 
priory—that is, a priory belonging to the subjects of a foreign power 
—its revenues in this country were seized by the King of England 
whenever war was declared against France—a not uncommon thing, 
as we all know, in the Middle Ages, and for a long time afterwards.

After a truce of three years, Edward III., in 1345, renewed the 
war with France, and confiscated the revenues of the Priors alien; 
and so the schools of Melton were, in the year 1347, as the record 
informs us, under the care and management of the King, in conse-

* The Constables of Melton in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth. f yat- 81 
Edward III., quoted by Nichols, Hist, of Leics. Framland Hundred,p. 243.
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quence of his becoming possessed, in the manner indicated, of .the 
temporalities of the Priory of Lewes.

This was the state of things in connection with the schools of 
Melton when history first dawns upon them; and, however feeble 
the ray may be, it points, I think, to their origin. The monasteries, 
we know, and gratefully acknowledge, were the great seminaries, 
and the monks the diligent and patient schoolmasters of Europe, 
during mediaeval times. What more natural than that the Priory 
of Lewes, becoming possessed of the principal emoluments belong 
ing to Melton Church, should, if not establish, at least aid, the 
schools of Melton to such a considerable extent as to cause the 
King to look upon them as part and parcel of the priory's establish 
ment in our town ? This idea as to their foundation receives some 
confirmation from the fact that the Priory of Lewes did its full 
share in protecting and fostering learning, as is shown by several 
anecdotes related by Dugdale in his Monasticon.*

After this slight glimpse, the light is again obscured for two 
hundred years—until the year 1548. Under that date, I find an 
entry in the churchwardens' accounts of this parish, now preserved 
in the church chest, which shows that the schools were being 
continued:—

" Itm pd to Christ'. Whitened y* he pa to the late
Gram'. Scholem*. ffor pte of the wages due att s. d. 
Christmas, an0., 1548 .............................. xlviij. x."

A much stronger ray is thrown upon the history of our schools 
by the outburst of the Reformation, in the latter part of the reign 
of Henry VTLT. That monarch, only a few months before his death, 
intimated his intention of taking possession of the property of all 
guilds and chantries, and although death stayed his purpose, the 
advisers of Edward VI., his successor, soon after he had ascended 
the throne, passed a bill- in parliament for giving to the King the 
whole of their possessions. Then in the general confiscation of 
property belonging to the various religious houses, guilds, and 
chantries, which followed, the townsmen of Melton had to defend 
their title to certain lands which belonged (as they affirmed) to 
them, and the proceeds of which had been for a long time appro 
priated to the support of their schools.

In order to secure the confiscation of lands and tenements be 
longing to these now dissolved fraternities, and to arrange for their 
sale, " the King's Visitors for Chantries" were dispatched through 
out the country, whose office it was to take care that no property 
lately belonging to such religious bodies was taken possession of 
by any private person for his own use, or by any town-wardens or 
other officials for the enlargement of any town estate, or for the 
benefit of any local institution—that is, to use the quaint but ex-

* Vol. i., 5.
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pressive definition of the time, to see that there were no " concealed 
lands." These Visitors were in our county in 1547-8. They then 
visited Leicester as we find by an entry in the Chamberlains' 
accounts for that year :—

" It'm payd for ij gallons of wyne that was gyven to the s. A. 
Kyng's maieste's vicetors for chauntries............... ij. iiij."

These Visitors are most probably referred to by the church 
wardens of Melton, who in the same year, 1547, charge

" It'm y" 9 of Octobre pd ffor a pottell wyne geven to d. 
the Kyng's visitors ....................................... viij."

The Visitors would open a commission in Melton, and after the 
examination of witnesses before a jury, would pronounce upon the 
legality of the title set forth by the reputed owners of lands in dis 
pute. We may infer from a document still extant—and which has 
before been brought under the notice of this Society—that Chris 
topher Draper, ironmonger, of London, became by purchase, or 
otherwise, the possessor of property formerly belonging to the 
guilds established here. He resold a portion of this property to 
Nicholas Cowlishaw, who bought it on behalf of the town. It was 
paid for by the churchwardens out of "certain monies which came 
into their hands, arising from the sale of portions of the church- 
plate, which being considered unnecessary, owing to the changes in 
the ritual of the church, was then sold. This appears by the 
following entry in the churchwardens' accounts :—

" Item paid by Nicholas Cowlishaw to Christoper Draper, 
of London, the 21st day of November, for a parcel of 
land, with the appurtenances, lately called the Chapel li. 
House, in Melton, bought to the town of Melton's use xxi."

Having obtained possession, Nicholas Cowlishaw and Thomas 
Postern conveyed the property so purchased to a number of their 
fellow-townsmen as trustees, to apply the proceeds to the benefit 
of the school. The original conveyance is now in existence, and 
has been translated and transcribed by a Member of our Society. 
It is a somewhat lengthy document, couched in the phraseology by 
which the majesty of the law is usually surrounded; so I will not 
read it to you. I will simply say that by virtue of the trust, the 
rents of the property were to be applied " annually for ever to pay 
and contribute to the support of a schoolmaster from time to time, 
to teach and instruct boys in grammar within the town of Melton.*

(*) The following is a copy of the document referred to:—
" To all the faithful in Christ to whom this present writing indented may come, 

Nicholas Cowlishaw, of Melton Mowbray, in the county of Leicester, yeoman, and 
Thomas Postern, of Melton aforesaid, yeoman, health in the Lord.

" Know ye that we, the aforesaid Nicholas and Thomas Postern, have given, 
granted, and by this our present writing have confirmed, to William Brookesby, 
gentleman, William Lane, gentleman, Seth Lacey, gentleman, Clement Giles, gentle 
man, Richard Trayford, Robert Halley, Robert Oldham, John Fiahpool, John Rons,
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In the Townwardens' accounts about this time we find an entry 
or two showing that the school was open :—

" 1557.—It'm pa to the skolem* for Myghelmas qr. ... xls." 

He had a stipend of £8 a year. • Again:—

" 1566-7.—It'm pd to Mr. Vycar at Easter, woh was 
borowed of him the xxii of Aprill, 1566, begyning 
to pay the scolem*... ... ... ... vli.

It'm the viii. of May pd to Sir Thorns of Saxelbye for 
the full payment of the scolemr his wage dew at 
Myghilmas 1566 ... ... ... ... xs. ixd.

It'm to the scholem1 weh remayende here a weke ...... vs.
It'm to Mr. Whithead toward the payment of the

scolem' his wage at Mighelmas ... .., xvijs. vid."

William Calver, William Adcock, Thos. Pyne, Thomas Hudson, John Parker, John 
Hopkins, Stephen Shaw, Leonard Lacy, Hugh Lacy, John Downes, and Alexander 
Bell, all that our messuage and tenement, vulgarly called the Chapel House, other 
wise called the Spittal Chapel, and one close of land, with all their appurtenances, 
now or lately in the occupation or tenure of Dionisius Shephard, or his assigns, 
situate, lying, or being in Melton Mowbray aforesaid, parcel of the possessions of 
the Guild of the Blessed Mary lately existing, pertaining, and belonging thereto, 
which certain messuage, tenement, close, and other their possessions, we, the afore 
said Nicholas, and Thomas Postern, having lately had given and granted to us, by a 
certain Christopher Draper, citizen and ironmonger of London, as by the charter of 
the said Christopher, dated on the 10th day of November, in the third year of the 
reign of our King, Edward the Sixth, more fully appears:—to have and to hold the 
aforesaid messuage, tenement, close, and other premises, with all their appurtenances, 
to the aforesaid William Brookesby [and others,—all the names are repeated'] and 
their heirs—the annual rents, outgoings, and revenues of the aforesaid messuage, 
tenement, close, and other premises—that they annually for ever shall pay and con 
tribute to the support of a schoolmaster, from time to time, to teach and instruct 
boys in grammar within the town of Melton aforesaid; and under condition that two 
of the aforesaid William Brookesby [and others—all the names are again repeated] 
whom it shall happen to survive, their other co-feoffees within three months next 
after the death of the aforesaid co-feoffees shall make, or cause to be made, good, 
secure, and sufficient in law, the said messuage, tenement, close and other premises, 
to twenty other men to have and to hold to them and their heirs for ever under 
special conditions and intentions, the aforesaid: to hold of the chief lords of the fee 
by rent and service thence due and by law accustomed; but that we, the aforesaid 
Nicholas and Thomas Postern, and our heirs, the aforesaid messuage, tenement, 
close, and other premises, with their appurtenances, to the aforesaid William 
Brookesby [and others,—the names are again repeated'] and their heirs and assigns, 
under the conditions and agreements aforesaid, against us and our heirs will warrant 
and for ever defend.

" In testimony of which, we the aforesaid Nicholas, and Thomas Postern, to this 
our present writing indented have placed our seals. Dated on the last day of 
November, in the third year of the reign of the aforesaid King, Edward VI., by the 
grace of God of England, France, and Ireland King, Defender of the Faith, and 
supreme head on earth of the English and Irish Church.

" By me, " By me,
"THOMAS POSTERN. "NICHOLAS COWIJSHAW."

FF VOL. III.
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In 1567 another inquiry was opened about portions of the Town 
estate set apart for the benefit of the school, &c. In that year 
a Commission sat at Stathern, in this county, before which one 
Thomas Lucas sought to call into question the title of the town of 
Melton to certain lands which he affirmed were " concealed." The 
result of that enquiry was in favour of the townsmen. They 
obtained a verdict from the jury before which the case was heard, 
and that verdict was ratified by the Court of Exchequer, and an 
Exemplification granted by the Court to strengthen the title of the 
town in any future litigations.

Ten years later the dispute was again opened, and the Court of 
Exchequer issued a writ fieri facias for the payment of the arrear 
ages and rents of the supposed "concealed lands." This appears 
to have much troubled the poor Meltonians, who appealed to their 
more powerful neighbours, George Hastings, Francis Cave, Thomas 
Cave, and Henry Pole, to intercede for them. Those gentlemen 
wrote a letter to the Barons of the Court of Exchequer, a copy of 
which is preserved among the town papers. It is dated 21st 
January, 1576—7, and which, as it shows the state of the school 
at that time, I will read to you :—

" Right Honorable yt may please yow to be advertised that 
where there hath lately come forthe of the Quenes maiesties honor 
able Courte of the Exchequer to Thomas Skevington esquier high 
sheriff of this her graces Countie of Leicester a Writte of fieri facias 
against certayne psons of the Inhabitants of the Towne of Melton 
Mowbray in the said Countie of Leicester (as we are enformed) for 
the arrerages of sundrye Tenements for certayne years now last past 
supposed as yt ys reported to be conceled Lands. Whervppon cer 
tayne of the inhabitants of the said Towne of Melton have declared 
to vs whose names are vnder written That they have been and are 
in Sute for the same Lands. And yt hath bene found by verdytt 
of a substancyall jury of twelve psons in the said Countie by vertue 
of the Quenes highnes Com'ission to be noe conceled Land. Where- 
vpon (as they say) yt was ratified in the said honorable Courte 
before yor honora or other the Lordes Barons of the Exchequer And 
her graces high officers in the said Court of thexchequer then being 
prsent: As they are able to prove "by Exemplification under the 
seale of the said Court. That the gfitts and yerelye revenues of 
the same Lands shold be vsed and employed to the maynetenance 
of a Gram'er Schole with in the same Towne of Melton. And.soe 
it hath bene vsed synce the said order and long tyme before. And 
now at this time ys contynued by Eogier Chanteler Mr of Artes 
scholemaster there and Wm Lyddier vssher in the same schole with 
one hundredth and twentye scholers under both there charges. And 
this we are told to writte unto yor honor" at the especiall desire of 
our poore neighbours in the furderence of their humble sute in soe 
godly a cawse. Thus praying for the p'servac'on of yr good healthes,
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to god his good will and pleasure and soe leave yow to the Lord 
Jhesus. Melton the xxjth of January, 1576.

" Yo'hono™ to vse,
" GEORGE HASTINGS, 
" FFRAUNCIS CAVE, 
" THO. CAVE,
"HENKYPOLE."

What the effect of this letter was I cannot tell, but a few weeks 
after it was written an enquiry was again opened to decide the 
ownership of the lands in dispute.

I find by certain manuscripts preserved among our Town Records 
that John Marsh, of London, Esquire, and William Marsh, his 
son, made a complaint at that time against Richard Trafforde, 
William Lacye, Robert Oldham, and William Trigge, as tenants 
and representatives of the Town, that they had become possessed 
of lands and tenements in Melton Mowbray, called in consequence 
"Concealed Lands," which had formerly belonged to certain Guilds 
or Brotherhoods there, and which ought to have gone to the Crown 
at the dissolution of Guilds. In order to try the correctness of the 
charge, and the title of the Town to the property in question, a 
Commission was opened at Leicester on the 19th day of April, in 
the 19th year of Queen Elizabeth—that is, in 1577—before Kenelm 
Digby and George Villiers, Esquires, when witnesses were heard on 
both sides. The depositions of these witnesses are preserved among 
the Town Records, and from them we glean a few particulars as to 
the school.

Several witnesses for the complainants declared that the guilds 
formerly possessed lands and tenements—the latter standing to 
gether in a street between the " Shepe Crosse" and the " Spittall 
Chappell"—that is, in the street in which this building in which 
we are now assembled stands. On the other hand the defendants 
brought forward several witnesses to prove the contrary. Thus, 
William Waringe declared the guilds possessed no lands, but certain 
lands did belong to the use of the town for the reparation of the 
bridge, the amendment of highways, the repair of the church, and 
to the use of the school. William Lane stated that he had known 
the Grammar School for fifty years : that there had been fifty 
scholars therein, but of late about one hundred scholars there : that 
the property in dispute had been applied to the support of the 
school: he further said that William Brookesby and others made a 
feoffment to one Thomas Posterne and others of all the said lands 
to the use that the profits and rents thereof should be employed to 
the maintenance of the said school, and repair of bridges and high 
ways. He also damaged the credit of the witnesses brought forward 
by the complainants by saying that Tallis, Parker, and Chambers 
were men of " evil fame;" that Tallis was a drunkard, " and vehe-
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mently suspect for stealing of a ' Hogge;'" that Parker was a 
drunkard, and that Chambers was also a drunkard, " and did steale 
Iron out of Melton Church steple." That Melton obtained the 
verdict is evident from a list of documents once belonging to the 
town, in which I find "an exemplification of a verdict against 
Mershe for concealed lands."

I think we may say that the disputes as to the town lands, so 
far as they bore upon the school—not otherwise, for the town was 
in a state of almost constant litigation—were now, in 1577, at last 
at an end.

The school at that time was for boys only, and was divided into 
the upper and lower portions. The master of the upper, or Gram 
mar School, as it was called, was, as we have already seen, Roger 
Chantler, M.A., and the usher, the master of the lower school, or 
the " scolm* for the Petties," as he was termed, was Wm. Lyddier. 
Mr. Chantler held the office for many years : indeed we find traces 
of him until the close of the century—that is in 1599. There are 
some notices of him and of the school in the townwardens' accounts, 
which may be worth quoting:—

" 1571-2.—Imprimis pa to Mr. Roger Chantler, scoole 
Mr for his Ordenary stypend ap-oynted hym by the 
towne owte of theyr lands as a yeirelye pension to 
wards his waige after viiiK. the yeire for two entyre 
yeires endinge at Mychellmas 72 vt s~up. ... ... xviZi."

" 1587.—Agreed the skoolmaster's wages to be for ever 
p ann' ... ... ... ... ... xZi.
The Husher his wages p ann' ... ... ... vZi.

" 1598.—Item paid to Mr. Chauntler, the xxiij of No 
vember, 1598, for hym to gyve Mr. Sutton at his 
going away... ... ... ... ...Is.
Item payd to Mr. Chauntler the xxj of December, 
1598, for his paynes that he tooke wth the pettye 
scollers ... ... ... ... ... Is."

The Mr. Sutton mentioned was the usher. Mr. Chantler had 
the whole of the school under his charge for six months.

1599.—Paid Mr. Chantler for techinge the chyldren
in the ousher's abesence, beinge halfe a yere is ... Hi. vs."

After which Mr. Fletcher came to assist him.
"Paid Wyllyam fletcher, ovsher for a quarter of a year

and odd wycks the some of ... ... ... iZi. xs."
It might be supposed from the fact of the townsmen having 

increased, and fixed the stipend of the master, that they were well 
satisfied with him. This satisfaction, however, was not universal. 
Whether length of office encouraged him to take liberties, or 
whether Melton then possessed one discontented, fault-finding in 
habitant who was—as some men now are—determined not to think
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with his neighhours, or to approve their choice, I know not, but his 
opinion as to the management of the school at this period is given 
in the following words, which he wrote upon a scrap of paper, and 
which I found among the town documents.

" Or Scolem* that teacheth the grammer scoole hath \li. yearlie 
for the towne. The Scholm* for Petties hathe vli. a yeare for the 
town. But the grammar Scolem* havinge not above x. or xij of or 
Towne to teach will not receave those that be redie into his Scoole, 
but will alledge they are not redie, but xxs. or xxxs. gyven him will 
be taken, and so they will be fit for his scoole." Mr. Chantler, the 
schoolmaster, a Master of Arts of his University, with a stipend of 
4s. a week! Well, he perhaps showed he was human by trying to 
increase it ?

Upon the death or retirement of Mr. Chantler, several successive 
appointments were made:—

In 1600, Mr. Slater was usher.
In 1602, Mr. Eyre was schoolmaster, at a stipend of £10 a year 

and Mr. Fletcher was usher at £5 a year.
In 1603, Mr. Sherlocke was master.
In 1604, the Rev. Rob. Hayne, who was born at Thrussington, 

in this county, gave £400 for the purchase of property in or near 
Leicester, the proceeds to go to the maintenance of a schoolmaster 
at Thrus'sington, and for the maintenance of two poor scholars in 
Lincoln College, Oxford, to come from the Free School at Leicester, 
or in defect of that from the school at Melton: each scholar to have 
six pounds per annum.*

In 1609, I find Mr. Wallis mentioned as master, and John 
Wright as usher. '

In 1613, Mr. Bayes appears as master, and the Townwardens 
charge in their accounts for that year:—

"Item, Mr. Bayes, schoolmaster ... ... xH.
John Wright usher ... ... ... ... vtt.
Item to Mr. Bayes (schoolmaster) which neiggh- 

beres were contente in ther love to beestoe of 
hym in regard thatt this yere hath been very 
chargabell vnto him for his proseedinges ... iijli. vjs. viijd.

Item bestoed more of John Wrighte, the 26 day
of December, 1613 ... ... ... o. xxs. o."

In 1616, we find Mr. Humphrey acting as schoolmaster, and 
we have an insight into the kind of education afforded by our 
school at that time. The then Vicar of Melton was the Rev. 
Zachary Cawdrey, whose curious mural tablet is still to be seen on 
the external wall of the church, close by the north door. He had 
a son born about the year 1616, and named Zachary, after his

* Wood's Ath. Ox., vol. ii., p. 82.
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father. The boy, when of fitting age, was sent to the Free School 
of his native town, and educated there for seven years, under the 
Mr. Humphrey, whose appointment we have just noticed. When 
sixteen years old, he went direct from Melton School to S. John's 
College, Cambridge, where he was admitted subsizar to the then 
master, Dr. Humphry Gower; and in 1642, the boy who had 
received the whole of his education prior to going to the University 
in the school of this town, went out of his college a Master of Arts.

On the 20th June, 1655, Mr. John Alien was elected Head- 
schoolmaster, at a stipend of £20 per annum, " to teach all the 
inhabitants' children .... when they shall be conceived fitt 
for the sayd schoole."

On the 15th June, 1659, the Rev. Henry Wickham, M.A., was 
chosen Head-schoolmaster, at a similar stipend, with a convenient 
dwelling-house. He only held the office for three months.

These frequent changes were not agreeable to the inhabitants, 
so when they elected Mr. Wickham's successor, Mr. Walter Pare, 
on the 15th September, in the same year (1659), they stipulated 
with him " to continue head schoolmaster for Melton aforesaid 
during his naturall life or soe long as he shall be able to perform 
that place . . . and for ye better Incouragement of ye sd Mr. 
Walter Pare in sd schoole, ye sa Inhabitants hearing of his good 
abilitys to performe thatt place have flreely given him out of ye 
rents and proffitts of ye said Town lands ye some of ten pounds."

Mr. Pare did not live long ;"* his successor was Mr. Henry Stokes, 
who was elected " for life " on the 9th November, 1663, at a stipend 
of £40 a year, with a house not only free from taxes, but also—at 
that time a most desirable immunity—free from quarter of soldiers. 
Nichols, in his History of Leicestershire, states that this Mr. Henry 
Stokes held the office of schoolmaster here twice, namely, previously 
to the year 1649, in which year he was elected to the mastership of 
Grantham School, and again, as I have shown from the Town 
Records, in the year 1663, in which year he voluntarily resigned 
his duties at Grantham and returned to Melton. If Nichols is 
correct—and I am inclined to think he is, although I do not find 
the first appointment in the minutes of the town meetings—Mr. 
Stokes in the first instance succeeded Mr. Humphreys, and preceded 
Mr. Alien in the mastership. However this may be, it is interesting 
to know that Mr. Stokes had for a pupil whilst at Grantham Sir 
Isaac Newton, who, when a lad of twelve years of age—in 1654— 
was placed there, and there continued for six years.t

• His wife was buried in Melton Church, where her epitaph may still be seen.
t The following "Facts Respecting Henry Stokes, Newton's Schoolmaster: By 

Charles Henry Cooper, F.S.A.," have come into my hands since reading the 
above Paper:—

During each of the two periods at which Isaac Newton was at Grantham School, 
Henry Stokes was the Head Master.

He was a native of Melton Mowbray, being the eldest son of many children of
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About this time the state of the Low School was so unsatisfac 
tory as to call forth the following entry, which I read from the 
Town Minute Book, dated 28th September, 1665 :—" At a general 
meetinge the day and year aforesaid we whose names are hearvnder 
written haveing notice that our. Low Sohoole hath been for sume- 
tyme neglected BOO that many of the Inhabetants have been forced 
to send thear children to another schoole, and thear pay for thear 
teaching, soe that they lose the benifitt of the stipend belonging to
Anthony Stokes, blacksmith, of that place, and was baptized there 10th October, 
1619. On the 15th December, 1638, he was admitted a sizar of Pembroke Hall ; 
being matriculated 4th July, 1639, and proceeding B.A. 1642-:'.

In or about 1647 he became Master of Melton School. No record of his appoint 
ment at that time has been discovered. It is, however, pretty clearly indicated by 
the admission-book of St. John's College, wherein it is stated that John Eichardson, 
admitted a sizar 35th June, 1647, was educated at Melton School, under Mr. Wild, 
whilst William Gilbert, who was admitted a pensioner of that College 24th February, 
1617-8, is said to have been educated in the same school under Mr. Stokes.

On 1st February, 1649-50, Mr. Stokes was appointed Master of Grantham School. 
On 9th November, 1663, he was re-appointed Master of Melton School for his life, it 
being stipulated that he should enter upon his duties at the following feast of St. 
Thomas. On Sth December, in the same year, he formally resigned his Mastership 
at Grantham.

He continued to preside over Melton School till his death. The register of the 
parish of Melton records that, on 6th May, 1673, Mr. Henry Stokes, Head School 
master, was buried.

He was married, and in the register of the parish of Melton, the burial of his 
daughter Mary is recorded under the date of 20th July, 1666.

In an old book containing the accounts of the Townsmen of Melton, and the 
proceedings at Meetings of the inhabitants on school matters, is the following list of 
books left in the School at Mr. Stokes' death:—

Martinius (Lexicon Fhilologicum). Sintaxis Fentaglotton.
Lexicon Geographicum (Ferrarii). Minucius.
Erasmi Adagia, Budaji Commentarii.
Calepin (Dictionarium Latinum). Poetical Dictionary.
A Greek Lexicon. A Quadruple Dictionary (by Barrett).
Golii Etymologicon. Gouldman's Dictionary.
Sir David Brewster makes the following statement in his Life of Sir Isaac 

Newton (2nd Edit., i., 16).
" The day on which he quitted Grantham was one of much interest, not only to 

himself, but to his school-fellows and his venerable teacher. Mr. Conduit has 
recorded it as a tradition in Grantbam, that on that day the good old man, with the 
pride of a father, placed his favourite pupil in the most conspicuous part of the 
school, and having, with tears in his eyes, made a speech in praise of his character 
and talents, held him up to the scholars as a proper object of their love and imita 
tion. We have not heard that the schoolmaster of Grantham lived long enough to 
feel a great pride in the transcendent reputation of his pupil; but many of the youths 
to whom his affectionate counsel was addressed may have had frequent opportunities 
of glorifying in having been the schoolfellows of Sir Isaac Newton."

From the facts here stated, it will appear that Mr. Stokes, although he died in 
his 54th year, lived long enough to have known the great and growing reputation of 
Newton. I need hardly point out how inapplicable to Mr. Stokes are the epithets 
" venerable " and " old," for he was only about 42 when Newton finally left Grantham 
School, which was apparently in the early part of 1661.

Amonggt the portraits which Newton executed jn his boyhood was one of Mr. 
Stokes (Brewster I., 11).

Mr. Cooper further states that he was indebted to the Eev. Dr. Aiuslie, Master 
of Pembroke College, and the Kev. W. M. Colles, M.A., of Melton, for the new 
facts recorded above.
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the said Lowe Schoole. And now findinge our said schoole destitute 
of a schoole master, Wee . . . doe elect and chuse Zachary 
ffenton to be schoolmaster for the said Lowe Schoole, and shall 
desire the Townwardens of the sd Towne to pay the said Zachary 
fenton yearly soe long as he shall teach in the said schoole the 
sume of eight pounds to be payd forty shillings a quarter. Witness 
our hands." (Signed by 89 Townsmen.)

At the end of ten years a vacancy again occurred in the office 
of Head-master, when, on the 5th June, 1673, the Rev. Thomas 
Daffy, M.A., was elected. Mr. Daffy was elected a pensioner of 
St. John's College, Cambridge, June 16, 1666; was B.A. 1669-70, 
M.A. 1673—the year he came to Melton. He was the son of the 
Rev. Thomas Daffy, successively rector of Harby and Redmile, and 
the inventor of a celebrated medicine. The following quaint adver 
tisement of this medicine appeared in the Post Boy newspaper of 
the 1st January, 1707-8:—" Daffye's famous Elixir Salutis, pre 
pared by Catherine Daffye, daughter of Mr. Thomas Daffye, late 
Rector of Redmile, in the Vale of Belvoir, who imparted it to his 
kinsman, Mr. Anthony Daffye, who published the same to the 
benefit of the community and his own great advantage. The 
original receipt is now in my possession, left to me by my father. 
My own brother, Mr. Daniel Daffye, apothecary, in Nottingham, 
made this Elixir from the said receipt and sold it there during his 
life. Those who know it will believe what I declare; and those 
who do not may be convinced that I am no counterfeit by the 
colour, taste, smell, and operation of my Elixir. To be had at the 
Hand and Pen, Maiden Lane, Covent Garden."

Whether our schoolmaster allowed his pupils to test the colour, 
taste, smell of his father's Elixir cannot be told, but certain it is 
that Mr. Daffy sent out from Melton School a most remarkable 
pupil, of whom something must presently be said.

Mr. Daffy continued master until the year 1716. On the 29th 
May in that year, as I find from the Town Records, Mr. John 
Henley was elected Head Master, at a stipend of £40. per annum. 
The Rev. John Henley, the new schoolmaster, was the son of the 
Rev. Simon Henley, who was vicar of Melton for forty years. He 
was born at Melton on the 3rd of August, 1692, and at a proper 
age was placed in the Free Grammar School of his native town, 
under the tuition of the Rev. Thomas Daffye, the Head Master, and 
there he attended for eight years. From the school at Melton he 
was removed to that at Oakham, in the hope of obtaining a scholar 
ship annexed to it in the university of Cambridge. His progress 
at Oakham was very rapid, his maxim and aim being always to be 
first of his class, and captain of the school. After a stay of only 
one year there, he was sent to St. John's College, Cambridge, he 
being then about seventeen years of age. At college he was 
extremely impatient under the rules and the courses of study
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deemed at that time essential to the formation of the character of 
the candidate for Holy Orders, and inwardly resolved to enter his 
protest against the system when opportunity offered. He took his 
degree of B.A. in 1712, and at that time contributed some amusing 
articles to the periodicals of the day, shadowing forth his future 
notoriety in that direction. When he had taken his Bachelor's 
degree he was desired by the trustees of the Melton Grammar 
School to assist in its direction, and four years later, as we have 
seen—that is in 1716—he was appointed master. He appears to 
have exerted great influence over the school here. He is said to 
have increased it much, and to have raised it from a declining to a 
flourishing condition. He established an elocution class for the 
improvement of public speaking, by training the youth under his 
care to speak with precision and accuracy passages from the classics 
and select orations.

Whilst at Melton, Mr. Henley commenced his Universal Gram 
mar. Some idea may be formed of his attainments as a linguist 
when it is said that he completed ten languages in that work, with 
a proper introduction to each. In 1721—after declining to become 
a candidate for a fellowship in his college—he resigned his post as 
master of Melton School. It would be impossible to follow in this 
Paper the career of this singular man after his departure from this 
town. For a time his sermons were not specially noticeable for 
any great eccentricities. He wrote much and published much. He 
appears to have had very considerable power as a preacher, but was 
so much opposed to the rules of the church of which he was a 
priest, and so much disappointed in not obtaining preferment in 
London, that he separated in 1726 under the title of "Independent 
Minister of the Oratory," and from thence forward he became known 
as " Orator Henley."

Then commenced that extraordinary career so well told by the 
author of the Curiosities of Literature in his Calamities of Authors, 
by Wright in his England under the House of Hanover, by our 
county historian Nichols, and by others. His custom was—as we 
have seen in our own day—to announce the subjects upon which 
he intended to preach, under pithy, quaint, and sometimes not 
altogether seemly titles. He also seized any passing event, and 
pressed it into his service. Thus, when Dr. Croxall preached be 
fore the Commons, in 1730, adopting as his text, " Take away the 
wicked from before the king, and his throne shall be established in 
righteousness," and Sir Eobt. Walpole interfered to prevent the 
preacher receiving the usual thanks of the House, and got him 
struck off the list of King's chaplains, Henley produced the 
following parody:—

" Away with the wicked before the King, 
And away with the wicked behind him,

His throne it will bless
With righteousness, 

And we shall know where to find him."
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Mr. Henley was succeeded as master of the High School by the 
Rev. John Brown, M.A. (of Jesus College, Cambridge), who was 
elected at a meeting held on the 28th September, 1721. Mr. Brown 
specially agreed with the townsmen that he would not during the 
time of his being master, accept the curacy of Melton. He held 
the office for the long period of thirty-five years; for it is under 
date of 7th May, 1756, that I find at a meeting of the townsmen, 
the Rev. John Brown having given notice of his intention to resign 
the mastership of the High School, the Rev. Thos. Ball was elected 
to succeed him. Mr. Ball came from Oakham School, where he 
was under-master. He stayed a few months only. On the 2nd of 
November in the following year—1757—the ilev. Richard Hardy 
(who also provided not to accept the curacy) was chosen to succeed 
him upon his resignation. Mr. Hardy was the son of the Rev. 
Jno. Hardy, sometime vicar of Melton, and rector of Kinoulton, 
in the county of Nottingham, and so in all probability received his 
early education in our school. Upon the death of his father he 
succeeded him—without giving up the school—as rector of 
Kinoulton. Afterwards, in 1768, he also obtained the vicarage 
of Eaton. The next Master of the High School was Mr. John 
Thompson, who was elected on the llth October, 1771, at a stipend 
of £50. a year, " in lieu (to use the words of the minute in the 
Town Book) and full satisfaction for the teaching of the inhabitants' 
children of the town of Melton Mowbray only, with the Rules of 
Grammar and Classics only, other than six of the children of the 
said Inhabitants of the Town of Melton Mowbray aforesaid, which 
shall be at any time or times hereafter nominated and appointed 
by the said feoffees, or the major part of the same, for the time 
being in writing and mathematics."

After holding the office about three years, Mr. John Thompson 
was succeeded by the Rev. John Hodgson, who was chosen at a 
meeting held 26th August, 1774.

It is evident from what has been already pointed out that the 
High, or.Grammar School, was intended for the education of the 
sons of professional men, and of such other of the inhabitants as 
were desirous of sending their sons to either of the Universities, or 
of preparing them for the learned professions. Masters were ap 
pointed who were capable of so far instructing the youth of Melton 
that it was no uncommon thing for a young man to go direct 
from our school to college. This had been the case for very many 
years. At the same time there had been precautions taken that the 
poor should also have a proper education provided for them by the 
appointment of a schoolmaster, of a lower grade as to attainments. 
Whether this plan worked well for the town ; whether the sons of 
the more wealthy and better educated of the inhabitants continued 
to be sent to the Grammar School, there is no means of telling, but 
I think there is evidence to show that a change was now introduced
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which materially altered the character of the school. The Vicar of 
Melton at this period was a man who made his mark upon Melton 
in a great variety of ways. Dr. Ford was instituted to the vicarage 
in the year 1773, and although I find no entry in the town papers 
as to any proposed change in the constitution of our school having 
been discussed in public meeting, still I infer from the following 
memorandum, that certain new regulations were made, both as to 
the admission into the school, and as to the subjects to be taught 
therein—and Dr. Ford was, most probably, the chief mover in the 
change.

"19 April 1775.
"Be it Remembered that at a General Meeting of us the Trus 

tees and Inhabitants of the Town of Melton Mowbray aforesaid for 
and concerning the electing of a ffree School master for the teaching 
of Reading Writing and Common Arithmetick with the Decimal 
and Vulgar ffractions and Mensuration there, We do elect and chuse 
Mr. William Chamberlain, of Old Dalby, in the said county of 
Leicester as school master thereof—(yearly salary £50—half a year's 
notice). And it is also further Agreed that the said William Cham 
berlain shall not have the care of Teaching any Son or Sons belong 
ing to the Inhabitants of the said Town any other than those who 
are capable of Reading in the Bible, and such son or sons to go 
under a proper examination for that Purpose by a Person who shall 
be appointed by the said Inhabitants. And also it is further agreed 
that if any of the said Inhabitants of Melton Mowbray aforesaid, 
shall chuse to have their son or sons Taught and Instructed in any 
other Branch of Learning than Writing, Reading, and Common 
Arithmetic, in manner as aforesaid, Then and in such case such 
Inhabitant or Inhabitants shall pay or cause to be paid to the said 
William Chamberlain, for such other son or sons such sum or sums 
of money as shall be agreed upon between the Parents of such sons 
and the said William Chamberlain for such-extraordinary educa 
tion. . -' . . . . And Lastly, the said school in Respect to 
Holidays and times of vacation, the same shall be used and accus 
tomed in the same manner and form with the Grammar School of 
Melton Mowbray aforesaid. As witness our hands."

(Signed by 21 inhabitants and the master).
The formality of the wording of this entry shows that it was 

one of more than ordinary importance. The regulation as to holi 
days may appear to point to the Grammar School as being still in 
existence, but it pointed really to the Grammar School as being 
just superseded by what would be thought a school more compre 
hensive in its character, and more likely to meet the wants of the 
inhabitants generally.

Mr. Chamberlain held his office about twelve months, when a 
vacancy, occurring, Thomas Brewster, of Melton, was appointed at 
a meeting held on the 18th March, 1776, schoolmaster for six
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months only, until a more competent man could be found. An 
advertisement was ordered to be inserted in the London Evening 
Post, The Cambridge Journal, and The York Chronicle, for a 
master "for the teaching of a free Grammar, writing, and arith 
metic school at Melton." These advertisements do not appear to 
have brought a satisfactory man before the notice of the townsmen, 
for no appointment was made until the 27th of December in the 
same year (1776) when Mr. Thomas Hemsley, of Grimstone, in this 
county, was appointed at a decreased salary of £40 a year. Mr. 
Hemsley was master for about fourteen years. On the 14th July, 
1790, for reasons not given, it was ordered at a general meeting of 
the feoffees and inhabitants, that six months notice be given to the 
Rev. Thos. Hemsley to quit the school on the 5th April then next 
ensuing. He was succeeded by Mr. Charles Medcalf in 1791.

These were stirring times in Melton—a new Trust Deed for the 
management and care of the Town Estate was, after much discussion 
and difficulty obtained. At a meeting held on the 30th October, 
1793, it was ordered that certain of the inhabitants be empowered 
to light the town by lamps, to pave the middle pavement, and to 
establish a watch. With so many signs of progress, and with such 
proofs of a strong desire to improve the town and to use its reve 
nues for the public good, we cannot be surprised to find that an 
order was passed at the same meeting for the establishment of a 
school for the girls of this place.

This order was quickly carried into effect by a committee, con 
sisting of Dr. Ford, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Kendall, and Mr. Charles 
Latham. Dr. Ford and Mr. Latham were the active promoters of 
the scheme, and a schoolhouse was erected in the King Street, 
where the girls were to be taught reading, knitting, plain work, 
writing, and accounts. Sunday Schools were also formed at the 
same time, but it was resolved that the expenses attending them 
should not be defrayed by the Town Estate.

It may be expected that something should be said as to the 
locality of the schools of Melton during the time of which we have 
been speaking. There is little to guide us in stating definitely 
where the school-house formerly stood. The earliest mention I 
find of the building is under the date—

" 1582.—Item, pa to Edward Loon for a dales worke of
thatching the old schoole howse and his fynding ... viijd."

In 1596 the Townwardens again repaired the school-house.
From these entries we gather that the school-house at that time 

was an old thatched building much out of repair. It was probably 
soon after this date that the school, in consequence of this, and in 
order to save the expense of building, or renting a more suitable 
place, was removed to the eastern aisle of the north transept of the 
parish church. That portion of the church was (in accordance with
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a bad custom then prevalent) walled off from the main body of the 
fabric, and appropriated to secular uses. I imagine, as we find that 
the old school-house was thatched, that this change took place 
before 1613, for in that year the Townwardens repaired the school- 
house, and "the leads over the school-house." The school was 
held in the part of the church just indicated for many years ; after 
which it was removed to the house now occupied by Mr. Rowland, 
nearly opposite to where we are now assembled; and there the 
youth of Melton were taught by Mr. Day and Mr. Brereton, until, 
during the mastership of the latter gentleman, new schools, and I 
presume the present ones, were erected in the King Street.

A gentleman, a native of Melton, who knew the town well 
nearly seventy years ago, thus describes in a manuscript directory, 
which I have been allowed to peruse, the various schools in Melton 
at that time :—

" Spittall-End.—The lower boysj school, John Smith, master, 
called ' Pudding Smith,' succeeded by Mr. Everitt.

" The upper school,—John Day, suceeded by Mr. Brereton.
Table No. 3.—Daniel Pears, alias his wife, Peggy Pears, kept 

an infant school. Nearly all the respectable inhabitants sent their 
children.

" King Street.—Girls' School-house: George Watchorn; his 
wife kept an infant school. Mrs. Webster, Sunday School mistress.

" Beast Market.—T. Garner, weaver and Sunday School 
master."

I have now placed before you the few notes I have been able to 
collect and to string together (in, I fear, a very desultory manner), 
relating to the history of our schools to the close of the last 
century. It is very evident that the primary intention was to have 
not only a school for the instruction of the children of the labour 
ing and arfcizan population, but also a Grammar School, in which 
the sons of the middle and upper classes could receive an education 
befitting their position in society, and their prospects in life. I 
have shown how this second feature was, perhaps gradually, but at 
last entirely, lost. How the Grammar School became merged into 
the ordinary parish school, such as many of us remember thirty 
years ago; how, in fact, the middle class in Melton—the trades 
men and the professional men—lost the advantages formerly offered 
them for the education of their children in our schools. Now, 
without offering an opinion upon the desirability of this change— 
upon its merits or demerits—and also without ignoring for one 
moment the great claims of what are termed the working classes 
upon the town for the almost free education of their children, and 
also without wishing to say one word in depreciation of every effort 
now being made, or that can be made, for their moral and mental 
improvement, I must confess to thinking that provision for middle
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class education is now too much lost sight of. The rich can send 
their sons to the public schools, or to the Universities; the poor 
have an education placed within their reach adapted in every way 
to their requirements; but there is little or no provision made for 
the proper education of the children of that great and important 
section of the community known as the Middle Class. And it is 
well if we do not reap the fruit of this in the growing absence of 
that refinement of character, that true gentlemanly perception of 
what befits each station of life, and of that high Christian principle 
which should guide a man in every relation of life, which may, and 
ought to shine as brightly behind the counter of the shop and the 
desk of the office as in the dwellings of the noble and of the rich.

I have also shown how Dr. Ford and those who rallied around 
him in Melton, first provided a public school for the girls of the 
parish, and how they at the same time opened a Sunday school. 
It is much to the honour of Melton, that it provided a school of 
the latter kind so early in the history of these institutions. It was 
not until the year 1781 that the first Sunday school in England 
was opened by a bookseller of Gloucester—Robert Baikes—in the 
crypt of the Cathedral of that city, into which he gathered the 
children from the streets, in which they were accustomed to spend 
their time. Melton, by opening a similar school in 1793, was 
certainly among the first towns which followed the example set by 
the good bookseller of Gloucester.

I feel I cannot leave this last notice of our schools, without 
referring with the utmost respect and affection to one name specially 
associated with Dr. Ford's in this good work. I am sure the name 
of Latham will be long remembered in Melton, as connected for 
now nearly one hundred years past with every movement for the 
benefit of the town, and for the improvement of the condition, 
specially of its poorer inhabitants. It will be long cherished as 
recalling many acts of the kindest sympathy for the distressed and 
afflicted among all, both rich and poor. The good work commenced 
by Mr. Charles Latham so many years ago, has never been lost 
sight of by his descendants. One of his children (who. is enshrined 
in the hearts of many a poor neighbour in this town), has, for the 
long period of more than fifty years, taught, Sunday after Sunday, 
in those Sunday schools which her father took so much interest in 
forming.

" Oh! say not, dream not, heavenly notes
To childish ears are vain, 

That the young mind at random floats,
And oannot reach the strain. 

Dim or unheard the words may fall,
And yet the heaven-taught mind 

May learn the sacred air, and all
The harmony unwind."

Christian Year.
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MASTERS OF MELTON GKAMMAB SCHOOL.
1571. Eoger Chantler, M.A.
1602. Mr. Eyre.
1603. Mr. Sherlocke.
1609. Mr. Wallis.
1613. Mr. Bayes.
1616. Mr. Humphreys.
1647. Henry Stokes, B.A. (?)
1655. John Alien.
1659. Henry Wickham, M.A.
1659. Walter Pare.
1663. Henry Stokes, B.A.
1673. Tho. Daffye, M.A.
1716. John Henley, B.A.

1721. John Brown, M.A.
1756. Tho. Ball, B.A.
1757. Richd. Hardy, M.A. 
1771. John Thompson.
1774. John Hodgson, M.A.
1775. Wm. Chamberlain, (after 

wards Rev.)
1776. Thomas Brewster (tem 

porarily).
1776. Thos. Hemsley (after 

wards Rev.)
1791. Chas. Medcalf.

The usual votes of thanks to the Readers of Papers and to the 
Chairman closed the meeting.

Thursday, June Mth, 1869.

THE EXCURSION.
CARRIAGES left the George Hotel at 8.15 a.m. The following 
places were visited. MR. M. H. BLOXAM, F.S.A., kindly described 
the churches, &c.

WALTHAM-ON-THE-WOLDS,
Where the party was received by Canon Gillett, and after some 
time spent in examining the church, Mr. Bloxam commended it 
for its comely and beautiful appearance, and pointed out that the 
oldest portion was the south doorway, which was of the twelfth 
century. There were round-headed arches on the north side which 
were stopped up; those were Early English. The church in 
general, like most of the. Leicestershire churches, was of the four 
teenth century, and it had been a very rich church. The little 
chapel on the south side, in which the piscina was still preserved, 
was similar to one respecting the rights of which a trial took place 
at Chester, at which he had to give evidence, and which was held 
to be a private chapel. The arrangements were similar in all 
respects. The clerestory was, as usual, of a later date. The 
sedilia, in the chancel, of the Decorated period, were some of the 
richest in the county. The piscina, too, with a double aumbry, 
or locker, was good in design. About seventy years ago there was 
a curious old Puritan arrangement in Waltham church, the com-
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munion table being placed in the middle of the chancel and 
surrounded with seats. There also used to be a number of funeral 
garlands hanging up about the 'church, in commemoration of the 
deaths of unmarried women. It was stated in Nichols that there 
was formerly a fire-place at the west end, and he wished to know 
whether it was found in making the restorations. The Rev. Canon 
Gillett replied that it was not; the church was lengthened by one 
bay in 1850, and there was no trace discovered of a fire-place. The 
fittings of this well cared for church excited much commendation. 
Some fine carvings by Rattee in the chancel were much admired. 
In the vestry was shown the stand and frame of the hour glass 
which formerly stood on the side of the pulpit to regulate the length 
of the sermons during the Commonwealth. The ancient font— 
transitional from Norman to Early English in character—attracted 
much attention, being very beautiful in design and very good in 
preservation. It was octagonal in form, the faces being richly 
ornamented by stiff foliage and the cross enclosed in the vesica 
piscis. The church plate at Waltham is modern, silver gilt, with 
the exception of the cup which is probably Dutch or German work. 
The bells are five in number, the inscriptions on which are given 
by Nichols. The registers commence in 1581-2. There are some 
Churchwardens'Accounts ranging from 1609 to 1708, and Constables' 
Accounts from 1610 to 1706 carefully preserved, and which no 
doubt contain much curious information. The next place visited was

CROXTON KERRIAL.
Of this church, dedicated to S. John Baptist, Mr. Bloxam said 

he did not find anything earlier than the fourteenth century, of 
which period the nave, the tower, and doorway (now closed) in north 
aisle, were examples. The clerestory was of the fifteenth centuryj 
and the walls of side aisles seemed to have been taken down and 
re-erected at that period. The doorway just indicated in the North 
wall was then reinserted. There was a little chantry chapel on 
the south side, and one corresponding on the north. There was 
part of a screen of the fifteenth century, separating the south 
chapel from the aisle. This screen was discovered during the 
recent restoration of the church under a plaster and lath wall. It 
remains as discovered, not having been restored. The chancel 
seemed to have been repaired at a time when architecture was not 
well understood. The carved woodwork of the ends of the benches 
was very bold and good. The carvings showed the arms of, probably, 
the possessors of Croxton and the benefactors to the church in 
mediaeval times; the figure of a hunter, of birds, of a double- 
tongued man and double-faced woman.*

* The Vioar of Croxton Kerrial (the Rev. G. Searl Ebsworth) remarks upon this 
bench that he has reason to believe that it, from its position—the most western one 
on the north side of the nave—was the penitential seat.
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In the south aisle were high pews, underneath which were 
found, during the recent restorations, portions of ancient bench 
ends corresponding to those in the nave. All that possibly 
could be preserved have been worked up with great care. A 
great many slugs and bullets were found in the roof, which 
would be occasioned in the civil wars by soldiers firing when 
the church probably was used for stabling the horses of the 
troops. The church was in very good order, and he was glad to 
see that the old screen wa.s preserved. On the right hand of the 
south porch the Holywater stoup was still remaining. Within the 
porch were collected several curiosities found chiefly in a field in 
the parish called Egypt; viz.: A mediaeval spear head, an early 
British bronze arrow head, several coins, including one or two 
small Boman bronzes, several Nuremburg tokens, a local trades 
man's token issued at Grantham, &c. There was also shown a 
small headstone for a grave (thirteenth century work) showing a 
cross within a circle. The door leading from this porch into the 
church excited much attention. The Eev. G. S. Ebsworth, the 
Vicar, explained that it was found to be covered with two casings; 
upon removing them the present door, a very good one of the 
fifteenth century, was found. There is some carving upon its face 
terminating with' a niche for an image, which has a good effect. 
The restoration of this door and of its iron work was a most difficult 
and laborious matter, and has been executed, like the rest of the 
restoration, in a most conservative and painstaking manner.* The 
church registers of Croxton Kerrial are classified into Nuptias, 
Sepulture, and Baptisms. The Nuptise commence "Anno Dmi 
1558 decimo die Novembris." The Sepulturse "Anno Dmi 1559 
Septimo die Januarii." The Baptismal Register commences 21st 
September, 1620. The first few pages of the marriages and 
burials are evidently copied from an older book. They are signed 
"Richardus Neale, vie. de Croxton." The following entry occurs 
on the back of a page of the register of burials. " October 12, 
anno Dmi 1662.—These are to certify that the day and^ate abouv 
written our vicar Mr. Twist did reade the Booke of Coinon prayer 
according to the statute in that case provided, and did, in the face 
of the congregation of Croxton Keriall thereunto give his full con 
sent and assent and to all things therein contained. In witness 
whereof we the undersigned have hereunto sett our hands." Under 
this is an entry intimating that in the year 1673, in consequence 
of "the great snoe," they did not plough till five days before Lady 
Day, nor sow until Lady Day. This church, which was much 
damaged by wind in December, 1865, has lately been restored

* Through the kindness of Wm. Wood Bethall, Esq., of Craven Street, London, 
the Editor is enabled to place in the hands of members of this Society the accompany 
ing accurate and artistic drawings, to scale, of four of the bench ends, together -with 
elevations and section of one of the benches. Also the front elevation, section, and 
plan of the south porch mentioned above.

GG VOL. III.
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under the guidance of Mr. G. G. Scott, at an expense of more 
than £2300.*

KNIPTON.
This church, Mr. Bloxam said, was perhaps the earliest yet 

visited, being of the thirteenth century. There were also windows 
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The church was in a 
very creditable state. The fragments of painted glass were of the 
fifteenth century, and were valuable for" the purpose of studying 
the state of the art at that period. The communion rails were of 
the time of Charles I. Kails were ordered to be put up in churches 
by Archbishop Laud, to keep the dogs (which were then brought 
into churches by the Puritans) from the Communion Table. The 
south aisle, which is the only one in this church, contained a 
piscina showing the former presence of a minor altar. The arch 
opening from this chapel to the chancel, a semicircular Early 
English one, was one of the best features in the church. The 
register of Knipton parish commences in 1559, and contains many 
entries referring to the civil wars. The following has a touch of 
grim humour about it:—"1663. John Joanes, a Welshman, a 
sojourner, being an anabaptist was permitted, not being excom 
municate, to be layed in the churchyard by his own associates, 
whose grave so flowed with water, that he was twice dipt." In 
the porch was an alabaster incised stone showing a child in 
swaddling clothes with this inscription round it: " OS your 
charity pray for the soul of John Eyre, son of Christofer Eyre, 
gent, which died the 24th day of April, in the year of our Lord, 
1563." This stone, now loose in the porch, was formerly in the 
pavement of the north aisle. It was suggested that it be carefully 
preserved and replaced in the church.

MUSTON.
This Mr. Bloxam described as a good, though small church of 

the fourteenth century, with fifteenth century clerestory, and called 
attention particularly to the stained glass, which was coeval with 
the older portions of the church. There was no complete figure, 
but still the fragments were interesting; the oak leaf, a character 
istic of the fourteenth century glass, was pointed out. There had 
formerly been a chamber over the porch. The pulpit was specially 
noticeable as being fifteenth century work, and there being very

• Since the visit of the Society recorded above, the portion of ancient screen 
became so dangerous from decay that its removal was imperative. Also since that 
time a small cottage which stood not far from the church has been taken down. 
The floor of the chamber was found to be composed of some old bench ends similar 
to those mentioned above as being in the church, and of the upper horizontal 
member of a screen.
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few pulpits of that date now remaining. The ends of the benches 
were many of them ancient, and bore a strong resemblance to those 
already described in Croxton Kerrial Church, indeed one or two 
subjects were found to be similar. The broach spire of this church 
was not overlooked.

BOTTESFORD.
Here the fine slender crocketed spire and elegant tower, and 

general architecture of the church were much admired. The party 
were received by the Eev. F. J. Norman, and conducted by him 
over the church. Attention was chiefly attracted by the extremely 
fine and well preserved monuments of the Rutland family, which 
occupy the whole of the chancel. Mr. Bloxam proceeded to describe 
the church aa a very fine one of the fourteenth and fifteenth cen 
turies, with alterations made after the Reformation, and having the 
peculiar feature of clerestory windows in the chancel. He con 
sidered the monuments the most interesting point in the church. 
A number of them were brought from the Priory at Belvoir after 
the suppression, and were those of the ancient Earls of Rutland.

The following are Mr. Bloxam's notes upon

THE BOTTESFORD MONUMENTS.
The Chancel of Bottesford Church contains an interesting series 

of monuments, some of which were removed hither on, or after, 
the suppression, from the Priory Church, Belvoir. These are as 
follows :—In the north wall of the chancel, within the Communion 
rails, is a diminutive effigy, the lower portion of which has been 
destroyed, representing a Knight in armour of the latter part of 
the thirteenth century. The armour consists of a hooded hawberk 
of rings set edgewise, over which is worn a sleeveless surcoat; the 
gloves of mail are disengaged at the wrists. A heater-shaped shield 
is affixed to the left arm by a guige, and a sword is affixed to the 
left side by a sword belt, diagonally disposed.

This diminutive effigy may be taken in connection with an 
inscription removed hither from the old Abbey Church at Croxton, 
which inscription is as follows :—
" HlC JACET COK DNI ROBTI DB ROS CTJl'S COEPS SEPILIT APUD 

KYBKHAM A OBIIT XIII KL JDNII Ao DNI M CO LXXXV ISABELLA DNA 
DE ROOS UXR ISTI KOBBI DE BOOS JACET APUD NOVU LOCU ITJXTA 
STAMFOBD OBIIT Q ANNO DNI MCCC."

This effigy was formerly ascribed as representing Robert de 
Todenei, founder of the Castle and Priory of Belvoir, who died in 
1088, but this tradition is erroneous, as it is evidently an effigy of 
the latter part of the thirteenth century. Diminutive effigies of 
this class, placed where the heart of some person of note has been 
buried apart from the body, are to be found in the churches of
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Horsted Keynes, Sussex, where there is one representing a Knight 
in banded armour, cross-legged, with sword and shield, holding in 
the hands a heart; of Mapouder, Dorsetshire, where there is like 
wise a diminutive cross-legged effigy holding a heart; and of Ten- 
bury, Worcestershire, where the effigy, represented in armour of 
mail with a surcoat over, is sculptured holding a heart.

In the vestry is the recumbent effigy of a lady, removed from 
the Priory Church; she is represented in a vest with close-fitting 
sleeves, with a sleeveless gown worn over, the skirts of which are 
loose, the drapery well disposed, and reaching to the feet, which 
rest against a dog. A wimple, worn gorget like, encircles the 
neck and chin; round the temples is a fillet, and a veil hangs 
down each side the head; the hair is braided.

The wimple and head-dress resemble those on the effigy of a 
lady in Kyther Church, Yorkshire. This effigy has been ascribed 
to Margaret, daughter of Sir John Arundel, and widow of Sir 
William Ross, who died in 1439; but it is evidently of a much 
earlier period, and may be attributed to the middle of the four 
teenth century.

Within the rails of the Communion Table, on the south side, 
and adjoining the south wall, is a high tomb of alabaster, the only 
side of which visible is ornamented with statuettes of angels, bear 
ing shields in front. The emblazonments on these shields have 
disappeared. This tomb was removed from the Priory Church.

On this tomb is the recumbent effigy of a man in armour; he 
is represented with a conical basinet on his head, with an orle or 
wreath surrounding it, so as to take off or diminish the pressure of 
the tilting helme, which is represented beneath the head, with its 
accessories, mantling, and, as crest, a peacock. In front of the 
basinet, over the temples, are the words, I.H.C. NASARE.

Attached to the basinet is a camail, or tippet of chain mail, over 
which is worn the collar of SS.; at the armpits are gussets of chain 
mail. The shoulders and upper arms are protected by epaulieres 
and vambraces, the elbows by coudes, the lower arms by vambraces, 
the hands by gauntlets of a peculiar construction.

Over the breast plate is worn the jupon, with a horizontal 
bawdrick round it; beneath the jupon appears an apron of mail, 
cuisses of plate encase the thighs, genouUleres of plate the knees, 
jambs of plate and sollerets of laminae, or overlapping flexible 
plates, the legs and feet. At the insteps are gussets of mail. The 
rowel spur is affixed to the heel.

Round the left leg is the Garter. The sword, the cross-bar of 
which is peculiar, has on the upper part of the scabbard the mono 
gram I.H.S. The sword-belt crosses from the right hip to the 
left thigh.

This appears to be a monument of the early part of the fifteenth 
century, or reign of Henry the Fourth, and may be attributed to
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Sir William Ros, who died in 1414, and was buried in the midst 
of the choir of the Priory Church, Belvoir, from whence, after the 
Suppression, it was removed to Bottesford.

On the north side of the Chancel, and within the rails of the 
Communion Tahle, is another high tomb of alabaster, in front of 
which are six statuettes of angels bearing shie!3s, the emblazon 
ments of which no longer appear. On this tomb is the recumbent 
effigy of an armed warrior, clad in a conical basinet, surrounded by 
an orle. Round the neck is a gorget of plate, beneath which 
appears a camail of mail. Epaulieres protect the shoulders, and 
small plates in front protect the armpits. Rerebraces, coudes, 
vambraces, and gauntlets protect the arms, elbows and hands; the 
body is defended by a breastplate, attached to which is a skirt of 
taces; a horizontal bawdrick encircles the loins, a sword-belt is 
disposed diagonal-wise, from which the sword is suspended; the 
nether limbs, legs, and feet are encased in cuisses, genouilleres, 
jambs, and sollerets : the latter, pointed at the toes, of flexible 
overlapping laminae, with a plate over the instep. The head re 
poses on a tilting helme, and round the neck is a collar of SS.

This appears to be a monument of the reign of Henry the Sixth, 
and may be ascribed to Thomas Lord Ros, who died in 1431.

On a large slab on the floor of the Chancel is a large and fine 
brass, representing an Ecclesiastic in the canonical or prebendal 
habit; a surplice with large sleeves, the aumasse, almucium, or 
fur tippet, covers the shoulders and breast, and hangs down in front 
in pendant bands. Over this is worn the cope ; the orfreys or 
borders of which in front are richly worked or ornamented with 
figures of Saints, as those of S. Peter, and S. Paul, S. John the 
Evangelist, S. James of Compostella, represented in pilgrim's 
garb, the sclavine and hat, with the bourdon and scrip; S. John 
the Baptist; a Saint episcopally vested; S. Margaret, and S. 
Catherine. Above is a rich canopy in three divisions.

This brass, the richest perhaps in the county of Leicester, is 
commemorative of Henry de Codyngton, Rector of Bottesford, and 
Prebendary of the Collegiate Church at Southwell, who died 
in 1404.

Another, but smaller, brass of an Ecclesiastic, in the canonical 
habit is on another flat stone in the Chancel. The head of this is 
gone, and the orfreys of the cope, though ornamented, are not so 
rich as the former. This represents John Freeman, Rector of 
Bottesford in 1420, the year of whose death is unknown. The 
inscription beneath this figure is in leonine verse.

These are all the monuments in the church of the Pre- 
Reformation era.

In the chancel are several rich monuments, with recumbent 
and erect effigies of the Earls of Rutland here buried.

In the middle of the chancel is a fine high tomb of alabaster,
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the sides of which are ornamented with statuettes, beneath canopies, 
some of which bear shields. On this tomb appear the recumbent 
effigies of Thomas first Earl of Rutland, who died in 1543, and of 
Elinor his wife, daughter of Sir William Paston, of Norfolk, and 
first Countess of Rutland, who died in 15 ..

He is represented with his head bare, with the exception of a 
circlet round his temples ; his neck is protected by a gorget of 
mail, his body by a breastplate, with an apron of mail, over which 
are angular plates, called tuilles; over the breastplate is worn the 
military tabard, or cote armour; cuisses, genouilleres, jambs and 
broad-toed sollerets, all of plate, protect the thighs, knees, 
legs and feet, the latter resting against an unicorn. The 
head reposes on a tilting helme, with mantling, cap of estate, 
and crest a peacock. Over the back is worn the mantle, with the 
badge of the order on the left shoulder—a shield within a garter, 
with the motto " Honi soit qui mal y pense." Round the left leg 
the garter is worn.

The Countess is represented in a close-fitting cap, with a circlet 
round her head; round her neck is worn a chain of four rows, with 
a heart suspended therefrom. Her body dress consists of a gown, 
with large puckered sleeves ; a kind of cape covers the upper por 
tion of the gown, and over all is worn a mantle of estate, fastened 
in front of the breast by a cordon, the tasselled extremeties of which 
reach nearly to the feet. The latter rest against a griffin.

Westward of the last monument is a very curious and singular 
tomb, consisting of an alabaster slab or table, supported by four 
short bulging pillars, sculptured so as to resemble in design the 
rich Communion Tables of the Elizabethan era. Beneath this 
table are the recumbent effigies of Henry Manners, second Earl of 
Rutland, who died in 1563, and of Margaret his wife, second 
Countess of Rutland. He is represented in that scarce description 
of armour denominated a suit of splints. On his head is placed a 
coronet, beneath it lies the tilting helme. His shoulders are pro 
tected by epaulieres, his upper arms, elbows, and lower arms, by 
rerebraces, coudes, and vambraces. The breastplate is laminated, 
his nether limbs and feet are protected by cuisses, genouilleres, 
jambs, and broad-toed sollerets. Round the left leg is'worn the 
garter. From a collar round the neck a " George "- is suspended. 
In the right hand is held a book, in the left a sword. Over the 
armour is worn the mantle.

The Countess is represented in a reticulated cap, with a coronet 
on the head, clad in a close-folding gown, with puffed sleeves, over 
which is worn a robe open in front; about the neck is an open 
collar turned back, and on the back of the effigy is a mantle.

On the table or canopy slab of this tomb are represented two 
sons; one in armour, the other in a gown, and a daughter.

This monument, a few of the principal features of which are
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here described, is the most curious and interesting of all the monu 
ments in the church, and is fully deserving of a more minute 
description. The representation in splint armour, is, if not unique, 
of the most rare description, and the design of the tomb, which 
appears to have been derived from the "honest" Communion 
Table of the early part of the reign of Elizabeth, is worthy of more 
than ordinary attention.

On the south side of the chancel, towards the west, is a rich 
canopied monument, with architectural details of classic design, 
on which I do not now propose to dwell. This monument is com 
memorative of Edward, third Earl of Rutland, who died in April, 
1587, and of his Countess, Isabel Holcroft.

His recumbent effigy represents him bare-headed, with a ruff 
round his neck, -in a breastplate of the peasecod fashion; his lower' 
arms are protected by vambraces, his thighs, knees, legs, and feet 
by cuisses, genouilleres, jambs, and sollerets. Bound his left leg 
is the garter, the mantle of which order, with the badge on the left 
shoulder, fastened in front by a cordon, is also worn. He is repre 
sented lying on a mat.

The effigy of his Countess lies on his left side. She is 
represented with a ruff round her neck, a bodiced gown, with an 
open robe over, full puckered sleeves, with a mantle of estate, 
faced with ermine.

At her feet is the small kneeling figure of their only child 
and daughter.

A monument of the same general design, though differing in 
detail, is placed against the north wall of the chancel opposite to 
the last. This is commemorative of John, fourth Earl o'f Rutland, 
who succeeded his brother Edward, the third Earl, and died a few 
months after him, at the close of the year—old style, 1587.

His recumbent effigy represents him with a ruff round his neck, 
a coronet on his head, a peasecod-shaped breastplate; rerebraces, 
coudes and vambraces protect his arms and elbows; cuisses are 
worn over the trunk hose; genouilleres, jambs, and sollerets pro 
tect the knees, legs, and feet; beneath him a mat appears, on 
which the effigy lies.

By the side of this effigy is the recumbent effigy of his Countess, 
daughter of Francis Charleton, Esquire. She appears with a ruff 
round her neck, a bodiced gown with pinked sleeves, an open robe 
worn over, and an ermined mantle.

Five kneeling figures of children appear by the side of this 
monument, one at the feet, and one at the head of the effigies.

By an inscription on this monument, it appears that this and 
the monument to Edward, the third Earl, were erected in 1591.

On the south side of the chancel eastward, is a canopied monu 
ment of like general design, varying in detail, commemorative of 
Roger, the fifth Earl of Rutland, who died in 1612.
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His recumbent effigy represents him with a coronet on his head, 
in a breastplate and cnisses, the latter worn over the trunk-hose, 
beneath which the knees, legs, and feet are encased in genouilleres, 
jambs, and sollerets; his arms are defended by rerebraces, coudes, 
and vambraces; at his feet is a peacock; he wears an ermined 
mantle.

On his right, but on a lower-stepped slab, is the recumbent 
effigy of his Countess, Elizabeth, sole daughter of Sir Philip 
Sidney, of noble memory.

She is represented in a close-fitting cap, a falling ruff, a 
bodiced gown with ample skirts, and the cuffs of the wrists van- 
dyked ; over all is worn an ermined mantle and tippet; and at her 
feet an armadillo or hedgehog is represented.

Opposite to the last monument, and on the south side of the 
chancel, is an alcove-canopied monument of like general design to 
those before described, but differing in detail. Beneath the canopy, 
in stepped compartments, one above another, are placed the recum 
bent effigies of Francis, sixth Earl of Eutland, who died in 1682, 
and of his two Countesses, the Lady Francis Bevill, his first wife, 
and the Lady Cecilia Hungerford, his second wife.

He is represented in the state robes of an Earl, a coronet on 
his head, a ruff round his neck, a short doublet, trunk-hose, 
stockings, with the garter round the left leg, and court shoes with 
rosettes; he wears the mantle of the Order of the Garter, with the 
badge on the shoulder; on his left side is a sword; round his neck 
is the collar of the order; at his feet is a peacock in pride.

The Countess on the left of the effigy is represented with a 
coronet on her head, a falling ruff round her neck, a bodiced gown, 
with purfled sleeves and large ruffs at the wrists; over all is worn 
an ermined mantle.

The effigy of the Countess on the right of the Earl is, from its 
position, difficult to describe.

Two kneeling figures of children appear at the feet of these 
effigies, one at the head.

On the south side of the chancel is an erect" effigy or statue of 
George, seventh Earl of Kutland, who died in 1641, though this 
effigy was not sculptured till many years after his death. He is 
represented in fanciful costume—a Eoman lorica cuirass, or military 
tunic, over which is draped the paludamentum, or military mantle, 
whilst on the feet are worn the cothurni or buskins.

Opposite to this is the erect effigy or statue, apparently by the 
same sculptor as the last, of John, eighth Earl of Rutland, who 
died in 1679, and who is represented in the same Eoman military 
habit as George, the seventh Earl, though the attitude of the figure 
is somewhat different.

His lady is represented standing on his left in loose drapery.
The custom of sculpturing erect monumental effigies in Eoman
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costume, appears to have been introduced soon after the Restora- 
tion, in 1660, and to have more or less prevailed for about 80 years. 
The statue of Charles the Second, on Temple Bar, and of James 
the Second, at Whitehall, are early examples. The statue in the 
Church of Stanmore Parva, or Whitchurch, Middlesex, of James, 
Duke of Chandos, who died in 1744, the statue having been pre 
viously sculptured, and that in Mold Church, Flintshire, of Robert 
Davis, who died in 1728, are some of the latest examples of persons 
thus commemorated.

Owing to the limited time I was enabled to devote to taking 
down notes of the several monuments thus described, they have by 
no means received that full attention they deserved, and which I 
hope at some future time to bestow upon them. Independent of 
the monumental relics removed from Belvoir and Croxton, we have 
a continuous series of monuments of the eight Earls of Rutland, 
extending over a period of nearly a century and a half, from 1543 
to 1679, whose effigies are represented in the varieties of armour 
and costume which succeeded each other, and prevailed during 
that period.

Of the several funeral achievments which were formerly sus 
pended from the walls, each of which must have consisted of the 
helme, crest, targe, gauntlets, spurs, sword, and cote armour, the 
heraldic tabard, so called, with banners, banner rolls, and penons, 
remains of two only now exist, and even those not perfect, whilst 
not a single banner, banner roll, or penon is left.

The absence of these heraldic symbols, historic in their bearings, 
is to be regretted. The tattered banner reminds us of rites and 
usages most common in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
now for the most part discontinued.

We may as well destroy the monuments themselves, as these 
trophies, which belonged to them. Since the close of the seven 
teenth century, no monument of note has been erected in this Church.

Grand and solemn as the scene is, historic as the epitaphs are, 
recounting deeds of work long past, they convey to the mind that 
salutary thought, " Let no man slight his mortalitie."

The Registers of Bottesford commence in 1563. MB. NOKMAN 
exhibited a small sanctus bell found under the foundations of the 
church during the late repairs, and also a curious vessel of iron or 
bronze found in a grave which the Rev. A. Pownall was permitted 
the loan of for more careful inspection. The most valuable part of 
the church plate was stolen about fifty years ago. The bells are 
good and were chiefly cast in the seventeenth century.

After partaking of an excellent luncheon provided at the Bull 
Inn, at which the Rev. the Rector took the chair, the carriages 
conveyed the party to
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BARKESTONE.

Here Mr. Bloxam drew attention to the very fine examples of 
ancient carving, especially of the ends of the reading desk, on which 
were figures of S. John the Baptist, and S. James of Compostella. 
These ancient stall ends, as also portions of the chancel screen, 
were said to have come from Belvoir Priory. In a tomb in the 
south aisle was a recumbent effigy in the lay costume of the four- 
teeenth century, of a type comparatively rare. It represented a 
franklin, or Lord of the Manor, of the time of Edward IIL, and 
was habited in the Tunica and Super-tunica. The church registers 
of Barkeston commence in 1569. The church plate is of two 
dates, judging from the hall marks, the chalice bearing the mark 
of the year 1801, the paten that of the year 1806.

EASTWELL.

The church, Mr. Bloxam said, was of the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries, and consisted of nave, side aisles, chancel and south 
chapel, where were found the piscina, locker, and image brackets. 
In this church one peculiar feature was the separation of the 
chancel from the church by a wall, with a central doorway and side 
windows. An effigy resting on a coffin-shaped base under a sepul 
chral arch, Mr. Bloxam stated, was that of a bare-headed priest in 
the alb, stole, chasuble, and maniple, with a chalice sculptured on 
his breast, and was of the fourteenth century. This effigy, with 
well wrought canopy over the head, is one of the finest memorials 
of the kind to a parish priest in Leicestershire. A low-side window 
was pointed out on the south side of the chancel, and a memorial 
stone bearing a foliated cross sculptured upon it (fourteenth century) 
was noticed. The registers commence in 1592, and are not so well 
kept as they might be. The chalice bears the inscription, " Ex 
Dono Christopheri Wright, Rectoris Eastwell, Leicest., 1681." 
The cover forms the paten. The alms dish is inscribed " Ex Dono 
Johannie Knife, Rectoris Eastwell, Leicest., 1781."

GOADBY MARWOOD.

This is a fine church, furnishing some excellent examples of 
Decorated windows, the mouldings of which were in remarkably 
good preservation. The first is of the fifteenth century. There is 
some stained glass in the window on the south side of the chancel, 
containing the arms of Morewood, of Maureward. The piscina is 
curious from being in the.sill of the south window of the chancel. 
The same arrangement is shewn in the south aisle where a side 
chapel formerly existed. At the south-west corner is a stone of
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the memory of the Rev. Mr. Peck, the historian of Stamford, 
formerly rector of Goadby. The Rev. Mr. Cartwright, the inventor 
of the power loom, was also formerly rector of this place. The 
stairs to the ancient roodloft were pointed out, as also an arch of 
the Decorated period in the interior south wall, which probably 
marked the burial place of a founder or benefactor of the church. 
The nave has in mediaeval times been lengthened eastward, as is 
shewn by the present position of the piscina in the south wall just 
adverted to. The party, after viewing the church, were kindly 
entertained for a short time by Mrs. G. Norman, at the Hall, and 
then proceeded to

CALDWELL.

This ancient and curious church is a peculiar of Rothley and 
has been carefully restored by Mr. R. W. Johnson. Mr. North 
described it as principally Early English, at the period of the 
transition from the Norman. The former existence of a north 
aisle was shewn by the piers and arches still remaining in the 
present north wall of the church. The font was curious as shew 
ing on the bottom of the bowl in the interlacing of round arches, 
the suggested origin of the pointed arch. Outside the churchyard 
wall, Mrs. Norman pointed out a small spring, now nearly dried 
up, which formerly used to be resorted to for medicinal purposes 
in skin diseases, and which probably gave the name to the place.

This being the last place to be visited, the party returned to 
Melton, where they separated.
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